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Preface

The most incomprehensible feature of the universe is that, as far as our understand-
ing of it reaches, it seems to be totally comprehensible. If we accept this well-tested
fact to hold true for all physical phenomena, at any energy scale and in every domain
of the universe, then we are able (and it is justified) to study, try to understand and
describe Nature in its different realms. The nature of this quest, probably one of
the largest and most complex endeavors of humankind, is twofold. On one hand, we
intend to attain the correct description of the actual content of the universe, which
can be traced back to the ancient question: What is the universe made of? On the
other hand and related to the first, we search for the laws that such a content obey:
the laws of Nature. Both assertions above may be reduced to the colloquial expres-
sion: What is there, and how does it behave? The third possible question: Why? It
is not yet clear wether it does lie within the reach of science or it actually belongs
to the metaphysics realm. For this quest physicists found that their best allies were:
the scientific method, as a method of research, and the language of mathematics,
as a way to properly describe the patterns and relations underlying the observed
physical phenomena.

The answers to the aforementioned questions have varied throughout the history
of science. From classical physics describing the macroscopic objects via the deter-
ministic Newton laws — and all the associated concepts as trajectories and so on
— to the quantum description of the universe at the microscopic scale as a wave
function of inherent probabilistic nature — with very different concepts as oper-
ators, eigenstates, observables. . . . Another shift in our understanding came from
abandoning the traditional view of the rigid and independent space and time, for a
more dynamical and highly correlated space-time. All these discoveries led to the
developement of quantum field theory as the best (current) description of the content
of the universe: quantum fields, and their interactions.

Nowadays, our current understanding of Nature provides partial answers to the
questions posed above, as it will become clear along this thesis. However, despite
what the final description of Nature turns out to be — maybe given in the form
of strings or something else entirely new — it will have as low-energy realization
a quantum field theory structure. The best QFT description we currently have of
the universe at the subatomic level is called the Standard Model of particle physics.
It manages to describe three out of the four forces observed in Nature: the strong,
electromagnetic and weak forces, achieving the unification of the last two into the
electroweak interaction. Whereas the inclusion of gravity within the quantum for-
malism is still an open question of intense debate.

However, despite all the accomplishments of the Standard Model, it is widely
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believed to be an incomplete description of Nature, since it cannot explain all ob-
served physical phenomena. The aim of this thesis is to partially address some of
these unknowns by studying the effects of new physics on the predictions of the
Standard Model for several observables. The thesis is organized in 3 parts. In Part I
we introduce the two frameworks that serve as the building blocks of the material
presented in the rest of the text. Part II and III are then devoted to present the
core of the work done during the PhD.

Each of the aforementioned parts contains 2 chapters. Hence, the thesis consists
of a total of 6 chapters, a summary and a list of appendices that complement some
of the calculations presented in the main text. In Chapter 1 the Standard Model
of particle physics is reviewed. The basic QFT description of its particle content is
given, followed by a detailed description of the strong and electroweak sectors. The
spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism is recalled at the end of the chapter.
Chapter 2 focuses on the framework of effective field theories. First, their theo-
retical underpinnings are explained. Then, Chiral Perturbation Theory, the dual
theory of QCD at low energies, is presented together with its extension Resonance
Chiral Theory. This is followed by the description of the effective field theory of the
Standard Model and its low-energy realization.

Part II collects two strongly related works. Chapter 3 is dedicated to our phe-
nomenological analysis on charged-lepton-flavor violation on tau leptons. After a
historical and theoretical introduction of flavor is given, the techniques to compute
the observables of interest are presented and the statistical tool used in the analysis
is introduced. The corresponding results are given in several sections. These results
are later used in Chapter 4 to set bounds on a general leptoquark framework. Such a
framework is presented and the relevant interactions contributing to the observables
studied in Chapter 3 are highlighted. Then the results are presented for scalar and
vector leptoquars separately.

Part III contains two unrelated chapters that deal with neutrino physics. In
Chapter 5 the full effective field theory description of the COHERENT experiment
with its coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering detection process is provided.
The oscillatory behaviour of the neutrinos involved in the experiment is characterized
within the QFT formalism. Finally, some preliminary results are shown. The last
Chapter 6 deals with a particular extension of the Standard Model addressing the
generation of neutrino masses: the linear seesaw model. Within this model, the
Quasi-Dirac nature of the extra heavy neutrinos is studied. The chapter ends with
a phenomenological analysis that helps to constrain the parameters of the model.

We close with a comprehensive summary of the thesis in Catalan and several
appendices.
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Part I

Particle physics at the advent of the
XXI century
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Chapter 1

The Standard Model of particle
physics

From the beginning of formal sciences, rooted in the scientific revolution experienced
throughout the XVI and XVII centuries, the history of physics has developed in par-
allel to that of mathematics. Surprisingly enough, each new discovery of physical
phenomena was found to be properly described by some mathematical tool. Accord-
ingly, mathematics soon became the language of physics. For instance, first one of
the paradigmatic examples as Newton laws of mechanics describing the kinematics
and dynamics of macroscopic phenomena and then, its more powerful reformulation
by Lagrange, Euler, Hamilton and others into lagrangian (or hamiltonian) mechan-
ics, attained great success in the 18th and 19th centuries, and even nowadays are
used on a daily basis in several branches of science.

In the realm of particle physics, we work both at a very short distance scale and
with large velocities and energies. Then, the appropriate framework to describe the
corresponding phenomena is necessarily a combination of Quantum Mechanics and
Special Relativity: Quantum Field Theory (QFT). The QFT formalism describes
particles as quantum excitations over the ground state — called vacuum — of an
object permeating all the four-dimensional Minkowski space-time: a quantum field.
This way, each particle has an associated quantum field. In this formalism, the
fundamental particles and their interactions are described as well by a Lagrangian
density function1, whose degrees of freedom (DOF) are the corresponding quantum
fields and their derivatives ψ(xα), ∂µψ(xα). Therefore, given the particle content
of a theory, these are incorporated within the Lagrangian in terms of combinations
of the associated fields into quantum operators, which describe all phenomena of
the theory: propagation of particles, their masses, interactions. . . . Likewise, the
symmetries of the theory further restrict the kind of operators there can be present,
e.g. Lorentz invariance implies that fermion fields should always appear in even
numbers, electric-charge conservation forces the operators to have a total neutral
charge and so on.

Within the Lagrangian formalism, a given Lagrangian describing a physical the-
ory has an associated action functional S which is given by

S =

∫
d4xL , (1.0.1)

1The usual choice of the Lagrangian over the Hamiltonian formalism stems from the fact that the Lagrangian
preserves all the symmetries of the theory, as opposed to the Hamiltonian which is not Lorentz invariant.
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with the lagrangian density L that, for short, we will call the Lagrangian. It is inter-
esting to tackle the above equation from a dimensional perspective. Since the action
S has dimensions of energy [S] = E and [d4x] = E−4, necessarily the Lagrangian
should have dimensions of [L] = E4. This restricts the amount and type of fields we
may use to form the quantum operators of the Lagrangian.

Related to the action S, one of the capital discoveries in physics was the real-
ization that Nature satisfies the principle of least (or stationary) action, i.e. among
all possible actions of a physical system — given within the QFT formalism by the
different configurations of the fields ψ and their derivatives in the Lagrangian —
the physical phenomena realized in Nature are those given by an extremum of the
action. Accordingly, the equations of motion (EOM) of the fields can be retrieved
by invoking the principle of least action. When applying it in full generality to
Eq. (1.0.1), we obtain the celebrated Euler-Lagrange equations

δS = 0 −→ ∂µ
∂L

∂ (∂µψ)
− ∂L
∂ψ

= 0 , (1.0.2)

which provide the EOM of the fields ψ for a given L.
Another fundamental pillar of particle physics is Group theory. One of the ma-

jor discoveries of the past century was to understand that particles are described
by irreducible representations of the basic symmetries of Nature, i.e. Lorentz and
gauge invariance. Accordingly, for each symmetry there is an associated space over
which the corresponding symmetry transformations act. For example, fermions are
fundamental representations of the Lorentz group with spin 1/2 (scalars would be
spin-0 representations and so on). More concretely, Dirac fields have four compo-
nents in Dirac space, over which a given space-time Lorentz boost acts. If such
a Dirac field is a quark, those have an extra quantum number called color, the
charge of the strong interactions. It turns out that Nature is symmetric under local
transformations changing the color of the quarks, these transformations act then on
a different vector space: the color space for which the quarks are described in its
triplet fundamental representation (see Section 1.2).

In this chapter, the current best description of the known fundamental particles
and its interactions in the microscopic domain is reviewed. This thoroughly tested
theory goes under the name of: The Standard Model (SM) of Particle Physics. In
Section 1.1, the fundamental pillars over which this theory rests are summarized.
We do not intend to provide a thorough development from basic principles, but just
present some pieces that we think are needed to understand better the framework.
Then, in Section 1.2 we describe the theory of the strong interactions felt by quarks
and gluons. There, we present for the first time one of the main concepts behind
the construction of the Standard Model: the gauge symmetry principle. The other
part of the SM describing both the weak and the electromagnetic (EM) interactions:
the electroweak sector, is addressed in Section 1.3. Finally, the scalar sector of the
SM together with the phenomenon of spontaneous symmetry breaking — providing
mass to the SM particles and from which the Higgs field stems — are described in
Section 1.4.
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Figure 1.1: Diagramatic illustration of the particle content of the Standard Model.

1.1 Basics of the Standard Model within the QFT description

The Standard model of particle physics (whose particle spectrum is collected in
Fig. 1.1) is a renormalizable quantum field theory, based on the SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y
gauge symmetry. On the whole, it contains 12 fermions (with their corresponding
antifermions), 12 vector bosons and 1 scalar boson.

1.1.1 Matter content

Regarding fermions, the SM distinguishes between two main categories: quarks and
leptons. The former experience all SM interactions while the latter are blind to the
strong force. Each category can be divided as well into two subgroups: charged
and neutral leptons on one hand, and up-type quarks and down-type quarks on the
other. In addition, this scheme is found to be replicated three times in Nature, for
particles more and more massive. These are the so-called families or generations of
the SM particles:

1st :

[
νe u
e− d′

]
, 2nd :

[
νµ c
µ− s′

]
, 3rd :

[
ντ t
τ− b′

]
, (1.1.3)

where the replicated versions have the same quantum numbers except for the mass
and flavor; the latter being assigned only to fermions and being different for each
of the 12 of them in the SM2. In addition, fermions (denoted in general by ψ) can

2In Chapter 3 we discuss in more detail the flavor structure of the SM.
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have two different chiralities: left-handed ψL ≡ PLψ and right-handed ψR ≡ PRψ,
where we have introduced the chirality operators PR,L = (1± γ5)/2, with γ5 = γ5 ≡
γ0γ1γ2γ3 and γµ are the Dirac gamma matrices. This is important since some SM
interactions distinguish between both chiralities, i.e. left- and right-handed fermions
do not transform in the same way under the SM symmetries. As we said in the in-
troduction to this chapter, particles are given by irreducible representations of the
symmetries of Nature. Accordingly, in the SM left-handed quarks and lepton fields
are SU(2)L doublets, while under this same symmetry their right-handed partners
transform as singlets. Regarding the SU(3)C color symmetry, quark fields — in-
dependently of their chirality (see Section 1.2) — are described in its fundamental
triplet representation, while leptons transform as singlets. We thus define the chiral
quark fields as

Qp ≡
(
up
dp

)
L

, uRp , dRp , (1.1.4)

and the chiral lepton fields as

Lp ≡
(
ν`p
`p

)
L

eRp , (1.1.5)

where p = 1, 2, 3 is a flavor index and we have explicitly omitted the right-handed
neutrino term since this is a singlet under all SM symmetries and there is no reason
to include it in the minimal version of the Standard Model.

The previous discussion entails the following quantum numbers, under the group
symmetry SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y, for the matter fields3 :

Qp = (3, 2,+1/6) , uRp = (3, 1,+2/3) , dRp = (3, 1,−1/3) ,

Lp = (1, 2,−1/2) , eRp = (1, 1,−1) .
(1.1.6)

In this thesis we make use of the Dirac description of particles of spin 1/2 for
the fermionic content of the SM (unless stated differently). Hence, all fermion fields
above satisfy the Dirac equation

(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = 0 , (1.1.7)

for a free particle of mass m, described by the field ψ. Actually, the four-component
Dirac field does describe the two left- and right-handed chiralities of a particle and
its antiparticle.

The most general solution of the Dirac equation is given by writing the Dirac
fermion field — and consequently its Hermitian conjugate (h.c.) — as a superposi-
tion of plane waves, i.e. the Fourier decomposition

ψ(xα) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

1√
2Ek

2∑
r=1

[
ar(~k)ur(~k)e−ik·x + b†r(~k)vr(~k)eik·x

]
,

ψ̄(xα) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

1√
2Ek

2∑
r=1

[
br(~k)v̄r(~k)e−ik·x + a†r(~k)ūr(~k)eik·x

]
,

(1.1.8)

3The SM quantum numbers of a right-handed neutrino would be (1, 1, 0).
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with r the polarization index, ψ̄ ≡ ψ†γ0 and we have introduced the four-component
(in Dirac space) spinors ur(~k) and vr(~k) [1]. Above, a(†)

r and b(†)
r are the annihilation

(creation) operators that satisfy the anticommutation relations{
ar(~k), a†s(~q)

}
=
{
br(~k), b†s(~q)

}
= (2π)3δ(3)(~k − ~q)δrs , (1.1.9)

with the rest of combinations equal to zero. Accordingly, the vacuum |0〉 of the
theory is defined as the state which satisfies

ar(~k)|0〉 = br(~k)|0〉 = 0 . (1.1.10)

Likewise, the one-particle states are defined as excitations over the ground state |0〉
via

|~k, r,Q〉 ≡
√

2Ek a
†
r(
~k)|0〉 , |~k, r,−Q〉 ≡

√
2Ek b

†
r(
~k)|0〉 , (1.1.11)

such that the creation operators a†r(~k) and b†r(~k), when applied onto the vacuum
of the theory, create a particle with charge Q and an antiparticle with charge −Q
respectively, with momentum ~k, energy Ek and polarization r. In the same way,
the corresponding annihilation operators remove one-particle states with the same
characteristics. Therefore, the field operator ψ(xα)(ψ̄(xα)), acting on the vacuum,
either annihilates a particle or creates the antiparticle (annihilates an antiparticle
or creates the particle) at position xα.

Finally, for completeness, let us also comment that neutral spin-1/2 particles can
be either Dirac or Majorana particles. The Majorana field χ(xα) is a two-component
(instead of four) field which describes the two chiralities of a neutral particle. Besides
the Dirac equation (1.1.7), these fields satisfy as well the Majorana condition

χ = χC ≡ Cχ̄T , with C = iγ2γ0 , (1.1.12)

where C is the charge conjugation operator. The equation above states that a
Majorana fermion is its own antiparticle. This may be the case for the neutrinos of
the SM, although there is no enough evidence to do such a claim.

1.1.2 Interactions

Within the Standard Model, fermions experience the fundamental interactions of
Nature by the mediation of their associated spin 1 (vector) bosons: the massless
photon γ for the electromagnetic interaction, the massive W± and Z bosons as the
weak mediators and eight massless colored gluons for the strong force; theoretically
a massless graviton would be the spin-2 particle responsible for the gravitational
interaction (this is still an open question in physics since gravity lacks a satisfactory
quantum implementation: Quantum Gravity).

Massive vector bosons (spin 1) have three possible polarizations, i.e. three degrees
of freedom. These are described by a quadrivector V µ(xα), once one DOF is removed
by imposing the constraint ∂µV µ = 0. Therefore, after this consideration is taken
into account, their equation of motion becomes the Klein-Gordon equation4(

2 +m2
)
V µ = 0 . (1.1.13)

4Note that fermions satisfy the Klein-Gordon EOM as well.
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In a similar way as for fermions, the most general solution to the Klein-Gordon
equation is provided by the Fourier decomposition

V µ(xα) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

1√
2Ek

3∑
r=1

[
ar(~k)εµr (~k)e−ik·x + b†r(~k)εµ ∗r (~k)eik·x

]
,

V µ †(xα) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

1√
2Ek

3∑
r=1

[
br(~k)εµr (~k)e−ik·x + a†r(~k)εµ ∗r (~k)eik·x

]
,

(1.1.14)

where now we have introduced the polarization (quadri-) vectors εµr (~k), which de-
scribe the three polarizations of the vector boson V µ. Accordingly, the constraint
on the vector field translates into the transverse condition kµεµr (~k) = 0 for the vector
polarizations. The creation and annihilation operators now satisfy the commutation
relations [

ar(~k), a†s(~q)
]

=
[
br(~k), b†s(~q)

]
= (2π)3δ(3)(~k − ~q)δrs , (1.1.15)

with the rest of combinations equal to zero. A state of a massive vector boson with
momentum kµ, polarization r and charge Q (−Q), is then created by the action of
the creation operator a†r(~k) (b†r(~k)) on the vacuum of the theory√

2Ek a
†
r(
~k)|0〉 = |~k, r,Q〉 ,

√
2Ek b

†
r(
~k)|0〉 = |~k, r,−Q〉 . (1.1.16)

For massless vector bosons the situation is a bit more involved, since these par-
ticles can only have two polarizations, i.e. two DOFs. Therefore, the fact that we
work with a four-component covariant formalism hinders their proper description.
In case of the photon field Aµ(xα), this entails a freedom which is manifested in the
introduction of a gauge5 fixing term in the Lagrangian, which leads to the following
EOM [

gµν2 +

(
1

ξ
− 1

)
∂µ∂ν

]
Aν = 0 . (1.1.17)

The description of the photon field in terms of plane waves is given by

Aµ(xα) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

1√
2Ek

3∑
r=0

[
ar(~k)εµr (~k)e−ik·x + a†r(~k)εµ ∗r (~k)eik·x

]
, (1.1.18)

where now, since the photon has no electric charge, there are no antiparticle opera-
tors (b(†)

r ) and the field Aµ is as well its h.c.
However, in order to properly quantize the photon field, it turns out that instead

of constraining the field operator Aµ, one should introduce restrictions over the
states of the theory, namely

1. the Gupta-Bleuler condition: introduces the constraint ∂µAµ|ψ〉 = 0, when it is
applied to any physical state of the theory. This condition further implies that
all physical states have the same number of scalar (time-like) and longitudinal
photons,

5In this case, it refers to the fact that the same electric ~E and magnetic ~B fields can be described by an infinite
number of Aµ vector fields, differentiated by the addition of a ∂µΛ term, with Λ a scalar field.
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2. the possibility to arbitrarily change the number of scalar and longitudinal pho-
tons (the two non-physical polarizations of the photon), while satisfying condi-
tion 1.

The case of the gluons is yet more involved. First, the field can be decomposed as
in Eq. (1.1.18), but adding to the operators and polarization vectors a color index.
However, it requires, besides a similar gauge term as for the photon, the introduction
of non-physical particles called Ghosts. We are not going to delve more into this
issue but refer to [2] for a thorough explanation on the matter.

As we shall see below in Section 1.3, the corresponding Lagrangian description
of the electroweak theory based on the SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge symmetry, forbids all
particles to have a mass, since the corresponding mass terms break explicitly the
gauge symmetry. Therefore, the Standard Model requires a spontaneous breaking
of the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry (see Section 1.4). This phenomenon goes under
the name of spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB) and is performed by a scalar
sector — invariant under the same gauge symmetry — which involves an extra
physical spin-0 (scalar) neutral boson, the Higgs. Scalar fields φ(xα) satisfy as well
the Klein-Gordon equation (

2 +m2
)
φ = 0 . (1.1.19)

Then, the planar-wave decomposition of real scalar fields is given by

φ(xα) =

∫
d3k

(2π)3

1√
2Ek

[
a(~k)e−ik·x + a†(~k)eik·x

]
, (1.1.20)

where the commutation relation satisfied by the creation and annihilation operators
is [

a(~k), a†(~q)
]

= (2π)3δ(3)(~k − ~q) , (1.1.21)

with the rest of combinations equal to zero. The associated scalar neutral boson is
created upon the action of the creation operator a† over the vacuum√

2Ek a
†(~k)|0〉 = |~k〉 . (1.1.22)

1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics: QCD

In the second half of the last century, physicists were puzzled by the increasingly
growing zoo of particles they were discovering. These were named Hadrons, from
the Greek word for “strong”, since they seemed to suffer a stronger interaction than
the known forces at that time. Those were divided into two groups: Baryons (the
“heavy” Greek word) and their anti-particles with half-integer spins, e.g. protons
and neutrons enter this category, and mesons (for “medium” heavy) with integer
spin, e.g. the pions and kaons. It was soon noticed in 1961 by Murray Gell-Mann,
that Hadrons could be conveniently grouped via a SU(3) flavor symmetry in what
he called the Eightfold Way [3]. This realization helped later to interpret Hadrons
as non-elementary particles, but composite structures made of partons6: quarks,
antiquarks and gluons. This was done in 1964 by Gell-Mann and George Zweig in

6Name given by Richard Feynman in the context of deep inelastic scattering.
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their quark model [4, 5], but they were very reluctant to see quarks as real physical
entities rather than some mathematical tools to describe some not well-understood
phenomena. Nowadays, the physical existence of quarks is widely proved.

Under the quark model, the Eightfold Way was explained by assuming that
mesons were made out of a pair quark-antiquark, and baryons out of three quarks.
Besides, in the first version of the quark model in Refs. [4, 5], they considered the
existence of three quark flavors (u, d and s), which would thus explain the SU(3)
flavor symmetry of the Eightfold Way (see Section 2.2.2). The fourth charm quark
was soon considered in Ref. [6] (see Chapter 3 for more details about the discovery
of quarks). Currently, the Standard Model contains 6 quarks (u, d, s, c, b, t, ordered
by mass from light to heavy). However, it was necessary to include an extra quan-
tum number for the model to consistently describe Hadrons as composite objects of
quarks: the color. As we will see below, it turns out that color can be seen as the
charge associated to the strong force and hence, the gauge theory which describes
the strong interactions is called Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD).

Mesons play an important role in the work presented in this thesis, let us then
delve a bit more on its quark nature. Mesons are constituted of a quark-antiquark
qq̄ pair. As dictated by the superposition principle of Quantum Mechanics, the total
spin vector ~J of the meson is formed by adding the spins of its constituents and their
angular orbital momentum ~̀. Denoting the sum of the quark spins as ~s = ~q+ ~̄q, the
total spin vector is ~J = ~̀+ ~s. Since quarks are spin-1/2 fermions, their individual
spin projections may take the values of 1/2 or −1/2. Accordingly, the qq̄ quantum
numbers are s = 0 or 1 and ` = 0, 1, 2, . . . . The angular momentum ~̀, represents
the oscillation modes of the qq̄ pair along its axis (see Fig. 1.2). Then, mesons
with ` > 0 correspond to orbital excitations of the ground state ` = 0. From this
discussion it is trivial to see that the meson spin j takes integer values within

|`− s| ≤ j ≤ `+ s . (1.2.23)

Apart from orbital excitations, the qq̄ pair can also feel radial excitations (usually
called vibrations), which are denoted by the quantum number n ≥ 1. All in all, the
quantum numbers of a meson are typically given following one of the two notations

n2s+1`j or IG(JPC) . (1.2.24)

The first notation shows explicitly which are the aforementioned quantum numbers
of a given meson: s, n the orbital excitation `J , with J the total meson spin; while the
second notation focuses more on the charge (C), parity (P ) and G parity (G) trans-
formations of the meson, as well as its isospin (I) and total spin J . For instance, by
taking the lightest three quarks satisfying the SU(3) flavor symmetry of the Eight-
fold Way explained above, the ground state (` = 0 and n = 1) mesons that can
be built, correspond to the nine pseudoscalar mesons with quantum numbers 11S0

(or JPC = 0−+):
(
π0, π+, π−, K0, K+, K̄0, K−, η, η′

)
, and the nine vector mesons

with quantum numbers 13S1 (or JPC = 1−−):
(
ρ0, ρ+, ρ−, K∗0, K∗+, K̄∗0, K∗−, φ, ω

)
.

Therefore, we notice that the pseudoscalar mesons are those qq̄ pair configurations
with antiparallel (opposite) quark spins, while the vector meson resonances corre-
spond to parallel quark spins. In Section 2.2.2 of the next chapter, we provide a
more thorough description of mesons within QCD.
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Figure 1.2: A qq̄ meson pair may be in a spin-singlet state (s=0, antiparallel quark spins) or in a spin-
triplet state (s=1, parallel quark spins). Excited states are obtained by switching angular momentum ` > 0
within the qq̄ pair (orbital excitations) or by inducing vibrations n > 1 (radial excitation). Image taken

from Ref. [7].

Let us now move to present the formal derivation of the QCD Lagrangian and
explain the gauge principle over which the Standard Model is built. First, the
construction of QCD relies on the following properties of the strong interactions:

(i) conserve flavor and do not depend on it,

(ii) are parity and (electric) charge invariant,

(iii) its charge can be identified as the color (in analogy to the electromagnetic
charge of QED).

Keeping that in mind, we can construct the QCD Lagrangian departing — within
the Lagrangian formalism — from the Dirac free Lagrangian (which provides the
Dirac EOM in Eq. (1.1.7)) for the quark fields:

L0 =
∑
f

q̄f (iγµ∂µ −mf ) qf , (1.2.25)

where the quark field qf of flavor f , is indeed a quark vector in color space qTf ≡
(q1
f , q

2
f , q

3
f ), with the superindex i = 1, 2, 3 denoting the quark color.

The above Lagrangian is invariant under arbitrary global SU(3)C transforma-
tions acting over the quark fields in color space. Under this symmetry quark fields
transform as

qif −→ qi ′f = U i
jq
j
f , with UU † = U †U = 1 , and det (U) = 1 ,

(1.2.26)
where U are the SU(3)C matrices and are usually given by

U = exp

{
i
λa

2
θa

}
, (1.2.27)

with λa the Gell-Mann matrices. The expression above describes global symmetry
transformations, since the θa parameters are constant in all the space-time (remind
that fields are defined in the whole space-time qif (xα)).
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For instance, group theory tells us that transformation matrices associated to
the symmetry group SU(N), for arbitrary N, can all be expressed in terms of the
generators of the fundamental representation of SU(N), the N×N λa/2 matrices
above, and an equivalent number of arbitrary parameters θa. In the case at hand,
the generators of SU(3)C are the 3 × 3 Gell-Mann matrices. Nedless to say, the
generators of SU(3)C act as well in color space, so that a is a color index. These are
traceless matrices and satisfy the commutation relations[

λa

2
,
λb

2

]
= ifabc

λc

2
, (1.2.28)

where fabc are the real and totally antisymmetric structure constants of SU(3)C.
The fact that the generators of the SU(N) algebra do not commute, classifies these
symmetries as non-abelian.

The free Lagrangian in Eq. (1.2.25) lacks an explanation of the (strong) interac-
tions suffered by quarks. Gauge symmetry provides a natural and elegant way to
introduce those missing interactions. The basic procedure consists on gauging the
SU(3)C symmetry: promoting it to a local symmetry via θa = θa(x

α). However, by
doing such a promotion, the Lagrangian (1.2.25) is no longer invariant under local
SU(3)C transformations since

∂µqf
SU(3)C−→ exp

{
i
λa

2
θa(x

α)

}(
∂µ + i

λa

2
∂µθa(x

α)

)
qf . (1.2.29)

However, the global transformation (1.2.27) can be seen as providing a mere change
of phase for the quark field in Eq. (1.2.26), driven by the θa parameters. There-
fore, the non-invariance of the Lagrangian under local SU(3)C transformations, just
means that the choice of a phase convention (a given θa) at some arbitrary point xµ0
necessarily implies the same convention in the whole space-time. This is not general
whatsoever.

Accordingly, to obtain a more general Lagrangian invariant under such local
transformations, we should add another piece that, after the symmetry transfor-
mation is applied, cancels out the extra term iλ

a

2
∂µθa. The requirement that the

SU(3)C phase invariance holds locally is indeed the gauge principle. This is fixed
by the transformation in Eq. (1.2.29) and, since the extra terms are eight colored
Lorentz vectors (∂µθa), we need to introduce eight new colored spin-1 fields Gµ

a(xα),
the so-called gluons. Consequently, we should change the quark derivative by a
covariant object that actually remains invariant under the local SU(3)C transforma-
tions. This covariant derivative is defined as

Dµqf ≡
[
∂µ + igs

λa

2
Gµ
a

]
qf ≡ [∂µ + igsG

µ] qf , (1.2.30)

where a 3×3 color identity matrix is implicit in the derivative term. We need Dµqf
to transform in the same way as qf , such that the term q̄fD

µqf becomes invariant.
This entails the following transformation properties of the gauge fields

Dµ −→ Dµ ′ = UDµU † , Gµ −→ Gµ ′ = UGµU † +
i

gs
(∂µU)U † , (1.2.31)
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where we have dropped the space-time dependence of the gluon fields. The previous
relations ensure the invariance of the Lagrangian under local SU(3)C transforma-
tions.

Therefore, we are just left with the inclusion of a gauge-invariant kinetic term
for the gluons to finish our QCD Lagrangian. These are introduced via the field
strengths

Gµν ≡ − i

gs
[Dµ, Dν ] = ∂µGν − ∂νGµ + igs[G

µ, Gν ] ≡ λa

2
Gµν
a , (1.2.32)

which transforms under SU(3)C as

Gµν −→ Gµν ′ = UGµνU † , (1.2.33)

so that the color trace Tr(GµνGµν) = 1
2
Gµν
a G

a
µν remains invariant. Finally, the

Lagrangian of Quantum Chromodynamics is

LQCD = −1

4
Gµν
a G

a
µν +

∑
f

q̄f (iγµDµ −mf ) qf . (1.2.34)

Several comments are in order: first, LQCD does not contain a gluon mass term
of the kind 1

2
m2
GG

µ
aG

a
µ, since it is not invariant under the SU(3)C transformations

of the gluon fields in Eq. (1.2.31); second, due to the non-abelian character of the
SU(3)C symmetry group, the kinetic Gµν

a G
a
µν term gives rise to cubic and quartic

gluon self-interactions; third, the strength of the strong interactions is given by just
a single free coupling gs.

Finally, gauge invariance allows for another term in the QCD Lagrangian, the
so-called θ term [2]

LθQCD = −θQCD
g2
s

32π2
G̃µν
a G

a
µν , (1.2.35)

where we have introduced the dual G̃µν
a ≡ 1

2
εµναβGaαβ. The Lagrangian above

explicitly violates CP and introduces an extra free parameter θQCD. However, the
bound on the electric dipole moment of the neutron entails a strong constraint on
the value of θQCD ∼ 0.

1.3 The electroweak unification

The development of the theory of electroweak (EW) interactions was linked to the
particle discoveries along the last century, which we review in some detail in Chap-
ter 3, together with the growing understanding of the phenomena involving electro-
magnetic and weak interactions. It had its culmination in the determination of the
structure of the electroweak theory by Weinberg [8], Glashow [9] and Salam [10],
which unifies both the electromagnetic and the weak interactions. This structure
has been later extended to include the rest of the particle spectrum of the SM.

One of the crucial observations was that charged and neutral currents had differ-
ent behaviour in electroweak interactions:

Charged currents (mediated by the W± bosons) in EW interactions
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• are only left-handed for fermions or right-handed for antifermions, i.e. only
left-handed particles experience EW charged-current interactions,

• do totally violate parity and charge conjugation. However, the combined trans-
formation CP is almost conserved7,

• occur for the pairs of fermions within the same doublet (see Eqs. (1.1.4) and (1.1.5)),
where the electric charges of the two fermions differ in one unit,

• have the same universal strength, i.e. the W± bosons have the same coupling
to all fermion doublets .

Neutral currents (mediated by the Z and γ (photon) bosons) in EW interactions

• if mediated by the Z boson, they distinguish (have different couplings) between
left- and right-handed fermions,

• are flavor conserving, i.e. there are no flavor-changing neutral currents (FCNC)
in the SM at tree level. Then, necessarily both mediators (γ and Z) couple to
a fermion and its antifermion,

• couple depending on the fermion electric charge Qf . Accordingly, fermions
sharing the same Qf , couple to the Z or γ with the same universal strength8.

In order to accommodate the aforementioned features of the electroweak interac-
tions and the particle content with the structure described in Section 1.1.1 within a
single gauge invariant framework, we proceed as follows. First, we should find the
proper symmetry group. Since we are working with doublets, the simplest group
with such a representation is SU(2). Besides, we should include as well electromag-
netic interactions, this can be provided by the addition of a U(1) group9. From the
fact that only left-handed fermions appear in doublets, the appropriate symmetry
group of the EW interactions is

G ≡ SU(2)L × U(1)Y , (1.3.36)

where L stands for left-handed fields and Y refers to a new quantum number named
as hypercharge.

Let us focus on a single family of fermions, say the first one (p = 1 in Eqs. (1.1.4)
and (1.1.5)), and further on particularize to quarks to simplify the discussion. Ob-
viously, the whole derivation below applies for leptons and the three families of the
SM. We follow a similar procedure as for the derivation of QCD, with the difference
that now all fermions (except the absent right-handed neutrino) feel the electroweak
interactions. The free Lagrangian is

L0 = iQ̄γµ∂µQ+ iūRγ
µ∂µuR + id̄Rγ

µ∂µdR , (1.3.37)
7The existence of three families of fermion fields leads to a slight violation of CP as we will see in the last section

of this chapter.
8Neutrinos have zero charge and as such, do not experience electromagnetic interactions, but they do couple to

the Z boson.
9This will not be the usual symmetry group of QED U(1)QED, but the latter will be recovered once the sponta-

neous symmetry breaking takes place (see below).
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which is invariant under global G transformations in flavor space

Q
G−→ Q′ ≡ exp {iyQβ}ULQ ,

uR
G−→ u′R ≡ exp {iyuβ}uR ,

dR
G−→ d′R ≡ exp {iydβ} dR ,

(1.3.38)

with UL the unitary matrix of SU(2)L transformations given by

UL ≡ exp
{
i
σj
2
αj
}

with j = 1, 2, 3 , (1.3.39)

where σj/2 are the generators of the SU(2) symmetry group (to be compared with
the Gell-Mann matrices λa/2 in Eq. (1.2.27) for SU(3)), i.e. the three Pauli matrices,
and αj are three arbitrary parameters characterizing the concrete symmetry trans-
formation. The symmetry transformation group G is non-abelian as in QCD, thus
the generators of G do not conmute, but follow the usual commutation relations for
the Pauli matrices. Above, the y parameters are called hypercharges, in analogy to
the U(1)QED similar phase transformation.

Applying the gauge principle, we now impose the Lagrangian to be invariant
under local SU(2)L×U(1)Y gauge transformations, i.e. we promote the α and β pa-
rameters to functions in space-time α(xµ) and β(xµ). This entails to change fermion
derivatives by covariant derivatives which, again, should transform as fermion fields.
For each gauge parameter we need an extra gauge boson, hence four vector fields
are needed:

DµQ ≡
[
∂µ + igW̃µ + ig′y1Bµ

]
Q ,

DµuR ≡ [∂µ + ig′y2Bµ]uR ,

DµdR ≡ [∂µ + ig′y3Bµ] dR ,

(1.3.40)

with
W̃µ ≡

σi
2
W i
µ with i = 1, 2, 3 (1.3.41)

a SU(2)L matrix field. Together, the W i
µ(xα) and Bµ(xα) add up to four, the needed

vector bosons to describe the two charged W±, and two neutral Z and γ bosons.
However, we cannot yet do the identification of those fields.

The requirement that the covariant derivatives transform as the fermion fields,
fixes the transformation properties of the gauge fields

Bµ
G−→ B′µ = Bµ −

1

g′
∂µβ ,

W̃µ
G−→ W̃ ′

µ = ULW
′
µU
†
L +

i

g
∂µULU

†
L .

(1.3.42)

Note that the SU(2)L W i
µ transforms in an analogous way as the gluon fields of QCD.

The non-linearity of the SU(2)L commutation relations constrains their associated
couplings, such that there can only be one free coupling g. This is not the case
for the U(1)Y symmetry that, while there is only one g′, the hypercharges y are
arbitrary free parameters (as it happens in QED for the electric charges).
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We are just left with the construction of the kinetic terms for the gauge fields.
As we did for the gluons of QCD, we introduce the field strengths

Bµν ≡ ∂µBν − ∂νBµ (1.3.43)

W̃µν ≡ ∂µW̃ν − ∂νW̃µ + ig
[
W̃µ, W̃ν

]
, (1.3.44)

W̃µν ≡
σi
2
W i
µν with W i

µν = ∂µW
i
ν − ∂νW i

µ + gεijkW j
µW

k
ν . (1.3.45)

The SU(2)L×U(1)Y transformation properties of the field strength tensors are then

Bµν
G−→ Bµν , W̃µν

G−→ ULW̃µνU
†
L . (1.3.46)

Let us point out that, due to the quadratic pieces contained in the field strengths
W i
µν , the kinetic Lagrangian provides with cubic and quartic self-interactions among

the gauge fields. However, the magnitude of these interactions is also controlled by
the SU(2)L coupling g that appeared before (1.3.40). We do not show them explicitly
here but refer to Ref. [11] for the Lagrangian expressions.

The full one-family electroweak Lagrangian — invariant under the SU(2)L×U(1)Y
symmetry — is then

LEW = −1

4
BµνB

µν − 1

4
W i
µνW

µν
i + i

∑
j

ψ̄j /Dψj , (1.3.47)

where the first two pieces on the right-hand side (r.h.s.) above are the kinetic terms
of the gauge bosons containing the field strengths and W i

µνW
µν
i = 2Tr

[
W̃µνW̃

µν
]
.

For the fermionic pieces we have also included the lepton fields — which transform
in the same way as quark fields in Eq. (1.3.40) — introducing the notation ψ =
{Q, uR, dR, L, eR}. We also employed the usual notation /D ≡ γµD

µ for the covariant
derivatives defined in Eq. (1.3.40). The matter part of the Lagrangian LEW appears
replicated three times in Nature, one for each family of quarks and leptons.

Note that the electroweak Lagrangian (1.3.47) does not include mass terms, ei-
ther for gauge bosons or fermions. Both are forbidden by the gauge symmetry. A
fermionic mass term −mψ

(
ψ̄LψR + ψ̄RψL

)
, with ψ any quark or lepton field, mixes

both left and right chiralities, which transform differently under the symmetry group
G, and consequently breaks explicitly the SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge symmetry.

Charged-current interactions

The covariant derivatives in the EW Lagrangian (1.3.47) contain the interactions
among the fermion matter fields and the gauge bosons. Particularizing for the
charged currents, these are driven by the terms containing the SU(2)L matrix W̃µ.
By presenting it in its matrix form

W̃µ =
σi

2
W i
µ =

1

2

(
W 3
µ

√
2W †

µ√
2Wµ −W 3

µ

)
, (1.3.48)
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we may identify the combinations Wµ ≡ (W 1
µ + iW 2

µ)/
√

2 and its complex conjugate
W †
µ ≡ (W 1

µ − iW 2
µ)/
√

2, as the quantum fields of the gauge bosons W±. The new
W 3
µ field will contribute to neutral-current interactions described in next section.

The charged-current (CC) interactions are then given for any family of quarks and
leptons by

LCC = − g

2
√

2

{
W †
µ (ūγµ(1− γ5)d+ ν̄eγ

µ(1− γ5)e) + h.c.
}
. (1.3.49)

The Lagrangian above provides the reason why we observe a universal charged-
current weak interaction: they all share the same coupling constant g.

Neutral-current interactions

As for charged currents, the covariant derivatives of Eq. (1.3.47) contain the neutral
gauge bosons W 3

µ and Bµ, which provide the neutral-current (NC) interactions.
However, these cannot be simply identified with the observed Z and γ, but instead,
the following rotation is needed(

W 3
µ

Bµ

)
=

(
cos θW sin θW
− sin θW cos θW

)(
Zµ
Aµ

)
, (1.3.50)

with θW being the weak mixing (also called Weinberg) angle. Therefore, the actual
physical Z and γ bosons are a combination of the initial W 3

µ and Bµ. The neutral-
current Lagrangian then becomes

LNC = −
∑
i

ψ̄i

{
/A
[
g
σ3

2
sin θW + g′yj cos θW

]
+ /Z

[
g
σ3

2
cos θW − g′yj sin θW

]}
ψi ,

(1.3.51)
where we have employed again the notation ψ = {Q, uR, dR, L, eR}. The above
Lagrangian can also be writen as

LNC = LQED + LZNC (1.3.52)

The first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.3.51) becomes the interacting QED piece

LQED = −eAµ
∑
i

ψ̄iγ
µQiψi ≡ −eAµJµEM , (1.3.53)

with JµEM the electromagnetic current, after imposing

g sin θW = g′ cos θW = e, Y = Q− T3 . (1.3.54)

Above, the first expression relates the SU(2)L and U(1)Y couplings g and g′ to the
electromagnetic coupling e; T3 = σ3/2 and Q stands for the electromagnetic charge
operator. The latter applies to quark and lepton fields in Eqs. (1.1.4) and (1.1.5) in
the following way

QQ(L) =

(
Qu(ν) 0

0 Qd(e)

)
, QuR = Qu , QdR(eR) = Qd(e) (1.3.55)
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This way, the second expression in Eq. (1.3.54) gives us the fermion hypercharges
in terms of their electric charge and weak isospin quantum numbers as

Quarks: yQ = Qu −
1

2
= Qd +

1

2
=

1

6
, yu = Qu =

2

3
, yd = Qd = −1

3
,

Leptons: yL = Qν −
1

2
= Qe +

1

2
= −1

2
, yν = Qν = 0 , ye = Qe = −1 ,

where we have written explicitly the resulting null hypercharge and electric charge
of a right-handed neutrino yν , Qν to show that such a particle would not have any
gauge interaction in the SM and as such, it is not included10.

The remaining piece of the neutral-current Lagrangian then reads

LZNC = − e

2 sin θW cos θW
Zµ
∑
f

f̄γµ(vf − afγ5)f , (1.3.56)

where f stands for any fermion field in the SM, and we have defined af = T f3 and
vf = T f3 (1− 4|Qf | sin2 θW), which depend on the given fermion f .

1.4 Spontaneous symmetry breaking: the scalar sector

The gauge symmetry principle provides a simple and elegant way to describe the
electroweak interactions via the SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry within the Lagrangian
formalism. However, this same symmetry forbids the addition of mass terms for
any of the physical particles: mass terms break explicitly the gauge symmetry.
Therefore, we need some mechanism that is able to break the symmetry and gives
masses to bosons and fermions while keeping the goodness of the gauge symmetry:
the spontaneous symmetry breaking [12–14].

1.4.1 SSB and the Nambu-Goldstone theorem

In order to understand well the spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism, let
us address first the concept of symmetry in quantum mechanics (QM). We should
distinguish first between the symmetries of the laws of Nature or, equivalently, the
equations of motion and the symmetries of the states of the theory. Since the dy-
namics of the quantum states stem from the Hamiltonian (Lagrangian), symmetries
of the EOM correspond as well to symmetries of the Hamiltonian (Lagrangian).

A symmetry transformation is represented in the Hilbert space of quantum me-
chanics by a unitary transformation U . A state |ψ〉 is symmetric under the symmetry
transformation U if it satisfies

U |ψ〉 = eiϕ|ψ〉 , (1.4.57)

where the phase factor ϕ appears due to the fact that, in QM, the total phase of
a quantum state is not measurable. However, for our purpose we can ignore that
phase.

10Since right-handed neutrinos do not feel SM gauge interactions, we could just add as many as we wished instead
of just one. Actually, we could add as many non-interacting fermions or bosons and we will never see them. This is
why in the minimal SM a right-handed neutrino is not included.
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Any quantum operator A is invariant under a symmetry transformation U if
U †AU = A or, what is the same, if they commute [U,A] = 0. A unitary transforma-
tion U is then a symmetry of the Hamiltonian if it holds [U,H] = 0. In that case,
eigenstates of the Hamiltonian are also eigenstates of U †AU = A. Accordingly, we
may use them as a complete basis of energy eigenstates. It is straightforward to
realize that if a state |ψ〉 of the aforementioned basis has an eigenvalue Eψ, then the
transformed state U |ψ〉 — which is an eigenstate of the same basis as well — has
the same eigenvalue:

H (U |ψ〉) = UH|ψ〉 = UEψ|ψ〉 = Eψ (U |ψ〉) . (1.4.58)

However, in case the corresponding energy eigenstate |ψ〉 is not symmetric, all states
reached by the application of the symmetry transformation U are thus degenerated
in energy. The transformation U allows us then to move between the subset of
degenerated eigenstates.

More concretely, for a given group G of field transformations under which the La-
grangian is invariant, we have already seen that the unitary operator can be written
as U = exp {iθaQa}, with Qa some conserved charges derived from the conserved
Noether currents jµa , that act as the generators of the symmetry transformations. In
the Wigner-Weyl realization of the symmetry — for which both the states and the
Lagrangian are invariant under G — the charges annihilate the vacuum Qa|0〉 = 0,
which hence remains invariant under U as well: U |0〉 = |0〉. The other possible real-
ization of the symmetry — for which the vacuum state of the theory is not invariant
under G— presents the phenomenon called spontaneous symmetry breaking. In this
case the Lagrangian is invariant under the symmetry group G, but the vacuum of
the theory remains invariant only under a subgroup H ⊂ G. In other words, the
spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs when a subset of physical states have “less
symmetry” than the laws of Nature that govern them.

In the SSB situation of G→ H, the Nambu-Goldstone theorem [15,16] applies. It
states that, given a conserved current jµa (xα) derived from the continuous symmetry
G, and the corresponding conserved charge Qa(xα), if there exists some operator O
such that va ≡ 〈0|[Qa,O]|0〉 6= 0, then the spectrum of the theory contains as many
massless states as generators Qa are broken (N =dim(G)−dim(H)), i.e. generators
of G which do not belong to H. These states share the same quantum numbers as
the broken generators.

Let us illustrate it with a simple example given by the Lagrangian of a complex
scalar field φ(xα)

L = ∂µφ
†∂µφ− V (φ) , V (φ) = µ2φ†φ+ λ

(
φ†φ
)2
. (1.4.59)

The above Lagrangian is invariant under the symmetry group G ≡ U(1) of global
phase transformations of the scalar field

φ −→ φ′ ≡ exp {iθ}φ . (1.4.60)

The potential V (φ) is characterized by two free parameters λ and µ. The existence
of a ground state requires the potential to be bounded from below, this forces λ to
be positive λ > 0. Then, depending on the sign of µ2 we end up with two different
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V (φ) describing very distinct physics, which are illustrated in Fig. 1.3. The vacuum
of the theory can be obtained by minimizing the potential with respect to the field
φ

∂V

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ0

= 0 , (1.4.61)

where we have defined the vacuum expectation value (vev) of the field φ as φ0 ≡
〈0|φ|0〉. The usual Wigner-Weyl realization (see Fig. 1.3 (A)) corresponds to µ2 > 0,
which entails a single minimum for the potential at φ = 0 and describes a massive
scalar particle with mass µ. The case of interest is given by µ2 < 0 (see Fig. 1.3
(B)). This potential presents the pattern of SSB with a minimum given by the field
configurations satisfying

|φ0| =
√
−µ2

2λ
≡ v√

2
> 0 , V (φ0) = −λ

4
v4 . (1.4.62)

The Lagrangian U(1) symmetry entails an infinite number of degenerated vacuum
states given by φ0 = v√

2
exp {iθ}. However, the choice of a concrete solution (given

by θ) for the actual vacuum of the theory, breaks spontaneously the symmetry, since
the particular value is not symmetric anymore. The field φ can be parametrized as

φ ≡ 1√
2

[v + ϕ1 + iϕ2] , (1.4.63)

such that we are explicitly parametrizing the excitations over the ground state via
the real ϕ1 and ϕ2 fields. In terms of these fields the potential looks like

V (φ) = V (φ0)− µ2ϕ2
1 + λ v ϕ1

(
ϕ2

1 + ϕ2
2

)
+
λ

4

(
ϕ2

1 + ϕ2
2

)2
, (1.4.64)

showing that ϕ1 is indeed a massive field with m2
ϕ1

= −2µ2 and ϕ2 is massless.
The emergence of a massless field is exactly the result of the Nambu-Goldstone
theorem. We started with a symmetric Lagrangian under G, where dim(G) = 1; the
particular choice of the vev breaks this symmetry spontaneously, so that the states
of the theory are not symmetric anymore. From the Nambu-Goldstone theorem we
have then N = 1− 0 = 1 massless Goldstone bosons, the ϕ1.

1.4.2 The Higgs sector and the gauge bosons

The realization of the spontaneous symmetry breaking in the Standard Model occurs
via a similar scalar sector as the example above. Indeed, even though we have seen
that, in general, one of the results is the appearance of a massless extra mode, when
the pattern of SSB happens for a local gauge theory, it naturally provides masses to
the gauge bosons and allows for fermion mass terms as well.

The extra scalar field should be now a SU(2)L doublet of complex scalar fields

φ ≡
(
φ(+)

φ(0)

)
. (1.4.65)
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(a) Potential with µ2 > 0. (b) 2D and 3D potentials with µ2 < 0.

Figure 1.3: Different cases of the Higgs potential in terms of µ2.

Then, introducing the scalar sector of Eq. (1.4.59) with the new doublet scalar field
and gauging it, we obtain

LS = (Dµφ)†Dµφ− µ2φ†φ− λ
(
φ†φ
)2
, (1.4.66)

with the conditions λ > 0, µ2 < 0, that we studied earlier, and where the covariant
derivative Dµ is the one defined in Eq. (1.3.40) for SU(2)L doublets. The corre-
sponding hypercharge is given by imposing the correct couplings between the scalar
field φ and the photon field Aµ: yφ = Qφ − T3 = 1/2. Therefore, LS is invariant
under local SU(2)L×U(1)Y transformations.

In order to obtain the vacuum of the theory, we should first note that the electric
charge is a conserved quantity. Accordingly, only the neutral component φ(0) can
acquire a vacuum expectation value. This is given by

φ0 ≡ |〈0|φ(0)|0〉| =
√
−µ2

2λ
≡ v√

2
, (1.4.67)

where v is more customarily referred to as the vev, and so we call it from now on.
As in the example above, there is an infinite set of degenerated states that share

the same vev (we will see below how those states may be reached). The particu-
lar choice of the ground state among the infinite symmetric possibilities, is what
provides the necessary SSB breaking pattern of the SM symmetry to the electro-
magnetic subgroup

SU(2)L × U(1)Y
SSB−→ U(1)QED , (1.4.68)

which by construction still remains a good symmetry of the vacuum. The Nambu-
Goldstone theorem then tells us that, since three generators of the SU(2)L ×U(1)Y
symmetry have been broken, there are three associated massless states.

In Fig. 1.3 (B) we provide the scalar potential in Eq. (1.4.66) as function of φ.
This presents the usual mexican hat shape. In order to understand better the role
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of the Goldstone bosons, it is illustrative to parametrize the scalar doublet field (via
a polar decomposition) as

φ = exp
{
i
σi
2
θi
} 1√

2

(
0

v +H

)
, (1.4.69)

which contains the three real fields θi(xα) in the exponential and another real field
H(xα). Accordingly, by applying a suitable SU(2)L transformation, we can rotate
away the dependence on the θi fields. These correspond then to the three massless
Goldstone modes, which in the parametrization above appear as a phase of the field
φ. Therefore, the Goldstone bosons are the responsibles for the excitations around
the flat valley of the potential in Fig. 1.3 (B), i.e. into states with the same energy
as the chosen vacuum state. The correspondence between the massless fields and
excitations over same energy levels is then clear. Radial excitations are then given
by the field H, which by the same arguments corresponds to a massive field, the
Higgs field.

Let us study now the coupling of the gauge bosons to the scalar field. This is
provided, as usual, by the covariant derivative Dµ. By taking the physical unitary
gauge θi = 0, the kinetic piece of LS becomes[

(Dµφ)†Dµφ
] (
θi = 0

)
=

1

2
∂µH∂

µH + (v +H)2

{
g2

4
W †
µW

µ +
g2

8 cos2 θW
ZµZ

µ

}
.

(1.4.70)
The vacuum expectation value of the doublet neutral scalar then generates the
masses of the W± and Z gauge bosons

MW =
1

2
vg , MZ =

1

2 cos θW
vg , (1.4.71)

while the photon remains massless, and the total electroweak Lagrangian is still
invariant under the gauge SU(2)L×U(1)Y symmetry, which ensures the renormaliz-
ability of the Standard Model. Furthermore, the SSB mechanism relates the gauge
boson masses and, at tree level, they satisfy the relation

ρ ≡ M2
W

M2
Z cos2 θW

= 1 . (1.4.72)

Note as well that the tree level couplings of the gauge bosons and the Higgs are
completely fixed and are proportional to the square mass of the former11.

The spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism, thus generates the masses of
the gauge bosons by a trade-off between the massless Goldstone modes and the lon-
gitudinal polarizations of the W± and Z bosons, characteristic of massive particles.
This is colloquially addressed as a process where the Goldstone bosons are “eaten”
by the gauge fields to acquire mass. However, this is not the only physical effect of
the SSB pattern in the SM. In addition, it predicts the existence of a new neutral
scalar boson described by the remaining scalar field H in the unitary gauge: the

11Since the Higgs couples via the mass of the other particles, there is no tree level coupling to the photon. This,
however, is coupled via loop interactions.
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Higgs boson. After many years of search, it was finally discovered12 by the AT-
LAS [17] and CMS [18] collaborations in 2012. The interactions of the Higgs boson
are described by scalar Lagrangian, which in the unitary gauge becomes

LS = LH + LHG2 , (1.4.73)

where LHG2 contains the Higgs-gauge bosons interactions given in Eq. (1.4.70) and
the corresponding kinetic term as well as the rest of Higgs self-interactions are
included in

LH =
1

2
∂µH∂

µH − 1

2
M2

HH
2 − M2

H

2v
H3 − M2

H

8v2
H4 , (1.4.74)

where the Higgs mass is given as

MH =
√
−2µ2 =

√
2λv . (1.4.75)

Note that the Higgs interactions always depend on the mass of the coupled boson
and, as such, it allows up to quartic Higgs self-interactions.

1.4.3 Yukawa sector and flavor dynamics

Gauge symmetry forbids, as well, fermion mass terms. However, the same doublet
scalar field giving rise to gauge boson masses, also allows to generate fermion masses,
although in a less restrictive manner. Let us consider the three generations of the
SM fermions, denoted in the weak basis13 with a prime: u′p, d′p, ν ′p and `′p. We can
write the gauge-invariant fermion-scalar interacting Yukawa-like Lagrangian as

LY = −
∑
p,r

{(
ū′p d̄′p

)
L

[
Y (d)
pr

(
φ(+)

φ(0)

)
d′Rr + Y (u)

pr

(
φ(0) ∗

−φ(−)

)
u′Rr

]
+
(
ν̄ ′p ¯̀′

p

)
L
Y (`)
pr

(
φ(+)

φ(0)

)
e′Rr

}
+ h.c. ,

(1.4.76)

where the Y (d)
pr , Y (u)

pr and Y (`)
pr are arbitrary Yukawa matrices, and we have introduced

the C conjugate scalar field φC ≡ iσ2φ
∗.

In the unitary gauge, the Lagrangian above becomes

LY = −
(

1 +
H

v

){
d̄′LM

′
dd
′
R + ū′LM

′
uu
′
R + ¯̀′

LM
′
``
′
R + h.c.

}
, (1.4.77)

where we have collected the three fermion families in a 3-dimensional vector in flavor
space denoted in bold face. The matrices M ′ are defined in terms of the Yukawa
couplings as

(M ′
d)pr ≡ Y (d)

pr

v√
2
, (M ′

u)pr ≡ Y (u)
pr

v√
2
, (M ′

`)pr ≡ Y (`)
pr

v√
2
. (1.4.78)

12The complete identification of the Higgs particle with that discovered at CERN in 2012 is still a work in progress.
Up to now though, both share the same quantum numbers and all indications point to the predicted Higgs boson.

13The weak basis is defined as the fermion eigenstates which interact in the electroweak Lagrangian with the
corresponding gauge bosons, i.e. with definite transformations properties under the gauge group. To be distinguished
below from the mass basis, defined as the eigenstates with a definite mass.
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A matrix A can be generally decomposed as A = S†ASU , where U and S are
unitary matrices and the resulting A is diagonal, Hermitian and positive definite.
Therefore, we can diagonalize the matrices M ′ in the same way: M ′ = S†MSU ,
with different S and U matrices for the different fermion species u, d and `. The
corresponding diagonal mass matrices can then be expressed in terms of the fermion
masses as

Md = diag(md,ms,mb) , Mu = diag(mu,mc,mt) , M` = diag(me,mµ,mτ ) .
(1.4.79)

Inserting the expression forM ′, in terms of the diagonalM, in Eq. (1.4.76) we arrive
to the Yukawa Lagrangian expressed in the mass basis of the fermion fields

LY = −
(

1 +
H

v

){
d̄Mdd+ ūMuu+ ¯̀M``

}
, (1.4.80)

with the mass eigenstates defined as

dL ≡ Sdd
′
L , uL ≡ Suu

′
L , `L ≡ S``

′
L ,

dR ≡ SdUdd
′
R , uR ≡ SuUuu

′
R , `R ≡ S`U``

′
R ,

(1.4.81)

The mixing of flavor eigenstates provided by Eq. (1.4.81) has further consequences
in other sectors of the Standard Model. The strong interactions, being flavor blind,
remain unaffected by this change of basis. In the electroweak sector, due to the gen-
eral ψ′L(R)ψ

′
L (R) = ψL (R)ψL (R) structure of the neutral currents, the mixing matrices

above cancel for all fermion combinations, thus precluding the existence, at tree level,
of flavor-changing neutral currents in the SM (GIM mechanism [6]). The charged-
current interactions are another matter. These interactions (see Eq. (1.3.49)) mix
(independently) quark and lepton flavors via terms of the form

(i) ū′Ld′L = ūLSuS
†
ddL ≡ ūLV dL,

(ii) ν̄′L`′L = ν̄′LS
†
``L ≡ ν̄L`L.

Therefore, working in the mass basis introduces a charged-current quark-flavor
mixing (see (i) above) driven by the unitary 3 × 3 mixing matrix V , the so-called
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) matrix [19, 20]. This is consequently of the
form:

V =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

 , (1.4.82)

and is customarily used in the down-quark sector to switch between the weak and
mass basis d′s′

b′

 =

Vud Vus Vub
Vcd Vcs Vcb
Vtd Vts Vtb

 ds
b

 , (1.4.83)

while fixing the identification of the up-quark weak eigenstates with the mass eigen-
states. Let us point out that we may use the unobservable phase redefinitions of the
quark fields to reduce the number of free parameters in V , from the most general
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9 real parameters for a unitary 3× 3 matrix to the actual 4 physical CKM compo-
nents: 3 angles and 1 phase. The latter constitutes the only complex phase of the
SM Lagrangian and, consequently, it is the only possible source of CP violation.

On the other hand, the absence of a right-handed neutrino precludes the existence
of a corresponding neutrino mass term. This means that for neutrinos there is no
difference between mass and flavor eigenstates. Therefore, we may use this freedom
to redefine neutrino flavors in a suitable way, such that it removes the mixing in the
lepton sector (see (ii) above). However, if a right-handed neutrino is added to the
SM particle content, the same discussion as for quarks applies here. Accordingly, the
charged-current sector presents as well lepton-flavor mixing and the corresponding
unitary mixing matrix for neutrinos is in this case the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-
Sakata (PMNS) [21,22] — in the diagonal charged-lepton flavor basis. Note though
that neutrinos do actually have mass and, as such, they do present an oscillation
pattern among the flavor states: neutrino oscillations. Nonetheless, since on one
hand, right-handed neutrinos do not feel the SM gauge interactions and, on the
other, their corresponding Yukawas may be seen as unnaturally small (in view of
their measured tiny masses), there are actually other better motivated neutrino
mass-generating mechanisms. These tend to enlarge the PMNS matrix, due to the
addition of other (usually) heavy neutral leptons (HNL), and hence to spoil the
unitarity of the 3× 3 sub-block (see Chapter 6) corresponding to the mixing of the
light neutrinos of the SM.

All in all, the charged-current Lagrangian of the SM in the mass basis is given
by

LCC = − g

2
√

2

{
W †
µ

[∑
p,r

ūpγ
µ(1− γ5)Vprdr +

∑
e

ν̄eγ
µ(1− γ5)e

]
+ h.c.

}
,

(1.4.84)
thus providing the aforementioned charged-current quark flavor mixing.

Switching to the mass basis and performing suitable quark phase redefinitions,
has allowed us to use the freedom we have in the definition of the fermion fields to
reduce (via Eqs. (1.4.81) and (1.4.84)) the initial free 54 parameters — introduced
by the most general 3 × 3 Yukawa matrices Y (u)

pr , Y (d)
pr and Y

(`)
pr — to the free 9

fermion masses and 4 CKM components, to be determined experimentally. Hence,
the total number of free parameters in the Standard Model Lagrangian adds up to
19 if one takes also into account the θQCD ∼ 0 parameter.
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Chapter 2

Effective field theories

The Standard Model described in the previous section as a consistent renormalizable
theory, stands as one of the best theories ever built to understand and explain the
physical phenomena, at subatomic level, observed in Nature. Despite the success of
this particular quantum field theory, there are still several open questions of both
observational and theoretical nature.

Among the former kind, there are several observed phenomena which have no
explanation within the SM framework, e.g. the mass of neutrinos (absent in the
SM) observed via the oscillations of their flavor eigenstates in weak processes; the
large missing fraction of the total mass of the universe, which the current dominant
paradigm tends to explain via the so-called dark matter; the observed dominance of
matter over antimatter in the universe, for which the SM only accounts for a small
part of it, and others.

The theoretical issues, although do not necessarily entail inconsistencies within
the SM framework itself, lack a fundamental understanding. The customary example
is the naturalness problem, whose realization in the SM is threefold:

(i) the notable hierarchy problem or naturalness of the Higgs mass, characterized
by the seemingly needed fine-tuning of its physical (measured) mass stemming
from the subtle cancellation between the bare parameter of the Lagrangian and
its quantum radiative corrections,

(ii) the Strong CP problem or naturalness of the theta parameter of QCD, being its
experimental value compatible with zero but with no explanation whatsoever
within the SM,

(iii) the cosmological constant problem or naturalness of the cosmological constant,
found to be between 40 and 100 orders of magnitude smaller than the naive
expectations within the SM.

Apart from naturalness, there are other theoretical hints pointing to a richer physics
scenario within the apparent “desert” between the electroweak scale and the Planck
massMPlank ∼ 1018 GeV — where gravitational effects start to be relevant at short
distances and a consistent description of gravity within the quantum formalism is
needed. One of these indications is the running behaviour of the SM coupling con-
stants, which even though approach each other at very large energies E ∼ 1015−1016

GeV, fail to exactly converge within the SM formalism. This observation provides
a hint of the unification of the SM interactions at those energies, but points to the
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necessity of new physics (NP) to reach such convergence. These new physics scenar-
ios (unfortunately with new dynamics arising typically at those scales, so directly
unobservable at current experimental energies) extend the symmetry group of the
SM to explain all phenomena in terms of a unified interaction. Consequently, the
generated new dynamics shift the running behavior of the SM coupling constants,
such that at the above characteristic scale these converge and behave as only one
physical constant. To a lesser extent, another example is provided by the require-
ment of renormalizability onto the SM. This restriction leads to the appearance of
accidental global symmetries as global lepton and baryon number conservation. As
we will see below, the inclusion of non-renormalizable terms in a more general the-
ory may naturally break this symmetry. Although experimental data — up to the
current precision — confirms the SM framework in this matter as well, the existence
of accidental symmetries lack a more profound explanation.

In view of these unanswered questions and the deeper insight gained into the QFT
formalism (see next section), in the recent years a consensus has been reached about
the understanding of the SM as a low-energy realization of a complete high-energy
theory, customarily referred to as its Ultraviolet (UV) completion.

Accordingly, on the theoretical side, the physics community has witnessed a pro-
liferation of beyond the Standard Model (BSM) physics scenarios addressing one or
several of the aforementioned issues. For instance, neutrino masses may be explained
via different seesaw mechanisms (see Chapter 5). The hierarchy problem has been
typically solved in supersymmetric (SUSY) extensions of the SM, while the axion
field provides a dynamical mechanism to explain the null value of the theta parame-
ter of QCD. Gran Unified Theories (GUT) provide an extended symmetry framework
with a natural unification of the SM interactions at the characteristic GUT energy
scales EGUT ∼ 1015 − 1016 GeV. The minimal supersymmetric extension of the SM
(MSSM) also manage to reach the convergence of the SM coupling constants but
with new dynamics arising at a much lower energy scale. Many theoretical ideas
have arisen in the quest to explain the origin of dark matter, from the well-known
weak interacting massive particles (WIMPs) or the increasingly famous axion-like
particles, to the very exotic idea of primordial black holes accounting for the missing
(only-)gravitationally interacting mass. Gauging baryon and lepton number — thus
promoting to local gauge symmetries part of the building blocks of the theory —
has been among others a usual approach to face the experimental results confirming
the conservation of these global symmetries in the SM Lagrangian. These models
make predictions of physical observables in terms of their parameters (masses and
couplings), either along the existing SM contributions or driving new phenomena
not present in the SM.

From the experimental perspective, many collaborations around the globe have
already gathered a vast amount of data on low and high-energy processes. These
can be classified in three categories1:

(i) precise measurements of observables already existing within the SM,

(ii) not quite precise but novel measurements of expected (but difficult to measure)
SM processes,

1The work presented in this thesis focuses on aspects of the phenomenology related to the last two.
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(iii) constraints on (or possible observations of) forbidden processes in the SM.

Indeed, the largest and more powerful particle accelerator in the world exploring the
highest achievable energy regimes in physics, the Large Hadron Collider (LHC), in
its first two runs of data acquisition has performed impressively well. It provided
the major milestone of the discovery of the Higgs particle, novel measurements of
expected observables and the most precise determinations of several SM parameters.
However, contrary to the general preexisting feeling expecting to find a zoo of SUSY
particles or other more exotic phenomena, apart from the discovery of the Higgs, no
new particles have been found so far.

In view of the null results provided by direct searches in finding new degrees of
freedom pointing to a concrete UV completion of the SM, a complementary path
to look for new physics comes from studying the (quantum) effects of higher energy
dynamics into existing or forbidden SM observables. These indirect searches rely on
the idea that the existence of heavy degrees of freedom embedded in a higher-energy
BSM framework, may manifest in deviations of the SM predictions for physical
observables at low (currently observable) energies.

Clearly, in order to extract relevant information from experiments, one has to
process — within the model of interest — the raw data acquired in the detectors.
On account of the large amount of models and the required resources, the endeavor
of performing dedicated analyses for each theoretical model is unattainable.

Are we then compelled to analyze model by model under the appropriate sub-set
of experimental data? Or there is a way to make use of all experimental data and
systematically explore all possible deviations from the Standard Model? Effective
field theories (EFTs) provide negative and affirmative answers respectively for those
questions. EFTs can be regarded as tools that allow us to systematically characterize
deviations of the theory upon which they are built and as such, it retains its main
aspects, as particle content and symmetries. The basic qualitative idea behind EFTs
is that, in the description of a given phenomenon taking place at a characteristic
energy scale µ, one can separate the relevant ingredients (long-distance effects with
E . µ) from subleading terms (short-distance effects with E � µ), which can be
ignored assuming a (controlled) loss in precision.

In this chapter we focus on the effective field theory formalism and present some
EFTs that will be used along the thesis. Concretely, in Section 2.1 we describe the
theoretical pillars over which the EFT formalism is derived, its consistency, and
how the EFTs are related to the underlying more fundamental theory. Then, in
Section 2.2 we present in detail the low-energy effective field theory of QCD: Chiral
Perturbation Theory, which is extended by the so-called Resonance Chiral Theory,
to account for the resonances populating the QCD non-perturbative region, in Sec-
tion 2.4. The EFT of the SM is presented up to d = 6 operators in Section 2.5. There,
some important aspects regarding its practical use as well as its renormalization are
discussed. Finally, Section 2.6 is devoted to present the lower-energy realization of
the SMEFT, for which we go even further and compute its non-relativistic limit.
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2.1 Basics of the EFTs

In Chapter 1 we started with a discussion about the lagrangian formalism. In
summary, we saw that physical theories can be described by a Lagrangian built out
of operators made of particle fields. From dimensional analysis, the dimension of
the resulting operators together with the lagrangian parameters should always add
up to four. In addition, those operators are also restricted by the symmetries of the
theory, both continuous as gauge transformations or discrete symmetries as charge
or parity conjugation2, to pose some examples. This whole discussion applies to
effective field theories as well.

2.1.1 General principles of the EFTs: the bottom-up approach

In general terms, EFTs can be defined as a procedure to encode the effects of a more
fundamental QFT, that allow us to parametrize in a consistent manner the (less-
relevant) effects at low energies of unknown physics present beyond a given energy
scale3. One of the fundamental requirements of any EFT to properly account for
such effects, is the existence of a sufficiently large energy gap between both low and
high-energy regimes, e.g. the effective Fermi theory of weak interactions describes
well phenomena at energies much lower than the mass of the W (high energies),
while the SMEFT formalism, in view of current experimental results pointing to the
absence of new physics up to the TeV range, may describe well deviations of SM
dynamics at scales of the order E ∼ v — with v ≡ 〈0|ϕ|0〉 the vacuum expectation
value of the Higgs (see Chapter 1) in the SM — that originate in new dynamics at
a higher energy scale.

The generality of EFTs lies in a theorem that applies to quantum field theories
as a whole. This theorem was first mentioned by Weinberg [23] and states that,
although individual QFTs as QED, QCD or the SM itself, have indeed a good
deal of content, i.e. they accommodate a specific particle spectrum, describe their
behavior, make predictions based on a small number of couplings etc, by themselves
have no content beyond:

• the symmetries we may impose;

• the basic principles required by the foundational theories of Special Relativity
and Quantum Mechanics, i.e. Lorentz invariance, analyticity, unitarity and
cluster decomposition.

The latter is just the modern version of locality in Special Relativity, and refers to
the fact that two or more experiments made at a sufficiently large distance cannot
affect each other, in other words that their results are uncorrelated.

The aforementioned theorem provides the reason why, given some particle con-
tent and a symmetry group, the Lagrangian resulting from considering all possible
invariant operators necessarily encompasses — when working to all orders in per-
turbation theory — all possible dynamics experienced by the specified fields, since

2We leave out time reversal since the CPT theorem states that QFTs are invariant under the total CPT trans-
formation by construction, what establishes a relation between the CP and T symmetries.

3In this context, the meaning of low and high energy varies depending on the characteristic energy scale at which
the studied process takes on.
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we are just assuming, besides the symmetry group, the previously stated principles
of the theories underlying the QFT construction. From this very general discussion,
any effective field theory may be expressed via the following Lagrangian:

LEFT =
∞∑
d=2

(∑
i

C
(d)
i

Λd−4
O(d)
i

)
, (2.1.1)

where the C(d)
i are dimensionless parameters that receive the name of Wilson coef-

ficients (WC), and we are summing over the dimension index d, which takes integer
values. For each given d there is a finite subset of operators, built out of the field
content of the theory, of dimension [O(d)

i ] = Ed, which are spanned by the sum over
i. Therefore, the superindex in parentheses d labels the dimension of the operators
and the corresponding Wilson coefficients. Due to dimensional arguments, to com-
pensate the dimensions of the operators in the Lagrangian, a power d − 4 of the
mass term Λ, with [Λ] = E, is always present in the denominator.

From the general EFT Lagrangian of Eq. (2.1.1), we can distinguish three kinds of
operators in terms of their dimensionality: Relevant (d < 4), Marginal (d = 4) and
Irrelevant (d > 4) operators. This classification responds to the low-energy behavior
of the operators, including the mass term in the denominator. Relevant operators
are thus accompanied by a coupling of positive mass dimension, in consequence
their effects become larger at energies lower than the scale of that coupling. For
instance, this is the case of massive terms for bosons (d = 2) and fermions (d = 3),
whose effects are negligible at high energies (E � m) but turn out to be important at
energies close to and below the mass of these particles. Marginal operators are those
of d = 4 whose corresponding coupling is hence dimensionless. These operators are
in principle equally important irrespective of the energy scale. However, quantum
corrections may change their behavior at different energy scales, as it is the case for
gauge couplings like the fine structure constant α of QED or the strong coupling αs
of QCD, increasing or decreasing respectively their magnitude at higher energies.
Irrelevant operators are those of dimensionality d > 4, which are consequently
suppressed by terms of O

(
1/Λ(d−4)

)
, with Λ representing a characteristic heavy

scale of the system. More concretely, matrix elements of irrelevant operators between
initial |i〉 and final 〈f | states, behave qualitatively as

〈f |O(d)
i |i〉 ∼ E(d−4)+a d > 4 , (2.1.2)

where E stands for the characteristic energy scale at which the processes are taken
place and a is fixed by the external states, e.g. for a given operator O(d)

i , a would
differ for matrix elements with different initial and final states. Therefore, since
anyhow for a given observable the parameter a is a common term for all kind of
operators, the long-distance contribution of any irrelevant operator is suppressed by
factors of O

(
(E/Λ)(d−4)

)
relative to the leading terms, i.e. relevant and marginal

terms. Likewise, the higher the energy, the less suppressed it becomes, up to a point
where irrelevant operators start to be more “relevant” and the main requirement of
EFTs about the existence of a gap between the low and high-energy theories is lost.

In any case, at low energies one can truncate the infinite sum over the dimension
parameter d at some value n, making an error of O

(
(E/Λ)(n−4)

)
. This is actually
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the reason why EFTs are such a powerful tool when studying long-distance effects
stemming from short-distance dynamics: one does not have to compute the contri-
butions from the whole tower of operators in Eq. (2.1.1), since we know higher order
terms are more and more suppressed. On the contrary, when working with EFTs,
one may ideally compute as many higher-order terms as accuracy on the calculation
is desired, neglecting thus the subleading contributing terms in the series. However,
in practice, the further we go in the expansion of Eq. (2.1.1), the more unknown WC
are introduced, thus losing predictability and requiring more and more experimental
inputs to fix or constrain them.

Historically until recent times, effective field theories received minor attention
due to its apparent lack of renormalizability. The renormalizable nature (in the
old sense) of a theory was early identified as due to the dimensionality of its cou-
plings [24]. Therefore, theories containing a finite number of operators with d = 4,
i.e. marginal operators, received the status of renormalizable theories. In these kind
of theories, the infinities arising from the divergent integrals over the momentum
space in the calculation involving loop diagrams, can be canceled at every order in
the perturbative expansion by just redefining all parameters of the theory in terms
of the so-called renormalized quantities. On the other hand, theories containing
operators of higher dimension (d > 4), i.e. with coupling constants of negative mass
dimension, were classified as non-renormalizable theories and as such, non appropri-
ate to describe Nature. However, this classification and the understanding derived
from it are outdated. We now know that non-renormalizable theories — containing
an infinite tower of operators in increasing dimension — are just as renormalizable
as renormalizable theories, provided all allowed (infinite) terms by the symmetries
of the theory are included. Schematically, the ultraviolet divergences arising in loop
diagram computations, can be canceled by counterterms stemming from the higher
order terms in the (dimensional) expansion. This holds at all orders in perturba-
tion theory: the further one goes, the more loops are faced and higher dimensional
counter terms are thus needed [25]. One may claim though, that in order to have
a consistent renormalizable theory, we should pay the price of ending up with an
infinite Lagrangian. However, from the previous discussion, we know that only a
finite number of terms are needed to compute any physical process up to a desired
precision of O

(
(E/Λ)(n−4)

)
, such that subleading terms may be neglected. This is

indeed the reason why renormalizable theories as the Standard Model have attained
great success: they contain all relevant ingredients to properly describe physical
phenomena, while systematically neglecting4 terms suppressed by powers of E/Λ.

Notice that, in the discussion above, we have not yet addressed those operators
with positive mass-dimension couplings. In general, from Eq. (2.1.1), we could
expect those couplings to be of order Λn, with n > 0, meaning the order of the
fundamental higher-energy scale, thus being by definition very large. The only
one term in the Standard Model Lagrangian, before SSB takes place, with such a
coupling is the bare mass of the Higgs particle. From the previous reasoning, one
would hence expect the mass of the Higgs to lie around the GUT or even the Planck

4Note though that if the scale of new physics Λ lived not much far away from current experimental energies E,
the corresponding corrections E/Λ would become large enough to see deviations from the SM predictions in the
experiments.
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scales E ∼ 1016−1018 GeV, if considered as fundamental scales. Needless to say, this
does not correspond to the 125 GeV Higgs observed at the LHC. This discrepancy is
the so-called naturalness problem of the Higgs, for which we do not have yet a clear
explanation. The same effect happens for the other known positive mass-dimension
coupling, the cosmological constant, observed to be much smaller than expected by
naive considerations.

Nevertheless, on one side the observed phenomena lacking an explanation within
the renormalizable SM and, on the other, our current understanding of both the
Standard Model and the effective field theory formalism, has brought us to think of
the SM as merely an effective low-energy realization of a more fundamental theory
— perhaps not in the form of a QFT. Assuming the existence of a sufficiently
large energy gap between the SM and its UV completion, the former has to be
consequently extended by an infinite tower of local operators of increasing dimension,
into the well-known SMEFT (see Section 2.5).

2.1.2 Integrating out heavy degrees of freedom: the top-down approach

The path followed in the previous discussion to construct the most general EFT
represents the so-called bottom-up approach: we made no assumptions on the short-
distance dynamics and built the EFT Lagrangian of Eq. (2.1.1) departing directly
from the known symmetries and particle content of the low-energy theory. In that
manner, based on the general QFT theorem (generally ascribed to Weinberg) stated
above and despite the huge amount of possible UV completions, we are able to
capture all relevant information from the dynamics of the heavy degrees of freedom
— as deviations of the predictions at low-energies for the physical observables — in
terms of the parameters of the EFT.

A natural question thus arise, how is the information from the UV theory encoded
in the EFT parameters? In other words, how the EFT of Eq. (2.1.1) can be (par-
tially) recovered from a given higher-energy theory? A formal answer is provided by
the object called generating functional (of correlation functions), which lies on the
basis of the path integral formulation of QFT.

For a simple theory describing the dynamics of a field φ(xµ) via the action S[φ],
the generating functional Z provides the vacuum matrix elements5 of the theory
and is given by [26]

〈0|0〉 =

∫
Dφ exp

{
iS[φ]

}
≡ Z , (2.1.3)

where Dφ stands for the measure of integration over all possible configurations
of the field φ, i.e. is the generalization to continuous functions (the fields) of the
differential dx for discrete vectors. Likewise, the argument of the functional S is
given in brackets to denote their nature as a function.

In the presence of an external classical source J(xµ) coupled to the field φ, the
generating functional looks like

Z[J ] =

∫
Dφ exp

{
iS[φ] + i

∫
d4xJφ

}
, (2.1.4)

5As sketched in the previous chapter, asymptotic particle states are derived from the vacuum state of the theory.
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which reduces to Eq. (2.1.3) for J = 0. It can be shown that, from the generating
functional of a given theory, one can calculate all relevant n-point functions via

(−i)n 1

Z[0]

∂nZ

∂J(x1) . . . ∂J(xn)

∣∣∣∣
J=0

= 〈0|T {φ(x1) . . . φ(xn)} |0〉 . (2.1.5)

Let us now consider a UV theory which contains a light field ϕ of mass mϕ and
a heavy degree of freedom φ with mass Mφ, such that Mφ � mϕ. At energies below
the mass threshold of the heavy particle (E �Mφ), this particle decouples and the
low-energy behaviour of the theory is described by an EFT Lagrangian containing
only the light state ϕ [27]. The corresponding effective action is then defined by
the following relation between the generating functionals of the UV and effective
theories∫

Dϕ exp

{
i

∫
d4xLeff[ϕ]

}
=

∫
DϕDφ exp

{
i

∫
d4xLUV[ϕ, φ]

}
, (2.1.6)

where the EFT Lagrangian only contains the light state of the theory ϕ, and we
have fully integrated out (to all orders) the heavy field φ.

The complete effective theory is obtained from the full integration of the heavy
field φ in Eq. (2.1.6). The leading order (LO) of the EFT is provided by the classical
limit. In order to do so, we have to recover the Planck constant ~ in the expression
for Z. Again, for a single field φ

Z[0] =

∫
Dφ exp

{
i

~
S[φ]

}
, (2.1.7)

such that taking the classical limit ~ → 0 entails that the integral above is domi-
nated by the field configuration φ for which S[φ] has an extremum. This is indeed
the condition that brought us to the Euler-Lagrange equations as explained in the
previous chapter. Accordingly, the field configurations that take S[φ] far from its
minimum, lead to integrate over phases oscillating infinitely fast, that in average
contributes zero, and the remaining main contribution corresponds to the classical
solution of the EOM. This corresponds to the so-called method of steepest descent,
for which one computes the EOM of the heavy field — to be integrated away —
from the UV action, perform an expansion over its (large) mass and then obtain
some substituting rules for this field in terms of the light degrees of freedom. Such
procedure provides us with the integration of a heavy field at tree level, i.e. the
leading order of the effective Lagrangian. However, as stated above, the complete
effective theory is retrieved only by performing the full integration of the heavy field
from the generating functional as presented in Eq. (2.1.6).

The information on the dynamics of the UV theory is transferred into the Wilson
coefficients C(d)

i (d > 4) of the EFT Lagrangian, e.g. the coupling constants of the
higher-energy theory, while the Λ parameter receives contributions from the masses
of the heavy states (see Eq. (2.1.1)). The infrared dynamics are then absorbed into
the matrix elements of the EFT operators 〈f |O(d)

i |i〉 (d > 4) [28]. With this in mind,
the EFT Lagrangian is better described by

LEFT =
∞∑
d=2

(∑
i

C
(d)
i (µ)

Λd−4
O(d)
i (µ)

)
. (2.1.8)
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where we have suitably expressed the EFT Lagrangian in terms of the renormalized
operators O(d)

i (µ) and Wilson coefficients C(d)
i (µ), for which the characteristic energy

scale µ of the process under study is as well used as the renormalization scale (see
Section 2.5.3). From Eq. (2.1.8), we may notice that, as stated by the decoupling
theorem [27], the couplings and fields of the renormalizable part of the EFT La-
grangian with d = 4, do indeed receive information from the high-energy physics via
the renormalization procedure. This is for instance how GUT and SUSY theories
modify the running of the SM couplings to reach their convergence at high-energy
scales.

The previously described procedure is known as the top-down approach: we start
from a renormalizable high-energy theory and, by integrating away the heavy degrees
of freedom, we obtain a set of correlated local operators built out of the remain-
ing light states, which we can identify as the EFT non-renormalizable operators.
The corresponding identification between the parameters of the UV theory and the
Wilson coefficients as well as the masses of the heavy states and the characteristic
high-energy scale of the EFT Λ, goes under the name of matching. For instance,
performing the path integral over a heavy degree of freedom as in Eq. (2.1.6), is
indeed a way of matching. Other matching mechanisms are extensively described
in Ref. [26]. Furthermore, note that in general, after integrating away the heavy
degrees of freedom in a UV theory, we may end up with a subset of redundant oper-
ators. However, in Refs. [29] and [30], it was shown that via the classical equations
of motion of the light fields, any effective Lagrangian can be reduced to a canonical
form consisting of a smaller set of independent operators that respect the symmetries
of the theory and are unrelated by the EOM.

The total integration of a heavy field in the UV theory provides an infinite tower
of local operators as shown in Eq. (2.1.8). However, we have already seen that when
making use of EFTs, we do not have to consider the infinite tower of operators to
compute physical observables, in fact we do truncate that sum to a desired accuracy
in the calculation assuming an error of O ((E/Λ)n−4). Likewise, in the integration of
a heavy state, since at low energies fluctuations around its classical configuration are
highly suppressed due to its large mass, we can approximate the field by its classical
equations of motion. Accordingly, performing a Taylor expansion over the inverse
of its (large) mass, we obtain the series of local operators of the EFT in Eq. (2.1.8).
The higher-order terms in the mass expansion are then the responsibles for the
higher-dimensional terms in the EFT Lagrangian. For instance, identifying the
heavy field with its classical equation of motion corresponds to taking the steepest
descent approximation in the path integral. Nonetheless, as seen above, in order to
perform the integration at all orders of the heavy field, we should compute the path
integral of Eq. (2.1.6) exactly.

2.2 Phenomenological Lagrangians

In the previous section we presented the general principles of the effective field
theory formalism. Now, we will particularize to a subset of EFTs, namely those
stemming from strongly-coupled higher-energy theories displaying as well a pattern
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of spontaneous symmetry breaking. More concretely, we will study the effective field
theory of QCD at low energies: Chiral Perturbation Theory (χPT) [31–33].

2.2.1 The linear sigma model

The need of an EFT to describe the long-distance phenomena of QCD arises from
the non-perturbative character of the strong interactions at energies E . 2.5 GeV.
The renormalization group equations for the strong coupling shows that αs grows as
the energy decreases. Eventually αs gets large enough such that perturbation theory
— based on the expansion over this coupling constant — fails to provide the right
results. Furthermore, also as a consequence of the running of αs, at low energies the
QCD interactions become so strong (hence the name of strong interactions) that the
relevant degrees of freedom we observe phenomenologically are no longer quarks and
gluons but the combinations of those in terms of mesons and baryons, i.e. hadrons.

Accordingly, one may be tempted to find a theory that contains the hadronic rel-
evant DOF describing the strong interactions at low energies, and for which we may
apply the perturbative program, i.e. a dual theory of QCD at low energies. A first
step on this enterprise was taken by Weinberg, who tried to obtain a (phenomenolog-
ical) Lagrangian to ease the work on the computation of pion matrix elements [34]
— which involved at that time the current algebra formalism. He started with the
linear sigma model, where the pion is found in a multiplet of four real scalar fields
Φ(x)T ≡ (~π(x), σ(x)). Its dynamics is described by the Lagrangian

Lσ =
1

2
∂µΦT∂µΦ− λ

4

(
ΦTΦ− v2

)2
, (2.2.9)

with λ and v constants of the potential. Note that Lσ is invariant under global
SO(4) rotations acting on the components of Φ.

Let us now make a change of field variables from the four vector Φ to the 2× 2
matrix Σ(x) ≡ σ(x)I2 + i~τ~π(x), where I2 is the 2×2 identity matrix and ~τ the three
Pauli matrices. Under this change of variables the Lagrangian of Eq. (2.2.9) looks
like

Lσ =
1

4
〈∂µΣ†∂µΣ〉 − λ

16

(
〈Σ†Σ〉 − 2v2

)2
, (2.2.10)

where 〈A〉 denotes the trace of the matrix A in the flavor space. Now Lσ is invariant
under global transformations of the group G ≡ SU(2)L × SU(2)R, such that6

Σ
G−→ gRΣg†L , gL, gR ∈ SU(2)L,R . (2.2.11)

Then, we have two different scenarios depending on the sign of v2,

1. v2 < 0 : the symmetry is realized à la Wigner-Weyl. The potential has one
minimum that gives the vacuum of the theory as

〈0|Σ|0〉 = 0
(
〈0|σ|0〉 = 0, 〈0|~π|0〉 = 0

)
, (2.2.12)

6Since the physical content of the two Lagrangian notations is necessarily the same, the change of field variables
shows the equivalence between the SO(4) and SU(2)L × SU(2)R groups.
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and the theory contains four degenerate states with mass m = −λv2. Since
the vacuum is the trivial zero point in field space, it is invariant under the
symmetries of the Lagrangian.

2. v2 > 0: the potential has a continuous set of minima for all field configurations
satisfying 〈Σ†Σ〉 = 2v2. Accordingly, the vacuum is given by

〈0|Σ|0〉 = vI2

(
〈0|σ|0〉 = v, 〈0|~π|0〉 = 0

)
, (2.2.13)

which remains invariant only under a subgroup H of the symmetry group
of the Lagrangian G, namely those transformations7 that satisfy gL = gR:
H ≡ SU(2)L+R. This second case suffers then from the following pattern of
spontaneous symmetry breaking

SU(2)L × SU(2)R −→ SU(2)L+R . (2.2.14)

We now focus on the second scenario above. Due to the Nambu-Goldstone the-
orem [15, 16], the SSB of Eq. (2.2.14) has associated three massless fields, i.e. the
same number as generators are broken in the SSB procedure. The quantum numbers
of these fields follow from those of the broken generators as well, in this case the
axial A = L− R generators of G. With this in mind, we can do another change of
variables by taking the polar decomposition of the complex-valued function Σ (in
the same sense as we did for the Higgs field in Eq (1.4.69) of Section 1.4.1), which
is further motivated by the spherical shape of the potential of the theory,

Σ(x) = [v + S(x)]U(~φ), U(~φ) = exp

{
i
~τ

v
~φ(x)

}
. (2.2.15)

Above, S(x) is a scalar field invariant under the symmetry group G and U(~φ) is a
function of the Nambu-Goldstone pseudoscalar fields ~φ, which has the same trans-
formation properties under the chiral rotations G as Σ in Eq. (2.2.11). As a conse-
quence, the fields ~φ transform non-linearly, as the phase of chiral rotations.

The Lagrangian in therms of S(x) and U(~φ) takes now the form of

Lσ =
v2

4

(
1 +

S

v

)2

〈∂µU †∂µU〉+
1

2

(
∂µS∂

µS −M2S2
)

+O(S3) . (2.2.16)

From the above Lagrangian we see that the potential is driven by the radial field
S(x), which describes a massive particle of M2 = 2λv2. At sufficiently low energies,
there exists an energy gap between the massless Goldstone bosons ~φ and the massive
field S(x), such that the latter can be integrated out. The resulting Lagrangian then
reduces to

L =
v2

4
〈∂µU †∂µU〉+O

(
1

M2

)
, (2.2.17)

which describes the low-energy dynamics of the pion fields — via an infinite number
of interactions among the ~φ fields due to the non-linear functional form of U(~φ) —
as Nambu-Goldstone bosons stemming from the SSB of the SU(2)L× SU(2)R chiral
symmetry into SU(2)L+R.

7Upon a transformation G acting over the vacuum state 〈0|Σ|0〉 G−→ 〈0|gRΣg†L|0〉 = gR〈0|Σ|0〉g†L = vgRI2g
†
L 6=

vI2.
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2.2.2 Massless QCD and its symmetries

In Ref. [23], Weinberg tells how Julian Schwinger suggested him that a similar phe-
nomenological Lagrangian as in Eq. (2.2.17), may be constructed without passing
by the linear sigma model, but just assuming from the beginning non-linear trans-
formation for pion fields and the symmetries of the higher-energy underlying theory,
i.e. in a similar way as we proceeded to derive the EFT Lagrangian in Eq. (2.1.1).
Therefore, in order to obtain the proper EFT of QCD we should study its sym-
metries, understand how the relevant degrees of freedom at low energies arise from
them and which is their best characterization.

Let us start recalling the massless QCD Lagrangian

L0
QCD = −1

4
Gµν
a G

a
µν + i

∑
q

q̄Lγ
µDµqL + i

∑
q

q̄Rγ
µDµqR , (2.2.18)

where the QCD covariant derivative Dµ is given in Eq. (1.2.30) and we are summing
over the n quark flavors and three colors. In the Lagrangian above we have separated
explicitly the left and right chiralities of the quark fields. Accordingly, the massless
QCD Lagrangian is invariant under global G ≡ SU(n)L × SU(n)R transformations
acting independently on left- and right-handed quarks in flavor space.

In Nature, we find three light quarks (u, d, s) for which we might expect the chiral
symmetry G above to be fulfilled up to a good extent. However, when looking at the
light hadronic spectrum, that should a priori inherit this symmetry, we find some-
thing else. On one hand, to consider a larger isospin global symmetry from SU(2)
rotations in a two-flavor space

(
u d

)T (see previous discussion on the symmetries
of the linear sigma model), to SU(3) rotations in a three-flavor space

(
u d s

)T , al-
lows us to extend the description of the pion fields (within a triplet) to include
the lightest pseudoscalar mesons in an octet (π0, π+, π−, K0, K+, K̄0, K−, η8) ≡
(~π, ~KS=1, ~KS=−1, η8), where in the last step we have grouped in isospin vectors,
mesons with similar masses and equal strange number S. The flavor symmetry SU(3)
(also called isospin symmetry for SU(2)) in the quark flavor space then explains the
corresponding quantum numbers of the resulting degenerated mesons within the
octet (triplet) [7]. The realization of the chiral symmetry à la Wigner-Weyl — with
the invariance of the Lagrangian as well as the vacuum, and thereby the states of
the theory — would consequently entail the existence of two degenerated multiplets
of opposite chiralities, i.e. (~π, ~KS=1, ~KS=−1, η8)L+R and (~π, ~KS=1, ~KS=−1, η8)L−R for
SU(3)L × SU(3)R. This is not though what we find phenomenologically, where only
one multiplet with axial L − R quantum numbers is present. On the other hand,
we observe the existence of a large gap between the lightest octet of pseudoscalar
mesons and the rest of the hadronic spectrum.

These empirical facts, in analogy with the previous discussion on the linear sigma
model, point to the understanding of the previous octet as the Goldstone bosons
originated by the dynamical symmetry breaking of the group G into its subgroup
H:

G ≡ SU(3)L × SU(3)R −→ H ≡ SU(3)L+R . (2.2.19)
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In a similar way as for the SSB driven by the Higgs field in the SM (see Sec-
tion 1.4), in this case the chiral symmetry is broken (χSB) by the physical vacuum
of QCD, which remains symmetric under SU(3)L+R ≡ SU(3)V . This means 8 broken
generators, i.e. n2 − 1 for n = 3. Accordingly, from the Nambu-Goldstone theorem,
there exist eight Nambu-Goldstone bosons that share the quantum numbers of the
broken generators of SU(3)L−R ≡ SU(3)A. This can be then identified with the
aforementioned light octet of pseudoscalars, which in turn receive their different
masses due to the (small) explicit breaking of the global chiral symmetry induced
by the quark-mass terms.

2.3 Chiral perturbation theory

We have realized in the previous section that there exists a “sufficiently large” mass
gap between the lightest states and the rest of the stable hadronic spectrum. Fur-
thermore, we saw that at low energies the particles suffering the strong interactions,
quarks and gluons, are confined into the relevant degrees of freedom at those ener-
gies, the hadrons. All these ingredients make of the EFT formalism a very suitable
framework to study QCD at low energies. Following the discussion of Section 2.1.1,
here we will build the most general EFT describing the interactions of the rele-
vant DOFs: the octet of pseudoscalar bosons. In order to do that, we should first
find the best parametrization of the Nambu-Goldstone modes as we did in the non-
linear sigma model. As we showed for that model and shall see below, a suitable
parametrization will ease both the physical understanding of the theory and the
calculations.

2.3.1 Non-linear realization of Goldstone bosons and its EFT

We saw in Section 2.2.1 that Weinberg found — via the matrix U(x) in the non-
linear sigma model — a very convenient non-linear realization of the chiral symmetry
SU(2)L × SU(2)R [35]. This was later generalized to arbitrary groups in Refs. [36]
and [37]. Here, we will not delve much into this issue, but will just sketch why those
non-linear realizations of the pseudoscalar fields present such a good parametrization
(for a detailed explanation see Ref. [38]).

Let us first consider a generalized version of the linear sigma model with N real
scalar fields: ~Φ(x)T ≡ (ϕ1, ϕ2, . . . , ϕN). The model is described by the same La-
grangian of Eq. (2.2.9) and has thus a global O(N) symmetry described by the group
G, under which ~Φ(x) transforms as an O(N) vector. The potential of the theory
presents a set of degenerated ground-states made of all field configurations satisfying
|~Φ|2 =

∑
i ϕ

2
i = v2, i.e. a N − 1-dimensional hypersphere in a N - dimensional space.

By performing an appropriate O(N) rotation, one may assign to the vector field the
following vacuum expectation value

~ΦT
0 ≡ 〈0|~Φ|0〉T = (0, . . . , 0, v) , (2.3.20)

with v ≡ 〈0|ϕN |0〉. The choice of the vev in Eq. (2.3.20) remains invariant under
the subgroup H ≡ O(N − 1) acting on the first N − 1 field coordinates. The model
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presents a G→ H (O(N)→ O(N−1)) spontaneous symmetry breaking, with N−1
broken generators. Accordingly, there exists N − 1 Nambu-Goldstone bosons that
parametrize the rotations of the vev ~Φ0 over the N − 1 dimensional vacuum space.

Likewise we did for the linear sigma model, now we can perform a change to polar
coordinates such that ~Φ may be expressed as

~Φ(x) =

(
1 +

S(x)

v

)
U(x)~Φ0 , (2.3.21)

where again S(x) is a radial excitation and the N−1 Nambu-Goldstone bosons ~φ(x)
are parametrized within the matrix U(x) as follows

U(x) = exp

{
i~T

~φ(x)

v

}
. (2.3.22)

Above, ~T are the broken N − 1 generators that induce rotations over the N −
1-dimensional hypersphere representing the vacuum field configurations and v is
included to compensate the dimension of the real scalar fields ~φ(x). Therefore, the
matrix U(x) provides a general parametrization of the N − 1-dimensional vacuum
space.

In group theoretical terms, the Nambu-Goldstone fields can be identified with the
elements of the left coset space G/H [38]. For each field configuration ~φ(x), we may
choose any group element ξ(~φ) ∈ G as a coset representative. The crucial step con-
necting the idea of coset representative and the parametrization of the pseudoscalar
fields, is the choice of the matrix U(x) as the coset representative involving only the
Nambu-Goldstone modes.

Now we particularize to the case of χPT, with the pattern of chiral symmetry
breaking

G ≡ SU(3)L × SU(3)R
SSB−→ H ≡ SU(3)V , (2.3.23)

leading to eight Nambu-Goldstone bosons ~φ(x). As stated above, a general choice
of coset representative gives ξ(~φ) ≡

(
ξL(~φ), ξR(~φ)

)
∈ G. In order to obtain the ap-

propriate transformation laws of the matrix U(x) under G, i.e. those of Eq. (2.2.11),
we should define it in the following way [38]

U(~φ) ≡ ξR(~φ)ξ†L(~φ)
G−→ gRU(~φ)g†L. (2.3.24)

Finally, following the requirement that the coset representative involves only the
broken axial generators — so that it pertains to the left coset G/H — we make the
canonical choice ξR(~φ) = ξ†L(~φ) ≡ u(~φ). Consequently, the 3× 3 unitary matrix

U(~φ) = u(~φ)2 = exp

{
i
√

2
Φ

F

}
, Φ(x) ≡

~λ√
2
~φ , (2.3.25)

entails a very convenient parametrization of the pseudoscalar bosons resulting of
the pattern of SSB in Eq. (2.3.23). In Eq. (2.3.25) above, λi are the generators of
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SU(3), i.e. the Gell-Mann matrices and F some characteristic scale to compensate
the dimension of the (pseudo) scalar fields. Hence

Φ =

 1√
2
π0 + 1√

6
η8 π+ K+

π− − 1√
2
π0 + 1√

6
η8 K0

K− K̄0 − 2√
6
η8

 , (2.3.26)

that reduces to the upper-left 2 × 2 submatrix with only pion fields for two quark
flavors, i.e. under the symmetry SU(2)L×SU(2)R. Again, although U(~φ) transforms
linearly under the chiral symmetry, the induced transformations on the fields ~φ are
non-lineal.

The studied pattern of symmetry breaking has provided us with a very convenient
parametrization of the relevant DOFs of QCD at low energies. Now, in the spirit of
Section 2.1.1, in order to build the most general EFT that describes the low-energy
(E � Mρ) dynamics of the octet of pseudoscalar bosons, we should consider all
possible operators that can be made out of the U(x) matrix satisfying as well the
symmetries of QCD8. Furthermore, similarly to the role of 1/Λ2 in the Lagrangian
of Eq. (2.1.1), our EFT also needs some small expansion parameter to ensure that
higher effects can be safely neglected in the expansion. Since we are working at very
low energies, we can make an expansion over the characteristic momenta involved
in these interactions. In other words, we can organize the Lagrangian in terms of
increasing number of derivatives of the fields.

With the premises above, the first order in the momentum expansion of the
most general effective Lagrangian, built out of the non-linear realization U(~φ) of
the pseudoscalar Nambu-Goldstone fields, and satisfying Lorentz, parity and global
chiral invariance is given by

L(2)
χ =

F 2

4
〈∂µU †∂µU〉 , (2.3.27)

where the superindex (2) stands for the second order in the derivative expansion,
since the first order is forbidden by parity conservation. The coupling F is the usual
pion decay constant, which has dimensions of mass.

2.3.2 χPT Lagrangian

We aim at constructing a more realistic effective field theory of QCD at low energies.
In order to do so, we should consider several missing pieces. First, we know that the
remaining symmetry group H = SU(3)V is explicitly broken in Nature by the non-
zero quark masses. On top of that, electroweak interactions in the SM also drive
chiral symmetry breaking explicitly, and we may expect in general new physics
dynamics not respecting this global symmetry whatsoever. All in all, we should
include all possible sources of explicit symmetry breaking in our formalism. This is
achieved by attaching to the massless QCD Lagrangian of Eq. (2.2.18), the possible
sources — in terms of their Lorentz structure — as external fields coupled to the

8Notice that the information on the pattern of symmetry breaking is already included in the non-linear charac-
terization of the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons within the matrix U(x).
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quark currents. Therefore, we add the auxiliary fields vµ = viµλ
i/2, aµ = aiµλ

i/2, s =

siλ
i, p = piλ

i and tµν = t
i
µνλ

i/2, which are Hermitian matrices in flavor space9 [31–
33]

LextQCD = L0
QCD + qγµ (vµ + aµγ5) q − q (s− ipγ5) q + qσµν t

µν
q . (2.3.28)

For example, the explicit χSB induced by the quark masses is parametrized via
the external sources above as

s =M , with M = diag(mu,md,ms) . (2.3.29)

Likewise, within the SM, the vµ field parametrizes the electromagnetic interactions;
the charged- and neutral-current interactions, via the W± and Z bosons, can be
incorporated into vµ and aµ, and the Higgs Yukawa interactions may be accounted
by s as well. Accordingly, depending on the Lorentz structure of BSM dynamics,
if coupled to quarks they will contribute via some of those external sources. Note
though that these external sources are classical: they serve us as a tool to compute
the quark current hadronizations (see below) in semileptonic decays, but cannot be
used, for instance, to compute the contributions from a virtual photon, Z or W±.

We may now gauge the chiral symmetry G = SU(3)L × SU(3)R, by imposing the
invariance of the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.3.28) under the corresponding transformations
(gL, gR) ∈ G. By doing so, we promote the external sources to gauge fields that are
enforced to transform as

`µ ≡ vµ − aµ G−→ gL`µg
†
L + igL∂µg

†
L

rµ ≡ vµ + aµ
G−→ gRrµg

†
R + igR∂µg

†
R

s+ ip
G−→ gR(s+ ip)g†L

tµν
G−→ gRtµνg

†
L

. (2.3.30)

Thanks to the above gauging of the SU(3) chiral symmetry, we may now extend the
effective Lagrangian of Eq. (2.3.27) to include arbitrary external sources. Thus, the
first order in the derivative expansion of the most general effective Lagrangian —
built out of the non-linear realization U(~φ) of the pseudoscalar Nambu-Goldstone
fields and (gauge) external field sources — and satisfying Lorentz, parity and local
chiral invariance is given by

L(2)
χ =

F 2

4
〈DµU

†DµU + U †χ+ χ†U〉 , (2.3.31)

with Dµ the covariant derivative

DµU = ∂µU + iU`µ − irµU , DµU
† = ∂µU

† − i`µU † + iU †rµ , (2.3.32)

and
χ = 2B0(s+ ip) , (2.3.33)

9For practical purposes, in the tensor case we define the tµν and t†µν external fields by ψ̄σµνt
µν
ψ = ψ̄Lσ

µνt†µνψR+
ψ̄Rσ

µνtµνψL [39].
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where B0 can be shown [38] to be related to the quark vacuum condensate via

〈0|q̄jqi|0〉 = −F 2B0δ
ij . (2.3.34)

The gauge fields vµ and aµ can also appear through the field strength tensors:

F µν
L = ∂µ`ν − ∂ν`µ − i[`µ, `ν ] , F µν

R = ∂µrν − ∂νrµ − i[rµ, rν ] . (2.3.35)

Several comments regarding the χPT Lagrangian are in order:

(i) As a consequence of the gauging procedure, the Lagrangian of Eq. (2.3.31) is
now invariant under local chiral transformations. In the absence of external
sources, this Lagrangian recovers the form of Eq. (2.3.27).

(ii) The addition of scalar and pseudoscalar sources entails another invariant chiral
tensor χ in the Lagrangian, with another coupling constant B0. This, as well
as F , cannot be obtained by symmetry requirements alone, but should be
retrieved from the non-perturbative behaviour of QCD. More concretely, B0 is
related to the quark condensate and F to the SSB mechanism itself.

(iii) By fixing the external source fields to a specific value, the chiral symmetry
gets broken explicitly. The symmetry is broken in exactly the same way for
both the effective Lagrangian in Eq. (2.3.31) and the fundamental Lagrangian
of Eq. (2.3.28), what confirms the validity of the EFT chiral Lagrangian to
describe QCD at low energies.

(iv) Operators involving tensor fields do not appear at the LO in the momentum
expansion, but start at next-to-leading order (NLO) as we will see in next
section.

Let us now show for completeness the full χPT Lagrangian extending that of
Eq. (2.3.31). It reads

LχPT = L(2)
χ +

16∑
i=1

LiO(4)
i +

94∑
j=1

CjO(6)
j + . . . , (2.3.36)

where L(2)
χ is given in Eq. (2.3.31) and Li and Cj receive the name of low-energy

constants (LEC). Above, O(4)
i are the operators of the Gasser and Leutwyler La-

grangian [32], where we have also included the tensor operators [39]; the O(p6)
Lagrangian has also been studied in Ref. [40]. We can distinguish several common
features to any EFT Lagrangian:

• We have an infinite expansion which is ordered in this case in terms of the
number of derivatives and mass terms present in the operators, labeled by the
superscript in parentheses.

• In analogy to the EFT Lagrangian of Eq. (2.1.1), we may distinguish a higher-
energy scale of χSB Λχ above which the EFT does not work anymore. This
is usually expected to be of the order of the light-quark resonance mass Mρ '
Mρ(770) — the next degree of freedom found in the hadronic spectrum. In
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addition, χPT presents another characteristic energy scale, that of the NLO
contributions via loop diagrams involving the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons;
it can be estimated from these amplitudes to be Λχ ∼ 4πF ∼ 1.2 GeV [38].
This fact may show that contributions from resonances may be more important
than higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion.

• The LECs of the theory (Li, Cj, . . . ) cannot be extracted by symmetry require-
ments alone, since they contain the information from high-energy dynamics.

Finally, we have all the needed tools to match both theories and thus compute the
low-energy realizations of the QCD currents: the hadronization of quark currents.
This is provided by the generating functional of QCD Z[v, a, s, p, t], in analogy to
Eq. (2.1.6) via the path-integral formula

eiZ[v,a,s,p,t] =

∫
DqDq̄DGµ exp

{
i

∫
d4xLQCD

}
=

∫
DU exp

{
i

∫
d4xLeff

}
.

(2.3.37)
However, even though the method presented below gives good results for the hadroniza-
tion of the quark bilinears, we do not know how to solve explicitly the path integral.
In the following section, within the more complete framework of Resonance Chiral
Theory, we compute the hadronization of the quark currents of interest explicitly,
which will be needed in the phenomenological analysis of Chapters 3, 4 and 6.

2.4 Resonance chiral theory

The Chiral Perturbation Theory framework allows us to describe the low-energy
interactions of the lightest octet of pseudoscalar bosons in the hadronic spectrum.
The success of χPT at low energies, lies in the existence of a sufficiently large energy
gap between the mass of its DOFs and the next relevant energy scale, gap that is
in turn explained by the SSB of the chiral symmetry. However, as already pointed
out in the previous section, this EFT is only valid up to energies much below the
mass of the lightest resonance ρ(770). The energy region above Mρ ' 775 MeV
turns out to be populated by many hadronic resonances whose dynamics are far to
be perfectly understood. This for instance, poses a problem to study QCD-involved
physical processes taking place at those energies, e.g. hadronic tau decays, with a
characteristic energy scale of the mass of the decaying particle mτ ' 1.78 GeV; or
any decay of any possible BSM particle with a mass lying in this energy region, for
example heavy extra neutrinos in neutrino-mass generating models. Both specified
cases before are addressed in this thesis in Chapters 3 and 6 respectively, and conse-
quently, we should understand correctly how to deal with this non-perturbative QCD
regime. In the literature there exists several approaches to address this issue. For
instance, one can just compute the relevant Green functions of the quark currents
needed in those observables, without specifying any Lagrangian at all. Lattice gauge
theory stands as another good candidate. In this thesis though, we follow the EFT-
phenomenological approach of Resonance Chiral Theory (RχT), which is presented
in this section. We first explain the basic concepts underlying its construction,
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2.4.1 Basics of RχT

In contrast to the situation within the χPT framework, the region from E ∼ Mρ

to the perturbative continuum of QCD E & 2.5 GeV shows a very rich jungle of
hadron resonances. The lack of a mass gap between those relevant DOFs and the
perturbative energy regime where we can properly describe the dynamics of quarks
and gluons, entails then a problem for the construction of an EFT at those energies,
as we will see below. However, the RχT phenomenological framework based on the
dynamics driven by effective field theories and the chiral symmetry of QCD has
proved to be very fruitful to describe this intermediate energy region [41–43].

From its EFT inspiration of a dual theory of QCD at low energies, RχT is based
on the limit of large number of colors (large-NC):

• In this limit, we enlarge the color symmetry of the SM SU(3) to SU(NC) and
take NC → ∞. Then, we take the inverse of the number of colors 1/NC as a
perturbative expansion parameter. Likewise, next-to-leading order corrections
in the 1/NC expansion, involve loop calculations within the RχT framework.

• This was motivated by the results of Refs. [44, 45], where it was shown that
QCD in the limit of NC → ∞ shares similar features as for NC = 3. For
instance, meson dynamics can be described by an effective Lagrangian in the
NC →∞ limit.

• By construction, the large-NC limit involves an infinite number of narrow
hadronic states. However, in RχT we cut the spectrum to the lightest hadron
multiplets which dominate the dynamics and remain in the large-NC limit. Note
that the dynamics of these extra hadronics states cannot be generated simply
by loops of the light pseudoscalar mesons. Since the perturbative parameter
is 1/NC loop contributions tend to zero, as opposed to resonance contributions
that, by definition, remain in this limit.

Therefore, the Resonance Chiral Lagrangian is built out of the chiral symmetry
of QCD, and extends the model-independent χPT scheme by adding to the theory
the lightest fields of nonets of hadron resonances10 of the type

JPC : V (1−−), A(1++, 1+−), S(0++), P (0−+), T (2++) , (2.4.38)

where J is the total spin, P the parity and C the charge of the resonance. This
Lagrangian L(U, V,A, S, P, T ) describes as well the couplings of mesons resonances
to the Nambu-Goldstone bosons via operators analogous to

O ∼ 〈Rχ(pn)〉 , 〈RRχ(pn)〉 , . . . (2.4.39)

where R stands for a generic resonance field and χ(pn) for a chiral structured tensor
of order n in derivatives, which involves both the pseudoscalar Goldstone bosons
and the external currents (2.3.30).

10Even though we have a perturbative expansion parameter 1/NC, the RχT framework lacks an EFT expan-
sion parameter that limits the number of operators involving resonance fields, in analogy to the role of momenta
(derivatives) and masses in χPT or the mass parameter Λ in the general EFT of Eq. (2.1.1).
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2.4.2 RχT Lagrangian

In order to construct L(U, V,A, S, P, T ) we should study how the resonance fields
transform under the chiral symmetry. Since the symmetry is broken by the vacuum,
which remains invariant under the subgroup H ≡ SU(3)V, we are interested in
resonances transforming as fundamental representations of H, i.e. octets or singlets
under this symmetry. For a general resonance denoted as R8 = ~λ~R/

√
2 (octet) and

R1 (singlet), with λi again the Gell-Mann matrices, it transforms under G as

R8
G−→ hR8h

† , R1
G−→ R1 , (2.4.40)

with h ∈ H. Actually, in the large-NC limit, both octets and singlets are degenerated
in the chiral limit, and so we can collect them within a nonet

R ≡ R8 +
1√
3
R0I3 , (2.4.41)

with I3 the 3 × 3 identity matrix. Following the gauging procedure of the chiral
symmetry group G as in the previous section, we define a covariant derivative of the
resonance field as

∇µR8 = ∂µR + [Γµ, R] , (2.4.42)
where the connection is given by

Γµ =
1

2

{
u† (∂µ − irµ)u+ u (∂µ − i`µ)u†

}
, (2.4.43)

with `µ and rµ the external currents defined in Eq. (2.3.30) and u the canonical choice
of coset representative that defined the matrix U(~φ) and is given in Eq. (2.3.25) as
U = u2.

In the previous section, our χPT Lagrangian of Eq. (2.3.31) was built out of
the matrix U(~φ) containing the Nambu-Goldstone modes, and the spurion external
currents included both in the covariant derivative and χ. However, those terms do
not transform under G in the same way as the resonances in Eq. (2.4.40). Therefore,
in order to build invariant terms in the Lagrangian containing both the pseudoscalar
fields and the external currents coupled to the resonance mesons, it is convenient to
define out of the pseudoscalar fields, the following covariant quantities that transform
as in Eq. (2.4.40):

uµ ≡ iu† (DµU)u† = u†µ , χ± ≡ u†χu† ± uχ†u ,
fµν± ≡ uF µν

L u† ± u†F µν
R u , tµν± ≡ u†tµνu† ± u tµν †u .

(2.4.44)

A final remark before presenting the RχT Lagrangian is in order. Resonance
Chiral Theory tries to be an interpolating representation between the high-energy
QCD and the long-distance χPT frameworks. As such, it is possible to integrate
out the new degrees of freedom introduced by the RχT formalism — keeping the
chiral symmetry — and recover the local low-energy χPT Lagrangian. Qualitatively,
at leading order the procedure is as follows. One departs from the solution of the
resonance equation of motion (

∇2 +M2
R

)
R = χR , (2.4.45)
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which can be expanded over the inverse of its (large) mass MR in terms of the local
chiral operator χR containing only light fields, such as

R =
1

M2
R

χR +O
(
p4

M4
R

)
. (2.4.46)

Plugging the previous expression in the RχT Lagrangian defined below as LRχT,
we arrive to the LO contributions of the resonance fields to the O(p4) χPT La-
grangian. For instance, it was shown in Refs. [41] and [42] that the LECs of the
O(p4) χPT Lagrangian were saturated by the contribution of the resonances in the
RχT Lagrangian upon its integration.

Finally, the relevant RχT Lagrangian is

LRχT = LGB + LS + LP + LV + LT , (2.4.47)

where

LGB =
F 2

4
〈uµ uµ +χ+ 〉+

12∑
i=1

LSD
i O

(4)
i + ΛSD

1 〈 tµν+ f+µν 〉− iΛSD
2 〈 tµν+ uµ uν 〉+O(p6) ,

(2.4.48)
is the chiral Lagrangian of Eq. (2.3.31) involving only the octet of pseudoscalar
Goldstone fields and the external auxiliary fields, but given in terms of the covari-
ant quantities defined in Eq. (2.4.44). The first term in Eq. (2.4.48) corresponds
to the O(p2) Lagrangian of χPT, while the higher-order operators have the same
structure as those of the chiral Lagrangian, but with different couplings. The cou-
plings in Eq. (2.4.48) (of O(pn) for n > 2) labeled “SD” do not have contributions
that could be obtained upon integration of the resonance fields in LRχT — since the
latter are already explicit in the theory — and are, a priori, unknown. In this way,
double counting is avoided. In other words, those couplings are the part of the χPT
LECs in Eq. (2.3.36) that cannot be recovered upon integration of the resonance
fields, but receive information directly from the short-distance QCD dynamics. As a
consequence, they may be retrieved via the implementation of QCD short-distance
constraints (see below). Above, O(4)

i are the operators of the Gasser and Leutwyler
Lagrangian [32] and the tensor-involved operators have been recalled from Ref. [39].
The resonance terms [41,46,47] are11 of the type 〈Rχ(p2)〉 (see Eq. (2.4.39)), includ-
ing their kinetic terms,

LS =
1

2
〈∇µ S∇µ S − M2

S S
2 〉 + 〈S χS 〉 ,

LP =
1

2
〈∇µ P ∇µ P − M2

P P
2 〉 + 〈P χP 〉 ,

LV = −1

2
〈∇λ Vλµ∇ν V

νµ − M2
V

2
Vµν V

µν 〉 + 〈Vµν χµνV 〉 ,

LT = −1

2
〈Tµν Dµν,ρσ

T Tρσ 〉 + 〈Tµν χµνT 〉 ,

(2.4.49)

11We use the antisymmetric representation for spin-1 fields [41]. In this realization, there is no mixing of axial-
vector resonances and pseudoscalar fields.
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where Dµν,ρσ
T is given in Appendix A of Ref. [46]. Here, the interaction is provided

by the following O(p2) chiral tensors:

χS = cd uµ u
µ + cm χ+ ,

χP = i dm χ− ,

χµνV =
FV

2
√

2
fµν+ + i

GV√
2
uµ uν + TV t

µν
+ ,

χµνT = gT {uµ, uν } + β gµν uα uα + γ gµν χ+ .

(2.4.50)

As it is well known, the identification of those multiplets with the experimentally
determined resonances in the PDG [48] is relatively clear in all cases except for
the scalars; see Ref. [49] and references therein. We provide the corresponding
identifications in Appendix A. Let us just recall that we are including only those
resonances that remain in the NC →∞ limit.

2.4.3 Hadronization of quark bilinears

Let us now present the practical implementation of the RχT framework. In prac-
tice, we have typically to compute the amplitude of a desired process, which will be
driven by light-quark bilinears. However, at low energies the final and intermediate
states are not quarks or gluons, but the hadrons that we have studied. Therefore,
we need to hadronize those quark bilinears into the relevant DOFs. This is indeed
a matching procedure between the short-distance theory QCD and the low-energy
EFT description given by RχT. The matching is achieved by equating both gener-
ating functionals given by the path-integral formulae∫

DqDq̄DGµ exp

{
i

∫
d4xLQCD

}
=

∫
DUDVDADSDPDT exp

{
i

∫
d4xL(U, V,A, S, P, T )

}
.

(2.4.51)

On one hand, we identify the scalar, pseudoscalar, vector, axial-vector and tensor
currents as:

Si = −q λi q , P i = q iγ5 λ
i q ,

V i
µ = q γµ

λi

2
q , Aiµ = q γµγ5

λi

2
q , (2.4.52)

T i µν = q σµν
λi

2
q , T i µν5 = q σµν γ5

λi

2
q ,

where λi, i = 0, . . . , 8 are the Gell-Mann matrices. The chiral currents are defined
as is customary: J iL = (Si − iP i)/2, J iR = (Si + iP i)/2, J i µL = (V i µ − Ai µ)/2,
J i µR = (V i µ + Ai µ)/2, T i µνL = (T i µν − T i µν5 )/2, T i µνR = (T i µν + T i µν5 )/2.

On the other hand, the identification of Eq. (2.4.51), allows us to carry out the
hadronization of the quark bilinears via functional derivatives, with respect to the
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external sources, of the RχT Lagrangian above. We thus obtain for the different
Lorentz-structured currents

Si =
∂LRχT
∂si

∣∣∣∣
j=0

, P i =
∂LRχT
∂pi

∣∣∣∣
j=0

,

V i
µ =

∂LRχT
∂viµ

∣∣∣∣
j=0

, Aiµ =
∂LRχT
∂aiµ

∣∣∣∣
j=0

, (2.4.53)

T iµν =
∂LRχT

∂(ti †µν + tiµν)

∣∣∣∣
j=0

,

where the RχT Lagrangian is the one in Eq. (2.4.47). The “j = 0” notation indicates
that after the derivatives are calculated, all external currents are set to zero. We
obtain

Si = −B0 〈λi Φ2 〉 + 8
B0

F 2
LSD

5 〈λi ∂µ Φ ∂µ Φ 〉 + 4B0 cm 〈λi S 〉

+ 4
B0

F 2

d2
m

M2
P

[
2 〈λi ΦMp Φ 〉 + 〈λi

{
Mp,Φ

2
}
〉
]

+ 4B0 γ g
µν 〈λi Tµν 〉 ,

P i =
√

2B0 F 〈λi Φ 〉 − 4
√

2
B0

F

d2
m

M2
P

〈λi {Mp,Φ} 〉 ,

V i
µ =

i

2
〈λi [ (∂µΦ) Φ − Φ ∂µΦ ] 〉 − FV√

2
〈λi ∂νVνµ 〉 ,

Aiµ = − F√
2
〈λi ∂µΦ 〉 ,

T iµν = − i ΛSD
2

2F 2
〈λi [ (∂µΦ) ∂νΦ − (∂νΦ) ∂µΦ ] 〉 +

TV
2
〈λi Vµν 〉 ,

(2.4.54)

with Φ being the octet of Goldstone fields, and

Mp =

 m2
π

m2
π

2m2
K −m2

π

 . (2.4.55)

These are not the final results for the hadronization of the quark bilinears. The
resonance chiral Lagrangian provides additional interactions that allow to introduce
resonance contributions to the currents above. For example, if we were interested
in the hadronization of a vector quark current into two pseudoscalars P1P2, besides
the direct contribution from the first term on the r.h.s. of the vector current V i

µ

in Eq. (2.4.54), within the RχT framework we would have to consider as well the
hadronization via the second term (TV /2〈λiVµν〉) into a vector resonance, and its
subsequent decay into the pair P1P2 as given by LV in Eq. (2.4.49).

2.4.4 Short distance constraints

Apart from the LSD
i couplings in LGB, we have several couplings involving the res-

onances, namely cd, cm, dm, FV , GV , TV , gT , β and γ. Some of these couplings
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could be fixed from the phenomenology: for instance, FV could be determined from
ρ → e+e−. However, the real strength of RχT resides in obtaining as much infor-
mation on those couplings from the high-energy QCD structure as possible via the
implementation of short-distance constraints [42,50–52].

Most of this work has already been done [43,46,51]. We get

FV GV = F 2 , 4 cd cm = F 2 ,

β = −gT , 8 (c2
m − d2

m) = F 2 . (2.4.56)

The interacting term for the pseudoscalar resonance (proportional to dm) from
Eqs. (2.4.49) and (2.4.50) produces a mixing between the resonance and the pseu-
doscalar Goldstone bosons. We can avoid this mixing through a redefinition of the
pseudoscalar resonance: P → P + i dm

M2
P
χ−. The dm term in χP from Eq. (2.4.50) is

canceled, but the local contribution that we have to consider is generated12:

L = LP8 O
(4)
8 + LP12O

(4)
12 = − d2

m

2M2
P

(
O

(4)
8 − 2O

(4)
12

)
= − d2

m

2M2
P

〈χ2
−〉 . (2.4.57)

We notice that our redefinition of the pseudoscalar resonance field implies that it is
being integrated out from our Lagrangian. Accordingly, we recover the pseudoscalar
resonance contributions to L8 and L12 from Ref. [41].

We have noticed that in the hadronization of the scalar current the contribution
of the spin-2 resonances spoils its high-energy behaviour [53]. To solve this problem,
we fix

LSD
5 = − 2

3

β γ

M2
T

, (2.4.58)

where MT is the octet mass of the spin-2 resonances. In addition,

LSD
i = 0 , i 6= 5 . (2.4.59)

Furthermore, when using this framework to compute the hadronization of the
quark currents present in hadronic τ decays in Chapter 3, in the hadronization of
the tensor current (3.3.6), the ΛSD

2 coupling from Eq. (2.4.48) appears. There is no
a priori knowledge on the short-distance component of this coupling. However, the
same hadronized tensor current in Eq. (3.3.6) gives us an answer. Requiring the
appropriate high energy behaviour of this current [53] we obtain

ΛSD
2 = 0 . (2.4.60)

In fact, we can also determine the vector-resonance contribution to the χPT coupling
Λ2, namely ΛR

2 , upon its integration between the GV and TV terms from Eq. (2.4.50).
We get

ΛR
2 =

√
2
TV GV

M2
V

. (2.4.61)

The value of Λ2 has been determined in Ref. [54]: Λ2 = (11.1 ± 0.4)MeV (see
also [55]). If we assume resonance saturation, we can, in fact, use this relation to

12The L12 χPT coupling corresponds to H2 in the Gasser and Leutwyler Lagrangian [32].
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get a value13 for the coupling TV :

TV ≈ 0.1147GeV2 . (2.4.62)

This gives f⊥V ≈ 0.148GeV to be compared with the result from Ref. [47], f⊥V (1GeV) =
0.165± 0.031GeV.

2.5 The Standard Model effective field theory: SMEFT

We have already motivated in the introduction of this chapter, why the SM is
commonly seen as the low-energy realization of a more fundamental higher-energy
theory. In other words, why the SM can be considered as the first terms in the
expansion of a more general effective field theory provided by Eq. (2.1.1). In this
section we present the SM effective field theory usually called SMEFT, focusing on
the first two terms of the expansion, i.e. the full set of d = 5 and d = 6 operators.
We will briefly recall under which conditions the SMEFT can really capture the
infrared information of physics beyond the SM and will sketch as well the main
steps to properly use this framework to analyze experimental data. Then, we will
show the basic ideas to go to NLO and perform the renormalization of the SMEFT
operators. Finally, the relevant parts for our work of the lower-energy realization of
the SMEFT, for which the heavier particle spectrum in the SM is integrated out,
i.e. the top, Higgs and weak bosons W± and Z, is presented. This EFT goes under
the name of weak or low-energy EFT (WEFT or LEFT).

2.5.1 The SMEFT in the Warsaw basis

The SMEFT Lagrangian — following the discussion of Section 2.1 — is constructed
out of the SM fields and incorporates the SM gauge symmetry SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y, before the spontaneous symmetry breaking has taken place. Therefore, it
presents the usual SM Higgs field as a SU(2)L doublet. Due to the increasing sup-
pression of operators with dimension greater than 4, the SMEFT Lagrangian can
be organized by an expansion in the dimension of the operators. In analogy to
Eq. (2.1.1), it reads

LSMEFT = L(4)
SM +

1

Λ

∑
i

C
(5)
i O(5)

i +
1

Λ2

∑
i

C
(6)
i O(6)

i +O
(

1

Λ3

)
, (2.5.63)

where L(4)
SM is the usual renormalizable SM Lagrangian presented in Chapter 1; the

Wilson coefficients C(d)
i contain the information on the couplings of the integrated

heavy degrees of freedom; the low-energy information is encoded in terms of the
“light” SM fields in the operators O(d)

i ; Λ parametrizes the characteristic high-energy
scale of the fundamental theory, and is usually identified with the mass of the lightest
integrated heavy particle because, although it receives in general information from
the whole higher-energy spectrum, at low energies the dominant contribution stems
from the lightest heavy state, not included in the Lagrangian.

13For numerical inputs, we use the values from Appendix B.
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The SMEFT framework described by the Lagrangian (2.5.63), can properly ac-
count for the IR limit of a wide range of BSM models given that

1. The heavier degrees of freedom of the BSM theory reside at scales larger than
either the electroweak scale (Λ � v) or the characteristic energy scale of the
process under study, e.g. in experiments at the LHC involving energies E > v
the requirement thus becomes Λ� E. In the most general case, the Lagrangian
that applies is (2.5.63) in the form of (2.1.8);

2. There are not light hidden states yet to be found and accordingly, all the light
fields are accounted for in LSMEFT. Otherwise, in the presence of other light
fields as extra sterile neutrinos, axion-like particles or possible dark matter
candidates, new operators would have to be considered in the EFT description
of the new SM framework including those light states.

Should those two points be satisfied, the SMEFT thus provides a consistent frame-
work to systematically combine low- and high-energy experimental data for the
program of narrowing down the origin of new physics. Assuming the validity of
the two requirements above, most of the work of this thesis is framed within that
program. In the following chapters we will work with d = 6 operators at most,
so we present here the whole basis of independent operators O(5)

i and O(6)
i . Their

independence stems from the fact that no linear combination of them and their Her-
mitian conjugates can be removed by use of the equations of motion. We follow the
notation of Ref. [56] up to trivial modifications.

The basis of d = 5 operators O(5)
i is quite reduced, it comprises just one single

type of operator after imposing the SM gauge symmetries, the so-called Weinberg
neutrino mass operator [57]

Oprνν = εjkεmnϕ
jϕm

(
Lkp
)T
CLnr + h.c. ≡

(
ϕ̃†Lp

)T
C
(
ϕ̃†Lr

)
+ h.c. , (2.5.64)

where j, k,m, n are isospin indices, p, r are flavor indices which label as well the dif-
ferent operators and Wilson coefficients Cpr

νν and C = iγ2γ0 is the charge conjugation
matrix. In the last step above we have used the relation ϕ̃j = εjk

(
ϕk
)∗, with εjk

being the totally antisymmetric tensor and ε12 = +1. Operators of odd dimension
are the only ones that violate lepton number, as such Oprνν , after the electroweak
symmetry breaking has taken place and the Higgs has been assigned a vev, is the
first operator generating neutrino masses and mixing.

A first counting of d = 6 operators was conducted in Ref. [58], the authors ar-
rived at a result of 80 operators. However, some of these operators were redundant,
in the sense that they could be related by means of the SM equations of motion
and field redefinitions. The complete independent basis of d = 6 operators of the
SMEFT was given for the first time in Ref. [56] and is now known as the Warsaw
basis14. Forgetting about flavor combinations, it contains a total of 59 independent
operators if baryon number (B) conservation is imposed, and 64 otherwise. These
are presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 following the same conventions as in Chapter 1
and same notation as in Ref. [56], up to apparent changes like for left SU(2)L dou-
blets l(q) → L(Q). There, operators are classified depending on their field content

14For the complete list of d = 7 operators see Ref. [59].
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and chiralities into 10 classes (11 if B violation is included): 3 classes of (hermitian)
bosonic operators X3, X2ϕ2, ϕ6 and ϕ4D2, 3 of mixed fermion-bosonic operators
ψ2ϕ3, ψ2Xϕ,ψ2ϕ2D and 4 (5) of pure fermionic operators labeled by their chiralities
as (L̄L)(L̄L), (R̄R)(R̄R), (L̄L)(R̄R), (L̄R)(R̄L) and (L̄R)(L̄R) (B-violating). The
Hermitian conjugate should be added as well for operators involving fermions. The
Wilson coefficients share the same notation with the associated operators, just sub-
stituting O → C. Furthermore, in full generality, the WCs are matrices in flavor
space. Hence, even though we have simplified the notation in Tables 2.1 and 2.2,
the label of the operators as well as their WCs should include flavor indices, e.g.
Cpr
eB OpreB or C(3) prst

LeQu O
(3) prst
LeQu .

2.5.2 Good practices in the SMEFT

We have extended the SM Lagrangian presented in Chapter 1 by local d = 5 and
d = 6 operators. This has some implications in the computation of observables. For
instance, performing analyses within the SMEFT takes yet several extra steps which
involve [60]:

• the choice of a flavor assumption on the operators,

• the normalization and diagonalization of all kinetic terms,

• the choice of an input parameter scheme,

for which we will focus on the relevant operators used in this thesis: d = 6 operators.
Regarding flavor assumptions, we have introduced 59 operators defined with free

flavor indices. This means a total of 2499 extra real parameters, what clearly re-
duces the applicability of the general framework, further when, for theoretical consis-
tency, we should consider the full independent set of operators. However, in practice
one works with reduced parameter sets, either because only a subset of operators
contribute to the studied observables and the rest are assumed to be zero or by
making well-motivated flavor symmetry assumptions, e.g. via the U(3)5 symmetry
on fermion flavor space, which reduces to 81 real parameters, or by assuming an
alignment with the flavor structure of the SM, the so-called minimal flavor violation
(MFV) SMEFT. We apply the EFT formalism in two chapters along the thesis. In
Chapter 3 we merge both approaches: a restricted set of operators inducing the
interested phenomena is considered and some flavor assumptions are made as well.
In Chapter 5, we make no flavor assumptions, but we restrict our analysis to the
operators involved in the studied processes.

The last two operations stated above, induce corrections stemming from L(6) of
O
(
C(6)/Λ2

)
. When they are applied to the d = 6 operators themselves, these be-

come of O
((
C(6)/Λ2

)2
)
and can then be neglected since they contribute effectively

to L(8). Accordingly, working up to d = 6, we should consider the proper normal-
ization and diagonalization of kinetic terms as well as the effects of a given choice
of input parameter scheme in the d = 4 Standard Model Lagrangian.

The extension of the SM into the SMEFT given in Eq. (2.5.63), spoils, after the
spontaneous symmetry breaking takes place, the behaviour of the kinetic terms of
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Table 2.1: Four-fermion operators.

gauge bosons and the Higgs itself. On one hand, the Higgs, GA
µ , W I

µ and Bµ kinetic
terms receive contributions — in the unitary gauge (see Section. 1.4.2) — from Cϕ2
and CϕD, CϕG, CϕW and CϕB respectively. Moreover, the operator associated to
CϕWB induce an extra mixing between the W I

µ and Bµ fields. All in all, suitable
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X3 ϕ6 and ϕ4D2 ψ2ϕ3

OG fABCGAνµ GBρν GCµρ Oϕ (ϕ†ϕ)3 Oeϕ (ϕ†ϕ)(L̄perϕ)

OG̃ fABCG̃Aνµ GBρν GCµρ Oϕ2 (ϕ†ϕ)2(ϕ†ϕ) Ouϕ (ϕ†ϕ)(Q̄purϕ̃)
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ρ OϕD
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ϕ†Dµϕ

)
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O
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Table 2.2: Dimension-six operators other than the four-fermion ones.

redefinitions of all these fields should be made to bring them into a canonical nor-
malized form, which absorbs the extra WC dependencies generated by the d = 6
SMEFT operators into the kinetic terms. In this thesis, none of these operators are
considered, they are then set to zero and the usual gauge bosons as well as the Higgs
are assumed to be the canonically normalized fields, i.e. those providing properly
normalized kinetic terms in the usual way.

The effects induced by the choice of an input parameter scheme within the
SMEFT framework are a bit more subtle. From a general perspective, we start
with a Lagrangian LSM (for convenience we stick to the SM Lagrangian, but the
following discussion applies to any Lagrangian formalism) containing a number of
unknown parameters (g, g′, gs, v, Yf , . . . ). This Lagrangian is used to compute physi-
cal observables as functions of those parameters (e.g. cross sections σ (g, g′, gs, . . . )).
Upon a measurement of the former, the inverse process can be followed to extract
values for the relevant parameters entering the calculation. More concretely, we
make use of some input measurements (e.g. the electroweak mZ , the measurement
of the fine-structure constant αem and the decay of µ → eνeνµ, the Higgs-related
masses of the Higgs and fermions among others) to extract numerical values of the
associated Lagrangian parameters (e.g. the electroweak g, g′, the Higgs-related v, λ
and the Yukawas among others). These numbers can then be used within the same
framework — via SM theoretical relations — to compute and obtain numerical
predictions for other observables. Within the SM, this cyclic procedure entails a
check of its input-output consistency. However, when the SM is extended into the
SMEFT, the list of Lagrangian parameters increases considerably. Therefore, the
original relations between the input measurements and the Lagrangian parameters
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are not longer valid. Now, the physical observable of interest should be computed
as a function of the SM parameters as well as the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT.
As before, the measurement of this observable allows us to express the parameters
of the SM Lagrangian as functions of the experimental value and the WCs. There-
fore, within the SMEFT, the SM parameters are shifted by the Wilson coefficients,
with respect to the previously (only d = 4 operators) settled value given by the
experimental input measurement.

Let us exemplify the above discussion by means of the usual determination of the
Fermi constant GF . This is customarily extracted from muon decay µ− → e−ν̄eνµ,
whose decay width at LO in the SM is given by

ΓSM
(
µ− → e−ν̄eνµ

)
=
G2
Fm

5
µ

192π3
. (2.5.65)

The value of the width comes from the experimental determination of the muon
Lifetime τ expµ via Γexp

µ = 1/τ expµ = 3 × 10−19 GeV, which in turn provides the value
of GF = (1.1663787± 0.0000006) × 10−5 GeV−2 [48] via an improved expression of
Eq. (2.5.65). The same theoretical computation within the SMEFT framework leads
to

ΓSMEFT
(
µ− → e−ν̄eνµ

)
= ΓSM

1 + 2v2

(
C

(3) 22
ϕL + C

(3) 11
ϕL − C1221

LL

)
Λ2

 . (2.5.66)

In order to extract now GF from the experimental value Γexp
µ , we perform a series

expansion over the necessarily small ratio C/Λ2 arriving at√
192π3Γexp

µ

m5
µ

≡ GF

{
1 +
√

2∆GF

}
, (2.5.67)

where we have defined the shift induced by the d = 6 WCs on GF as ∆GF :

√
2∆GF = v2

(
C

(3) 22
ϕL + C

(3) 11
ϕL − C1221

LL

)
Λ2

, (2.5.68)

This shift affects other SM parameter determinations that relied on GF via theoret-
ical relations, e.g. the vev v.

The Standard Model has a total of 19 parameters to be fixed by the experiment:
9 fermion masses, 4 CKM-matrix parameters, 2 describing the strong interactions
and 4 in the electroweak and scalar sectors. Accordingly, one needs 19 input mea-
surements to fix these parameters and make numerical predictions. Let us now focus
on the electroweak sector to show how to properly manage the shifts induced by the
higher dimensional SMEFT operators. The electroweak sector has 3 independent
parameters: v, g, g′, which are typically fixed by choosing 3 precise input measure-
ments among the 4: ĜF , α̂EM, m̂Z and m̂W , where the hat indicates that these are
the measured physical quantities, i.e. the value that these quantities acquire in the
SM alone. A concrete choice thus entails an input parameter scheme. The usual
SM relations lead to the usual values of the independent parameters labeled as
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v̂, ĝ, ĝ′, e.g. v̂ = 1/
√√

2ĜF = 246 GeV. On the other hand, within the SMEFT
we have seen that the input parameter-SM identification is shifted by the WCs, e.g.
ĜF = GF

{
1 +
√

2∆GF

}
. Accordingly, this shift translates into the derived inde-

pendent parameters, which will be now function of the WCs as well and are then
denoted with a bar in the Lagrangian, e.g. v̄ = 1√√

2GF
= v̂

(
1 + ∆GF√

2

)
. Therefore,

in general, once the input parameter scheme is settled, we proceed by expressing
them as functions of the L(4)

SM parameters and the Wilson coefficients:[
ĜF , α̂EM, m̂Z , m̂W

]
= f

(
v̄, ḡ, ḡ′, ~C

)
, (2.5.69)

where ~C contains the actual WC dependence given by the concrete shifts on the
input parameters. Finally, we can solve those equations for {v̄, ḡ, ḡ′} in terms of their
known SM-valued partners {v̂, ĝ, ĝ′} and the WCs [60]. This should be consistently
applied, once an input parameter scheme is chosen, to all derived quantities.

The above discussion actually refers to the effect stemming from the fact that the
usual processes we use to determine the SM parameter values, may be contaminated
by new physics as well. Hence, the experimental value would be a combination of
the SM parameters and the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT. When we make use of
the values provided by the PDG in other independent calculations, we are actually
introducing the new-physics contamination entering the physical process from which
the parameter value is obtained. The general procedure above shows how to deal
with this issue. In this thesis, we find in Chapter 3 no effect from this contamination
since there we study a forbidden phenomenon in the SM. Therefore, new-physics
entering those calculations cannot enter in other SM parameter determinations and,
since we consider the rest of d = 6 operators to vanish, the shifts of the input
parameters are zero. This is not the case in Chapter 5, where we make use of the
muon and pion decay widths, which receives indeed contributions from new physics,
and we will see that this has a very important consequence in our results.

2.5.3 RGE of SMEFT operators

Let us now move to higher-order terms in the perturbative expansion. It is a well
established fact that, when computing beyond tree level, some loop diagrams give
rise to infinite contributions. In the first half of the XX century, these infinities were
a symptom that QFTs were sick theories, not valid to describe physical phenomena.
It was later understood that there were theories for which those infinities were just
due to a not well-defined starting point within the Lagrangian theory in terms of the
so-called (unphysical) bare quantities: bare fields, bare couplings constants and bare
masses. Therefore, the solution came by the redefinition of those bare objects via the
absorption of the unphysical infinities in a process called renormalization. This led to
the understanding that indeed, from the beginning, the bare objects were divergent
in a way that should cancel the arising UV divergences to give finite physical results.
Renormalizable theories (see also Section 2.1.1) were named those that had the
exact number of bare quantities needed to absorb all infinities from the divergent
loop diagrams. Non-renormalizable theories were dubbed those that contained an
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infinite number of operators. However, some well-constructed non-renormalizable
theories as the SMEFT contain as well an infinite number of bare parameters to
deal with the divergences arising in the calculation of physical observables.

We focus here on the renormalization procedure of non-renormalizable theories,
i.e. of effective field theories and more concretely of the SMEFT. Let us recall that
EFTs are built out of operators made of the light spectrum present in the low-energy
regime, which have associated dimensionless parameters called Wilson coefficients
(see Eq. (2.1.1)). Therefore, in addition to the renormalization constants — denoted
here as Z — introduced in the renormalization procedure of the light fields, coupling
constants and masses within the “renormalizable” sector of the theory (L(4)

SM in the
SMEFT), we introduce as many extra renormalization constants as operators are
added. These Z are given by the divergent loop calculations involving the local
operators and are absorbed via the renormalization procedure of the bare operators

O(d)
i, 0 =

∑
j

Z
(d)
ij (µ)O(d)

j (µ) (2.5.70)

where the subscript 0 denote the bare operators (those of Eq. (2.1.1) before renormal-
ization); the operators on the r.h.s. are the renormalized operators. The renormal-
ization procedure introduces an artificial dependence on the energy for the renor-
malized operators, which propagates to the Wilson coefficients (see Eq. (2.1.8)).
Note that the renormalization of the bare operators introduces, in general, operator
mixing via the sum over j in Eq. (2.5.70). This is explained by the fact that in the
renormalization of the bare operator O(d)

i, 0, other operators O(d)
j (µ) with j 6= i are

needed as counterterms. A very important point that should be emphasized here is
that, in the renormalization of EFTs the most convenient regularization scheme is
dimensional regularization, since it ensures no mixing between operators of differ-
ent dimension d. Accordingly, in the following we omit the superscript labeling the
dimension (d).

The running and mixing of the renormalized operators are characterized by their
anomalous dimension. This can be computed by taking advantage of the scale
independence of the bare operators on the left-hand side in Eq. (2.5.70). Taking the
derivative over the characteristic energy µ

dZij(µ)

d lnµ
Oj(µ) + Zij(µ)

dOj(µ)

d lnµ
= 0, (2.5.71)

where sum over repeated indices is assumed. The solution to the previous equation
is given by

dOk(µ)

d lnµ
= −

(
Z−1

)
ki

(µ)
dZij(µ)

d lnµ
Oj(µ) ≡ −γkj(µ)Oj(µ) , (2.5.72)

which can be expressed in matrix notation as

d ~Oj(µ)

d lnµ
= −γ ~Oj(µ) , with γ = Z−1(µ)

dZ

d lnµ
, (2.5.73)

where boldface is used to denote matrices. γ is the so-called anomalous-dimension
matrix of the renormalized operators. Let us point out that the elements of γ can
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be directly obtained from the divergent part of Z, i.e. the coefficient in front of the
typical 1/ε pole.

Now that we have the evolution and mixing of the operators we are left with
the computation of the renormalization group equations (RGE) of the Wilson coeffi-
cients, i.e. the equations describing their running with the energy and their mixing.
We will take advantage again of the fact that the general Lagrangian as given in
Eq. (2.1.8) should be independent of the characteristic energy scale µ. Taking the
derivative over this scale and making use of the relation given by Eq. (2.5.72), one
arrives at [

dCi(µ)

d lnµ
δij − Ci(µ)γij(µ)

]
Oj(µ) = 0 . (2.5.74)

Since we are working with an independent complete basis of dimension d operators,
the relation above should be satisfied for all operators Oj(µ), such that it follows

dCj(µ)

d lnµ
− Ci(µ)γij(µ) = 0 , (2.5.75)

what provides the renormalization group differential equations of the Wilson coeffi-
cients via their anomalous dimension. In matrix notation is looks

d~C(µ)

d lnµ
= γT (µ)~C(µ) . (2.5.76)

The Warsaw basis presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 has been completely renormal-
ized at the one-loop level in three papers [61, 62] and [63]. In Ref. [63], the explicit
RGE of all WCs are given as differential equations relating them in Appendix C,
which we refer again in Chapter 3.

2.6 Working at low energies: Cascade of EFTs

The SMEFT framework presented in the previous section stands as the current
paradigm to search for new physics effects in a model independent way. It contains
the same degrees of freedom as the SM and allows us to combine both low- and
high-energy experimental data to constrain the higher-energy dynamics all within
a single framework. However, there are experiments taking place at much lower
energies (E � v), where the heavier states present in the SM play a secondary role,
since they cannot be created on-shell but contribute just as virtual particles. In
line with the EFT spirit of Section 2.1, we can integrate out the heavy SM states
and obtain a more suitable EFT to describe the experiment, which contains only
the relevant DOFs at the energies at play. The resulting EFT at E � 1 GeV
receives the name of Weak effective field theory or low-energy EFT and contains
only the lightest fields (e, µ, να, u, d, g, γ), with α = e, µ, τ . The electroweak gauge
bosons (W±, Z), the Higgs boson h and the heaviest quarks t, b and c are integrated
out. Accordingly, the remaining gauge group of the LEFT is SU(3)C×U(1)QED.
A thorough explanation of the LEFT, how is recovered from the SMEFT and a
complete classification up to d = 6 of their operators is given in Ref. [64]15. The

15Note that in Ref. [64] the LEFT is defined slightly different, containing the quarks c and b.
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work of that reference is extended to the computation of the anomalous dimensions
and the matching at one loop of the LEFT in Refs. [65] and [66] respectively. In
this section we just recall the relevant part of the WEFT Lagrangian for the work
presented in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 5 we are interested in the coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering
process (CEνNS). The neutrinos that scatter off the material of the detector are
produced via charged-current interactions from pion and muon decay. Considering
only left-handed neutrinos the parts of the WEFT Lagrangian contributing to pion
decay are

LCCWEFT ⊃ −
2Vud
v2
{[1 + εL]αβ (ūγµPLd)

(
l̄αγµPLνβ

)
+ [εR]αβ (ūγµPRd)

(
l̄αγµPLνβ

)
+

1

2
[εS]αβ (ūd)

(
l̄αPLνβ

)
− 1

2
[εP ]αβ (ūγ5d)

(
l̄αPLνβ

)
+

1

4
[εT ]αβ (ūσµνPLd)

(
l̄ασµνPLνβ

)
+ h.c.},

(2.6.77)

where we have denoted the Wilson coefficients by ε. These are matrices in leptonic
flavor space, and unidimensional in quark flavor space since we are considering only
two quark flavors. The muon decay can be characterized by

LCCWEFT ⊃ −
2

v2

[ (
δαaδβb + [ρL]aαβb

) (
l̄aγ

µPLνα
)

(ν̄βγµPLlb)

− 2 [ρR]aαβb
(
l̄aPLνα

)
(ν̄βPRlb)

]
,

(2.6.78)

where [ρL]∗aαβb = [ρL]bβαa for the Lagrangian to be hermitian.
The CEνNS itself is driven by neutral-current interactions involving neutrinos

and quarks. However, at the energies involved in the process, the relevant degrees
of freedom are not quarks but the nucleons (protons and neutrons) conforming the
nucleus. Therefore, as we did in Sections 2.2 and 2.4, we should trade the quark
currents by the nucleon fields. Considering again only left-handed neutrinos, the
WEFT Lagrangian terms contributing to CEνNS are

LNCWEFT ⊃ −
1

v2

∑
q=u,d

∑
α,β=e,µ,τ

(ν̄ασ̄µνβ)

{
[gqV ]αβ(q̄γµq) + [gqA]αβ(q̄γµγ5q)

}
. (2.6.79)

Above we are employing a hybrid notation where the quarks q are 4-component Dirac
spinors, and the neutrinos να are 2-component spinors. For a complete review on
the two-component spinor formalism see Ref. [67]. The convenience of this notation
will be clear below when obtaining the low-energy EFT. The Wilson coefficients
measured on the detection side of the CEνNS are the four 3 × 3 matrices [gqV/A]αβ.
In the SM limit these become

[gqV ]SM
αβ =

[
T 3
q − 2Qq sin2 θW

]
δαβ, [gqA]SM

αβ = −T 3
q δαβ. (2.6.80)

The next step is to match the WEFT Lagrangian in (2.6.79) to a lower energy
EFT where the degrees of freedom are nucleons (protons and neutrons) rather than
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quarks. To this end, we need the matrix elements of the quark operators between the
nucleon states. Let us denote the incoming nucleon momentum k, and the outgoing
nucleon momentum k′. In the zero recoil limit, q ≡ k − k′ = 0, we have

〈N(k, s′)|q̄γµq|N(k, s)〉 = F q,N
1 ū(k, s′)γµu(k, s),

〈N(k, s′)|q̄γµγ5q|N(k, s)〉 = gq,NA ū(k, s′)γµγ5u(k, s),
(2.6.81)

whereN = p, n, and u(k, s) are the usual Dirac spinor wave functions (see Eq. (1.1.8)).
Isospin symmetry implies F u,p

1 = F d,n
1 and F u,n

1 = F d,p
1 , and the same applies to gq,NA .

For the vector part, imposing conservation of the electromagnetic current we arrive
at

〈p(k, s′)|(2/3)ūγµu− (1/3)d̄γµd|p(k, s)〉 = (+1)ū(k, s′)γµu(k, s),

〈n(k, s′)|(2/3)ūγµu− (1/3)d̄γµd|n(k, s)〉 = 0.
(2.6.82)

Thus, in the limit where the strange content of the nucleon is ignored we have
2F u,n

1 = F d,n
1 (2F d,p

1 = F u,p
1 ) and (2/3)F u,p

1 − (1/3)F d,p
1 = 1, what leads to

F d,p
1 = F u,n

1 = 1, F u,p
1 = F d,n

1 = 2. (2.6.83)

For the axial part we do not have any symmetry principle to fix the normaliza-
tion as in Eq. (2.6.82). Instead, the nucleon charges gq,NA needs to be determined
phenomenologically.

Using these matrix elements, we can write down the effective Lagrangian with
nucleon degrees of freedom as

LNCnucleon ⊃ −
∑

N=p,n

∑
α,β=e,µ,τ

(ν̄ασ̄µνβ)

{
[CN

V ]αβ(N̄γµN)+[CN
A ]αβ(N̄γµγ5N)

}
, (2.6.84)

where the leading order matching of the Wilson coefficients of the two EFTs reads

[CN
V ]αβ =

1

v2

∑
q=u,d

F q,N
1 [gqV ]αβ,

[CN
A ]αβ =

1

v2

∑
q=u,d

gq,NA [gqA]αβ.
(2.6.85)

In the SM limit we have

[Cp
V ]SM
αβ =

1

2v2

[
1− 4 sin2 θW

]
δαβ,

[Cn
V ]SM
αβ = − 1

2v2
δαβ,

[Cp
A]SM
αβ = − 1

2v2

[
gu,pA − gd,pA

]
δαβ = − gA

2v2
δαβ,

[Cn
A]SM
αβ = − 1

2v2

[
gu,nA − gd,nA

]
δαβ =

gA
2v2

δαβ.

(2.6.86)

Note that, due to the fact that sin2 θW ∼ 1/4, the accidental cancellation in the
first term of Eq. (2.6.86) makes vector interactions approximately protophobic. The
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Lagrangian of Eq. (2.6.84) thus provides an EFT description of the neutral-current
neutrino-nucleus interactions at the nucleon level.

However, the very low energies involved in this process allow us to descend more
in this cascade of EFTs. For instance, the neutrino scattering translates into a very
low-energy (observable) recoil of the nucleus. The tiny momenta of the outgoing
nucleus allows to characterize it better in the non-relativistic (NR) limit. The NR
limit of the relevant operators in the Lagrangian (2.6.84) gives

N̄γ0N = ψ†NψN +O(∇2) ,

N̄γ0γ5N = O(∇) ,

N̄γkN = O(∇) ,

N̄γkγ5N = ψ†Nσ
kψN +O(∇2),

(2.6.87)

where k = 1 . . . 3 and ψN are the non-relativistic nucleon fields, which satisfy the
Schrödinger equations of motion. The non-relativistic EFT for nucleons at the zero-
recoil level is thus described by the Lagrangian

LNCNR ⊃
∑

N=p,n

∑
α,β=e,µ,τ

{
− [CN

V ]αβ(ψ†NψN)(ν̄ασ̄
0νβ) + [CN

A ]αβ(ψ†Nσ
kψN)(ν̄ασ̄

kνβ)

}
,

(2.6.88)
which will be of great use in Chapter 5 when analyzing the CEνNS.
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Chapter 3

Charged-lepton-flavor violation and
the τ lepton

Lepton-flavor violation (LFV) is a widely studied phenomenon both from the the-
oretical and experimental fields. Its importance and interest relies on the absence
of such dynamics in the Standard Model with massless neutrinos, thus providing a
unique window to new physics with no theoretical background1. Neutrino oscilla-
tion experiments have proven the SM to be incomplete, requiring the neutrinos to
acquire mass somehow. Similarly to the quark-flavor dynamics in the SM ruled by
the CKM matrix (see Section 1.4.3), neutrino masses drive in turn the violation of
the flavor in the neutral-lepton sector, i.e. neutrino oscillations. However, despite
the continuous observations of this effect in the neutral sector, and the great effort
made to find its charged counterpart, no signal of charged-lepton-flavor violation
(CLFV) has been observed so far, and only limits on the branching ratios of these
processes can be set. This poses us a question: Why is there such a pronounced ef-
fect on the neutral leptons while, on the other hand, this phenomenon is remarkably
suppressed (if not prohibited) for their charged partners? Since there is no LFV
in the Standard Model with massless neutrinos, the answer to this question lies in
the concrete extension of the SM addressing this issue: CLFV may be intrinsically
linked to the neutrino-mass generating mechanism, however, it might not be the
only source of this phenomenon. For instance, many of these extensions naturally
yield non-negligible CLFV rates, as it is the case of extended scalar sectors as the
two-Higgs doublet models, supersymmetric UV completions, models with large extra
dimensions, little Higgs models, leptoquarks. . . . In this sense, for example lepto-
quarks (LQs) can mediate flavor-violating transitions, for both quarks and leptons,
without being necessarily the source of the neutrino masses (although there exist
mechanisms relating both, see Chapter 4).

This question has been extensively studied in the literature (see for example the
reviews [68–70]) concerning mainly the first two lepton families, the electron and
the muon, whereas the tau lepton has received a minor attention due to the experi-
mental complications arising in its production and detection: they are not produced
in great abundance and have a much shorter lifetime as compared to muons, so that
one cannot talk about τ beams to be used in experiments. Therefore, despite an a
priori enhanced experimental sensitivity due to its larger mass, the limits on CLFV

1From the theoretical point of view, LFV observables stand as very clean environments to look for NP, since SM
dynamics give null predictions for them and consequently there is no SM contamination.
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τ -involved processes are usually obtained from non-dedicated experiments. Notwith-
standing, CLFV processes with the τ lepton present an exceptional opportunity to
look for new physics that will be exploited by the next generation of B-factories
as Belle II [71] (already taking data) and other complementary experiments as the
NA64 experiment at CERN. On a longer time scale, the τ sector may be deeply
studied by several facilities like the possible successor of LEP in this matter2, a
TeraZ facility of a future FCC-ee [72], the Super τ -Charm Facility (STCF) and the
Electron-Ion Collider (EIC) [73].

In this chapter we present a model-independent analysis of the lepton-flavor-
violating processes involving tau leptons, within the framework of the Standard
Model Effective Field Theory up to dimension 6 operators (see Section 2.5). We
start by briefly reviewing the history of flavor and the role of the tau lepton in
this picture. Then, we give an overview of the (C)LFV phenomena in the Standard
Model and how they arise in some extensions, and show the systematic way to study
these phenomena under the model-independent procedure provided by the SMEFT.
The two main processes thoroughly studied in this analysis are presented in the
following two sections, i.e. hadronic τ decays and `-τ conversion in nuclei. This
is followed by a description of the statistical tools used to extract bounds on the
parameters of the SMEFT. Finally, the results from the analysis are presented and
some conclusions are given. Most of the content of this chapter is based on our
Ref. [74].

3.1 A history of flavor and the τ lepton

Within the Standard Model, the concept of flavor is used to denominate the ex-
istence of twelve different species of elementary particles, the basic constituents of
matter: six quarks and six leptons, each with a given flavor, and altogether conform-
ing the group of elementary fermions. These are as well grouped in three families
or generations (see Chapter 1), whose only difference stems from the Yukawa in-
teractions with the Higgs field (see Section 1.4.3), i.e. their masses3. However, in
our present understanding of the SM, the structure of flavor is somewhat arbitrary.
There is no known mechanism that dictates there should be three heavier copies (or
any number at all) of the same gauge representations of the lepton and quark fields.
Indeed, this structure responds just to the content of matter observed in nature and
the similar properties among families, i.e. they share the same gauge quantum num-
bers but differ in the mass (and obviously their flavors). The very existence of these
replications is one of the pieces of the so-called SM puzzle, one which has strong
consequences like the existence of CP as we saw in Section 1.4.3. Another piece of
this puzzle is the lack of a basic (symmetry) principle that explains the pattern of

2The production mechanism of tau pairs would be the same for both LEP and TeraZ: via the decay at rest of a
Z, what entails controllable systematic uncertainties and relatively low backgrounds.

3This is indeed a more subtle point. In several extensions of the Standard Model, the SM Yukawa couplings
constitute just a fraction of the total mass of the particles. The latter then receives contributions also from other
new physics sources, such as other Yukawa couplings to extra Higgs fields. In this sense, in order to assess the
validity or the limit of the SM mass-generation mechanism, at the LHC, a program is being conducted to measure
the coupling of the Higgs field to fermions, i.e. the same mass-generating Yukawas within the SM; see Ref. [75] and
references therein.
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the SM Yukawa couplings and, accordingly, the resulting masses and mixings (see
e.g. Ref. [68] for a detailed explanation).

The first indication of the existence of these replicas appeared in 1937 with the
discovery of the muon in cosmic-ray showers by Anderson and Neddermeyer [76].
The most plausible hypothesis to explain the observed penetrating particles, coming
from this cosmic radiation, was asserted to be the existence of “higher mass states
of ordinary electrons”. However, the dominating idea at that time became to relate
this particle to the mediator of the strong force predicted by Yukawa [77]. It was
not until a decade later in 1947 that this possibility was ruled out by the CPP
experiment [78]. Hence, the origin of flavor is usually traced back to a letter sent
the same year by Bruno Pontecorvo to Gian-Carlo Wick [70]. In this letter he made
the hypothesis that this particle could be a “sort of isomer” of the electron. This
idea was reinforced by the discovery of the two-step decay of the pion into a muon
and a following electron, by the group of Powell [79], which helped to differentiate
the pion (π), as the aforementioned Yukawa mediator, and the muon (µ), a possible
second generation of the electron.

The history concerning the neutral sector of leptons took another path. The
existence of the first generation of neutral leptons (the electronic neutrino νe) was
first postulated by Wolfgang Pauli in 1930 to explain beta decay — the decay of
a neutron into a proton, an electron and an electronic anti-neutrino n → p e ν̄e —
without requiring Bohr’s idea about the violation of the principle of energy con-
servation [80]. This elusive particle was detected for the first time in 1956 in the
Cowan-Reines neutrino experiment [81]. The postulation of a second generation of
neutrinos came from an interplay between theory and experiment. In 1958, it was
shown by Feinberg [82] that if there existed some heavy charged bosons mediating
the weak interactions — as it was suggested by the discovery of parity violation
by the Wu experiment [83] in 1957 — these would increase the branching ratio of
µ+ → e+γ above the experimental limit at that time. This enhancement was due
to a loop contribution involving the W± gauge bosons and the single electronic
neutrino (see Fig. 3.4). Therefore, a well-motivated way out was proposed by Pon-
tecorvo in 1959 [84], the two-neutrino hypothesis. This postulated the existence of
a second neutrino that would only couple to the muon and not to the electron (and
the opposite for the electronic neutrino), in such a way that the process µ+ → e+γ
would be forbidden. The scheme with a second-neutrino generation was confirmed
experimentally in 1962 at the Brookhaven National Laboratory [85].

To talk about the star of this chapter, the τ lepton, first we should briefly in-
troduce the other half of the flavor spectrum: the quarks. In the quark sector the
understanding of the presence of different families — and the existence of the quarks
themselves — was done implicitly, through the non-elementary particles where the
quarks are always confined in at low energies (E . 2 GeV): the hadrons.

In parallel to the realization that the muon was not the mediator of the strong
force, but a possible heavier cousin of the electron, in 1947 Rochester and Butler dis-
covered an unknown signal of two opposite-charged tracks forming a V pattern [86].
This signal was the product of the decay of a neutral particle that would take some
time to identify as the neutral Kaon. Therefore, this discovery presented the first
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observation of the existence of a second-generation quark, the strange quark, al-
though it took until 1964 for Murray Gell-Mann and George Zweig to postulate the
very existence of quarks [4, 5] as the fundamental constituents of the hadrons. The
charm quark made his first appearance in 1970 in the model proposed by Sheldon
Glashow, John Iliopoulos, and Luciano Maiani for the weak interactions [6]. In this
model with four quarks, the absence of flavor-changing neutral currents (at treee
level) arose naturally in what has been latter called the GIM mechanism. Over the
summer of 1974, the charm quark was discovered independently by two groups one
at SLAC [87] and the other at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) [88], via
the observation of a new (composed) particle the J/ψ meson comprising a pair of cc̄
quarks. Hence, the second family of fermions was completed. The first experimental
indication of the existence of a third generation of quarks came in 1964 from the
observation of CP violation in the decay of neutral kaons [89]. Such an effect could
not be possible in the previously described framework of two families, but a third
generation was needed as was shown by Kobayashi and Maskawa in 1973 [20], thus
completing Cabibbo’s analysis [19] of transitions — mediated by the weak interac-
tion — between different generations of quarks (flavor violation in the quark sector).
Then, the b quark was discovered in 1977 [90], but we had to wait almost 20 years,
until 1995, to have the first evidence of its weak isodoublet partner, the massive top
quark, hence completing the third and heaviest quark family [91,92].

In 1972, it was shown for Weinberg’s model of the weak and electromagnetic
interactions [8], that in order to obtain a theory free of Adler-Bell-Jackiw axial
anomalies [93, 94] — where the currents stemming from the SM gauge symmetries
are non-anomalous — the same number of leptons and quarks is needed [95]. This is
a profound result pointing to a possible unification of matter, although the specific
implementation in an ultra-violet completion of the SM that nature might adopt
(if any) is still unknown. This realization, together with the state of development
of particle physics described above, led physicists in the seventies to believe that
there may exist heavier leptons and its observation could be feasible in new e+e−

colliders [96]. In this spirit, in 1975, the Mark I detector at the e+e− collider
in SLAC detected 24 anomalous eµ events of the form e+ + e− → e± + µ∓+ ≥
2 undetected particles [97]. The collaboration ascribed this anomaly to the existence
of a pair of new particles, each with a massM ∼ 2 GeV, and explained the 24 events
through their production and subsequent decay. We now know they observed the
production of two tau leptons e+e− → τ+τ− with the subsequent decays τ+ →
e+νeν̄τ and τ− → µ−ν̄µν̄τ . Accordingly, the existence of a tau neutrino ντ was also
considered. However, it was not until 1977, at the DORIS e+e− storage ring at
DESY, that the PLUTO collaboration confirmed this hypothesis narrowing it down
to charged leptons of spin 1/2 [98]. In 1990, using the ARGUS detector at the
DORIS II e+e− storage ring, the V−A Lorentz structure of the tau vertex in weak
interactions as well as further confirmation of e-µ-τ universality was established [99].
Finally, direct evidence of the tau neutrino was given by the dedicated DONUT
experiment at Fermilab in 2000 [100].

The tau lepton has a unique position within the Standard Model, namely it
is the only known lepton with enough mass to decay into light flavored hadrons.
Concretely, due to baryon number conservation — a global symmetry of the SM
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— the tau can only decay into mesons, since otherwise there would not be enough
phase space for the decay into two baryons and baryon number would be violated.
Therefore, the tau provides a rich source of very interesting phenomenology, which
is usually used twofold: one can either study the SM dynamics involving the strong
interactions at low energies, e.g. the hadronization of quarks into mesons, or given
the appropriate QCD data from somewhere else, the copious phenomenology can be
used to study physics beyond the Standard Model that would manifest in deviations
of the predicted SM tau dynamics. However, as described above, its shorter lifetime
as compared to its lighter cousins hinders its large production. This problem has
been somehow surpassed by the B-meson factories, e.g. at the end of the past century
by the CLEO experiment at the Cornell Electron Storage Ring (CESR) [101], but
it is in the advent of this century when the tau physics program has experimented a
boost with BaBar at SLAC [102], Belle at KEK [103,104] and the currently ongoing
Belle II experiment at SuperKEKB (an upgrade of Belle) [71]. The B-factories
work at the center-of-mass energy

√
s = 10.58 GeV to optimally produce the Υ(4S)

resonance, made out of a pair of bb̄ quarks, that decays mainly (> 96%) into a pair
of BB̄ mesons. At these energies, the cross section to produce a pair of τ+τ− is
90% that of producing the bb̄ pair [70], what makes of B-factories also very efficient
τ factories. The most up-to-date experiment studying, among others, hadronic tau
decays is Belle II. The B-factory started to collect data in 2019 and it is expected
to increase the sensitivity to these decays at least one order of magnitude.

3.2 CLFV in the SM and beyond

In Chapter 1, we saw how the Yukawa couplings of the quarks, in the scalar sector of
the Standard Model, provided non-trivial flavor dynamics based on the structure of
the CKM matrix. This, in turn, provides a richer phenomenology that is, however,
absent in the leptonic sector. In this regard, the difference between quarks and
leptons stems from the absence of a right-handed neutrino. Such a neutral lepton
transforms as a singlet with zero hypercharge under the SM gauge-group symmetries
(with the group transformation properties (1,1,0)). Given also the fact that it has
never been observed in nature, its addition to the theory would be procured ad hoc.

Let us approach this issue from a more general perspective: in terms of symmetry
principles. The matter content of the Standard Model — as representations of the
gauge symmetries — can be regarded as a single SM family (Q,L, uR, dR, eR), see
Section 1.1.1. In the absence of Yukawa interactions, the whole theory is invariant
under the global symmetry

U(3)5 ≡ U(3)QL × U(3)LL × U(3)uR × U(3)dR × U(3)`R , (3.2.1)

acting on the family indices of each of the (five) inequivalent gauge representations
stated above. Namely, providing an example, for massless leptons the Standard
Model Lagrangian would be symmetric under a global U(3)`R transformation on the
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family vector of the right-handed lepton (SU(2)L × U(1)Y singlet) `R:e′µ′
τ ′


R

= U`R

eµ
τ


R

, (3.2.2)

with U`R the 3 × 3 matrix representation of the U(3)`R symmetry transformation.
This means that in the massless SM Lagrangian, the gauge interactions are indepen-
dent of the specific choice of basis in flavor space for every field in the SM family.

Once the Yukawa sector is included, the global U(3)5 flavor symmetry is explicitly
broken. Likewise, the degeneracy of the three families is removed with the elemen-
tary fermions acquiring different masses related to their Yukawa interactions. On
the one hand, in the quark sector, the Yukawa matrices of the up and down quarks
totally break this symmetry giving rise to different masses for the different families
and, after mass diagonalization, inducing quark-flavor violation as described by the
CKM matrix (see Section 1.4.3). On the other hand, the Yukawa matrices present
in the leptonic sector break the corresponding lepton symmetries in U(3)5 and are
the responsibles for the masses of the charged leptons. However, the omission of
the right-handed neutrinos and the neutrino-Yukawa matrices associated to them,
results in the “softer” breaking of the U(3)5 symmetry to the subgroup

L ≡ U(1)e × U(1)µ × U(1)τ , (3.2.3)

such that the Standard Model Lagrangian remains invariant under global rotations
of the individual lepton fields. This invariance implies a conserved charge for each
lepton family: Le for (e, νe), Lµ for (µ, νµ) and Lτ for (τ, ντ ). Accordingly, Eq. (3.2.3)
is, in symmetry language, the statement for lepton-flavor conservation.

The global symmetry L is an accidental symmetry of the Lagrangian since it is not
one of the building blocks of the theory, but appears by chance once the renormalized
Standard Model is constructed (as opposed to the SM gauge symmetries). Therefore,
considering the SM as an effective field theory (see Chapter 2), one could expect
higher-dimensional non-renormalizable terms — describing new-physics interactions
taking place at higher energy scales — to violate this accidental symmetry, hence
mediating LFV. Another straightforward way L may be broken is via the simple
addition of a right-handed neutrino Dirac term. Such a term provides masses to the
neutrinos and breaks the individual Le, Lµ and Lτ symmetries, although it conserves
the total lepton number, i.e. invariance under common-global phase rotations of
the three lepton fields. Note that, upon the inclusion of a right-handed neutrino
within the SM matter content, nothing forbids the addition of a Majorana mass
term violating also the total lepton number, we will delve into the Dirac/Majorana
nature of the neutrinos in Chapter 6.

Lepton-flavor violation has been already observed in neutrino oscillation experi-
ments. Therefore, we do know that neutrinos have mass and the L global symmetry
is broken in nature. However, no direct observation of this breaking in the charged
sector has been made so far. There are, nonetheless, some relevant experimental
hints pointing to non-trivial lepton dynamics. These come in the form of notorious
discrepancies with the universality SM predictions for some decays of the B mesons:
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Figure 3.1: History of the development of the limits on several CLFV processes, from the beginning of
the second half of the past century until the end of the current decade. The filled geometric figures stand
for the currently established limits, while the empty ones for the future expected sensitivities on these

processes of the corresponding experiments labeled next to them [126].

RD(∗) [105–112], RK [113–120] together with very recent RK0
S
and RK∗+ [121] — the

so-called B anomalies [122] — as well as the anomalous magnetic moment (g − 2)
of the muon [123, 124]. Depending on the anomaly, different lepton families are
involved. However, in this chapter we will mainly focus on the third family, the tau
lepton, due to the aforementioned reasons, besides the fact that the situation relat-
ing the first two families may be less compelling (see Ref. [125]). For completeness,
we also summarize the present status on the theoretical and experimental search of
CLFV for the first two families.

The search for CLFV has received much dedication in the second half of the last
century, followed by the first negative results to observe the expected µ→ eγ decay.
Since then, many experiments have tried to observe this phenomenon, increasing
their sensitivities and statistics, but only limits have been set so far (see Fig.3.1
taken from Ref [126]). The three canonical processes to study CLFV involving the
first two families are the decays µ → eγ and µ → 3e, and the µ–e conversion in
nuclei. There are also several other channels to study CLFV processes like in rare
meson decays, collider experiments or through more exotic channels as muonium-
antimuonium oscillations µ+e− ↔ µ−e+ [69], but we do not consider them in the
following. A schematic list is presented in Fig. 3.2 taken from Ref. [127]. The former
three golden channels pose the most stringent bounds up to date: Br(µ+ → e+γ) <
4.2 × 10−13 by the MEG experiment [128], Br(µ+ → e+e+e−) < 1.0 × 10−12 by
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Figure 3.2: Different CLFV channels. Figure taken from Ref. [127].

the SINDRUM collaboration [129] and σ(µ−Au → e−Au)/σ(µ−Au → capture) <
7.0×10−13 by the SINDRUM II collaboration [130]. Along this decade, these bounds
are expected to be improved by several orders of magnitude (see Ref. [131] for a short
review) to reach a sensitivity of O(6×10−14) for µ→ eγ by MEG II [132], O(10−16)
for µ → 3e by the Mu3e experiment at the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) [133] and
O(3×10−17) for µ–e conversion in nuclei by Mu2e [134] and COMET II in its second
phase [135], potentially overpassing the O(10−18) frontier in the Mu2e II [136] and
PRIME [137] experiments.

Focusing on the τ lepton, we can see in Fig.3.1 that the leptonic modes are several
orders of magnitude less constrained as compared to the limits obtained for the first
two families. This is indeed the case for τ → µγ and τ → 3µ. However, there is no
experimental bound for the missing golden channel τ conversion in nuclei. In this
sense, there is a proposal by the NA64 experiment at CERN [138] to study `–τ con-
version in the presence of nuclei: µ−(e−) +N (A,Z)→ τ−X, i.e. with a fixed-target
of atomic and mass numbers Z and A respectively and an outgoing hadronic state
X. This process has received minor attention due to the complexities of its exper-
imental setting; see, however, Refs. [138–142] and references therein. Furthermore,
future foreseen experiments such as the muon collider [143], the electron-ion col-
lider [144,145], the ILC [146] or circular colliders as LHeC [147] could also consider
to look for this conversion.

At the end of the previous section, we pointed out the interest of studying the
tau lepton regarding also the rich phenomenology provided by its hadronic decays.
Therefore, complementary to `–τ conversion in nuclei, the B-meson factories with
CLEO at the beginning followed later by the Belle and BaBar experiments, have
searched for both the lepton and hadronic decays of the tau lepton (see Fig. 3.3
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Figure 3.3: Limits on the branching ratios of CLFV tau decays, both for leptonic and hadronic modes,
searched for by CLEO, BaBar, Belle, LHCb and the expected sensitivity on those by Belle II [71].

from Ref. [71]). Currently, Belle II is operating since 2019 and, by the end of the
data acquisition period, it is expected to increase the sensitivity on these decays
one order of magnitude over its predecessors. The past and expected limits on these
processes are shown in Fig. 3.3.

On the theoretical side, the confirmation of lepton-flavor violation via neutrino
oscillations — with the corresponding determination of oscillation parameters: the
mixing angles and mass differences — does not unambiguously tell us the expected
rates for the analogous charged phenomena. The evaluation of the latter strongly
depends on the mechanism giving mass to neutrinos as well as lepton mixing, which
may, but does not have to, be related. In this sense, as sketched above, there are
models naturally inducing CLFV (see e.g. Chapter 4 four our analysis of CFLV
within the most general leptoquark framework), but not necessarily providing mass
to the neutrinos. On the other hand, different neutrino-mass-generating mechanisms
provide distinct CLFV rates [148–152]. For instance, the simplest straightforward
extension of the Standard Model with three families of right-handed Dirac neutrinos
entails, for the process with usually (depending on the model) the largest rate µ→
eγ, the tiny-unobservable branching ratio [70]

B(µ→ eγ) ' Γ(µ→ eγ)

Γ(µ→ eνν̄)
=

3α

32π

∣∣∣∣∣ ∑
i=2,3

U∗µiUei
δm2

i1

M2
W

∣∣∣∣∣
2

< 10−54 , (3.2.4)

computed from the diagram in Fig. 3.4, with α the fine-structure constant, U the
PMNS neutrino-mixing matrix, δm2

ij = m2
i −m2

j the neutrino mass-squared differ-
ences and MW the W -boson mass. More involved extensions with extra heavier
neutrinos, like the seesaw mechanisms, may even enhance these CLFV rates to cur-
rent or expected sensitivities see, e.g. Ref. [153].
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Figure 3.4: Diagram of the main contribution to the process µ→ eγ, within the
minimal extension of the SM with a right-handed Dirac neutrino for each family.

In the work of Ref. [74], we performed a model-independent analysis of CLFV tau
processes that involve hadrons. A model-independent framework is provided by the
Standard Model effective field theory (see Chapter 2 for a detailed explanation). The
first contribution to CLFV processes can be generated by d = 6 operators, so we kept
only those. For definiteness, we used the basis and notation consistent with Ref. [56].
As it was pointed out in Chapter 2, our procedure would not be valid if the origin
of CLFV lied at E . MW , in which case the SMEFT Lagrangian (see Eq. (2.5.63)
in Section 2.5) does not serve as an appropriate framework. In this Lagrangian Λ
represents the energy scale at which new physics appears. Accordingly, Λ depends on
the new dynamics we want to describe, i.e. it does not need to be the same for LFV
or violation of lepton number. In the following, we use ΛCLFV to denote the scale
of interest of the described analysis. In this work we focused, as already explained,
on the third family of leptons. Therefore, our SMEFT operators are still invariant
under global U(1)e × U(1)µ rotations that do not involve the tau lepton anymore.
The large mass of the tau lepton allows its CLFV decays into hadrons, opening a
wide set of modes that can be looked for in dedicated experiments. Moreover, `–τ
conversion (` = µ, e) in the presence of nuclei has been scarcely considered in the
bibliography. The obvious relevance of studying both type of processes at the same
time is that they involve, generically, the same SMEFT operators. In addition, we
assumed that the Wilson coefficients involving the muon and the electron are the
same, i.e. we presume universality in the two lighter lepton families. This seems
endorsed, up to now, by the experimental results.

There is only one d = 5 operator in the SMEFT Lagrangian [57], but it violates
lepton number and is of no interest for our research here. The list of d = 6 operators
is rather large [58] and contains the first relevant operators that implement CLFV
processes. We will limit our study to those, and we will use, essentially, the notation
from Ref. [56]. The operators contributing to processes under consideration here are
collected in Table 3.1.

3.3 Hadronic τ decays

We studied the CLFV decays τ− → `−{P, P1P2, V }, with ` = µ, e, and P and V
standing for pseudoscalar and vector mesons with light-quark content (namely u, d
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Λ2× Coupling Operator Λ2× Coupling Operator
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)
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) (
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)
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(
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)
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(
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d̄sQ
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)
C

(1)
LeQu

(
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)
εjk
(
Q̄ksut

)
C

(3)
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(
L̄jpσµνer

)
εjk
(
Q̄ksσ
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)

Table 3.1: d = 6 operators appearing in the Lagrangian (2.5.63) and contributing to the CLFV processes
that we study in this work. The four-fermion operators appear on the left-hand side, while those involving
the Higgs doublet ϕ and the gauge bosons are on the right. The notation (up to small apparent changes),
is the one from Ref. [56]. For the family indices we use p, r, s and t, while j and k are isospin indices. For
I = 1, 2, 3, σI are the Pauli matrices, with ε = iσ2, and σµν ≡ i

2
[γµ, γν ]. Λ is then the scale where the

new dynamics arises. The operators share the same notation with the associated couplings, substituting
simply C → O, i.e. O(1)

LQ and so on.

and s), respectively. In order to determine the widths of the hadronic tau decays
using the d = 6 operators in Table 3.1, the procedure has two steps:

1) determine the perturbative amplitudes at parton level,

2) hadronize those partons into mesons.

The key role in the perturbative contribution has been customarily given to τ →
`qq shown in Fig. 3.5. However, in Ref. [154] it was pointed out that the scalar
contribution via the diagram shown in Fig. 3.6 should also be considered — as the
hadronization of gluons into mesons is not small at these energies. In the second
step, we proceed to hadronize the qΓq currents (with Γ = {1, γ5, γµ, γµγ5, σµν , σµνγ5})
into observable pseudoscalar and vector mesons, and analogously, for the gluons from
Fig. 3.6. Let us now discuss separately the two points stated above.

3.3.1 Perturbative amplitudes

The SMEFT framework provides the processes τ → (` + hadrons) already at the
tree level. Operators in Table 3.1 generate two kinds of contributions:

i) Those yielding a two-quark current τ → `qq (shown in Fig. 3.5), either provided
by local vertices as in (a), or by gauge-boson (b) or Higgs (c) exchanges; in the
latter case, we will consider massless up and down quarks, but ms 6= 0, and,
accordingly, the diagram (c) will only contribute to the production of ss.
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Figure 3.5: Different contributions of the SMEFT Lagrangian to τ → ` qq, with ` = e, µ. The dot
indicates the CLFV vertex. We consider mu = md = 0, but ms 6= 0: the contribution of the Higgs in (c)

thus only exists for the production of ss.

τ

ℓ

H

Q

g

g

Figure 3.6: Dominant scalar contribution [154] to τ → `PP , with ` = e, µ and
P = π,K. The dot indicates the CLFV vertex. The Q in the loop stands for a

heavy quark, namely Q = c, b, t.

ii) The scalar two-gluon contribution τ → `gg (shown in Fig. 3.6), with heavy
quarks in the finite fermion loop, that was also considered previously in Ref. [154];
here it was concluded that, in spite of the loop suppression, this is the dominant
Higgs contribution to these processes.

The results of the tree-level amplitudes related to diagrams from Fig. 3.5 and gen-
erated by LFV operators from Table 3.1 are collected in Section C.1 of Appendix C;
the loop contribution from Fig. 3.6 is given in Section C.2. In the latter amplitude,
we have written (for hadronization purposes) the two-gluon final state in terms of
the trace of the energy–momentum tensor [155], as explained in Section D.1 of Ap-
pendix D. Accordingly, the general perturbative amplitude that describes the CLFV
tau decays into hadrons is given by

Mτ =Mtree +Mτgg , (3.3.5)

withMtree andMτgg defined in Eqs. (C.1.1) and (C.2.7), respectively.
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3.3.2 Hadronization

Our results for the tau decay amplitude Mτ are given, for the tree-level contri-
butions, in terms of light-quark bilinears, and, for the gluon case, by the energy–
momentum tensor. The final states we take into account involve pseudoscalar mesons
and vector resonances. Therefore, we need to hadronize the quark bilinears and the
energy–momentum tensor. We have seen in Section 2.3 that Chiral Perturbation
Theory [31, 32] provides a model-independent scheme for this procedure. Unfor-
tunately, this framework only provides reliable results (typically) for E � 1GeV,
while the mass of the tau lepton is much larger: the energy region, that happens to
be populated by hadron resonances, becomes kinematically available and relevant
for the final state. A complementary tool to handle this scenario consistent with
the constraints of the chiral symmetry was given in Section 2.4 by the name of Res-
onance Chiral Theory [41–43]. It provides us with a phenomenological Lagrangian,
driven also by the chiral symmetry, that includes not only the light pseudoscalar
mesons, but also the lightest U(3) nonets of resonances that remain in the large-
number-of-colors framework (i.e. when NC →∞). We refer the reader to Section 2.4
for a detailed explanation. In addition, external currents with appropriate quantum
numbers allow to hadronize the relevant quark bilinears. The specific procedure to
perform the hadronization of the latter as well as to include the relevant resonances
within the RχT framework is explained in Section 2.4.3. Let us sketch the main
steps based on the results shown in those sections. From the equalities obtained in
Eqs. (2.4.52) and (2.4.54) we are able to relate the quark bilinears (2.4.52) to the
hadronized pseudoscalar mesons and vector resonances (2.4.54). However, these are
not the final results of the hadronization. The resonance chiral Lagrangian provides
additional interactions that allow us to introduce intermediate resonances contribut-
ing to the currents of Eq. (2.4.52). The mesonic final states will be two pseudoscalars
P1P2, one pseudoscalar P , or one vector resonance V . The final results are:

[ i qi γ5 qj → P ] ' 2B0 F Ω
(1)
P (ij) + 2

B0

F

d2
m

M2
P

m2
K Ω

(2)
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[ qi γµ qj → P1 P2 ] '
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(3.3.6)

Note that the remaining currents in Eq (2.4.52) do not contribute to these final
states. The dimensionless parameters Ω identify the different intermediate and final
states and are listed in Appendix E.1. These results within the RχT correspond
to a model of the Large-NC limit, assuming that only the lightest multiplet of
intermediate resonances (that survive in the NC → ∞ limit) contribute to the
dynamics. The widths of resonances appear at the subleading order (O(1/NC)), and
are therefore not present in the expressions above. However, this is not satisfactory
from the phenomenological point of view and we thus implemented the widths in
the corresponding poles: [M2

R−s]→ [M2
R−s−iMRΓR]. Moreover, a constant width

reasonably represents only narrow resonances (typically when ΓR/MR . 0.1) and in
such a case it is a good approximation. The analytical construction of momentum-
dependent widths is only known for dominant two-body decays [156].

The hadronization of the vector current into two pseudoscalars of equal mass4
is driven by the well-known vector form factor, that has been thoroughly studied
in the literature. In fact, the expression in Eq. (3.3.6) is just the starting point of
a more thorough model-independent construction based both on the RχT and the
use of dispersion relations [157–159] or Padé approximants [160]. The vector form
factor for the pseudoscalar P is defined as

〈P (p1)P (p2)|V EM
µ |0〉 = (p1 − p2)µF

P
V (q2) , (3.3.7)

where q = p1 + p2, and where the electromagnetic current is defined by

V EM
µ =

∑
q

Qq q̄ γµ q = V 3
µ +

1√
3
V 8
µ , (3.3.8)

with Qq standing for the electric charge (in units of e) of the quark q = u, d, s.
Hence, we notice that, for instance, we can hadronize the ūγµu current through

〈P (p1)P (p2)|ūγµu|0〉 = (p1 − p2)µF
P
V (q2) +

2√
6
〈P (p1)P (p2)|V 0

µ |0〉 . (3.3.9)

Analogous expressions could be obtained for the d̄γµd and s̄γµs currents, where the
V 3
µ current appears in addition on the r.h.s. We only applied this procedure to

the hadronization of the u-quark current in order to point out the possibility for
further improvements. The singlet vector current was determined using the RχT

4For two pseudoscalars of different mass the matrix element has, in addition, another form factor.
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framework, giving

V 0
µ = FV [ sin θV ∂

νφνµ − cos θV ∂
νωνµ ] , (3.3.10)

which further contributes to the hadronization of two pseudoscalars. For our vector
form factor F P

V (q2), we employed the result from Appendix B of Ref. [161], modifying
the hadronization for the final states π+π−, K+K− and K0

K0.
We turn now to the hadronization of the two gluons from the diagram in Fig. 3.6.

The amplitude represented by this diagram contributes only to two pseudoscalars
in the final state, and is given in Eq. (C.2.7) of Appendix C.2 in terms of the matrix
element θP (q2) of the energy–momentum tensor (see Section D.1 in Appendix D).
We could perform an evaluation of the matrix element within the RχT, but final-
state interactions in the two-pseudoscalar final state are ruled by the I = J = 0
scattering phase shift. This implies that such interactions are important and have
to be considered, for instance, using dispersion relations. This was already pointed
out in Ref. [155] for ππ and KK, and has been recently reevaluated for the two-pion
case in Ref. [154]. We only considered the ππ final state and we used the results
of the latter reference: incidentally, they have also improved the matrix element for
the two-pion final state of the mass term mss̄s (see Eq. C.1.6), which we also used.

3.4 `–τ conversion in nuclei

The conversion among flavors of charged leptons in the presence of a nucleus is a
well-motivated scenario to study CLFV phenomena that has been pursued already
in the past, namely for the µ–e conversion in nuclei with the strongest limit set by
Sindrum II [162]:

BAuµe =
Γ(µ−Au → e−Au)

Γcapture(µ−Au)
< 7× 10−13 , 90%C.L. (3.4.11)

The µ–e experiments are of a different nature than those concerning the τ lepton:
typically, these experiments are performed at low energy and the muon becomes
bounded before decaying in orbit or being captured by the nucleus.

For `–τ with ` = e, µ, the conversion is expected to occur by deep inelastic
scattering of the lepton off the nucleus, thus these experiments are based on a
fixed-target nucleus hit by an incoming lepton beam of a given flavor `. If the
energy of the beam is high enough, they will penetrate the hadronic structure of
the nucleons within the nucleus and interact with its constituents, the partons, i.e.
quarks and gluons. Due to the fact that lepton flavor is conserved within the SM
(which also holds at the tree level for the charged-lepton sector in its minimally
extended version), a change of the flavor of the incoming charged lepton as a result
of the interaction with nuclei is forbidden. Therefore, any measurable signal of a
process of this kind would suggest new physics.

Our aim here was to perform a model-independent analysis within the SMEFT
framework of `–τ conversion in nuclei (` = µ, e). Regarding the product of the inter-
action, we consider a τ lepton plus any hadronic content of no particular relevance
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Figure 3.7: Different contributions of the SMEFT Lagrangian to `q → τq for ` = e, µ and q = u, d, s.
The dot indicates the CLFV vertex. We consider mu = md = 0 but ms 6= 0. Hence, the contribution of

the Higgs in (c) only exists for q = s.

to us, i.e. we are only interested in the inclusive process `+N (A,Z)→ τ+X, where
we do not have any information about X.

Since the interacting parton lives in the hadronic environment of the nucleus,
its dynamics is heavily influenced by low-energy non-perturbative QCD effects.
However, we can make use of QCD factorization theorems to separate the non-
perturbative behaviour — encoded in the so-called parton distribution functions
(PDFs) — from the part that we can compute perturbatively. Once the perturba-
tive calculation is done, we calculate the convolution of the result with the PDFs to
obtain the total cross section of the process.

3.4.1 Perturbative amplitudes

The perturbative cross sections involved in this process are computed using the
SMEFT operators listed in Table 3.1. These yield three different leading contribu-
tions:

i) The process `q → τq(′) (see Fig. 3.7), represented in terms of local vertices
(a), the gauge-boson (b), and Higgs (c) exchange. We consider massless up
and down quarks, while ms 6= 0: the diagram (c) thus only contributes to the
production of s̄s.

ii) The same process as i), but with antiquarks: `q̄ → τ q̄(′). This leads to different
cross sections of the process and also the non-perturbative behaviour of anti-
quarks inside the nucleons is not the same as of their opposite-charged partners.

iii) The process `g → τg (see Fig. 3.8), represented by the Higgs (a) or Z-gauge-
boson (b) exchange, and a quark triangle loop.

Note that for the processes of type i) and ii), `q(q̄)→ τq(′)(q̄(′)), we may also allow
for quark-flavor change. Therefore, we also take into account quark currents such
as c̄u, b̄s, . . . , which contribute to the total amplitude only via contact-interaction
contribution, i.e. via the process depicted in Fig. 3.7(a). Nevertheless, we consider
the same Wilson coefficients for all quark flavors, thus assuming minimal flavor
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Figure 3.8: Higgs and Z contribution to `g → τg, with ` = e, µ. The dot indicates the CLFV vertex. Q
is a heavy quark, namely Q = c, b, t, and q = u, d, c, s, t, b.

violation in the quark sector (driven only by the CKM matrix). Allowing quarks
to change flavor during the interaction allows us to consider a wider variety of final
states for the hadronic τ decays, as well as it leads to an increased cross section
of the process of `–τ conversion in nuclei. This implies a richer phenomenology
and stronger constraints on the Wilson coefficients. These flavor-changing neutral
currents are forbidden at the tree level in the SM due to the GIM mechanism [6],
while there is no reason to assume that such a mechanism is also relevant for the
beyond-Standard Model physics at higher energy scales. We thus studied both cases:
1) CLFV with FCNC, and 2) CLFV only. However, for the first scenario, one could
expect the CLFV and FCNC phenomena to be mediated by different type of new
physics, since there might be no reason for both phenomena to be related to each
other. Describing both interactions within the SMEFT framework, this would mean
different energy scales Λ. In spite of these considerations, as we were studying both
scenarios, we assumed throughout the whole work only one energy scale driving all
new-physics interactions, and thus implicitly considering the same energy scale for
both phenomena.

The results for the tree-level amplitudes shown in Fig. 3.7 and generated by LFV
operators from Table 3.1 are given in Section C.1 of Appendix C. Regarding the
contribution iii), for the Higgs exchange with heavy quarks in the finite fermion
loop (as it happened in its hadronic τ decay counterpart; see Fig. 3.6) it was shown
in Ref. [142] that (in spite of the loop suppression) this is the dominant Higgs contri-
bution to the `–τ conversion in nuclei. We also conclude that the diagram in Fig. 3.8
(b) is not negligible compared to the Higgs exchange: actually, they are of the same
order of magnitude. All the relevant amplitudes for process iii) are collected in Sec-
tion C.3 of Appendix C, while for a thorough discussion regarding the contribution
shown in Fig. 3.8 (b), an interested reader is referred to Section D.2 of Appendix D.
Accordingly, the general perturbative amplitudes that describe the CLFV µ(e)–τ
conversion in nuclei are given in terms of the amplitudes from Appendix C, using
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i)
Mqq = Mloc +MZ +Mγ +MH , (3.4.12)

ii)
Mq̄q̄ = M′

loc +M′
Z +M′

γ +M′
H , (3.4.13)

iii)
Mgg = MHl +MZl , (3.4.14)

whereM′s stand for the same amplitudes as those from Appendix C, but for anti-
quarks.

3.4.2 Non-Perturbativity: Nuclear parton distribution functions

Nuclei are bound systems where the low-energy non-perturbative effects of QCD
among their constituents are non-negligible. Therefore, to address this problem
properly, we make use of quantities that describe these long-distance effects: the
parton distribution functions. By means of the QCD factorization theorems, the
total cross section can be computed as a convolution of the non-perturbative PDFs
(f) and the perturbative cross sections (σ̂) calculated using the amplitudes of the
previous section (Section 3.4.1):

σ`−τ = σ̂ ⊗ f . (3.4.15)

The total cross section is an observable quantity. However, since the perturbative
cross sections are computed within perturbation theory, our inability to calculate
them at every order of the perturbative expansion generates a non-physical depen-
dence on the energy scale which propagates into the PDFs; this also means that
they depend on the renormalization scheme. The above-mentioned scale is usually
taken as Q2 = −q2, with q2 being the transferred momentum of the system; Q2 is
also often called the characteristic scale of the process. Furthermore, it is customary
to characterize the PDFs through the Lorentz invariant quantity ξ, the fraction of
the nucleus momentum carried by the interacting parton. Consequently, we express
the perturbative cross section as well as the PDFs in terms of the two discussed
invariant quantities

σ`−τ = σ̂(ξ,Q2)⊗ f(ξ,Q2) , (3.4.16)

where the total cross section still depends on the Wilson coefficients Ci and the BSM
energy scale ΛCLFV.

Whereas the dependence of the PDFs on the momentum fraction ξ is completely
non-perturbative and has to be extracted from the data, their evolution in terms
of Q2 is achieved by using the DGLAP evolution equations: once the PDFs are
determined at a given scale Q2

0, we can calculate it at any other scale Q2. There
are several groups performing this global QCD analysis using state-of-the-art per-
turbative theoretical computations to obtain the best PDFs given the current data;
for an overview of the field, see Ref. [163] and references therein. Since, in our case,
we are dealing with heavy nuclei instead of free nucleons, nuclear binding effects
alter significantly the non-perturbative behaviour of the constituents at different ξ
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regimes, as it was first pointed out in Ref. [164]. All these effects are included in
the nuclear parton distribution functions (nPDFs), which we find more suitable to
describe the `–τ conversion in nuclei: we use the nCTEQ15-np fit of the nPDFs
provided by the group around the nCTEQ15 project [165], incorporated within the
ManeParse Mathematica package [166].

3.4.3 Total cross section

The convolution of the perturbative and non-perturbative pieces is a rather com-
plicated topic due to higher-order QCD corrections, target mass corrections, etc.
However, when including next-to-leading-order QCD corrections, it can be shown
within the QCD-improved parton model [167] that the modifications can be ab-
sorbed into the PDFs, while keeping the perturbative cross sections at tree level.
This is the leading-order QCD formalism (or twist-2 factorization) which we follow
in this work: our SMEFT perturbative cross sections are calculated at tree level,
while the nCTEQ15 nPDFs that we use are computed at NLO [165]. We would like
to point out that the twist-2 factorization is appropriate in the limit of massless
partons [168]. This may be the case for the u, d and s quarks, however, note that
larger uncertainties are expected when considering the quark currents of diagrams
of type (a) in Fig. 3.7 of processes i) and ii) with massive c and b quarks. Notwith-
standing, this is partially mitigated by the typical small value taken by the PDFs
for the less-probable-to-find-in-nucleus c and b quarks.

The perturbative unpolarized differential cross sections for the processes from
Section 3.4.1 (contributing to `–τ conversion in nuclei) in terms of the invariants
ξ and Q2 and computed within the SMEFT framework (using the operators from
Table 3.1) are

dσ̂(` ni(ξP )→ τ nj)

dξdQ2
=

1

16πλ(s(ξ),m2
` , (ξM)2)

|Mn(ξ,Q2)|2 , (3.4.17)

with ni = qi, q̄i, g and the momentum of the interacting parton pi = ξP being a
fraction of the nucleus total momentum P ; thus, we have considered above p2

i (=
m2
i ) = ξ2M2 since only the nucleus massM is physical. λ(a, b, c) ≡ (a+b−c)2−4ab

is the Källén’s triangle function. Finally, using the LO QCD formalism, the total
differential cross section reads

σ(`N (P )→ τ X) =
∑
i,j

∫ 1

ξmin

∫ Q2
+(ξ)

Q2
−(ξ)

dξdQ2

{
dσ̂(` qi(ξP )→ τ qj)

dξdQ2
fqi(ξ,Q

2)

+
dσ̂(` q̄i(ξP )→ τ q̄j)

dξdQ2
fq̄i(ξ,Q

2) +
dσ̂(` g(ξP )→ τ g)

dξdQ2
fg(ξ,Q

2)

}
.

(3.4.18)

The integration limits are given in Appendix F.
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3.5 Numerical results

In this section, we present the main features and results of our numerical analysis
performed on the SMEFT d = 6 operators generating CLFV τ -involved processes:
hadronic τ decays and `–τ conversion in nuclei. In the first part, we introduce
the HEPfit tool [169] employed in the analysis and its statistical framework. We
also present the existing or expected experimental limits on these processes. In the
second part, we present the results of the fits for each process class (tau decays or
conversion in nuclei) individually as well as the combined analysis, making always
the distinction between the 1) CLFV with FCNC, and 2) CLFV only cases.

3.5.1 Set-up

The effects of new physics on the physical observables are parametrized within the
SMEFT framework by the Wilson coefficients Ci and the energy scale where the
new degrees of freedom live; in our case we denote this scale as ΛCLFV. In general,
every observable with a specific experimental bound will depend on several WCs.
Consequently, in our work, we have a set of observables related to CLFV phenomena,
each depending on several WCs and ΛCLFV. Our goal is to translate the available
information on the former into relations and constraints for the latter. Actually, we
got bounds on the ratios C/Λ2

CLFV.

HEPfit

To achieve the stated goal above, we made use of the open-source code HEPfit [169].
This program was born as a tool to combine several different experimental and
theoretical data from various sources, aiming to optimize the sensitivity of current
searches to new physics, e.g. by narrowing down regions of the parameter space
that turn out to be excluded once several constraints are considered at the same
time. The use-case of HEPfit is two-fold: on one hand it can be used as a library
to compute a great deal of built-in observables (or to extend this list) calculated
up to high orders in the corresponding theoretical expressions; on the other hand,
HEPfit is embedded with a Bayesian statistical framework that uses a Markov chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) routine, which can be used to sample a large parameter space.
We took profit of the latter and made use of HEPfit to sample our complete WC
parameter space. As the output, we obtain bounds on the possible values for the
WCs at different confidence levels, as well as the correlations among all of them.

Let us elaborate further on the statistical framework used by HEPfit. This follows
the Bayesian statistical approach, whose posterior probability distribution — the
probability distribution of the values of the parameters ~C (in our case the ratio
C/Λ2

CLFV) given the data D (in our case the bounds on hadronic tau decays and `–τ
conversion in nuclei) — takes the form

P (~C|D) =
P (D|~C)P0(~C)∫
P (D|~C)P0(~C)d~C

. (3.5.19)
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Above P0(~C) is the prior distribution of the parameters, i.e. the knowledge we have
in advance about the parameters expressed in terms of their initial probability dis-
tributions. The priors are of paramount importance within the Bayesian statistical
framework and, as we have for instance checked, a different initial choice of those
although providing similar results for the constraints on the parameters, it leads to
different results for the sampled observables after the fit. In our case we used for
the WCs flat distributions centered around zero, since we did not have any reason
to favor some values over others. The other term in the numerator P (D|~C) is the
likelihood: the probability of having the data (D) given some values of the parame-
ters (~C), i.e. it encodes the theoretical relations among the C/Λ2

CLFV ratio and the
observable data. The denominator is the so-called normalization, but a MCMC anal-
ysis with a large parameter space (as it is the case) provides unnormalized posterior
distributions and then we forget about the normalization in the following.

Schematically, the MCMC routine makes use of the unnormalized posterior distri-
bution (the numerator of Eq. (3.5.19)) to sample the parameter space: firstly, a ran-
dom choice of the parameter vector ~C is made in each chain and the posterior is com-
puted, then a Metropolis-Hasting algorithm consistently computes P (D|~C)P0(~C),
for choices of the parameters with higher probabilities, until a stationary state is
reached based on a targeted efficiency. For more details of the MCMC implementa-
tion we refer to Refs. [169–172]. All in all, we end up with an unnormalized posterior
distribution of all the parameters P (~C|D), from which the marginalized posterior
distributions of the individual parameters are computed via

P (Ci|D) =

∫
P (~C|D)

∏
j 6=i
dCj , (3.5.20)

so integrating the total posterior over all parameters except the one for which we
are computing it.

Due to the fact that the studied CLFV processes depend on more than one WC,
we could not know which WC (or WCs) is (are) behind one possible experimental
signal. Measurements of other CLFV processes would be required in order to answer
what kind of NP is responsible for these observations. This is where the main im-
portance of our general (marginalized) numerical analysis lies. Without additional
information, a naive analysis of the sensitivity of the observables on individual Wil-
son coefficients would lead to overestimated (too strong) bounds on the latter: if
the actual new physics contributes through more than one operator, this sensitivity
gets diluted due to the correlations among different WCs.

Experimental bounds

The best experimental results on CLFV hadronic τ decays (as upper limits on the
widths) have been given mainly by Belle and BaBar (see Fig. 3.3) [173]. Possible
final states considered in this work are

τ → `P : P = π0, K0, η, η′ ,

τ → `P1P2 : P1P2 = π+π−, K0K̄0, K+K−, π+K−, K+π− , (3.5.21)
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τ → `V : V = ρ0(770), ω(782), φ(1020), K∗0(892), K̄∗0(892) ,

with ` = e, µ. Note that in Appendix E.1 we give the RχT results for the hadroniza-
tion of the quark currents into two pseudoscalars for more states than those listed
here. This is because of the lack of experimental data on those decays; there are
still many processes that have not been searched for. The expressions for the de-
cay widths and our definition of the width of tau decays into hadron resonances
are given in Appendix G. This analysis is expected to be improved when new data
appear and better bounds are set, as it should be the case with Belle II [71]: they
claim an improvement on the sensitivity by at least one order of magnitude. Hence,
we also consider the Belle II expected limits.

Regarding `–τ conversion in nuclei, there are no experimental limits yet. However,
for the numerical analysis and intending to show the relevance of this process for
CLFV searches, we consider the most conservative expected sensitivity of the NA64
experiment [138] (and for reasons that will become clear below, we also consider a
potential improvement of two orders of magnitude). This can be further translated
in terms of the limits on the physical observables of our interest as

R` τ =
σ(`N → τ X)

σ(`N → `X)
∼ 10−13 − 10−12 (∼ 10−15) . (3.5.22)

Here, the numerator is given by Eq. (3.4.18) and the denominator is the dominant
contribution to the inclusive `+N process: the lepton bremsstrahlung on nuclei, that
we take from Eq. (21) of Ref. [138]. We use two specific nuclei, namely Fe(56,26)
and Pb(208,82). Following the prospects of this experiment, we consider for the
energy of the incident lepton beam Ee = 100GeV and Eµ = 150GeV for electrons
and muons, respectively.

Wilson coefficients

In what follows, we slightly modify the basis of d = 6 operators contributing to
CLFV shown in Table 3.1, so that it suits better our study. We comment on some
(hopefully well-motivated) modifications of several WCs, as well as their running.

-Redefinitions
We find that the operators O(1)

ϕL and O(3)
ϕL lead to the same contribution to CLFV

τ -involved processes. Therefore, our analysis is not sensitive to associated WCs
separately, but only to their combination, namely

C
(1) ′
ϕL ≡ C

(1)
ϕL + C

(3)
ϕL . (3.5.23)

Likewise, for the non-FCNC case, once the analysis is performed, it turns out that we
cannot distinguish between this redefined C(1) ′

ϕL and C(3)
LQ. This forces us to consider

only the following combination as independent:

C
(3) ′
LQ ≡ C

(3)
LQ + C

(1)
ϕL + C

(3)
ϕL . (3.5.24)

Similarly, the contributions stemming from OeB and OeW are equal up to factors
of cW ≡ cos θW and sW ≡ sin θW, with θW being the weak angle (see Section 1.3).
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We are thus again not sensitive to these two WCs, but only to their combination.
Moreover, both operators contribute through a photon and Z exchange. Hence, to
disentangle these contributions, we can do a ‘rotation’ of both WCs and define their
particular combinations Cγ and CZ as(

Cγ
CZ

)
=

(
cW −sW
sW cW

)(
CeB
CeW

)
. (3.5.25)

We then put constrains on Cγ and CZ instead of CeB and CeW .

-Running
As we discussed in Section 3.4.2, our inability to calculate the physical observables

to all orders in the perturbation theory produces an artificial dependence of the
WCs on the energy scale. Therefore, in order to compare the constraints set on
the WCs coming from different processes at different energies, we should apply the
renormalization-group equations to run all the WCs to the same energy scale. We
only considered the QCD running since it is (by far) dominant, and performed the
analysis at the scale of τ decays, i.e. the natural scale given by the mass of the tau5.

Likewise, since, in effective field theories, the scale dependence of WCs is related
to the scale dependence of associated currents of the fundamental theory, we should
worry about them:

1. It is customary not to consider the QCD running of the vector current. On the
one hand, the vector current is indeed always renormalized by effects that are
isospin-breaking (in SU(2)) or SU(3)-breaking in the case of three flavors; see
Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 in Chapter 2 of Ref. [174], or Sections 8.1 and 8.2 in
Chapter 8 of Ref. [175] or Ref. [176]. As a consequence, these effects are around
2% and 20% in the first and second cases respectively. In fact, it turns out that
the corrections are even smaller because of, for instance, the Ademollo-Gatto
theorem [177]. Hence, we understood, as it is usual in the literature, that they
are small and not relevant in our case.

2. On the other hand, the axial-vector current is always renormalized by the break-
ing of the chiral symmerty, i.e. by terms proportional to the masses of the three
lightest quarks (see the same references as for the vector-quark currents above).
Accordingly, the corrections in this case are again 20% at most, and we thus
neglect them since they are irrelevant for our analysis.

3. In the case of the scalar (pseudoscalar) quark currents, the running concerns
the divergences of the vector (axial-vector) currents and quark masses. For
instance [178],

∂µ(s̄γµu) = i(ms −mu)(s̄u) , (3.5.26)

and, therefore, if we neglect the small running of the vector quark current (on
the left), we conclude that the product of the quark masses times the scalar
current has also a small QCD running that we, again, neglect. We applied

5We did not consider the running coming from electroweak (including electromagnetic) interactions, that are tiny
(at these scales) in comparison to the one of QCD.
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this idea both for q̄iqi and q̄iqj, and we arrived at scale-independent C ′LedQ and
C

(1)′
LeQu using the following redefinitions:

CLedQ =
mi

mτ

C ′LedQ , C
(1)
LeQu =

mi

mτ

C
(1)′
LeQu , (3.5.27)

where mi stands for a quark mass stemming from the associated quark current.
This allows us to remove the scale dependence of B0 in τ decays through the
χPT relation 2B0Mq ' Mp, with Mq = diag(mu,md,ms) being the diagonal
matrix of the light quark masses andMp the pseudoscalar physical-mass matrix
defined in Eq. (2.4.55).

4. The running of the tensorial WC is given by

C
(3)
LeQu(mτ ) = Z(mτ , µ`−τ )C

(3)
LeQu(µ`−τ ) , (3.5.28)

where C(3)
LeQu(mτ ) is the WC at the scale of hadronic τ decays. The Z-factor is

given by

Z(mτ , µ`−τ ) =

[
α4
s(mτ )

α4
s(mb)

]− 12
75
[
α5
s(mb)

α5
s(µ`−τ )

]− 12
69

. (3.5.29)

Finally, the set of 15 independent WCs considered in our general (with FCNC)
analysis reads{
C

(1)
LQ, C

(3)
LQ, Ceu, Ced, CLu, CLd, CQe, C

′
LedQ, C

(1) ′
LeQu, C

(3)
LeQu(mτ ), C

(1) ′
ϕL , Cϕe, Cγ, CZ , Ceϕ

}
.

(3.5.30)
For the non-FCNC scenario, one needs to trade C(1) ′

ϕL and C(3)
LQ for their combination

C
(3) ′
LQ from Eq. (3.5.24).

3.5.2 Results

Here, we present the main results obtained from the numerical analysis in several
scenarios. First, we address the case of hadronic τ decays both for the existing Belle
and expected Belle II limits. Second, we focus on `–τ conversion in nuclei. Finally,
we show the results of the combined analysis.

Hadronic τ decays

The observables used in this analysis are the branching ratios of τ decays into an
electron or a muon and the hadronic final states given in Eq. (3.5.21). In total,
there are 14 observables for each final-state-lepton flavor. Needless to mention,
these observables are not equally sensitive to all WCs and the experimental limits
are not equally strong either. This then leads to different constraints on the ratios
C/Λ2

CLFV and correlations among them.
After using the current limits from Belle depicted in Fig 3.3, the corresponding

results are shown in blue in Fig. 3.9. The least constrained WCs are — due to
the small quark masses involved — the scalar (Higgs) Ceϕ and (up-type-quark)
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Figure 3.9: Constraints on ΛCLFV with respect to the values of WCs, based on the current Belle (shades
of blue) and expected Belle II (shades of red) limits, given at the 99.8% confidence level. The four-fermion
WCs are represented altogether as C4ψ. For a given set of limits (distinguished by blue and red color
shades), the lighter shades correspond to the WCs listed in the first row of the key (omitting now for a
moment the common four-fermion WC C4ψ) and the darker shades correspond to the WCs listed in the
second row. To make the use of the plot even simpler, for a given set of bounds (red or blue lines), the
WCs (again up to C4ψ) are listed in the key in the same order as they appear in the plot, the light-shaded
lines being always above the dark-shaded ones. Similarly, for a given WC, the red line appears always

above the blue line, corresponding to stronger limits expected from Belle II.

C
(1) ′
LeQu. These are followed by the ‘rotated’ CZ and the other scalar C ′LedQ. The

C
(1) ′
ϕL and Cϕe, both contributing via an intermediate-Z-exchange diagram, as well

as the 4-fermion vectorial WCs are practically equally constrained: here, the down-
type-quark WCs are constrained slightly stronger. The constraint on the tensorial
C

(3)
LeQu is then slightly stronger than on the 4-fermion ones. Finally, the strongest

constraint is on the ‘rotated’ Cγ. Let us now comment on how the situation changes
while including/excluding the FCNCs. First, the non-FCNC case results in an
incapability of disentangling the contribution of C(3)

LQ and C(1) ′
ϕL , i.e. a blind direction,

so we are only sensitive to their combination (3.5.24). Second, FCNCs only happen
through 4-fermion operators. One would then expect these to be less constrained
in the non-FCNC case. However, the lost of sensitivity on C(3)

LQ and C(1) ′
ϕL separately

results in lower correlations among the redefined C(3) ′
LQ , C(1)

LQ and CLu. As compared
to the FCNC case, this in turn leads to a slightly stronger constraint on C(3) ′

LQ , equal
constraints for both C

(1)
LQ and CLu, and slightly weaker ones for the rest of the 4-

fermion WCs. The later effect is enhanced even further for the cases of Ceu, Ced and
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CQe due to the increase of the correlations among these WCs. Note also that, due
to the strong correlation between C ′LedQ and Ceϕ, and the lower constraint on the
former due to the previous argument, the constraint on the latter is also reduced in
the non-FCNC case. Correlation matrices for the two aforementioned scenarios are
presented in Figs. H.1 and H.2 of Appendix H. The stronger the correlation between
two WCs, the more difficult is to disentangle each contribution separately, up to
the point where a correlation ρ = 1 entails a blind direction such that we are only
sensitive to a linear combination of the correlated WCs.

Considering WCs of O(1), the current Belle limits are probing energy scales up
to ≈ 120TeV: this holds for the best case related to Cγ, while the scale of 1TeV is
not reached for the least constrained WCs. This situation is expected to improve
with Belle II by approximately a factor of 3. Examining the expected Belle II limits,
depicted also in Fig 3.3, the analysis results in the same pattern of constraints as
in the previous case of Belle limits, which are shown in red in Fig. 3.9 as well. In
Table 3.2 we give (including FCNCs) the energy scales probed both by Belle and
Belle II for WCs of order 1.

Bounds on ΛCLFV [TeV]

WC Belle Belle II WC Belle Belle II

C
(1)
LQ & 8.5 & 26 C

(1) ′
LeQu & 0.65 & 1.8

C
(3)
LQ & 7.5 & 21 C

(3)
LeQu & 12 & 33

Ceu & 7.7 & 22 C
(1) ′
ϕL & 6.3 & 17

Ced, CLd & 10 & 26 Cϕe & 8.8 & 26

CLu & 6.5 & 20 Cγ & 120 & 330

CQe & 11 & 28 CZ & 0.79 & 2.1

C ′LedQ & 2.9 & 7.9 Ceϕ & 0.54 & 1.5

Table 3.2: Bounds on the new-physics energy scale mediating CLFV phenomena (ΛCLFV) in tau decays.
Here, we consider C ≈ 1. The results are based on Belle and Belle II limits, given at the 99.8% confidence

level.

The results presented above were obtained from a marginalized analysis where
all WCs are considered to be present at the same time. Let us now comment
on another important result of the work presented here, i.e. the difference between
marginalized and individual analyses. In order to present the results in dimensionless
units, we consider the ratio C/(GFΛ2) instead. In Fig. 3.10 we compare the bounds
on the Wilson coefficients from Belle and Belle II limits, obtained from an individual
analysis, i.e. when only one of the operators and accompanying Wilson coefficients
is considered to contribute to the observables at a time. The two τ -decay channels
which restrict the given Wilson coefficient the most are shown. This scenario gives
the most stringent bounds since correlations among the parameters are omitted.
A more realistic scenario is given in Fig. 3.11, where we present the same bounds
set on C/(GFΛ2) from a marginalized analysis, i.e. when all Wilson coefficients are
varied simultaneously. This kind of analysis gives a more accurate picture since
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Figure 3.10: Allowed values for C/(GFΛ2) based on the current Belle and expected Belle II limits,
stemming from the individual analysis for hadronic tau decays, given at the 99% confidence level. The two

most sensitive channels for the given WC are shown.

it also takes into account the possible correlations among the parameters, which
in turn tend to relax the bounds set on them. The improvement entailed by the
expected Belle II limits over current Belle data can be readily seen from this figure. It
represents a more realistic description of nature since most of BSM theories provide
us with several extra degrees of freedom, which in turn contribute to different Wilson
coefficients. Finally, to directly compare how the correlations among the Wilson
coefficients affect the imposed bounds, in Fig. 3.12 we show the results from both
the individual and marginalized analyses based on Belle II expected data. The
corresponding correlation matrices are given in Appendix H.

`–τ conversion in nuclei

Considering `–τ conversion in nuclei only, we performed the fit by taking into account
four observables: two for each lepton (electron and muon) and other two for different
nuclei, Fe(56,26) and Pb(208,82). The normalization channel (the bremsstrahlung
cross section) in the observable under consideration (3.5.22) is much larger for elec-
trons than for muons, as it is for lead compared to iron. This means that the results
will be mainly driven by the µ–τ conversion in Fe(56,26) and to a lesser degree in
Pb(208,82), as indeed, it turns out to be the case. Accordingly, this fit behaves as
a single-parameter analysis. The correlation matrix (see Fig. H.3 of Appendix H)
is thus almost diagonal, except for the C(1) ′

LeQu–C
(3)
LeQu correlation of ρ ≈ 0.5, and for
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Figure 3.11: Allowed values for C/(GFΛ2) based on the current Belle and expected Belle II limits,
stemming from the marginalized analysis for hadronic tau decays, given at the 99% confidence level.
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Figure 3.12: Allowed values for C/(GFΛ2) based on the expected Belle II limits, comparing the individual
and marginalized analyses for hadronic tau decays, given at the 99% confidence level.
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Figure 3.13: Constraints on ΛCLFV with respect to the values of WCs from µ-τ conversion in Fe(56,26),
based on the expected sensitivity of the NA64 experiment, given at the 99.8% confidence level.

the case C(3)
LQ–C

(1) ′
ϕL for which we find ρ ≈ 0.66: even though we are able to constrain

the WCs from the latter pair separately (as opposed to the non-FCNC case), their
correlation is still strong.

The pattern of constraints is shown in Fig. 3.13. The weakest constraints are
again for the Ceϕ, followed by the ‘rotated’ CZ one order of magnitude away. After
this comes the scalar C(1) ′

LeQu, and the remaining WCs then follow the same pattern
as for hadronic τ decays. Note that the order of CZ and C(1) ′

LeQu has been inverted
compared to the previous case. This is due to the fact (since we are considering
FCNCs) that for `–τ conversion it is possible to have an outgoing charm quark
after the effective interaction has taken place. Hence, due to the redefinition of
Eq. (3.5.27), the related matrix element is enhanced by the mass of the charm
quark.

Based on the expected sensitivity of the NA64 experiment, it would be possible
to probe energy scales from6 E ≈ 30GeV for Ceϕ up to E ≈ 7.5TeV for Cγ, as it is
shown in Table 3.3. There, we give also the numbers for the e–τ case separately. As
we said above, the numerical analysis is dominated mainly by the µ–τ conversion,
which means that the constraints obtained by considering the e–τ case only are
much worse. This implies that the quantity Rµτ related to the µ–τ conversion in
nuclei is the most sensitive to new physics in this case.

6Note that bounds on the energy scale below E ∼ 1 TeV are not really informative, since the SMEFT is not valid
in the absence of a mass gap between the electroweak and the higher-energy scale where we expect the new physics
to live.
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Bounds on ΛCLFV [TeV]

WC e–τ µ–τ WC e–τ µ–τ

C
(1)
LQ & 0.13 & 1.7 CLedQ & 0.06 & 0.9

C
(3)
LQ & 0.11 & 1.5 C

(1)
LeQu & 0.05 & 0.6

Ceu & 0.11 & 1.4 C
(3)
LeQu & 0.2 & 2.7

Ced & 0.11 & 1.4 Cϕe, C
(1)
ϕL & 0.08 & 1

CLu & 0.09 & 1.1 Cγ & 0.6 & 7.5

CLd & 0.09 & 1.2 CZ & 0.02 & 0.3

CQe & 0.1 & 1.4 Ceϕ & 0.003 & 0.04

Table 3.3: Bounds on the new-physics energy scale mediating CLFV phenomena (ΛCLFV), both for
e–τ and µ–τ conversion in Fe(56,26). Here, we consider C ≈ 1. The results are based on the expected

sensitivity of the NA64 experiment, given at the 99.8% confidence level.

Comparing the non-FCNC scenario with respect to the FCNC case for the `–τ
conversion, the main differences are as follows. First, the incapability to disentangle,
as for τ decays, the contributions from C

(3)
LQ and C(1) ′

ϕL (due to their strong correlation)
forces us again to consider the redefinition (3.5.24): we can thus be sensitive to both
operators independently only when FCNCs are included, i.e. FCNCs break the blind
direction. Second, all 4-fermion WCs are less constrained, the largest difference
occurring for C ′LedQ (two orders of magnitude weaker constraint regarding the ratio
C/Λ2

CLFV) and C(1) ′
LeQu (for which this analysis is actually not sensitive at all). The

previous correlation among the latter and C
(3)
LeQu is trivially lost, because of the

redefinition (3.5.27) together with the vanishing up-quark mass, which we consider
throughout the work. The constraints on the remaining WCs stay practically the
same and the correlation matrix is rather diagonal.

Combined analysis

From the discussion and results of the previous sections, it is straightforward to
see that the results of the combined analysis — where we consider 28 hadronic τ
decay channels and 4 cross sections of `–τ conversion in nuclei — are dominated by
the current Belle or expected Belle II limits. We may try different ratios (3.5.22)
for `–τ conversion in nuclei in order to see at which point these processes become
competitive with the hadronic τ decays. We find that already with R` τ ∼ 10−13 the
scalar C(1) ′

LeQu receives a stronger constraint from the µ–τ conversion due to its large
sensitivity to the charm-quark mass (when considering FCNCs and the redefinition
of Eq. (3.5.27)). Nevertheless, it is not until we reach R` τ ∼ 10−15 that µ–τ plays
a significant role in the analysis: most of the correlations among the WCs are
then removed or diluted, which allows for slightly stronger constraints on the WCs
compared to the ones Belle alone provides. This implies that, in case that several
LFV hadronic τ decays would be observed by Belle II, µ–τ conversion in nuclei may
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have the last word in unveiling what d = 6 operator(s) is/are behind the new-physics
mechanism responsible for this manifestation of charged-lepton-flavor violation.

τ → µγ

In the work [74], the main focus was on the hadronic τ decays and the corresponding
Wilson coefficients involved. Accordingly, the τ → µγ, a golden channel to study
CLFV τ -involved processes, was not considered. However, this mode is usually en-
hanced close to observable rates in several BSM extensions and the current bound
on τ → µγ is stringent enough to be worthy of consideration. Therefore, to demon-
strate the sensitivity of the golden channel τ → µγ to new physics, let us compute
here the (only) contribution from the SMEFT operators in Table 3.1 to this process,
i.e. the contribution from CγOγ (see Eq. (4.3.30)). The decay width is given by

Γ(τ → µγ) =
v2

4π
m3
τ

(
1− m2

`

m2
τ

)3C2
γ

Λ4
. (3.5.31)

The bounds from Fig 3.3 (with 90% confidence level) then translate into (applying
the individual-analysis approach)

|Cγ|
GFΛ2

.

{
1.7× 10−7 [Belle] ,
6.6× 10−8 [Belle II] , (3.5.32)

which entail the following bounds for the probed Λ once a natural value of order 1
is set for the Wilson coefficients:

ΛCγ≈1 &

{
720TeV [Belle] ,

1100TeV [Belle II] . (3.5.33)

Direct limits from the golden channel τ → µγ thus provide the strongest bounds
on the rotated dipole operator Cγ.

3.6 Conclusions

We have presented the model-independent numerical analysis of the SMEFT dimension-
6 operators related to CLFV τ -involved processes of Ref [74]: we used the current
Belle and the expected Belle II limits on hadronic τ decays, as well as a more ex-
otic process, the `–τ conversion in nuclei, still not tried but feasible at the NA64
experiment at CERN. We have used HEPfit to perform the statistical part of the
analysis.

After BaBar and Belle experiments, tau decays started to be considered comple-
mentary to processes involving electrons and muons in the search for CLFV. That
capability will be enforced even more with the expected results of the Belle II ex-
periment. Here, we have studied the LFV decays of the tau lepton into hadrons
by explaining in detail the procedure of hadronization. The wide range of possible
final states provides 14 specific observables to include in our analysis. Our results
show that the WC of the operator Oγ = cWOeB − sWOeW is the most constrained
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one providing, for Cγ ≈ 1, a bound of ΛCLFV > 120TeV (based on Belle data) or
ΛCLFV > 330TeV (foreseen by Belle II).

In comparison with the µ–e conversion in nuclei widely studied in the bibliogra-
phy, µ–τ conversion has not attracted much attention, mainly due to the fact that its
possible experimental determination has non-trivial complexities. However, in our
opinion, the µ–τ conversion is again a complementary tool in the endeavor of looking
for CLFV since it obeys different dynamics compared to that of the µ–e conversion
and, accordingly, it could provide an independent setting. In addition, its feasibility
at NA64 at CERN should be strongly considered, although other fixed-target exper-
iments (ILC, EIC, etc.) also offer good expectations. In our study, we have taken
into account both the e–τ and µ–τ conversion in Fe(56,26) and Pb(208,82) and we
have concluded that µ–τ conversion in Fe(56,26) imposes the strongest constraints.
In the latter case, the Oγ operator is again the most constrained, but giving only
ΛCLFV > 7.5TeV for Cγ ≈ 1. We conclude that the current expected sensitivity, for
instance, of the NA64 experiment cannot compete with Belle limits and it would
need an improvement of at least two orders of magnitude in order to explore a
slightly larger parameter space.

The outcomes of our analyses show that the experimental results on hadronic
tau decays expected by Belle II could improve significantly the search for LFV in
such processes. Although the search for `–τ conversion in nuclei cannot compete,
at present, with the information coming from tau decays, it could be used to unveil
the relative weights of different dimension-6 operators. Finally, we have explicitly
demonstrated the necessity to perform a marginalized numerical analysis of the
parameters under consideration (see Fig. 3.12 for an explicit comparison): in this
way, one can avoid naively deducing stronger estimates obtained when considering
only one non-vanishing WC at a time.

This work sets a useful setting in the search for physics beyond the Standard
Model — namely charged-lepton-flavor violation — through a systematic analysis
within the framework of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory, taking into ac-
count all presently available information from experiments involving charged-lepton-
flavor violation and the third family. Moreover, our tool will also be of use for
analyzing results from upcoming experiments like Belle II.
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Chapter 4

Leptoquarks in CLFV τ -involved
processes

The Standard Model of particle physics as explained in Chapter 1, is a very successful
quantum field theory, which describes the dynamics of the strong interaction as well
as the unified electromagnetic and weak interactions — the electroweak theory.
While the SM has passed a number of elaborate experimental tests over a broad
range of energies, it is already believed for decades that it does not provide us with
the final and complete picture of reality as expected from a fundamental theory.
There are purely theoretical reasons to think like that: besides the fact that the SM
contains many a priori unknown parameters, there are indications for the unification
of the strong and EW forces and the common underlying structure of all fermions,
which form the so-called families or generations. From the phenomenological point of
view, there are several phenomena which cannot be explained within its framework.
For instance, the SM does not provide a viable dark-matter candidate, fails to predict
the observed matter–antimatter asymmetry in the Universe, and it does not strive to
unambiguously incorporate the tiny (though nonzero) masses of neutrinos. Hence,
one of the major goals of contemporary particle physics is to look beyond the SM
for possible explanations of these and other shortcomings.

As explained in Chapter 2, the effects of BSM phenomena on the dynamics of
SM particles, arising at energy scales higher than the EW scale (ΛEW ∼ v), can be
encoded in terms of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory [56,58], in particular
in the Wilson coefficients — low-energy constants standing in front of the monomials
in such an effective Lagrangian. These coefficients can be related to parameters of
particular BSM models and could be also determined from experimental results.

Within the rich palette of BSM scenarios, a very well motivated class of theories
predicts the existence of leptoquarks — electrically charged bosons (with spin S =
0, 1) which transform as triplets under SU(3)C and can turn quarks into leptons and
vice versa. They naturally emerge in Grand Unification Theories, where strongly
non-interacting leptons are accommodated into the same multiplets as quarks: they
first appeared in the Pati–Salam model [179, 180], and right after in theories based
on other symmetry groups, such as the simplest SU(5) in the case of the Georgi–
Glashow model [181], SO(10) [182, 183], or further on in superstring-inspired E6

models [184, 185]. They were as well predicted in technicolor and other related
models based on the dynamically generated symmetry breaking [186–188], or in
models with composite fermions [189–191] or extended scalar sectors [192,193].
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At the same time, the persisting existence of several anomalies — discrepancies
between the SM theoretical predictions of observables and their experimental val-
ues — signals possible effects of new physics, and leptoquarks present themselves
as relevant NP candidates, being able to address one or more of these deviations,
depending on the chosen model. The discrepancies that have drawn more atten-
tion in the recent literature — as we also mentioned in Section 3.2 of the pre-
vious Chapter 3 — are RD(∗) [105–112], RK [113–120] and the more recent RK0

S

and RK∗+ [121], the so-called B anomalies [122], and the anomalous magnetic mo-
ment (g − 2) of the muon [123, 124]. Effects of LQs in these and other processes
are extensively studied and parametrized via effective field theory frameworks; see
e.g. Ref. [194] and references therein. More recent updates on the role of lep-
toquarks in B anomalies and constraints on their couplings to ordinary matter
can be found in Refs. [195–217], while the (g − 2)µ discrepancy is addressed in
Refs. [195–199,212–214,216–228]. A detailed analysis of low-energy signals of scalar
leptoquarks is presented in Ref. [222]. Finally, for current and expected limits from
collider searches see Refs. [201,203,204,208,217,229–242].

Besides the notorious anomaly-related issues, leptoquarks have also been consid-
ered to address other BSM problems like the generation of neutrino masses through
one [195, 210, 228, 243–245], two [195, 198, 213, 219, 246] and three loops [196]. Fur-
thermore, their role as mediators between the SM sector and dark matter candidates
is studied in Refs. [247, 248], their implications for baryogenesis are considered in
Ref. [249], and the ANITA anomalous events are explained using particular lepto-
quark models in Refs. [246, 250]. Their existence might also offer a hint on why
there are exactly three generations of matter or why there is the same number of
quark and lepton species, the consequence of which is, as commented in the previ-
ous chapter, the fact that the currents associated with the SM gauge symmetries
are non-anomalous — free of Adler–Bell–Jackiw axial anomalies [93–95].

Following the above reasoning, leptoquarks belong, at present, among the most
promising NP contributions. However, despite the immense experimental effort,
they have not been directly observed yet.

In the work of Ref. [251], upon which this chapter is based, we addressed another
interesting BSM phenomenon, namely processes exhibiting charged-lepton-flavor vi-
olation. This effect, while absent in the SM, is expected to happen in presence of
massive neutrinos. However, as we explained in Section 3.2 of the previous chapter,
minimal extensions of the SM with light right-handed neutrinos predict tiny CLFV
rates, inaccessible to current and mid-term foreseen experiments [148–152,252] (see
Eq. (3.2.4)). Within the leptoquark framework, CLFV processes can occur at tree
level via the exchange of a LQ coupled to (¯̀Γ q) and (q̄ Γ `′) currents (here, q is short
for a quark field, ` for a lepton field, and Γ the relevant Dirac tensors), providing
enhanced rates for these processes that could be measured at present or future ex-
periments. We again focused on CLFV τ -involved processes since most of the work
done in this area has been mainly related to the first and second families (see, for
instance, the reviews [68–70]), and the persistence of some charged-current-driven
B anomalies suggests an apparent violation of universality around the third family.

Hence, complementary to the bottom-up analysis presented in Chapter 3, here we
follow a top-down approach (see Chapter 2) within the leptoquark framework, for
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which we take the most general couplings of the 5 different types of both scalar and
vector leptoquarks to the SM fermions (see, for instance, Ref. [194]); in the presence
of a right-handed neutrino, that we do not consider, there is an additional type of
scalar and vector LQs. In the spirit of the top-down approach, upon integration of
those leptoquarks — assumingMLQ � ΛEW — the four-fermion dimension-6 (d = 6)
operators of the SMEFT [56, 58] are generated. As commented above, we break
universality in the lepton sector by attaching different couplings to the tau lepton
and those of the first two families. This is because some works [253, 254] point to
the aforementioned particularity of the third family and, moreover, the implications
related to the first two families in this regard are far less compelling [125]. Moreover,
we have also taken into account the τ → `γ decays (with ` = e, µ), although their
leading contribution arises at one loop. Throughout this procedure, we get the WCs
of the d = 6 SMEFT operators expressed in terms of products of a pair of unknown
couplings of LQs to SM fermions. In addition, we identify the energy scale of the
corresponding SMEFT with the masses of leptoquarks.

In Chapter 3, we have shown the model-independent analysis that we performed
in Ref. [74], taking into account current and foreseen experimental data for lepton-
flavor-violating hadronic τ decays (from Belle [255] and Belle II [71]) and `–τ con-
version in nuclei, ` = e, µ (from the NA64 expected sensitivity [138]). From this
analysis, we obtained tight bounds on the participating WCs that we can translate
to the products of LQs couplings. Upon general assumptions on those couplings
we can also arrive at estimates for the lower bounds on LQ masses. Based on our
results, we would like to highlight the strong bounds on LQ masses and couplings
that Belle II future results on the hadronic τ decays will be able to establish.

This chapter is organised in the following way. In Section 4.1, we present the most
general CLFV leptoquark Lagrangian based on the SM symmetries accommodating
scalars and vectors, and describe the important features of this framework. In
Section 4.2, we recover the four-fermion d = 6 SMEFT operators that result from
integrating out the LQ fields at tree level. There we also show the computation of
the one-loop diagrams contributing to the largely bounded photon-dipole operator.
Hence, we give the relations between the WCs and the leptoquark couplings, which
we use to constrain the latter in Section 4.3 by using our results from Chapter 3. We
point out our main conclusions in Section 4.4. Several technical appendices make
easier the understanding of the present work.

4.1 Leptoquark Lagrangian

To systematically explore all possible options, leptoquarks may be classified with
respect to their spin (scalar or vector) and the way they couple to matter (quarks
and leptons) based on their transformation properties under the SM gauge group
SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y. This classification is easily understood in group theoretical
terms as follows.

The SU(3)C group
Under the symmetry group of the strong interactions, quarks transform as
triplets while leptons do as singlets. Therefore, leptoquarks should necessarily
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transform as 3-dimensional representations of SU(3)C as well, for quark-lepton-
LQ interactions to be invariant under this symmetry transformation. More
concretely, those interactions correspond to the singlet resulting of the quark-
lepton-LQ decomposition: 3 ⊗ 1 ⊗ 3̄ ≡ 8 ⊕ 1. Likewise, this is shared by
all leptoquarks, i.e. all LQs transform as triplets of SU(3)C. Consequently,
leptoquarks can couple as well with pairs of quarks — the so-called diquark
couplings — what usually entails matter stability issues, we comment on them
at the end of this section. Obviously, from the triplet dimensionality assignment
under SU(3)C, lepton-lepton-LQ interactions are not gauge invariant and are
consequently forbidden.

The SU(2)L ×U(1)Y group
The SU(2)L transformation properties of leptoquarks are a bit more involved
than in the previous case. Both quarks and leptons transform under this sym-
metry group either as singlets 1 (right-handed fields) or doublets 2 (left-handed
fields). Accordingly, one should consider all possible contractions among the
representations of the matter fields to ascertain the LQ-dimensionality assign-
ments under SU(2)L. These are: singlet-singlet 1 ⊗ 1 ≡ 1, resulting in singlet
LQ representations; singlet-doublet 1⊗2 ≡ 2, resulting in doublet LQ represen-
tations; and doublet-doublet 2⊗2 ≡ 3⊕1, for which both 1 and 3-dimensional
representations of LQs can build up gauge invariant terms. Therefore, under
SU(2)L, leptoquarks can be singlets, doublets or triplets. These assignments can
be used to label and thus differentiate among the different leptoquark species.
Accordingly, they correspond to the subindex given to each LQ in Table 4.1.
However, for singlet and doublet LQs (both scalar and vector), there turns
out to be two multiplets with the same dimensionality. They are hence distin-
guished by their charges under U(1)Y: their hypercharges, and one includes a
tilde over the LQ symbol to differentiate them (see Table 4.1)1. The leptoquark
hypercharges are easily computed from the quark-lepton-LQ interactions, since
it is an additive quantity and gauge invariance forces these interactions to have
a total vanishing hypercharge. The electric charge of the leptoquarks is then
given, as usual, by QLQ = I3 + Y , where I3 stands for the SU(2)L generator
and Y for the U(1)Y hypercharge operator.

Finally, leptoquarks have a well-defined fermion number F = 3B+L, with B and
L being the baryon and lepton numbers, respectively. Based again on the lepton-
quark-LQ possible interactions, all leptoquark fields are then categorized into two
sets: |F | = 0, 2.

All in all, the most general renormalizable Lagrangian based on the SM symme-
tries that realizes interactions of leptoquarks with fermion pairs contains in total 10
types of leptoquark fields (which extends to 12 if right-handed neutrinos are brought
into the picture): 5 scalar and 5 vector ones. We thus write our ultra-violet (UV)
Lagrangian, at the leptoquark mass scale, as:

LUV = LSM + LLQ–ψ + LS + LV + LLQ–H . (4.1.1)
1If right-handed neutrinos are added to the particle content, one should include another singlet leptoquark (both

for scalar and vectors) that is usually distinguished from the other two by a bar over the LQ symbol.
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LQ type SM symmetries Lagrangian

S3 (3̄,3, 1/3) Y LL
3,ij Q̄

Ci,a
L εab (τkS

k
3 )bc Lj,cL + h.c.

R2 (3,2, 7/6) −Y RL
2,ij ū

i
RR

a
2 ε

ab Lj,bL + Y LR
2,ij ē

i
RR

a†
2 Qj,aL + h.c.

R̃2 (3,2, 1/6) −Ỹ RL
2,ij d̄

i
R R̃

a
2 ε

ab Lj,bL + h.c.

S̃1 (3̄,1, 4/3) Ỹ RR
1,ij d̄

C,i
R S̃1 e

j
R + h.c.

S1 (3̄,1, 1/3) Y LL
1,ij Q̄

Ci,a
L S1 ε

ab Lj,bL + Y RR
1,ij ū

Ci
R S1 e

j
R + h.c.

U3 (3,3, 2/3) XLL
3,ij Q̄

i,a
L γµ (τkU

k
3,µ)ab Lj,bL + h.c.

V2 (3̄,2, 5/6) XRL
2,ij d̄

Ci
R γµ V a2,µ ε

ab Lj,bL + XLR
2,ij Q̄

Ci,a
L γµ εab V b2,µ e

j
R + h.c.

Ṽ2 (3̄,2,−1/6) − X̃RL
2,ij ū

C,i
R γµ Ṽ a2,µ ε

ab Lj,bL + h.c.

Ũ1 (3,1, 5/3) X̃RR
1,ij ū

i
R γ

µ Ũ1,µ e
j
R + h.c.

U1 (3,1, 2/3) XLL
1,ij Q̄

i,a
L γµ U1,µ L

j,a
L + XRR

1,ij d̄
i
R γ

µ U1,µ e
j
R + h.c.

Table 4.1: Classification of leptoquarks based on the representations of matter fields under the SM gauge
group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y, and related Lagrangians representing the interactions of leptoquarks
with SM quarks and leptons. All these terms then constitute the LLQ–ψ Lagrangian and are potentially
responsible for CLFV. The Yukawa-like couplings Y χ1χ2

d,ij and Xχ1χ2
d,ij , d = 1, 2, 3, are dimensionless. The

hypercharge Y is related to the electric charge Q via Q = I3 + Y , with I3 staying for the third SU(2)L
generator, the specific realization of which, as mentioned in the main text, depends on the corresponding
leptoquark representation. As is customary, QL and LL stand for the left-handed quark and lepton SU(2)
doublets, uR(dR) and eR are the up(down)-type quark and lepton right-handed SU(2) singlets, respectively.
Finally, τk are the Pauli matrices ({τk, τl} = 2δkl12) and ε stands for the Levi-Civita symbol in two
dimensions (ε = iτ2). The letters i, j = 1, 2, 3 denote flavor indices, while a, b, c = 1, 2 are SU(2)-gauge-

group-related indices.

The first term LSM above, containing the SM interactions, is fully given in Chapter 1.
Let us now comment on the other terms and point out the relevant pieces for our
analysis.

4.1.1 Leptoquark couplings to the SM fermions

The second term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.1.1) LLQ–ψ collects the matter couplings
of leptoquarks, which are given for each leptoquark species in Table 4.1. There
and throughout the text, we use the same notation and conventions as in Ref. [194].
Note that, as written down in Table 4.1, we are not showing terms with right-handed
neutrinos (which are not considered here) nor terms with two quark fields (irrelevant
for our analysis as explained below).

For each leptoquark type, the terms potentially responsible for the `–τ conversion
and τ → (` + hadrons) decays (with ` = e, µ) are the same terms as presented in
Table 4.1, where all possible flavor structures for the Yukawa-like couplings should
be taken into account. However, as it was motivated in the previous chapter, we
consider an egalitarian flavor structure in the quark sector: equal entries for all quark
flavors in the Wilson coefficient matrices Cij of the SMEFT, where i, j run over all
quark flavors. Hence, our LQ Yukawas are quark-flavor-blind, whereas in the lepton
sector we assume the particularity of the tau-lepton family Yukawas, but keep them
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equal for the electron and muon families. This, despite the B anomalies regarding
the first two lepton families, is partially motivated by the results of Ref. [125]. The
LQ Yukawa couplings in Table 4.1, namely Y and X, will be assumed to be real.

Among various possible additional interactions, the so-called diquark couplings
(i.e. when the LQ is coupled to a quark–antiquark pair) may appear at tree level
in the Lagrangian (4.1.1) (although there are no analogous dilepton couplings to
leptoquarks as explained above). This entails a possible danger to matter stability,
or, in turn, strong bounds on LQ masses or couplings: after leptoquarks are inte-
grated out, diquark operators provide baryon (and thus lepton)-number-violating
processes. Therefore, to avoid dealing with the proton-decay issue and since, in any
case, diquark couplings do not play any role at tree level in CLFV processes, without
any loss of generality we do not consider these couplings in this work and we have not
included them in Table 4.1. Although this precludes proton decay in the minimal
scenario when assuming (besides the SM content) only one leptoquark species at a
time, note that regardless of the presence or absence of diquark couplings, a richer
scenario as the one treated here with all leptoquarks considered simultaneously is
much more involved [194,256]. Hence, since these kinds of interactions do not affect
our CLFV analysis and in order not to dive into this issue any further here, we
simply assume, in what follows, that the proton is stable.

4.1.2 Leptoquark covariant derivative and self interactions

The terms LS and LV in Eq. (4.1.1), consist of the leptoquark kinetic terms as well
as the interactions among those and the SM gauge bosons, for which the relevant
parts to our work are discussed here.

Generically, the kinetic and gauge couplings of leptoquarks are described by the
Lagrangians

LS =
∑
scalars

[
(DµS)†DµS − M2

S S
†S
]
,

LV =
∑

vectors

[
−1

2
V †µν V

µν + M2
V V

†
µV

µ + . . .

]
,

(4.1.2)

where the field-strength tensor for the vector leptoquarks is Vµν = DµVν − DνVµ.
The SM covariant derivative is given by

Dµ = ∂µ + ig1Y Bµ + ig2IkW
k
µ + ig3

λA

2
GA
µ , (4.1.3)

where the λA and Ik are the generators of the SU(3) and SU(2) symmetry groups,
respectively, while Y is the LQ hypercharge operator. Note that the Ik depend on
the leptoquark SU(2) representation, e.g. for a leptoquark doublet, Ik = τk/2, with
τk being the Pauli matrices, while for a triplet we have Ik = (Ik)lm = −iεklm, with
εabc being the three-dimensional Levi-Civita pseudotensor (ε123 = 1). In Eq. (4.1.2),
the dots in the vector leptoquark Lagrangian correspond to other d = 4 terms that
involve additional interactions of the SM gauge fields with the leptoquarks, and
self-interactions among them (the latter are not relevant for our work and are not
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considered from now on). These are allowed by the gauge symmetry (although their
couplings are not determined by it) and facilitate the renormalizability of the vector
Lagrangian (see Ref. [257]).

More concretely, we shall present here the photon-leptoquark interactions, since
they proved to be relevant in our analysis, whereas the rest of gauge-boson inter-
actions could be easily neglected based on the results of Chapter 3, i.e. the Wilson
coefficients of the d = 6 operators of the SMEFT to which they would contribute
upon leptoquark integration, turned out to be much less constrained by the CLFV τ
processes than the photon-dipole operator. For instance, the LQ-(γ, Z) interactions
provide the diagram (b) of Fig. 3.5 for hadronic tau decays and of Figs. 3.7 and 3.8
for `-τ conversion in nuclei, once the leptoquark is integrated away.

Scalar leptoquarks For scalar leptoquarks, their interactions with photons arise
directly from the SM covariant derivative of Eq. (4.1.3) and are unequivocally given
by:

LγS = ie
∑
scalars

QS

[(
∂µS

†
)
S − S†

(
∂µS

)]
Aµ , (4.1.4)

where QS stands for the electric charge, in units of e, of the leptoquark under
consideration and Aµ is the photon-vector field. Note that the strength of the
interaction is completely determined by the leptoquark charge.

Vector leptoquarks For vector leptoquarks the situation is not that clear. As usual,
one of the sources of the LQ-photon interactions stems from the field-strength ten-
sor containing the SM covariant derivative. In addition to that, among the afore-
mentioned omitted terms in Eq. (4.1.2) represented by dots and depending on the
(gauge) nature of the vector leptoquarks, there can be present another source of
this interaction: an anomalous magnetic moment coupling of the vector leptoquark
to the photon (represented here by κ). Considering this term, the total vector
leptoquark-photon interacting Lagrangian reads

LγV = −ie
∑

vectors

QV

[(
V†µνV ν − VµνV ν†

)
Aµ − (1− κ)V †µVνF

µν

]
, (4.1.5)

where F µν is the usual photon field strength tensor and we have defined the field
strength tensor of the vector leptoquark with only partial derivatives as

Vµν ≡ ∂µVν − ∂νVµ . (4.1.6)

In contrast to the scalar leptoquark case, for vector leptoquarks we cannot un-
ambiguously ascertain their interactions with photons: if vector leptoquarks are not
gauge bosons, then κ 6= 0 and we have an extra free parameter at play; on the
contrary, if vector leptoquarks turn out to be (part of) the gauge bosons of a higher
energy theory described by a larger symmetry group — as it is usually the case in
Grand Unified Theories — then κ = 0 and the covariant derivative Dµ should be
modified to include the gauge bosons of the enlarged gauge group.
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However, the ambiguity present when considering vector leptoquarks does not
only reside on the specific value of κ, but their propagators do also depend on
their underlying origin. For gauge bosons, we can write their propagator (in the ’t
Hooft-Feynman gauge) as

−igµν
k2 −M2

V + iε
, (4.1.7)

on the other hand, for not-gauge-boson vector LQs, their propagator reads

−i
k2 −M2

V + iε

(
gµν − kµkν

M2
V

)
. (4.1.8)

Our aim by considering the leptoquark-photon couplings is firstly to compute
the LQ contribution to the photon-dipole operator, whose bound we translate into
constraints on the LQ Lagrangian parameters, and then compare the latter against
the bounds obtained directly from the limit on the branching ratio of τ → eγ. For
both calculations we need to compute the diagrams of Fig. 4.1 below. However,
while for scalar leptoquarks this is achieved as presented in Section 4.2.2, for (not-
gauge) vector LQs the kµkν/M2

V term in Eq. (4.1.8) introduces extra divergences in
the calculation of those diagrams that remain after all contributing diagrams are
considered [258], as opposed to the scalar LQ case. On the other hand, if we assume
the vector leptoquarks to be gauge bosons of a higher-energy theory, one could argue
the presence of other massive degrees of freedom in the extended gauge group that
could potentially contribute to those diagrams for τ → eγ. All in all, we conclude
that the gauge interactions of vector leptoquarks cannot be unambiguously defined
due to their uncertain gauge nature (so neither their contributions to τ → eγ can
be ascertained), and an ultraviolet completion might be needed. Accordingly, we do
not consider the gauge couplings of vector leptoquarks in the following.

4.1.3 Leptoquark couplings to the Higgs

Let us now focus on the coupling of leptoquarks to the SM Higgs doublet and study
their role in our CLFV analysis. The complete form of these interactions is given
in Refs. [217, 259] and is contained in the term LLQ−H of Eq. (4.1.1). The diagonal
couplings contribute, together with the mass parameters in the Lagrangian, to the
total LQ mass after the spontaneous symmetry breaking has taken place and the
Higgs acquired a vacuum expectation value. Therefore, they do not contribute to any
of the d = 6 operators considered in Chapter 3. On the other hand, the off-diagonal
couplings translate into a mixing of leptoquarks in Table 4.1 when diagonalizing the
total LQ mass matrix and working in the mass basis. However, and as a consequence
of the fact that gauge symmetry requires these couplings to always involve two
leptoquark fields, the corresponding mixing components behave as O(1/M2

LQ)(see
Eq. (2.13) of Ref. [217]). Hence, upon integration, the effects of the induced mixing
to the four-fermion operators present in our analysis are O(1/M4

LQ), and are thus of
higher order in the SMEFT (they will generate effective d = 8 operators) than the
ones we consider in our work. Finally, even though tree-level contributions to the
CLFV-τ observables studied in Chapter 3 are not possible via LQ-Higgs couplings as
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we have already seen, one could argue that similar loop-level contributions as those
of Fig. 4.1 below — by exchanging the photon by a Higgs field — are allowed within
the most general leptoquark framework. This is also the case for the Z boson but, as
stated above, besides the loop suppression for both bosons, the bounds obtained in
the matched Wilson coefficients were the weakest of the previous work of Chapter 3.
All in all, we find that the extra couplings introduced by the LQ-Higgs interactions
can be safely neglected when considering low-energy CLFV-τ processes.

4.2 The integration of leptoquarks

The aim of this work is to translate the bounds on the ratio C/Λ2
CLFV (containing

the Wilson coefficients of the d = 6 operators in the SMEFT and the high-energy
scale ΛCLFV) obtained by analyzing charged-lepton-flavor-violating τ processes in
Chapter 3, into constraints on the couplings and mass scales of the leptoquark
Lagrangian described in Section 4.1.

Direct searches of leptoquarks have been extensively carried out at the LHC [48].
Lower bounds on their masses depend crucially on their spin (scalar or vector),
their weak charges and generations involved, and the supposedly dominant decay
products. Generically, we can say that the present status requires MLQ > 1–2TeV,
with a slight preference for the higher value [260, 261]. Meanwhile, indirect deter-
minations from the B anomalies or lepton-number-violating processes [48] require
heavier LQs with masses of at least few TeVs (for O(1) LQ couplings). Hence, it is
rather fair to say that MLQ � ΛEW and that their contribution to d = 6 SMEFT
monomials is hidden into the Wilson coefficients we denote C (or, more generally,
into C/Λ2). Assuming, in consequence, that there is such a mass gap between the
SM particles and leptoquarks, the requirements explained in Chapter 2 to perform a
top-down analysis of leptoquarks are fullfilled and we can integrate out the (heavy)
leptoquark fields to recover the associated d = 6 operators that contribute to the
CLFV processes we study.

In the work presented in Chapter 3, we concluded that the strongest bounds
from CLFV processes involving the tau lepton, namely hadronic tau decays, were
imposed on the four-fermion operators and the operator responsible for the radiative
decay τ → `γ; see Table 4.2 for a detailed list of these operators. Indeed, it was the
Oγ = cWOeB − sWOeW operator (recall that cW = cos θW and sW ≡ sin θW; see also
Section 4.3.1) which was getting the strongest bound. It has two relevant features.
Firstly, it incorporates a Higgs field (as can be seen in Table 4.2). Secondly, it is
generated at the one-loop level upon leptoquark integration once the spontaneous
symmetry breaking of the electroweak symmetry has taken place.

In this chapter, we consider the leptoquark contributions to both the four-fermion
and Oγ operators at leading order. We thus perform the low-energy matching
(MLQ � ΛEW) of the leptoquark Lagrangian LUV from Eq. (4.1.1) with the SM
extended by the d = 6 operators (i.e. with the SMEFT Lagrangian) and obtain the
relation among the Wilson coefficients and the couplings of the leptoquark frame-
work — after their running with the scale is taken into account.
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WC Operator WC Operator

C
(1)
LQ

(
L̄pγµLr

) (
Q̄sγ

µQt
)

C
(3)
LQ

(
L̄pγµτ

ILr
) (
Q̄sγ

µτ IQt
)

Ceu (ēpγµer) (ūsγ
µut) Ced (ēpγµer)

(
d̄sγ

µdt
)

CLu
(
L̄pγµLr

)
(ūsγ

µut) CLd
(
L̄pγµLr

) (
d̄sγ

µdt
)

CQe
(
Q̄pγµQr

)
(ēsγ

µet) CLedQ
(
L̄jper

) (
d̄sQ

j
t

)
C

(1)
LeQu

(
L̄jper

)
εjk
(
Q̄ksut

)
C

(3)
LeQu

(
L̄jpσµνer

)
εjk
(
Q̄ksσ

µνut
)

CeW
(
L̄pσ

µνer
)
τI ϕW

I
µν CeB

(
L̄pσ

µνer
)
ϕBµν

Table 4.2: Dominant d = 6 SMEFT operators contributing to the CLFV processes generated by lepto-
quarks. The notation (up to small apparent changes) is the one from Ref. [56]. For the family indices, we
use p, r, s and t, while j and k are weak isospin indices. For I = 1, 2, 3, τI are the Pauli matrices, with
ε = iτ2, and σµν ≡ i

2
[γµ, γν ]. In the first row, Λ denotes the scale where the new dynamics arises. The

operators share the same notation with the associated couplings, substituting simply C → O, i.e. O(1)
LQ

and so on. Four-fermion operators are obtained by integrating out, at the leading tree-level contribution,
the leptoquark Lagrangian that we described in Section 4.1. The last two operators in the table generate
Oγ = cWOeB − sWOeW , which is obtained by integrating out the leptoquarks at the leading one-loop

contribution.

4.2.1 Four-fermion operators

We start first with the matching giving the four-fermion CLFV operators. In the
classical limit (tree level) this can be achieved by using the equations of motion of
the integrated fields, as follows from the application of the steepest descent method
to determine the path integral of the effective action [262,263]. This procedure gives
a non-local Lagrangian. Assuming that these scalars (mass MS) and vectors (mass
MV ) are very heavy, in comparison with the energy scale of the effective action, we
can make an expansion in momenta in the corresponding solutions for scalars S and
vectors V , producing a local action. Sticking to the first order, we have, in a generic
notation,

Sd '
Y χ1χ2

d,rs

M2
S

ψ̄′ sχ1
ψrχ2

, S†d '
Y χ1χ2

d,rs

M2
S

ψ̄rχ1
ψ′ sχ2

, (4.2.9)

V µ
d ' −

Xχ1χ2

d,rs

M2
V

ψ̄′ sχ1
γµψrχ2

, V µ†
d ' −

Xχ1χ2

d,rs

M2
V

ψ̄rχ1
γµψ′ sχ2

, (4.2.10)

where d refers to the SU(2) representation (dimensionality) of the LQ field, and re-
peated indices (chiralities χk and flavors r, s) are summed over. We will assume, in
the following, that all the scalar leptoquarks, independently of their SU(2) quantum
numbers, have the same mass MS, and analogously for vector leptoquarks (having
mass MV). Inserting these relations back into Eq. (4.1.1) and introducing the no-
tation of Table 4.1 used in the rest of the chapter, we obtain contributions to the
effective Lagrangians accounting for effects stemming from the interactions of the
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scalar and vector LQ fields:

LeffS ⊃
Y χ1χ2

d,ij Y χ3χ4

d,mn

M2
S

(ψ̄iχ1
ψ′ jχ2

)(ψ̄′nχ4
ψmχ3

) ,

LeffV ⊃
Xχ1χ2

d,ij X
χ3χ4

d,mn

M2
V

(ψ̄iχ1
γµψ

′ j
χ2

)(ψ̄′nχ4
γµψmχ3

) .

(4.2.11)

Using the above prescription and restoring the SU(2) gauge structures, we end
up with a list of effective d = 6 four-fermion operators. In order to recognize the
couplings of the SMEFT Lagrangian in Table 4.2 (or the modified basis suitable
for the numerical analysis from Chapter 3), we have employed Fierz reordering and
several relations and identities, as detailed in the Appendix I. Hence, considering
generically Λ = MLQ for every leptoquark type,2 we can identify products of two
LQ couplings with the Wilson coefficients. The results are collected in Table I.1.

Leptoquarks can mediate lepton-flavor violation even when all Yukawa couplings
are considered equal. However, since we have motivated and assumed an enhance-
ment of this phenomenon for the third lepton family, we consider the τ -related
Yukawas different (potentially larger) than those for the other two charged leptons,
so that the (potentially stronger) limits imposed (from other works) on the first- or
second-family-related Yukawas do not apply to our case. This fact, together with the
flavor considerations (quark-flavor-blind Yukawas) discussed in the previous section,
entail a rather simple flavor structure for the Yukawa matrices. In general,

Y χ1χ2

d,rs =

 yχ1χ2

d yχ1χ2

d yχ1χ2

d τ

yχ1χ2

d yχ1χ2

d yχ1χ2

d τ

yχ1χ2

d yχ1χ2

d yχ1χ2

d τ


rs

, yχ1χ2

d 6= yχ1χ2

d τ . (4.2.12)

The only exception to this prescription is, by definition, for Y LR
2 , the structure

of which would be the Y χ1χ2

d from above transposed. For vector leptoquarks, we
proceed analogously taking Y → X.

4.2.2 Dipole operator and Cγ

Among all the d = 6 operators present in the relevant CLFV basis of Ref. [56],
we concluded that the dominant contribution to the processes that we analyzed in
the previous chapter, stemmed from dipole operators via the exchange of a photon,
namely Oγ = cWOeB − sWOeW as written in terms of the operators from Table 4.2.
However, within the leptoquark framework, the leading-order contribution to this
operator occurs at one loop. In spite of that, and given the relevance of the strong
bound on the corresponding WC, we think that it is pertinent that we also consider
the leptoquark contribution to this coupling.

We consider the process `1 → `2γ, with `1 = τ and `2 = e, µ at the leading
one-loop order and driven by scalar leptoquarks (see Table 4.1). Before entering the
calculation some comments are in order. Note that for the CLFV processes under

2As it will be clear further below, we consider two separate cases taking Λ = MS (Λ = MV) for scalar (vector)
leptoquarks.
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consideration, a leptoquark and a quark enter necessarily in the loop. The relevant
leptoquarks are thus S1/3

3 , R5/3
2 and S1/3

1 (with the superscripts identifying the re-
spective electric charges) but only the last two provide a dominant contribution.
Indeed, the main contribution to these amplitudes comes from chirality-enhanced
effects. The triplet scalar LQ only couples to fermion doublets — hence to two fields
of the same (left) chirality (see Table 4.1) — and their amplitudes are thus sup-
pressed by the mass of either lepton in the process [264]. Meanwhile, the singlet and
doublet LQs couple to both chiralities, and their amplitudes are hence proportional
to the mass of the quark in the loop. Accordingly, the dominant amplitudes will
be those which include the exchange of a LQ and a top quark. As a consequence,
we will only consider the third-family quark. In addition — and this is also further
motivated from the Yukawa flavor structure of Eq. (4.2.12) — all quarks couple with
the same strength to leptoquarks and leptons, the difference among the latter then
stemming from the specific lepton flavor only. Related to the dipole operator, we
will thus only present the bounds for these singlet and doublet LQs, assuming that
— as it also happens for the other LQs — the Yukawas of S1/3

3 are more strongly
constrained from the four-fermion operators (as it turns out to be the case). Note
that the rest of the leptoquarks would also contribute through their couplings to
other quark flavors, e.g. to bottom and charm quarks. Accordingly, their Yukawas
would also be constrained by the Cγ bound. However, similar arguments as for S1/3

3

apply.
Finally, since we are considering the `1 → `2γ process to perform the afore-

mentioned matching, we can take into account also the bounds provided by direct
searches for τ → `γ, with ` = e, µ [71, 255]. For this we use the results from
Ref. [264] and compare both types of constraints in Section 4.3.2; see also Ref. [265]
for a complete matching of the scalar leptoquarks at the one-loop level to operators
up to d = 6.

Matching the leading one-loop contribution from leptoquarks to Cγ

In this section we study, within the leptoquark framework, the leading one-loop order
contribution to the `1 → `2γ process. Then, by integrating out the LQs we match our
UV theory with the corresponding operators in the SMEFT [56]. This integration
is performed following the so-called “integration by regions” method [266–269]. We
thus sketch here the crucial steps to perform the matching via this method. This
procedure will allow us to identify the leptoquark Lagrangian parameters with the
Cγ Wilson coefficient (defined by Eq. (4.3.30)). Once the matching is performed,
we will be able to translate the bounds on the later WC obtained in Chapter 3
over the relevant leptoquark parameters. The SMEFT operator, after spontaneous
symmetry breaking, reads

L ⊃ Cγv√
2Λ2

CLFV

[
¯̀
2σ

µνPR`1 + ¯̀
2σ

µνPL`1

]
Fµν , (4.2.13)

where v = 〈0|ϕ|0〉 = (
√

2GF)−1/2 and Fµν is the photon field-strength tensor.
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We write the effective Lagrangian generated by scalar leptoquarks giving the
`1 → `2γ process as

L`1→`2γeff =
e

2
¯̀
2 iσ

µν
(
σ`1`2R PR + σ`1`2L PL

)
`1Fµν , (4.2.14)

where σ`1`2R and σ`1`2L are different loop functions given, in the most general case,
by Ref. [264] and recast here below in terms of the parameters of our LQ frame-
work (once the integration has taken place). Note that in the work of Chapter 3
no distinction between left and right polarizations was considered — hence the fac-
torization of Cγ in Eq. (4.2.13) — which in turn meant working with symmetric
WC flavor matrices in lepton flavor space, e.g. Cµτ

γ = Cτµ
γ (omitting quark-flavor

indices). However, within the leptoquark framework this is not always the case
as it can be seen in the distinction between `–τ conversion and hadronic τ decay
processes for some of the Yukawa pairs (see Sections 4.3.2 and 4.3.3 below). This
also happens in this loop computation entailing a distinction between Cτh

γ and C`–τ
γ .

Therefore, we made use of the amplitude squared of the `1 → `2γ process to relate
both frameworks since no direct matching at the Lagrangian level is possible. We
find the relation(

C`1`2
γ

Λ2
CLFV

)2

=
e2

√
2v2

[(∑
i

σ`1`2L,i

)2

+

(∑
i

σ`1`2R,i

)2]
, (4.2.15)

with i running over all contributing leptoquarks, i.e. S1/3
3 , R5/3

2 and S
1/3
1 . The

superscripts on Cγ label the specific process for which the matching is computed —
either `1 = `, `2 = τ for `–τ conversion in nuclei, or `1 = τ , `2 = ` for the hadronic
τ decays, with ` = e, µ. As explained above, the S1/3

3 leptoquark does not provide a
chirality enhancement effect and so its σ loop functions depend only on the lepton
masses and not on the top-quark mass. From now on, we will consider the limit of
massless leptons and neglect thus the S1/3

3 contribution.
Equation (4.2.15) gives us the relation between our (bounded) Wilson coefficient

Cγ and the σ functions which shall be matched to the parameters of the leptoquark
framework. This matching consists of two parts.

First, the amplitude of the `1 → `2γ is given from Eq. (4.2.14), in the following
form [264]

A = eε∗µ(q)Mµ . (4.2.16)

Due to Gauge invarianceMµ may be expressed as

Mµ = ū`2(σLΣµ
L + σRΣµ

R + . . . )u`1 , (4.2.17)

where
Σµ
L(R) = (pµ1 + pµ2)PL(R) + . . . , (4.2.18)

with ε∗µ(q) the polarization vector of the outgoing photon with momentum qµ and
pµ1(2) the momentum of the lepton `1(2). Above we have omitted (in the dots) terms
that are not relevant for the matching.

Second, the leading-order leptoquark contribution to this process is given by the
four diagrams depicted in Fig. 4.1. Note that diagrams (B) and (D) do not contribute
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�1 �2q (qC)

S (S∗)

γ

(a)

�1 �2q (qC)

S (S∗) γ

(b)

�1 �2q (qC)

S (S∗)

γ

(c)

�1 �2q (qC)

S (S∗)

γ

(d)

Figure 4.1: Feynman diagrams of the leading-order contribution to the `1 → `2γ process from scalar
leptoquarks.

to the matching, but are necessary in the full calculation to properly account for
the divergences. We thus consider only diagrams (A) and (C). The “integration by
regions”3 method consists in separating the “hard” (high energy) and “soft” (low
energy) contributions and perform the matching via the hard part. Let us illustrate
in the following the main steps this method involves. We focus here on the R5/3

2

leptoquark, the procedure for S1/3
1 is analog up to trivial changes. The amplitude

of diagram (A) is (with S ≡ R
5/3
2 and q ≡ t)

AA = −NCeQR
5/3
2
Vtby

LR
2 yRL2τ ε

µ∗(q)×

ū`2(p2)PL

∫
d`4

(2π)4

(2`− p1 − p2)µ(/̀+mt)

[`2 −m2
t ][(`− p2)2 −M2

S][(`− p1)2 −M2
S]
PLu`1(p1) ,

(4.2.19)

where we use the standard notation /̀ ≡ `νγ
ν , NC is the number of colors of the

quark within the loop, MS stands for the generic mass of the (scalar) leptoquarks
and Vtb is the top–bottom entry of the CKM matrix (1.4.82) arising when working
with the operators of Table 4.1 in the mass basis. In order to perform the integral
over the high energy region, we should expand the integrand over the large momenta
in the loop `. Note that, even though ` is here the momentum of the quark, and we
aim, on the contrary, to integrate out the leptoquarks, actually since k1,2 = `− p1,2,
where k1,2 are the momenta of both leptoquarks within the loop, large ` entails large
k1,2 and viceversa. The expansion over `� p1, p2,mt then reads

1

[`2 −m2
t ][(`− p2)2 −M2

S][(l − p1)2 −M2
S]
≈

3The procedure describe in the main text should be done in dimensional regularization.
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1

`2[`2 −M2
S]2

(
1 +

m2
t

`2

)(
1− p2

2 − 2(` · p2)

`2 −M2
S

)(
1− p2

1 − 2(` · p1)

`2 −M2
S

)
.

(4.2.20)

The integral of Eq. (4.2.19) can be then computed— with the expansion of Eq. (4.2.20)
— via the Passarino-Veltman reduction in terms of scalar n-point functions. In the
massless-lepton limit and keeping only the finite and leading terms in the expansion,
i.e. terms of O(1/M2), we obtain

AA = −NCeQR
5/3
2
Vtby

LR
2 yRL2τ ε

µ∗(q)ū`2(p2)PL

[
i

16π2

mt

2M2
S

(
(p1 + p2)µ −mtγµ

)]
PLu`1(p1) ,

(4.2.21)
note that the γµ term gets canceled by the sandwich PLγµPL = 0.

For diagram (C) we find

AC = −NCeQtVtby
LR
2 yRL2τ ε

µ∗(q)×

ū`2(p2)PL

∫
d`4

(2π)4

(/̀− /p2
+mt)γµ(/̀− /p1 +mt)

[`2 −M2
S][(`− p2)2 −m2

t ][(`− p1)2 −m2
t ]
PLu`1(p1) , (4.2.22)

with Qt the charge of the top quark in the loop. The expansion of the integrand
looks now like

1

[`2 −M2
S][(`− p2)2 −m2

t ][(`− p1)2 −m2
t ]
≈

1

`4[`2 −M2
S]

(
1 −p

2
2 − 2(` · p2)−m2

t

`2

)(
1− p2

1 − 2(` · p1)−m2
t

`2

)
. (4.2.23)

The integral of Eq. (4.2.22) — under the same assumptions as for the previous case
— thus provides

AC = −NCeQtVtby
LR
2 yRL2τ ε

µ∗(q)ū`2(p2)

[ −i
16π2

3mt

2M2
S

(p1 + p2)µ

]
PLu`1(p1) . (4.2.24)

Note that the results of the amplitudes in Eqs. (4.2.21) and (4.2.24) now have the
same shape as Eqs. (4.2.17) and (4.2.18). Therefore, the matching of the σ functions
is straightforward, giving for R5/3

2 and S1/3
1

• R5/3
2

στh
L, R5/3

2

= σ`–τ
R, R5/3

2

=
iNC

16π2

mt
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S
yRL2 τ y

LR
2 Vtb

(
3

2
Qt −

1

2
Q
R

5/3
2

)
,

στh
R, R5/3

2

= σ`–τ
L, R5/3

2

=
iNC

16π2

mt
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S
yLR2 τ y

RL
2 Vtb

(
3

2
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2
Q
R

5/3
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(4.2.25)

• S1/3
1

στh
L, S1/3

1

= σ`–τ
R, S1/3

1

= − iNC

16π2

mt

M2
S
yLL1 τ y

RR
1 Vtb

(
3

2
Qt̄ −QS1/3

1

)
,

στh
R, S1/3

1

= σ`–τ
L, S1/3

1

= − iNC

16π2
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M2
S
yRR1 τ y

LL
1 Vtb

(
3

2
Qt̄ −QS1/3

1

)
.

(4.2.26)
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This coincides — in the limit of massless leptons — with the results from Ref. [264],
once the logarithms (stemming from the low-energy behaviour and, hence, not con-
tributing to the matching) are removed. Above, Qt = 2/3 (Qt̄ = −2/3) is the charge
of the top (anti-top) quark and Q

R
5/3
2

= 5/3 and Q
S

1/3
1

= 1/3 are the charges of the

R
5/3
2 and S1/3

1 leptoquarks, respectively. Note that στhL,i = σ`–τR,i holds true only in the
case of massless leptons.

The total result for the matching, including the contribution from both lepto-
quarks, is thus (see Eq. (4.2.15))( Cγ

Λ2
CLFV

)2

=
e2N2

Cm
2
tV

2
tb

211π4v2M4
S

×
[(

(yRL2 τ y
LR
2 )2 + (yLR2 τ y

RL
2 )2

)(
Q
R

5/3
2
− 3Qt

)2

+
(

(yLL1 τ y
RR
1 )2 + (yRR1 τ y

LL
1 )2

)(
Q
S

1/3
1
− 3Qt̄

)2

− 2
(

(yRL2 τ y
LR
2 )(yLL1 τ y

RR
1 ) + (yLR2 τ y

RL
2 )(yRR1 τ y

LL
1 )
)(
Q
R

5/3
2
− 3Qt

)(
Q
S

1/3
1
− 3Qt̄

)]
.

(4.2.27)

Above, we have omitted the superscripts `1`2 of Cγ since in the limit of massless
leptons we obtain the same matching for hadronic τ decays and `–τ conversion in
nuclei. Consequently, the bounds from both processes can be applied to the same
combination of Yukawa couplings.

One may wonder, once we have introduced this loop calculation and due to the
strong bound provided either from hadronic τ decays or the τ → (e, µ)γ process,
wether running effects on Cγ may help constraining other operators. The one-loop
RGE for Cγ indeed relates several Wilson coefficients:

dCγ
d lnµ

= γγjCj = f(Cγ, CZ , C
(3)
LeQu) (4.2.28)

where µ is the renormalization-group energy scale, γγj is the anomalous-dimension
matrix defined in Chapter 2 and for which the subindex γ corresponds to Cγ while j
runs over all WCs. According to Eq. (4.2.28), the only non-zero γγj terms are those
regarding Cγ, CZ and C

(3)
LeQu, which are given in Ref. [63]. However, these RGEs

contain only electroweak (not QCD) effects which we are neglecting in accordance
to the work of Chapter 3. Therefore, in order to keep the consistency with the
previous work and since the RGE usually involves loop-suppressed relations for the
non-diagonal anomalous-dimension matrices, we do not consider the RGE of Cγ.

4.3 Results

We address now the results of our analyses. The constraints for the SMEFT d = 6
Wilson coefficients presented in the previous chapter were obtained considering the
expected sensitivity of the NA64 experiment at CERN [138] (for `–τ conversion
in nuclei), and the current and expected results of Belle [255] and Belle II [71]
experiments (for hadronic τ decays). We arrived at the final numerical values for
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the bounds by means of the open-source tool HEPfit [270]. These have to be now
translated to the leptoquark-associated ratios yy′/M2

S and xx′/M2
V. Let us list some

important aspects of relating the SMEFT and leptoquark frameworks.
In Chapter 3, all d = 6 operators contributing to CLFV processes were considered

simultaneously, and it was shown that a naive single-operator analysis would result
in overestimated (stronger) constraints on the corresponding WCs, simply due to
the lack of correlations among the operators. On a similar basis, we think that it is
more natural to consider a scenario in which not only one type of scalar or vector
LQ drives the CLFV dynamics. Furthermore, the limits extracted by reviewing
the results on the processes involving the CLFV phenomena in our previous work
assumed only one energy scale ΛCLFV. On the other hand, within the leptoquark
framework we have many possible scales: LQ masses. The nature of different LQs
(scalar and vector) can, in principle, be completely unrelated, and stem from a
very different origin and/or scale. Hence, we divide our analysis into two separate
parts: We consider first the simultaneous contribution of all different types of scalar
leptoquarks (described by a common mass MS) and then of all vector leptoquarks
(common mass MV), with MS 6= MV in general. Note that one could alternatively
perform a single-LQ analysis with non-degenerated (scalar or vector) leptoquarks.
In the literature, it is indeed customary to consider one or (less often) two LQs at
a time. However, it seems to us that this assumption is much more restrictive than
simply suggesting that LQs might arise at the same or similar scale and, as stated
above, it is an approach that necessarily misses the relevant correlations among
leptoquark contributions.

In the work of Ref. [74] presented in the previous chapter, we extracted bounds
on the aforementioned d = 6 SMEFT Wilson coefficients from CLFV τ -involved
processes within two distinct scenarios:

(i) we considered new physics driving only CLFV in the τ sector,

(ii) on top of these phenomena, we also allowed for flavor-changing neutral currents
in the quark sector — transitions (c̄u), (b̄s), (s̄d), etc. However, for the second
scenario, we made the assumption that the energy scales ΛCLFV and ΛFCNC
driving these phenomena were the same.

Within the leptoquark framework, due to the nature of the LQ–lepton–quark
interactions, this hypothesis is much better motivated, e.g. leptoquarks readily me-
diate some FCNC processes even in the presence of negligible off-diagonal Yukawa
couplings. Hence, we present all the bounds obtained in the (second) FCNC case.

Finally, since the constraints are obtained from CLFV τ -involved processes, we
performed the running of all the Wilson coefficients to the scale given by the τ
mass; see Chapter 3 for more details. Accordingly, the bounds on the pairs of
Yukawa couplings are presented at this scale.

4.3.1 Dictionary for the CLFV effective basis

In Table I.1, we collect the results for the matching of the leptoquark framework
to the SMEFT operators listed in Table 4.2 upon tree-level integration of the lep-
toquarks. However, the basis of d = 6 operators presented in Table 4.2 does not
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exactly match the basis constrained from the CLFV processes studied in Chapter 3.
A short dictionary is given here to ease the transition.

Consistently with Chapter 3, we only consider the QCD running of the SMEFT
operators. On top of that, we do not consider the (very suppressed) QCD running
of the vector and axial-vector currents, while the running of the scalar densities is
related to the divergences of the vector currents through, for instance, ∂µ(sγµu) =
i(ms − mu)(su). Hence, the scalar Wilson coefficients were redefined into scale-
invariant C ′LedQ and C(1) ′

LeQu, such that

C
(1)
LeQu =

mi

mτ

C
(1) ′
LeQu , CLedQ =

mi

mτ

C ′LedQ , (4.3.29)

with mi being the mass of the quark involved in the process. For the related bound,
this just entails a change by a factor proportional to mi. For u-processes (C(1)

LeQu)
in `–τ conversion, since we considered mu = 0, the overall factor becomes mc;
in hadronic τ decays though, despite having taken into account the χPT scale-
independent combination 2B0Mq ' Mp (with Mq being the diagonal matrix of the
light-quark masses and Mp the physical-mass matrix of the pseudoscalar Goldstone
bosons defined in Eq. (2.4.55)), we will consider the mass of the up quark at the
energy scale of the τ mass. For d-processes (CLedQ), the situation is slightly more
involved: For the lightest quark in `–τ conversion, it holds accordinglymd = 0. How-
ever, for s and b quarks, even though different masses were considered, only a single
bound was obtained, introducing an ambiguity when translating the constraints on
the primed WCs into the non-primed. This is solved for vector leptoquarks4 by con-
sidering the most conservative bound, i.e. taking mi = mb. For hadronic τ decays,
related accordingly to the most conservative bound, ms at the scale of mτ is used.

Considering now the γ dipole case, the CeB and CeW (see Table 4.2) were rotated
into Cγ and CZ , parametrizing the γ- and Z-mediated contributions separately, i.e.(

Cγ
CZ

)
=

(
cW −sW
sW cW

)(
CeB
CeW

)
. (4.3.30)

However, neither the CZ nor the rest of Z-mediated contributions (provided by
the coupling of the Z to leptoquarks) will be considered in our analyses, since the
related leading LQ contribution appears at one loop and the resulting constraints
would thus not be competitive.

The absence of some operators within each leptoquark scenario poses another
caveat related to the correlations between the present and absent (or numerically
negligible) operators. The correlations found in the analysis of Chapter 3 and pre-
sented in Appendix H tend to relax the bounds set on individual Wilson coefficients:
A loss of any correlation would turn into stronger constraints for the specific WC.
In this study, when the results are presented below, in case there is some significant
correlation between present and absent WCs, we will adopt the most conservative
view and assume that, somehow, the correlated operators could be present and the
weakest constraint is used. To explain this point better, let us provide an example.
We found that, for instance, C(1) ′

ϕL (that is absent) correlates strongly with C
(1)
LQ,

4Note that scalars do not contribute at tree level to CLedQ, as can be seen in Table I.1.
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C
(3)
LQ and CLu (see Fig. H.1), and that the limits on the three latter mentioned stem

from the global analysis where these correlations are taken into account. The same
happens for the correlation of the rotated CZ with C(3)

LeQu and Cγ, the latter of which
further translates into CeB and CeW . To be more specific, let us discuss other exam-
ples within the vector LQ scenario: CLedQ is strongly correlated with Ceϕ, although
the latter is omitted here; C(1)

LeQu and C
(3)
LeQu are completely absent and, while the

first is practically uncorrelated, the second correlates significantly with the (rotated)
Cγ (not considered here) and CZ (not taken into account).

The previous paragraph refers to the case of τ decays; for `–τ conversion in nuclei,
the only Wilson coefficients used here are either correlated among each other (C(1) `–τ

LeQu

and C(3) `–τ
LeQu ) or not correlated with other WCs (C`–τ

LedQ).
In summary, the correlations between the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT are

transferred into the corresponding constraints on the products of LQ Yukawa-like
couplings. As commented above, we have taken into account this feature in our
analysis and we consider the bounds we present conservative.

4.3.2 Scalar leptoquarks

We have considered the contribution of all scalar leptoquarks to both the four-
fermion and the dipole operators.

Four-fermion constraints

For scalar leptoquarks, assuming a common energy scale ΛCLFV = MS, one can un-
ambiguously relate pairs of Yukawa LQ couplings with distinct linear combinations
of Wilson coefficients. We find

yLL3 yLL3 τ = C
(1)
LQ + C

(3)
LQ ,

yRL2 yRL2 τ = −2CLu , yLR2 yLR2 τ = −2CQe ,

yLL1 yLL1 τ = C
(1)
LQ − 3C

(3)
LQ , yRR1 yRR1 τ = 2Ceu ,

ỹRL2 ỹRL2 τ = −2CLd , ỹRR1 ỹRR1 τ = 2Ced , (4.3.31)

yRL2 τ y
LR
2 = −C(1) `–τ

LeQu − 4C
(3) `–τ
LeQu , yRL2 yLR2 τ = −C(1) τh

LeQu − 4C
(3) τh
LeQu ,

yLL1 τ y
RR
1 = C

(1) `–τ
LeQu − 4C

(3) `–τ
LeQu , yLL1 yRR1 τ = C

(1) τh
LeQu − 4C

(3) τh
LeQu .

Here, the superscripts ‘`–τ ’ and ‘τh’ stand for the respective processes (`–τ con-
version in nuclei and hadronic τ decays), from which the bounds on WCs stem,
given that the corresponding pairs of Yukawa couplings (which we simply refer to
as ‘Yukawa pairs’ further on) contribute only to one of those processes.

The numerical results are presented in Table 4.3, which shows constraints for
two different aspects of the leptoquark framework: lower bounds for the masses of
scalar leptoquarks assuming the product of LQ Yukawa couplings being of O(1),
and, in turn, upper bounds for the Yukawa pairs, taking MS = 1TeV. Note that
the two Yukawa pairs yRL2 τ y

LR
2 and yLL1 τ y

RR
1 are unconstrained by τ decays. Thus,

the `–τ conversion limits are considered instead. Regarding these last couple of
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τ decays Upper bounds on
|yy′|
M2

S
[10−3 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MS [TeV]

Yukawa pair Belle Belle II Belle Belle II

|yLL3 yLL3 τ | 12 1.9 9.1 23

|yRL2 yRL2 τ | 47 5.0 4.6 14

|yLR2 yLR2 τ | 17 2.6 7.8 20

|yRL2 yLR2 τ | 28 3.7 6.0 16

|ỹRL2 ỹRL2 τ |, |ỹRR1 ỹRR1 τ | 20 3.0 7.1 18

|yLL1 yLL1 τ | 64 7.7 3.9 11

|yRR1 yRR1 τ | 34 4.1 5.4 16

|yLL1 yRR1 τ | 28 3.7 6.0 16

`–τ conversion Upper bounds on
|yy′|
M2

S
[100 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MS [TeV]

Yukawa pair e–τ µ–τ e–τ µ–τ

|yRL2 τ y
LR
2 | 350 2.3 0.054 0.66

|yLL1 τ yRR1 | 250 1.8 0.063 0.75

Table 4.3: Obtained bounds for the scalar leptoquark case from the results presented in Chapter 3. In
the left-hand part of the table, we present upper bounds on the ratio |yy′|/M2

S ; these numbers, of course,
also correspond to (with appropriate power of 10) upper bounds on the Yukawa pairs |yy′|, assuming
MS = 1TeV. On the right, there are lower bounds on the probed energy scale of the scalar leptoquarks
mediating CLFV phenomena (ΛCLFV = MS), considering |yy′| ≈ 1. The strongest bounds found are
shown, most of which are stemming from the τ decays analysis (Belle and Belle II results), the exception
being the last couple of rows dedicated to Yukawas contributing only to `–τ conversion. The values are

given at the 99.8% confidence level.

bounds, the allowed values for the Yukawa pairs from e–τ conversion exceed by far
the limits suggested by perturbativity considerations; on the other hand, the bounds
on the probed mass (with |yy′| ≈ 1) just indicate that the expected experimental
constraints from `–τ conversion in nuclei could not yet compete with those stemming
from the τ decays.

Dipole operator and Cγ constraints

In order to translate the constraint on the dipole Cγ shown in Chapter 3 (see Fig. 3.9
and Table 3.2) into the most general leptoquark framework considered in this work,
we have evaluated the (leading) one-loop contribution to the `1 → `2γ process within
the leptoquark UV theory (4.1.1) and, upon integrating out the leptoquark fields,
performed the matching of the result with the one obtained within SMEFT; for
details, see Section 4.2.2. As explained there, only two LQ fields contribute to this
process, namely S1/3

1 and R5/3
2 .

For completeness, we also consider the most stringent bounds stemming from
the τ → `γ direct searches (with ` = e, µ) by Belle and BaBar [255], and compare
them with the constraints obtained from Cγ, in the same way as it is explained for
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Cγ/Λ
2
CLFV Upper bounds on

|yy′|
M2

S
[10−3 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MS [TeV]

Yukawa pair Belle Belle II Belle Belle II

|yRL2 τ y
LR
2 | 150 19 3.1 8.6

|yLL1 τ yRR1 | 21 2.7 8.2 23

τ → `γ Upper bounds on
|yy′|
M2

S
[10−3 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MS [TeV]

Yukawa pair τ → eγ τ → µγ τ → eγ τ → µγ

|yRL2 τ y
LR
2 | 0.66 0.79 83 75

|yLL1 τ yRR1 | 1.4 1.7 71 64

Table 4.4: Obtained bounds for the R5/3
2 (first row) and S

1/3
1 (second row) single-scalar-leptoquark

cases (only one scalar leptoquark considered at a time). The values in the top part of the table stem
from the bounds on Cγ/Λ2

CLFV (once the four-fermion constraints are applied) based on the results from
Chapter 3. The bottom part shows bounds obtained from direct searches for τ → `γ by Belle and BaBar
experiments [255]. In the left-hand part of the table, we present upper bounds on the ratio |yy′|/M2

S ; these
numbers also correspond to upper bounds on the Yukawa pairs |yy′|, assuming MS = 1TeV. On the right,
there are lower bounds on the probed energy scale of the scalar leptoquarks mediating CLFV phenomena
(ΛCLFV = MS), considering |yy′| ≈ 1. The strongest bounds found on Cγ are shown and are stemming
from the τ decays analysis (i.e. from the Belle and Belle II results). The values from Cγ are given at the

99.8% confidence level while bounds from direct searches are given at the 90% confidence level.

the single leptoquark scenarios below. Since these processes provide bounds on the
same ratios yy′/M2

S as the Cγ constraint, we compare all of them in Table 4.4.
In the following, we explain the different cases that we analyze:

Leptoquark R5/3
2

In a framework with only the R5/3
2 leptoquark, the main contribution to the process

`1 → `2γ — once the LQ is integrated out — provides the following matching
between the SMEFT γ dipole operator and the UV theory (see Section 4.2.2):(

Cγ
Λ2
CLFV

)2

=
e2N2

Cm
2
tV

2
tb

211π4v2M4
S

(
Q
R

5/3
2
− 3Qt

)2[
(yRL2 τ y

LR
2 )2 + (yLR2 τ y

RL
2 )2

]
. (4.3.32)

The main bounds coming from the four-fermion operators on the above-appearing
Yukawa pairs are

∣∣yRL2 τ y
LR
2

∣∣ = 8C
(3) `–τ
LeQu . 1.1

(
ΛCLFV
TeV

)2 and
∣∣yLR2 τ y

RL
2

∣∣ = 2C
(1) τh
LeQu .

5.8 × 10−3
(

ΛCLFV
TeV

)2 (Belle). Since the bound from τ decays constrains the value
of
∣∣yLR2 τ y

RL
2

∣∣ by about 3 orders of magnitude stronger than the bound from `–τ
conversion does for

∣∣yRL2 τ y
LR
2

∣∣, we can, in Eq. (4.3.32), neglect the contribution from
the former and use the limits from Belle and Belle II for Cγ/Λ2

CLFV to constrain∣∣yRL2 τ y
LR
2

∣∣/M2
S . The results are presented in Table 4.4. As we can see, the Yukawa

pair
∣∣yRL2 τ y

LR
2

∣∣ as well as the corresponding probed scale MS both receive a stronger
constraint than in the previous case (cf. Table 4.3) where this pair was only sensitive
to the limits from `–τ conversion in nuclei, and was, accordingly, bounded rather
weakly.
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Leptoquark S1/3
1

In this case, we end up with the following matching (see Section 4.2.2):(
Cγ

Λ2
CLFV

)2

=
e2N2

Cm
2
tV

2
tb

211π4v2M4
S

(
Q
S

1/3
1
− 3Qt̄

)2[
(yLL1 τ y

RR
1 )2 + (yRR1 τ y

LL
1 )2

]
. (4.3.33)

The main bounds coming from the four-fermion operators on the Yukawa pairs
involved are

∣∣yLL1 τ y
RR
1

∣∣ = 8C
(3) `–τ
LeQu . 1.1

(
ΛCLFV
TeV

)2 and
∣∣yRR1 τ y

LL
1

∣∣ = 2C
(1) τh
LeQu . 5.8 ×

10−3
(

ΛCLFV
TeV

)2 (Belle). As before, in Eq. (4.3.33), we can thus neglect the contribution
of
∣∣yRR1 τ y

LL
1

∣∣ (which receives stronger bounds), and use the limits from Belle and Belle
II on Cγ/Λ2

CLFV to constrain
∣∣yLL1 τ y

RR
1

∣∣/M2
S . The results are presented in Table 4.4.

Again the bound on the dipole operator helps to constrain the otherwise weakly-
bounded (cf. Table 4.3) Yukawa pair

∣∣yLL1 τ y
RR
1

∣∣.
Finally, note that in both single-leptoquark cases — even though the Yukawa

pairs are more constrained from the bound on Cγ stemming from τ decays than
from `–τ conversion limits — the probed energy scale (when assuming |yy′| ≈ 1)
is still smaller than the value obtained from the four-fermion bound of 13TeV and
36TeV from Belle and Belle II limits, respectively, on

∣∣yLR2 τ y
RL
2

∣∣/M2
S (for R5/3

2 ) and∣∣yRR1 τ y
LL
1

∣∣/M2
S (for S1/3

1 ). This is due to the fact that the same mass enters for all
WCs (operators).

Leptoquarks R5/3
2 + S

1/3
1

When both contributing leptoquarks R5/3
2 and S1/3

1 are considered at the same time,
the corresponding matching given in Eq. (4.2.27) — for natural values of the Yukawa
pairs |yy′| ≈ 1 — is probing MS & 4.7TeV stemming from the Belle τ decay limits
(using Cγ/Λ2

CLFV . 7 × 10−5 TeV−2) or MS & 13TeV stemming from the Belle II
limits (using Cγ/Λ2

CLFV . 9 × 10−6 TeV−2). However, it does not provide relevant
bounds on the Yukawa pairs.

4.3.3 Vector leptoquarks

We consider the contribution of vector leptoquarks to the four-fermion operators
only, since, as explained in Section 4.1, the interactions of vector leptoquarks with
gauge bosons cannot be unambiguously ascertained. Upon their integration, with
ΛCLFV = MV, we end up with 11 distinct Yukawa pairs contributing to 8 Wilson
coefficients (see Table I.1). Due to the flavor structure of the Yukawas and the
integration of the LQs themselves, most of the Yukawa pairs contribute equally to
both the `–τ conversion and τ decays. However, there are two pairs (stemming
from the last column in Table I.1) which are not symmetric (built from two same
matrices) and produce couplings in combinations relevant only to one type of process
at a time, thus adding an extra effective bound. These relate only to CLedQ through
the following relations:

1

2
C`–τ
LedQ = xLL1 τx

RR
1 − xRL2 τ x

LR
2 ,

1

2
Cτh
LedQ = xLL1 xRR1 τ − xRL2 xLR2 τ . (4.3.34)
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Hence, we can take the two linear combinations of Yukawa pairs present in Eq. (4.3.34)
and define new independent pairs of couplings, x`–τ1,2 ≡ xLL1 τx

RR
1 − xRL2 τ x

LR
2 and xτh1,2 ≡

xLL1 xRR1 τ −xRL2 xLR2 τ , and set bounds on them instead. The relations among the Yukawa
pairs and the WCs are then straightforward:

xLL3 xLL3 τ =
1

2
(C

(3)
LQ − C

(1)
LQ) , xRL2 xRL2 τ = CLd , xLR2 xLR2 τ = CQe ,

x̃RL2 x̃RL2 τ = CLu , xLL1 xLL1 τ = −1

2
(C

(1)
LQ + 3C

(3)
LQ) , xRR1 xRR1 τ = −Ced ,

x̃RR1 x̃RR1 τ = −Ceu , xτh1,2 =
1

2
Cτh
LedQ , x`–τ1,2 =

1

2
C`–τ
LedQ .

(4.3.35)

Therefore, even though we have 11 Yukawa pairs restricted by 9 effective bounds
— which implies that not all Yukawa pairs can be constrained independently from
bounds on the WCs — by introducing xprocess1,2 , this budget is effectively changed to
9 Yukawa pairs only. Moreover, the constraints coming from `–τ conversion are not
competitive compared to those stemming from the τ decays, which implies a softer
bound on x`–τ1,2 , exceeding (as in the scalar LQ scenario) for e–τ conversion the limits
suggested by perturbativity considerations; the bounds for the probed mass (with
|xx′| ≈ 1) indicate again that the experimental constraints expected at present from
the `–τ conversion in nuclei are rather weak.

The numerical results are given in Table 4.5 and follow the same pattern as in
the scalar scenario. Note that the main differences arise for the xLL3 xLL3 τ , xRL2 xRL2 τ

and xRR1 xRR1 τ pairs, which are constrained stronger than their scalar analogues. The
combination of Yukawa pairs xτh1,2 is also strongly constrained. Alternatively, we
can try to get information on single Yukawa couplings. Under the flavor structure
established in Eq. (4.2.12), we have 14 couplings in total. The 4 wearing a tilde
contribute in pairs in a unique way (i.e. not to other WCs or in combination with
other Yukawas) to CLu and Ceu (see Eq. (4.3.35)), and thus the resulting relations
among the single Yukawa couplings and Wilson coefficients necessarily depend on
other Yukawas. However, the 10 remaining Yukawas contribute in different ways to
the rest of Wilson coefficients: there are in total 7 effective WCs once the bounds
from `–τ conversion and τ decays are distinguished. Thus, one can express 7 out
of these 10 single Yukawas in terms of WCs and 3 remaining unconstrained (free)
Yukawas. The corresponding relations are given in Appendix J, with x̃RL2 and x̃RR1

in the former case and xLL3 , xLL1 and xLR2 in the latter chosen to be free. In light of
possible non-zero values of these WCs, the (usually stronger) bounds on the e- and
µ-involved Yukawas (chosen to be free in this setting) can be used to constrain the
remaining 7.

Finally, limits on single Yukawas can also be obtained with the help of the per-
turbativity bounds. Taking the upper bounds on |yy′| obtained above, it can be
assumed that the bound on the absolute value of the target Yukawa (say y) can be
obtained by assuming that |y′| equals the value given by the perturbative limit.
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τ decays Upper bounds on
|xx′|
M2

V
[10−3 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MV [TeV]

Yukawa pair Belle Belle II Belle Belle II

|xLL3 xLL3 τ | 15 1.7 8.2 25

|xRL2 xRL2 τ |, |xRR1 xRR1 τ | 10 1.5 10 26

|xLR2 xLR2 τ | 8.3 1.3 11 28

|x̃RL2 x̃RL2 τ | 24 2.5 6.5 20

|xLL1 xLL1 τ | 22 3.1 6.7 18

|x̃RR1 x̃RR1 τ | 17 2.1 7.7 22

|xτh1,2| 3.1 0.42 18 49

`–τ conversion Upper bounds on
|xx′|
M2

V
[100 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MV [TeV]

Yukawa pair e–τ µ–τ e–τ µ–τ

|x`–τ1,2 | 330 1.5 0.055 0.83

Table 4.5: Obtained bounds for the vector leptoquark case from the bounds determined in Chapter 3.
In the left-hand part of the table, we present upper bounds on the ratio |xx′|/M2

V; these numbers also
correspond to upper bounds on the Yukawa pairs |xx′|, assumingMV = 1TeV. On the right, there are lower
bounds on the probed energy scale of the scalar leptoquarks mediating CLFV phenomena (ΛCLFV = MV),
considering |xx′| ≈ 1. Again, the strongest bounds found are shown, stemming mostly from the τ decay
constraints, except for the last row related solely to `–τ conversion. The values are given at the 99.8%

confidence level.

4.4 Conclusions

Leptoquarks are omnipresent in the recent literature that brings up extensions of the
Standard Model of particle physics. Although their concept comes from the period
where the construction of Grand Unified Theories was at its high spot [179,180], they
have been reborn in the last ten years as a possible explanation to the LHCb [122]
and muon (g−2) anomalies [123,124,271]. To play this role they should have a mass
of few to tens TeVs. At present, there is no experimental evidence of their existence
and present bounds by LHC indicate MLQ & 1TeV.

Learning that nature allows for neutrino mixing, the immediate rationale sug-
gests that lepton flavor violation should be also present in processes with charged
leptons. In Chapter 3, we carried out a phenomenological model-independent anal-
ysis of charged-lepton-flavor-violating processes involving the tau lepton, namely
its hadronic decays and `–τ conversion in the presence of nuclei (` = e, µ), and
established bounds on the Wilson coefficients of the corresponding d = 6 SMEFT
operators.

In this chapter, we have merged both lines from above. We have considered that
leptoquarks (both scalar and vectors) should be driving the dynamics of charged-
lepton-flavor-violating processes and, in addition, we consider an extra input: There
is a breaking of universality related to the third lepton family with respect to the
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two lighter ones. Upon the integration of the heavy LQs, we get most of CLFV
d = 6 SMEFT operators and, accordingly, we can relate the couplings of LQs to
fermions with the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT. We can then combine these
relations with our results from Chapter 3, providing relevant information (in terms
of bounds) on those couplings and LQs masses.

Our main results are collected in Tables 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. They all show bounds
on the LQ masses and the Yukawa-like couplings of LQs to SM fermions. The first
two tables correspond to scalar leptoquarks and the last one to vector leptoquarks.
In addition, Table 4.3 shows the couplings of four-fermion operators, while Table 4.4
shows the results related to Cγ. In our analyses on the latter-mentioned WC, we
have included the bounds on the processes τ → `γ for ` = e, µ and its leptoquark
generated leading contribution that appears at the one-loop level in the perturbative
expansion. As already commented in Chapter 3, we notice the significant improve-
ment arriving with the foreseen bounds from the expected Belle II results in the
hadronic decays of the tau lepton.

Considering the Belle II prospects, our results show that the bounds on scalar
leptoquarks are weaker (MS & 10TeV) than those on vector leptoquarks (MV &
20TeV). The numerical values of these bounds are in the expected region where
LQs could help to explain the aforementioned phenomenological anomalies.
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Part III

Constraining neutrino physics
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Chapter 5

Effective field theory description of
the COHERENT experiment

One of the main motivations for the CLFV-τ analyses performed in the previous
chapters were the oscillatory phenomena displayed by the neutrino flavors in their
propagation. As we saw in Chapter 1, there are no right-handed neutrinos (and
corresponding left-handed antineutrinos) in the Standard Model and hence, the
Higgs mechanism fails to provide mass to (Dirac) neutrinos. Accordingly, the flavor
eigenstates that enter in weak interactions may be directly identified with the mass
eigenstates. However, in analogy to the quark sector, the addition of a neutrino
mass term would directly induce a mixing between flavor eigenstates and thus give
rise to an oscillation pattern, as a consequence of a missmatch between flavor and
mass eigenstates, being the latter the relevant states for the space-time propagation.

While the actual origin and nature of the neutrino mass term is still an open
question, oscillation experiments have unambiguously proved the aforementioned
phenomenon and subsequently, the existence of neutrino masses and LFV.

The possible consequences of non-trivial flavor dynamics onto the charged-lepton
sector were, indeed, the departure point of the previous chapters. There, we fo-
cused mainly on low-energy observables to probe and constrain — in an essentially
model-independent way — the underlying fundamental interactions driving these
phenomena. However, a complementary approach to study deviations from the SM
flavor paradigm are neutrino oscillations themselves: apart from neutrino masses
and mixings, these oscillations are as well sensitive to potential NP contributions to
low-energy interactions between quarks and leptons.

The main idea behind neutrino oscillation experiments is to probe the charac-
teristic oscillatory pattern of neutrinos from the neutrino detection rate at a given
experiment, which depends on the neutrino energy and distance to the source. The
standard parameters entering oscillations — mass squared differences as well as
parameters of the mixing PMNS matrix — have already been measured using os-
cillations experiments with good accuracy [48]. Therefore, our good understanding
gained on this matter, allows us already to use the observables involved in exper-
iments where the oscillatory behaviour plays some role, to constrain BSM physics
affecting them.

The deviations from the canonical SM predictions for neutrino-involved observ-
ables are typically parametrized in the literature by the so-called non-standard inter-
actions (NSI). For neutral-current NSI these correspond to effective operators added
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to the SM Lagrangian that affect neutrino production, propagation and detection
and hence, as stated above, may modify the oscillatory pattern. However, neutrino
oscillations are often described in a simple quantum mechanical setting, where flavor
states are linear combinations of the mass eigenstates, in this case charged-current
NSI are defined from the mismatch between the pure flavor eigenstates and the ac-
tual states produced at the source and detected at the target [272]. Such a formalism
may hinder the comparison and implementation of those bounds in a more general
EFT framework. Accordingly, in Ref. [273] an appropriate EFT description of neu-
trino oscillation experiments involving charged-current interactions was developed
within the QFT formalism. The matching between the effective NSI parameters was
computed and the consistency between the QM and QFT frameworks was studied.

In the same spirit as in Ref. [273], in the work of Ref. [274] upon which this chap-
ter is based, we complement the previous work on charged-current interactions by
working out the EFT description of the coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering
in the presence of charged-current NSI at production and neutral-current NSI at de-
tection. We then use it to extract bounds on the EFT parameters of the low-energy
effective field theory (see Chapter 2) from experimental data on this process.

The first theoretical determination of CEνNS was accomplished by D.Z. Freed-
man [275] in 1974 but, due to the very low energies involved, it was not until 2017
that the first measurement of this process was achieved by the COHERENT experi-
ment [276] (see Section 5.3), forty years later. The detection process at COHERENT
takes place via CEνNS, which is a purely neutral-current interaction between the
arriving neutrinos and the nucleus of the detector, thus providing a perfect envi-
ronment to apply our QFT formalism of neutrino oscillations in the presence of
neutral-current NSI.

Therefore, in Section 5.1 we present the QFT formalism to treat neutrino oscil-
lation involved processes. In the following Section 5.2, we sketch the importance
of the coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering process in several branches of
high-energy physics and describe the theoretical underpinnings of CEνNS and the
experimental efforts to observe and study it. Then, in Section 5.3 we explain in
more detail the COHERENT experiment and in subsequent subsections provide its
full EFT description, which results in the theoretical expression of the CEνNS num-
ber of events measured at COHERENT. The experimental effects to translate the
theoretical prediction into the actual observed data are presented in Section 5.4. We
finish this section outlining some preliminary results of the work presented in this
chapter. We conclude in Section 5.5.

5.1 Quantum field theory description of neutrino oscillations:
the event rate Rα

In order to use data from neutrino oscillation experiments to constrain new physics
interactions, we need the appropriate theory description of the relevant observ-
ables in those experiments, in terms of the fundamental BSM parameters (in our
case parametrized in a model-independent way through an EFT framework). In
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Ref. [273] the corresponding map between the parameters of the low-energy effec-
tive field theory and several observables involving charged-current interactions was
provided. Such a map allows us to understand the NP implications of a given neu-
trino measurement. In our case we are interested in the corresponding map between
the LEFT (see Section 2.6) and the observable of the CEνNS: the measured number
of events1.

For the configuration we are interested in this work: production and detection
are driven by charged- and neutral-current interactions respectively, the neutrinos
are produced by a source S through the process S → Xανk, where Xα may be
one or more body final states that contain a charged lepton `α, with α = e, µ, τ (a
flavor index), and νk, with k = 1, 2, 3, a neutrino-mass eigenstate denoted by latin
subindices. These neutrinos propagate a distance L— conserving its mass index k—
and are detected via the process νkT → νjY , where j = 1, 2, 3 is again a mass index
and T and Y are again one or more body final states with no charged leptons in this
case. The corresponding QFT amplitudes are then given byMP

αk ≡M (S → Xανk)
andMD

jk ≡ M (νkT → νjY ), as a function of the LEFT parameters. These should
then be connected to the observable of interest.

At COHERENT this observable is the differential number of events per time t,
incident neutrino energy Eν and recoil energy T , which is given as

dNα

dt dEν dT
= NTRα , (5.1.1)

where Rα is the differential rate of detected events per target particle and NT stands
for the number of target particles.

A slightly different version of the event rate Rα was derived within the QFT
formalism for the case of charged-current interactions both at production and de-
tection in Ref. [273]. The main idea behind such derivation was, instead of taking the
usual approach where neutrino production and detection are considered separately,
to treat both interactions as a single process [277]. In our CC-NC configuration,
that translates into the following process

ST → XαY νj , (5.1.2)

where the neutrino is considered just as an intermediate particle in the amplitude.
We can adapt the rate found in Ref [273] to describe the CEνNS observed at

COHERENT in a simple way. The fact that there is a neutral-current interaction
at detection means we have no information about the neutrino final mass eigenstate
and hence, we should sum over the corresponding mass index j. Furthermore, at
COHERENT they observe the differential number of events per recoil energy, so
that we should express the rate accordingly. Recalling the result from Eq. (2.1) in
Ref. [273] and including the statements above, we thus obtain (for neutrinos emitted
isotropically from a source at rest)

Rα =
NS

32πL2mSmTEν

∑
j

∑
k,l

e−i
L∆m2

kl
2Eν

∫
dΠP ′MP

αkM̄P
αl

∫
dΠD′MD

jkM̄D
jl , (5.1.3)

1Depending on the available experimental information we may be rather interested in the total number of events
or, if we have access to the energy distribution of the events, in the differential number of events per recoil energy
of the nucleus, as it is the case of the COHERENT experiment. In some cases we will also have access to the time
distribution of the events, which we will use as well when possible.
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where we have explicitly separated the sum over j. From now on, we will refer to
Eq. (5.1.3) above as the master formula for neutrino oscillations. The list of the
terms appearing in that equation is as follows. First, NS is the number of source
particles, and mS,T are the corresponding masses of the source and target particles
respectively. Then, ∆m2

kl ≡ m2
k−m2

l is the mass squared difference between neutrino
(mass) eigenstates. The phase space elements for the production and detection
processes dΠP and dΠD, are defined as usual

dΠ ≡ d3k1

(2π)32E1

. . .
d3kn

(2π)32En
(2π)4δ4

(
p−

∑
i

ki

)
, (5.1.4)

with p the total 4-momentum of the initial states and ki the 4-momentum of the final
state i. However, in order to obtain the observable of interest at COHERENT, we
are using a slight modification of the production and detection phase spaces where
dΠP ≡ dΠP ′dEν and dΠD ≡ dΠD′dT , such that R then provides the differential
number of events per incident neutrino energy Eν and recoil energy T via Eq. (5.1.1).
As it is customary, the integral sign involves both integration as well as sum and
averaging over all unobserved degrees of freedom as spins. The amplitudes MP,D

describe the neutrino production and detection respectively and will encapsulate the
BSM interactions parametrized by the Wilson coefficients of the LEFT; the complex
conjugate amplitudes are denoted as usual with a bar. Finally, Eq. (5.1.3) presents

the oscillatory behavior via the e−i
L∆m2

kl
2Eν factor.

5.2 Coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering

When a neutrino interacts elastically with a nucleus (Z,N), under certain conditions
regarding the neutrino energy and size of the nucleus, the corresponding cross section
suffers an enhancement due purely to the basic quantum-mechanical principle of
coherence. Under such circumstances (described below in more detail), the neutrino
interacts with the nucleus as a whole and the corresponding coherent scattering
receives the name of CEνNS2. This effect was first described by D.Z. Freedman [275],
following the first observation of neutral-current interactions by the Gargamelle
experiment [278,279].

CEνNS turns out to be of paramount importance for its many potential appli-
cations not only in high-energy physics, but also in astrophysics, nuclear physics
and beyond [280]. For instance, in the particle physics domain, CEνNS can serve
both to provide extra tests of SM physics as: extract information about the weak
mixing angle, from what represents a complementary source at low momentum trans-
fer [281, 282], study the nuclear structure factors of the target nuclei [282–291] or
probe the distribution of neutrons in nuclei [292,293] (what complements the proton
densities obtained from elastic electron scattering [294, 295]); or to constrain BSM

2To be pronounced as “sevens”.
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physics in different ways as: setting bounds on NSI [296–310], on neutrino electro-
magnetic properties3, the most typical one being a magnetic moment of the neu-
trino [303, 305, 309–314], searching for sterile neutrinos [314–318] or even searching
for weakly-interacting particles in hidden sectors [319, 320] like light vector media-
tors [291, 300, 304, 311, 321–328] and another BSM scenarios [303, 308, 309, 329] like
leptoquarks [325,330].

Let us now address, in a simple form, the basic principles of the coherence scat-
tering of the neutrino off a nucleus. The CEνNS process occurs when the neutrino
scatters (elastically) off a composite system, which consists of a number A of individ-
ual constituents (in this case the nucleons). The superposition principle of quantum
mechanics tells us that the total amplitudeM(~k′, ~k) of the scattering of an incoming
neutrino with momentum ~k, resulting in an outgoing neutrino of momentum ~k′, can
be written as the sum of the contributions from each constituent4 j:

M(~k′, ~k) =
A∑
j=1

fj(~k
′, ~k) exp

{
i(~k′ − ~k) · ~xj

}
, (5.2.5)

where the nucleons are considered to be distributed at positions ~xj, with j =

1, 2, . . . A, and the individual amplitudes for each constituent fj(~k′, ~k) are added
with a phase factor to take into account the relative phases of the wave scattering
at ~xj.

According to Eq. (5.2.5), the corresponding cross section σ ∝ |M(~k′, ~k)|2 will
depend on the resulting behaviour stemming from the relative phases. Therefore, it
will depend on both the momentum transfer ~q = ~k′−~k (q ≡ |~q|) and the size of the
nucleus, given by the maximum distance between the positions of its constituents
R = maxij|~xi − ~xj|:
• If q & 1/R, the relative phase factors become important and the individual
contributions tend to cancel. The coherence is then lost and the corresponding
cross section is expected to be small. This is analogous to the case where we
want to observe a (composite) object of size L with light of wavelength λ < L:
the energy of the light is too high that, instead of observing the object as a
whole, we are actually able to resolve shorter distances within it and see its
constituents.

• If the transferred momentum is small compared to the inverse target size, i.e.
q � 1/R (for most nuclei the typical inverse sizes are in the range from 25
to 150 MeV), the relative phases are such that individual contributions add
up coherently, thus providing for the total cross section the aforementioned
enhancement σ ∼ A2|f̄(~k′, ~k)|2, where we have defined the averaged amplitude
over the constituents as f̄(~k′, ~k) = 1

A

∑
j fj(

~k′, ~k). The CEνNS cross section
becomes A2σj, with σj the cross section of the single constituent, as expected
from the coherence phenomenon.

3Non-trivial EM properties require a spin flip, what implies the lost of the coherence effect, and should conse-
quently be added incoherently (see below).

4It is important to note that such expression is only valid when individual amplitudes are small enough to neglect
multiple scattering, what is indeed the case for the weakly interacting neutrinos.
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For the second case described above (q � 1/R), in the nucleus we have two
different constituents: protons and neutrons. Therefore, since the weak interactions
involved in CEνNS treat both nucleons in a different way, it turns out that in the
SM the CEνNS is protophobic and the cross section scales as the number of neutrons
squared N2 instead of the atomic mass number A2. Needless to say, new physics
interactions may modify this behaviour and change the associated weak charges (see
Section 5.3.1). Furthermore, the coherence is as well lost for interactions that change
the quantum states, e.g. interactions that change the chirality of the particles or for
charged-current interactions that change the charge. This is why scalar, pseudoscalar
and tensor interactions, that may arise when introducing to the SM spectrum right-
handed and Majorana neutrinos, should be added incoherently to the total cross
section. This is also the case for an electric or magnetic dipole moment of the
neutrino.

Despite the enhancement of the CEνNS cross section, which is amplified up to
become even large by neutrino standards [280], the only single observable from this
interaction is the recoil of the whole nucleus with very little kinetic energy (of the
order of keV). This is the reason why it took forty-three years to measure the CEνNS,
in spite of the potential great physics insight we can gain from it.

From the experimental side, as we have already stated, the first observation of
the CEνNS was performed by the COHERENT collaboration [276] with a detector
material made of cesium (Cs) and iodine (I), followed by a subsequent detection in
liquid argon (LAr) [331,332] and an improvement on CsI again [333]. COHERENT
makes use of one of the largest terrestrial sources of neutrinos: stopped-pion beams
from spallation sources (see next section). Beyond the one used by COHERENT,
several others spallation sources plan to study CEνNS in the future [280] as the
Coherent CAPTAIN-Mills (CCM) liquid argon detector at Los Alamos National
Laboratory, the J-PARC Sterile Neutrino Search experiment at the Japan Spallation
Neutron Source of J-PARC or the European Spallation Source (ESS), which will
provide the largest pulsed neutrino flux for CEνNS detection [334].

However, in addition to spallation sources, CEνNS is, and will be, searched for by
several experiments using the electron antineutrinos emitted from nuclear reactors.
For a review of the (long) list of nuclear reactor experiments see Ref. [280]. Such
experiments provide very intense fluxes of low-energy antineutrinos (Eν < 10 MeV),
thus being able to explore the kinematic regime where complete quantum-mechanical
coherence is expected [335]; but suffer from a larger background that cannot be
removed exploiting the pulsed feature characteristic of the spallation sources. Among
them, only the NCC-1701 experiment at Dresden-II nuclear reactor reported to have
observed a CEνNS signal [336,337].

Other experiments focusing on direct searches of dark matter, more concretely
of WIMPs, will also be sensitive to CEνNS from astrophysical sources like the Sun,
supernovae or atmospheric cosmic-ray-showers. The CEνNS driven by neutrinos
from those sources presents an unshieldable irreducible background in dark matter
detectors that should be well under control in order to improve their sensitivity.
For a review on the upcoming dark matter experiments that will be able to study
CEνNS as well, we refer again to Ref. [280].
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5.3 EFT description of COHERENT

The COHERENT collaboration makes use of the currently most intense Spallation
Neutron Source (SNS), located at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in the US,
which is also known to provide a large yield of neutrinos. The production mechanism
of these neutrino fluxes in the SM is depicted in Fig. 5.1. At this facility high-energy

Figure 5.1: Diagram of the production mechanism of neutrinos at the SNS used by the COHERENT
collaboration, taken from Ref. [338].

protons with E ∼ 1 GeV hit a mercury (Hg) target producing the most intense
pulsed neutron beams in the world. At the same time, as a by-product of those
proton interactions in the Hg target, positive and negative pions are produced. Both
kinds of pions are quickly stopped within the target with a negligible probability of
decay-in-flight. The negatively charged pions are subsequently captured on target
nuclei. The π+ on the other hand experience decay-at-rest (DAR), into mono-
energetic muon neutrinos νµ with Eνµ =

m2
π−m2

µ

2mπ
' 29.7 MeV, which are referred to

as prompt neutrinos, and into antimuons µ+. The µ+ then travels around τ ∼ 2200
ns and decays at rest producing a positron e+, an electron neutrino νe and a muon
antineutrino ν̄µ, both with a continuous energy spectrum up to their maximum
energy Emax

νe,ν̄µ = mµ/2 ' 52.8 MeV. These last two neutrinos receive the name
of delayed neutrinos. Since the two production mechanisms from pion and muon
decays happen at rest, both prompt and delayed neutrinos are emitted isotropically,
thus fulfilling the requirement to apply Eq. (5.1.3) to compute the number of events
measured at COHERENT. Note as well that the three neutrino fluxes contribute
to the total number of events, whose only experimental distinction stems from their
arrival time and energy distributions.

In order to study the CEνNS process, the COHERENT collaboration placed
three detectors around the aforementioned source of neutrinos. They were intended
to provide a CEνNS observation in CsI, Ar and sodium-iodine (NaI) [339]. The CsI
detector is located at a distance of LCsI = 19.3 meters from the neutrino source,
with a detector active mass of MCsI

det = 24.4 kg. On the other hand, the CENNS-10
detector using LAr was situated at LAr = 27.5 meters, and had an active mass of
MAr

det = 14.6 kg. The detector active masses allow us to compute the number of
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target atoms (particles, see Section 5.1) in the detector via NT = NAMdet/Mmol,
where NA = 6.022 × 1023 mol−1 is the Avogadro number and Mmol stands for the
molar mass of each of the detector materials: MCsI

mol = 259.8 g/mol andMAr
mol = 39.96

g/mol. These are the two detectors that have been able to measure the CEνNS
signal, with the following exposure to the neutrino flux:
• First measurement on CsI or (CsI)1 [276]: it was achieved after 308.1 live days
of neutrino production. This translates into a total of nPOT = 1.76 × 1023

protons delivered to the mercury target (protons on target), where each proton
provides a pion (π+) yield of 0.0848±10% π+/POT. These pions decay totally
by DAR into the interesting neutrinos, thus providing an (equal) neutrino yield
of rCsIν/p = 0.0848± 0.0085 [340] neutrinos per flavor emitted isotropically.

• Second measurement on CsI or (CsI)2 [333]: it presents an improvement over
the first measurement using the final CsI dataset, the total number of protons
on target increased to nPOT = 3.2 × 1023, so almost twice the neutrino flux
(with the same rCsIν/p as in the previous case).

• First measurement on LAr [331]: in this case, the data used for CEνNS detec-
tion corresponds to nPOT = 13.7 × 1022, where in this case the experimental
prescription tells us to use rArν/p = 0.090± 0.009.

The aim of this work is to provide a complete EFT description of the COHERENT
experiment, where new physics interactions may affect both stages of the process:
the production and detection, and oscillation effects are well characterized within
the QFT formalism. Therefore, in the following sections we compute the detection
and production amplitudes within the LEFT formalism and obtain the differential
number of events expected at COHERENT in the presence of NSI, via the QFT
prescription for the rate of events in Eq. (5.1.3).

5.3.1 Detection at COHERENT: CEνNS

The detection process at COHERENT occurs via the interesting neutral-current
driven CEνNS. In Section 2.6, we provided the relevant neutral-current Lagrangian
containing the Standard Model contributions to this process, which we properly ex-
tended to include NSI between neutrinos and quarks parametrized within the LEFT
via the Wilson coefficients (see Eq. (2.6.79)). However, as shown in Section 5.2,
in CEνNS neutrinos interact coherently with the nucleons conforming the nuclei
and hence, the relevant degrees of freedom are the nucleons. We thus modified our
EFT to describe neutral-current interactions between neutrinos and nucleus (see
Eq. (2.6.84)) and, further on, took the non-relativistic limit to better describe the
low energies involved in the recoil of the nucleus. Therefore, we arrived at the La-
grangian of Eq. (2.6.88) describing low-energy neutral-current interactions between
neutrinos and nucleons with negligible recoil energy.

From the aforementioned resulting Lagrangian (2.6.88), the scattering amplitude
of a neutrino off a nucleus N is given in terms of the nuclear matrix elements as:

M(νβN → ναN ) =
∑
N=n,p

{
− [CN

V ]αβ〈N (k4, J
′
z)|ψ†NψN |N (p2, Jz)〉(x̄3σ̄

0x1)
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+ [CN
A ]αβ〈N (k4, J

′
z)|ψ†NσkψN |N (p2, Jz)〉(x̄3σ̄

kx1)

}
, (5.3.6)

where x1,3 are the 2-component spinor wave functions of the incoming and outgoing
neutrinos, p2 and k4 are the momenta of the incoming and outgoing nucleus, and Jz,
J ′z their polarizations. Note that in the COHERENT experiment the nuclear spin
is zero and accordingly 〈N (k)|ψ†NσkψN |N (p2)〉 = 0. Therefore, experiments using
spinless nuclei are blind to axial-current interactions.

Since we are neglecting O(∇) terms in the Lagrangian, for consistency we should
take the matrix element in the zero-recoil limit, i.e. k4 → p2. In this limit, for a
nucleus of spin J , rotational symmetry requires the nuclear matrix elements to have
the following form

〈N (k, J ′z)|ψ†NψN |N (k, Jz)〉 = 2
√
ENE ′NM

N
V δJ ′zJz ,

〈N (k, J ′z)|ψ†NσkψN |N (k, Jz)〉 = 2ENM
N
A [T kJ ]J ′zJz ,

(5.3.7)

where we keep for convenience (see below) distinct EN and E ′N : the initial and final
energy respectively of the target nucleus, and T kJ are the spin-J generator, in par-
ticular T k0 = 0 (which recovers the aforementioned result showing the insensitivity
of spinless nuclei to axial currents) and T k1/2 = σk/2. As usual MN

A is a strongly
coupled parameter that would have to be taken from the experiment or the lattice.
On the other hand MN

V can be calculated from isospin symmetry to give

Mp
V = Z, Mn

V = A− Z = N . (5.3.8)

All in all, the neutrino scattering amplitude on nuclei reads

M(νβN → ναN ) = −2
√
ENE ′N
v2

[Q]αβ(x̄3σ̄
0x1) , (5.3.9)

where we have already taken to zero the axial piece, and we have introduced a factor
1/v2 in order to define the weak charge as

[Q]αβ = v2

(
Z[Cp

V ]αβ +N [Cn
V ]αβ

)
, (5.3.10)

with the normalization factor v2 chosen from the definitions of [Cp
V ]αβ and [Cn

V ]αβ in
Eq. (2.6.85), such that we recover the usual SM weak charge in the flavor diagonal
case with no new physics (see Eq. (2.6.86) as well):

[Q]SMαβ =

[(
1

2
− 2 sin2 θW

)
Z − 1

2
N

]
δαβ ≡ QSMδαβ . (5.3.11)

Note that from the SM result on the weak charge (5.3.11) we obtained the expected
enhancement, where all nucleons add up coherently to the total amplitude. However,
instead of the naive M ∝ A, since in the SM sin2 θW ∼ 1/4 and then [Cp

V ]SM is
suppressed, such accidental cancellation reduces the effect to M ∝ A − Z = N .
Accordingly, the scattering rate will be proportional to N2. On the other hand, NP
interactions modify the weak charge via Eq. (5.3.10).
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We can now rotate to neutrino mass eigenstates, entailing for the amplitude

M(νkN → νγ N ) = −2
√
ENE ′N
v2

Uαk[Q]γα(x̄3σ̄
0x1) , (5.3.12)

where Uαk is the PMNS matrix (see Section 1.4.3) and we can keep the flavor index
of the outgoing neutrino since we do not detect it and then, we sum over it (other-
wise, we would end up with a sum over PMNS matrices which would, by unitarity
conditions, disappear). From this amplitude (5.3.12), we can compute the detection
part entering the master formula for neutrino oscillations in Eq. (5.1.3):∑

γ

∫
dΠD′M(νkN → νγ N )M(νlN → νγ N )∗

=
2MN (MN + T )Eν

πv4

(
1− (MN + 2Eν)T

2E2
ν

)
[U †Q†QU ]lk ,

(5.3.13)

where we have introduced the recoil energy T = E ′N −MN , kinematically restricted
to the interval T ∈ [0, Tmax ≡ 2E2

ν/(MN + 2Eν)], and we have integrated over the
modified phase space dΠD′ . From Eq. (5.3.13) we can easily compute the usual cross
section of the process:∑
γ,k

dσ (νkN → νγN)

dT
=

1

4MNEν

∑
γ,k,l

δkl

∫
dΠD′M(νkN → νγ N )M(νlN → νγ N )∗

=
MNG2

F

π

(
1− MNT

2E2
ν

− T

Eν

)
Tr[Q†Q] , (5.3.14)

where in the last step we approximated MN + T ≈ MN and we used the relation
v = (

√
2GF )−1/2. Therefore, departing from our QFT formalism we have been able

to retrieve the standard result for the CEνNS cross section as a function of the recoil
energy T [309,310,330]. Note that at COHERENT there are three fluxes contribut-
ing to CEνNS: two consisting of neutrinos and one of antineutrinos. Therefore, we
should compute as well the detection piece for the coherent scattering of an an-
tineutrino off a nucleus. This is given by the same expression in Eq. (5.3.13) but
modifying the part of the weak charges by

[U †Q†QU ]lk −→ [U †QQ†U ]kl . (5.3.15)

In the derivation of the detection piece (5.3.13), we have made use of the non-
relativistic Lagrangian (2.6.88) describing neutrino-nucleon low-energy interactions.
This effective Lagrangian allowed us to easily obtain the appropriate CEνNS cross
section. However, in the procedure we followed to obtain such Lagrangian (which
we named as cascade of EFTs) in Section 2.6, we made an important assumption,
i.e. we worked in the zero recoil limit, q = p2− k = 0. This in turn led us to neglect
O(∇) terms in the non-relativistic expansion of Eq. (2.6.87). We can qualitatively
understand all these approximations as being translated — in the usual derivation
of the CEνNS cross section — into the characterization of the non-perturbative be-
haviour of the hadronic part of the process: the form factors F(q2) of the nucleons5.

5Form factors are the Fourier transform of the spatial density distribution of the nucleons: the scatterers in
CEνNS in our case.
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Therefore, the assumptions stated above translate into considering the usual low-
energy behaviour of the form factors F(0) = 1 — what obviously entails equal form
factors for both protons and neutrons within the nucleus, c.f. [307, 310]. Although
it seems a good approximation due to the low energies involved in CEνNS, it has
been shown [310] that they are not low enough and the actual choice of the form
factors is a key ingredient in the analysis of COHERENT data and consequently,
the naive choice F(q2) = 1 provides inaccurate results.

In view of these concerns, we include as well momentum-dependent form factors
for both protons and neutrons, inserting them into the weak charge via [306]

[Q̃]αβ = v2

(
Z[Cp

V ]αβFp(q2) +N [Cn
V ]αβFn(q2)

)
, (5.3.16)

where Fp and Fn correspond to the form factors of the proton and neutron re-
spectively, which depend on the squared three-momentum transfer q2 ' 2MNT .
Concretely, we follow Refs. [292] and [310] and use the Helm parametrization of the
form factor [341]

F(p,n)(q
2) = 3

j1(qR
(p,n)
0 )

qR
(p,n)
0

e−q
2s2/2 , (5.3.17)

where j1 is the first order spherical Bessel function, s = 0.9 fm [342] and

(R
(p,n)
0 )2 ≡ 5

3
R2

(p,n) − 5s (5.3.18)

with Rp and Rn the root-mean-square (rms) radius of the proton and neutron dis-
tributions respectively. Obviously, these are nucleus dependent quantities [310]:

Rp(Cs) = 4.821 fm , Rp(I) = 4.766 fm , Rp(Ar) = 3.448 fm , (5.3.19)

and

Rn(Cs) = 5.09 fm , Rn(I) = 5.03 fm , Rn(Ar) = 3.55 fm . (5.3.20)

Since the differences between the proton and neutron rms radius are that small,
for convenience we consider them to be equal and take the average between the
numbers given above. Accordingly, both proton and neutron form factors become
F(q2) ≡ Fp(q2) = Fn(q2), and we factorize them out of the weak charges: [Q̃]αβ =
[Q]αβF(q2). Hence, the detection piece in Eq. (5.3.13) above (and consequently
Eq. (5.3.14)), is modified by a factor of (F(q2))

2.

5.3.2 Production at COHERENT: π+ and µ+ decay at rest

The two production mechanisms at play, for the three flavor neutrino fluxes, in the
COHERENT experiment are pion (π+) and muon (µ+) decays at rest:

π+ → µ+ νµ → νµ ν̄µ νe e
+ . (5.3.21)

Standard Model fluxes are computed from the decay width of the parent particles,
which represents the probability per unit time that the particle will decay. At
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COHERENT, the parent particles producing the neutrino fluxes are the charged
pions π+. For each POT a rν/p number of pions are created, as provided by the
Geant4 simulation [340] of the neutrino production process at the SNS used by
COHERENT. However, we expect that for sufficiently large times, all pions will
decay into a muon and a neutrino and the former, subsequently, into two neutrinos
and a positron, both processes with a probability of one. This is why in the literature
the three neutrino fluxes are given normalized to each proton collision on the target
by [307]:

dΦνµ

dEν
=

1

4πL2
δ

(
Eν −

m2
π± −m2

µ

2mπ±

)
,

dΦν̄µ

dEν
=

1

4πL2

64

mµ

[(
Eν
mµ

)2(
3

4
− Eν
mµ

)]
,

dΦνe

dEν
=

1

4πL2

192

mµ

[(
Eν
mµ

)2(
1

2
− Eν
mµ

)]
,

(5.3.22)

where, by construction, the integral over the whole energy range Eν ∈ [0,mµ/2]
gives 1 (in units of 1/(4πL2)). Above, the first term corresponds to pion decay,
thus the delta term on the r.h.s. take care of the fact that the produced neutrino is
mono-energetic, and the second and third terms are the neutrino fluxes generated
by muon decay.

The normalization of the flux entails that the constant factors stemming from
the computation of the production processes are canceled out. In our formalism
we do not work with fluxes or cross sections, but instead we should compute the
rate of events via Eq. (5.1.3), for which the (similar) consequences of the discussion
above about normalization are treated at the beginning of Section 5.3.3. Therefore,
in the derivation of the production pieces in the next two sections, we will not pay
attention to those irrelevant factors — although we do indeed recover (as expected)
the energy spectrum of each neutrino flux — but will just focus on the characteriza-
tion of the NP contributions to the production pieces. The relevant charged-current
interactions — both within and beyond the Standard Model — driving those pro-
duction processes above are parametrized within LCCLEFT in Eqs. (2.6.77) for pion
decay and (2.6.78) for muon decay, and, together with our rate of events (5.1.3),
allow us to extend the production mechanism to include NSI as well as to properly
treat the neutrino oscillatory behavior between production and detection. Then, we
will use these results in a following section to compute the total differential number
of events for each neutrino type.

Pion decay

From the Lagrangian in Eq. (2.6.77), we can simply write the amplitude for pion
decay into a lepton `α of flavor α and a (mass eigenstate) neutrino νk as

M(π+ → `+
ανk) = Aπ+

U∗βk[P ]∗αβ , (5.3.23)
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where sum over repeated indices is understood. Above Aπ+ contains the spinor wave
functions of the fields and other factors and we have defined

[P ]αβ = δαβ + [εL]αβ − [εR]αβ − [εP ]αβ
m2
π±

m`α(mu +md)
. (5.3.24)

Particularizing to the case of the muon α = µ, the amplitude (5.3.23) leads, for
the production piece by pion decay in the master formula (5.1.3), to∫

dΠP ′M(π+ → µ+νk)M(π+ → µ+νl)
∗ =

Bνµ [PU ]µl[U
†P†]kµδ

(
Eν −

m2
π± −m2

µ

2mπ±

)
,

(5.3.25)

where on the r.h.s. we have already integrated over the phase space, such that Bνµ
contains only constant factors.

Muon decay

In this case, the amplitude of the decay `+
a → ν̄α`

+
b νβ is given by the Lagrangian (2.6.78)

as
M(`+

a → ν̄α`
+
b νβ) = A`aL [PL]aαβb + A`aR [PR]aαβb , (5.3.26)

where AL and AR contains the spinor wave functions and depend as well on the
parameters of the Lagrangian. Above we have defined

[PL]aαβb = δαaδβb + [ρL]aαβb , (5.3.27)
[PR]aαβb = [ρR]aαβb . (5.3.28)

For muon decay (a = µ and b = e), in terms of the neutrino mass eigenstates we
have

M(µ+ → ν̄je
+νk) = Aµ

+

L [PL]µαβeUαjU
∗
βk + Aµ

+

R [PR]µαβeUαjU
∗
βk , (5.3.29)

where again summation over repeated indices is assumed. From the amplitude above
we can compute the production pieces for both neutrinos and antineutrinos:

- Neutrinos
The production term for neutrinos is obtained from the amplitude (5.3.29) by

summing over all possible antineutrino mass eigenstates∫
dΠP ′

∑
j

M(µ+ → ν̄je
+νk)M(µ+ → ν̄je

+νl)
∗ =

BνeL [PL]µαβeU
∗
βk[PL]∗µασeU

∗
σl + L↔ R = BνeL [P∗LU ]αl[U

†P T
L ]kα + L↔ R ,

(5.3.30)

where we have neglected the crossed terms RL and LR since they behave as me/mµ.
In the last step above, we introduced the more suitable 2 × 2 matrix notation
[PX ]µαβe ≡ [PX ]αβ because muon decay (hence the COHERENT experiment) is
only sensitive to that particular combination of µ and e indices. However, we should
be cautious when taking the transpose of the P matrices in flavor space, since trans-
posing only those two free flavor indices (α and β) entails assuming the more general
3× 3× 3× 3 matrix to be symmetric in the two other fixed indices.
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- Antineutrinos
For antineutrinos we should sum now over all possible neutrino mass eigenstates,

thus giving∫
dΠP ′

∑
j

M(µ+ → ν̄ke
+νj)M(µ+ → ν̄le

+νj)
∗ = Bν̄µL [PTLU ]αk[U

†P ∗L]lα + L↔ R ,

(5.3.31)

where we have again neglected the RL, LR terms since they go as me/mµ.
Finally, note that in Eqs. (5.3.25), (5.3.30) and (5.3.31), the mass indices k and l

remain (as expected) free to be later summed over when computing the total number
of events together with the detection piece.

5.3.3 Differential number of events at COHERENT

The three neutrino fluxes produced at the SNS contribute to the total number
of events detected at COHERENT, as expected from the neutral-current-driven
CEνNS. However, this experiment measures the (differential) number of events as
a function of the recoil energy T , which they provide distributed in energy bins.
Therefore, since each neutrino flux has a different T dependence, in principle we
may use the recoil energy distributions provided by the collaboration to extract
better constraints in the LEFT parameter space. Accordingly, we provide here the
differential number of events as a function of the recoil energy computed within our
formalism, for the three neutrino fluxes.

As explained above, once we have both production (see Eqs. (5.3.25), (5.3.30)
and (5.3.31)) and detection (see Eqs. (5.3.13) and (5.3.15)) pieces, the differential
number of events (5.1.1) is computed by inserting them into Eq. (5.1.3) and summing
over the neutrino-mass indices k, l and j. This is given in terms of the recoil energy
T via

dNα

dT
=

∫
dt

∫
dEν

dNα

dt dEνα dT
, (5.3.32)

where the time dependence of the rate (5.1.3) enters the (two) number of sources
producing the neutrinos, i.e. after a given time t following the production of the
neutrino sources (pions and muons), the actual number of sources that will have
decayed (thus counting for neutrino production) will be just a fraction of the total
production. For a large enough period of time, all pions and muons decay into
neutrinos and then the integral over time becomes∫ ∞

0

dtNS(t) = NS0τS , (5.3.33)

where τS = Γ−1
S is the mean lifetime of the source — which is given by the inverse

of its decay width — and at COHERENT we may identify6 NS0 ≡ nPOTrν/p.
6Note that the pulsed feature of the SNS beam entails that the source particles as well as the neutrinos are

produced in bunches. The identification NS0
≡ nPOTrν/p entails already the factorization of the (equal) time

dependences of each bunch, and the sum over them reaching the total number of produced sources provided by the
experiment.
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Pion decay

The differential number of events from pion decay is given by

dNνµ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

(
1− MNT

2(Eπ
ν )2
− T

Eπ
ν

)
×∑

k,l

e
−iL∆m2

kl
2Eπν [PU ]µl[U

†Q†QU ]lk[U
†P†]kµ ,

(5.3.34)

where we do not show explicitly the q2 dependence of F(q2), and Eπ
ν = (m2

π± −
m2
µ)/(2mπ±) is the discrete energy at which the neutrino is produced. Note that

most of the factors related to the production mechanism are canceled out by the
introduction7 of Γ−1

π from the discussion above.
The characteristic short baseline at COHERENT allows us to further neglect the

exponential factor. Assuming L∆m2
kl/E

π
ν ∼ 0, which from now on we will refer to

as the no-oscillation limit, the expression above reduces to

dNνµ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

(
1− MNT

2(Eπ
ν )2
− T

Eπ
ν

)∑
β,β′

[P ]µβ
[
Q†Q

]
ββ′

[
P†
]
β′µ

,

(5.3.35)
where the PMNS matrices drop out from the unitarity condition U †U = 1 and we
observe that production and detection (charges) NP flavor matrices mix. The last
term can also be expressed as

[
PQ†QP†

]
µµ
.

It is illustrative to compare our result (in the no-oscillation limit) with a “factor-
ization” approach, where we would compute the number of events via

dNνµ

dT
=
∑
β,γ

∫
dEν

dΦ(π+ → µ+νβ)

dEν

dσ (νβN → νγN )

dT
, (5.3.36)

where we have factorized the flux and cross section (see Eq. (5.3.14)) and summed
over neutrino flavors. The flux is defined from the decay width by dΦ

dEν
≡ NS

4πL2
dΓ
dEν

.
The corresponding result for pion decay looks like

dNνµ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

(
1− MNT

2(Eπ
ν )2
− T

Eπ
ν

)∑
β,β′

[P ]µβ
[
Q†Q

]
ββ′

[
P†
]
β′µ

δββ′ ,

(5.3.37)
that is, obviously, different from Eq. (5.3.35). The sum in Eq. (5.3.35) contains
additional terms with β 6= β′, which are projected out by δββ′ in Eq. (5.3.37). More
concretely, at linear order in the WCs both results match. At second order but
only flavor-diagonal WCs, we recover the same results from both equations again.
However, if flavor off-diagonal WCs are considered, at second order the factorization
approach fails to provide the correct results for those terms.

7Here we have assumed ΓS ≡ ΓSM
S , for the EFT case at hand see Section 5.3.3 below.
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Muon decay

The differential number of events for neutrinos is given by

dNνe

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

∫ mµ/2

Emin
ν

dEν
192

mµ

(
Eν
mµ

)2(
1

2
− Eν
mµ

)(
1− MNT

2E2
ν

− T

Eν

)
×
∑
k,l

exp−i
L∆m2

kl
2Eν

∑
α

{
[P∗LU ]αl[U

†Q†QU ]lk[U
†P T

L ]kαpLL + L↔ R
}
, (5.3.38)

where as in the previous case, most of the production-related factors are canceled
out by Γ−1

µ . Taking again the no-oscillation limit we arrive at

dNνe

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

∫ mµ/2

Emin
ν

dEν
192

mµ

(
Eν
mµ

)2(
1

2
− Eν
mµ

)(
1− MNT

2E2
ν

− T

Eν

)
×
∑
α

{
[P∗LQ†QP T

L ]ααpLL + [P∗RQ†QP T
R ]ααpRR

}
. (5.3.39)

In the factorization scheme provided by Eq. (5.3.36) above, we obtain

dNνe

dT
= gνe(T,Eν)

∑
α

∑
β,β′

{
[P∗L]αβ[Q†Q]ββ′ [P

T
L ]β′α pLL + [P∗R]αβ[Q†Q]ββ′ [P

T
R ]β′α pRR

}
δββ′ ,

(5.3.40)

where we have just collected all terms remaining equal in both approaches in gνe(T,Eν).
Same consequences as for the pion decay case are observed (see above).

The computation for antineutrinos leads to (recalling that the change in Eq. (5.3.15)
should be applied)

dNν̄µ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

∫ mµ/2

Emin
ν

dEν
64

mµ

(
Eν
mµ

)2(
3

4
− Eν
mµ

)(
1− MNT

2E2
ν

− T

Eν

)
×
∑
k,l

exp−i
L∆m2

kl
2Eν

∑
α

{
[PTLU ]αk[U

†QQ†U ]kl[U
†P ∗L]lαp̄LL + L↔ R

}
, (5.3.41)

where the no-oscillation limit now provides

dNν̄µ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNG2
F

4πL2
F2

∫ mµ/2

Emin
ν

dEν
64

mµ

(
Eν
mµ

)2(
3

4
− Eν
mµ

)(
1− MNT

2E2
ν

− T

Eν

)
×
∑
α

{
[PTLQQ†P ∗L]ααp̄LL + [PTRQQ†P ∗R]ααp̄RR

}
. (5.3.42)

In the following we will always work in the no-oscillation limit.
The factorization approach (5.3.36) now provides

dNν̄µ

dT
= gν̄µ(T,Eν)

∑
α

∑
β,β′

{
[PTL ]αβ[QQ†]ββ′ [P ∗L]β′α p̄LL + [PTR ]αβ[QQ†]ββ′ [P ∗R]β′α p̄RR

}
δββ′ ,

(5.3.43)
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with the same differences as compared to our formalism as in the other two cases.
In the equations above we have introduced the minimum neutrino energy to

produce an event with a recoil energy T as

Emin
ν =

T

2

(
1 +

√
1 + 2

MN
T

)
, (5.3.44)

and we have also defined [273]

pLL =1 , pRR =
3mµ − 4Eν
6mµ − 12Eν

+O(me) ,

p̄LL =1 , p̄RR =
6mµ − 12Eν
3mµ − 4Eν

+O(me) .

(5.3.45)

Modified weak charges

The new-physics contributions — both at production and detection — parametrized
in the LEFT Lagrangian, can be thought of as modifying the SM weak charge.
Accordingly, and due to the fact that the only observable of CEνNS is the recoil
energy of the nucleus, we will have access only to particular combinations of WCs,
which we will collect in modified weak charges Q.

However, before addressing the corresponding expressions, there is an important
caveat to point out. This is related to the discussion we made in Section 2.5.2
about the input scheme in particular. As explained in more length there, when
working within the EFT framework we introduce a set of new parameters (the WCs),
which will inevitably affect other observables as well. Accordingly, the numerical
values extracted from the experiments for those observables should be understood as
being contaminated by NP interactions, which should be correspondingly taken into
account. For the case at hand, this effect enters both at production and detection.

At production the total decay widths of the source particles have been introduced
via the time integral in Eq. (5.3.33). Within our EFT framework their dependence
on the NP coefficients is the following:

Γ̂π = ΓSM
π

[
PP†

]
µµ
, (5.3.46)

Γ̂µ = ΓSM
µ

∑
α

{[
PLP†L

]
αα

+
[
PRP†R

]
αα

}
, (5.3.47)

where we have made explicit that ΓSM
X is the decay width computed within the SM

(with the corresponding SM parameters) and Γ̂X is the actual physical quantity
measured in experiments (and then potentially contaminated by new physics inter-
actions). Therefore, in our calculation of the differential number of events within
the EFT formalism above, the actual total decay widths introduced by Eq. (5.3.33)
are Γ̂π and Γ̂µ. Expressing them as Eqs. (5.3.46) and (5.3.47) removes, as before,
most of the production-related factors (via ΓSM), but necessarily introduces the NP
coefficients contaminating the decay widths.
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At detection, the NP contamination enters the Fermi constant, such that we
should express the SM value used until nowGF (see Eqs. (5.3.35), (5.3.39) and (5.3.42)),
in terms of the experimentally measured ĜF and the NP coefficients via

Ĝ2
F = G2

F

∑
α

{[
PLP†L

]
αα

+
[
PRP†R

]
αα

}
. (5.3.48)

All in all, we obtain for the (differential) number of events, in terms of the
aforementioned modified weak charges,

dNνµ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMN Ĝ2
F

4πL2
F2f

νµ
LL(T )

(
Q
νµ
LL

)2
, (5.3.49)

dNνe

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMN Ĝ2
F

4πL2
F2
[
f νeLL(T ) (Qνe

LL)2 + f νeRR(T ) (Qνe
RR)2

]
, (5.3.50)

dNν̄µ
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= nPOTrν/p
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LL(T )
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Q
ν̄µ
LL

)2
+ f

ν̄µ
RR(T )

(
Q
ν̄µ
RR

)2
]
, (5.3.51)

where we have already integrated over the incoming neutrino energy Eν and whose
results are collected in the f(T ) functions, these satisfy the following equalities:
f νeLL(T ) = f

ν̄µ
RR(T ) and f νeRR(T ) = f

ν̄µ
LL(T ). Notice that these also depend on the recoil

energy T .
The modified weak charges are given by(

Q
νµ
LL

)2
=

[
PQ†QP

]
µµ

[PP†]µµ ×
∑

α

{[
PLP†L

]
αα

+
[
PRP†R

]
αα

} , (5.3.52)
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=
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})2 , (5.3.53)

(
Q
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LL (RR)
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∑
α[PTL(R)Q†QP ∗L(R)]αα(∑

α

{[
PLP†L

]
αα

+
[
PRP†R

]
αα

})2 . (5.3.54)

The fact that, as a result from the new-physics contamination of the decay widths
discussed above (and consequently of the experimental determination of GF ) the NP
in production enter the denominator, the part of the contamination coming from the
decay widths of the production pieces will cancel (almost exactly) the production
WCs in the numerator, but the part stemming from GF in the detection piece will
remain in the denominator. Accordingly, the COHERENT experiment is (partially)
sensitive to the CC NSI in production but in a different way as one may expect from
a naive identification of the experimentally measured parameters.

The recoil-energy dependent functions f(T ) above characterize the energy sensi-
tivity of the number of events to the modified weak charges. The equalities found
among the f ’s entails that, even though we have access at COHERENT to the
energy distribution of the events, we will not be able to distinguish the contribu-
tions from those modified charges whose accompanying f ’s are equal, i.e. we cannot
constrain them separately, but only their combination.
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5.4 Data analysis and results

We have already repeated several times throughout this chapter that the only observ-
able effects after a CEνNS event takes place, is the low-energy recoil of the nucleus
and the time distribution of the events. The theoretical expectation for such an
event to happen at COHERENT is given in Eqs. (5.3.49), (5.3.50) and (5.3.51), for
each of the three neutrino fluxes produced at the SNS, parametrized within the low-
energy effective field theory framework and computed within our QFT-oscillation
formalism. However, from the recoil of the nucleus until the actual experimental
determination of the corresponding energy, as well as the number of events given
in each recoil-energy bin, the experimental analysis involves yet several steps. In
general they are summarized as follows.

Regarding the characterization of the signal, first, the COHERENT experiment
does not measure directly the recoil energy of the scattered nucleus, but the exper-
imental data is provided either in number of photoelectrons (PE), produced by an
event with a certain nuclear recoil, or directly in electron-equivalent recoil energy
Tee (see below). These three quantities are related by the Quenching Factor (QF).
On top of that, in order to account for the probability that the detector measures
a different number of PE than what would be expected, in average, from a given
event, we have to take into account the energy resolution of the detector R. This
entails moving from Tee to a reconstructed electron-equivalent recoil energy Trec:
R(Trec, Tee). Then, the efficiency of the detector in terms of Trec should also be
applied ε(Trec).

In general, all these considerations can be collected in the following modified
expression for the number of events in each reconstructed recoil-energy bin i [309,310]

Ni =

∫ T i+1
rec

T irec

dTrecε(Trec)

∫ Tmax

Tmin

dTR(Trec, Tee(T ))
∑

ν=νµ,νe,ν̄µ

dNν

dT
(T ) , (5.4.55)

where the (differential) number of events is given in terms of the true recoil energy
T (as provided in the preceding section). We have expressed the energy resolution
R(Trec, Tee) in terms of T instead of Tee by means of the QF and, together with the
number of events, should be integrated between Tmin = {0, 19.5} eV for CsI and
Ar respectively (the former will become clear below while the latter is given by the
average energy to produce a scintillation photon [309]) and Tmax = 2E2

ν/(2Eν +MN )
to shift to the reconstructed energy Trec. Finally, the efficiency for each energy bin
is applied as a function of the reconstructed recoil energy. Needless to say, each of
the three analyses entails different QF, energy resolution, efficiencies and even the
way final data is provided and as such, the expression above will differ. We provide
how Eq. (5.4.55) should be adapted for each analysis below.

On the other hand, the background should be properly characterized as well.
This is mostly achieved at COHERENT thanks to the characteristic pulsed beam
provided by the SNS. We give below the main backgrounds present at COHERENT.

In addition to the recoil-energy distribution of the events, to which all the effects
described above apply, the collaboration provides as well the arrival-time distribu-
tion. Since we can distinguish between two kinds of neutrino fluxes in terms of
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their arrival time, i.e. prompt and delayed neutrinos, we can use this information to
strengthen the data analysis by combining both distributions.

We follow closely the work of Refs. [307, 309] and [310], based on the three data
releases of the collaboration [343–345], to include the aforementioned experimental
effects in our analysis and thus be able to use the data provided by COHERENT.
First, let us address those effects in more detail.

5.4.1 Quenching Factor

Once the CEνNS event takes place, the nuclear recoil energy is dissipated in a
combination of ionization (electron recoils, also called scintillation) and secondary
nuclear recoils. The latter are the characteristic signal of a nuclear recoil. However,
the corresponding signal is smaller than that provided by electron recoils. This is
why COHERENT measures the events in terms of electron-equivalent recoil energy
Tee or PE, which have to be translated into the true nuclear recoil energy. The
relation between the true recoil energy T and Tee is given by the Quenching Factor
as

Tee = QF(T )× T , (5.4.56)

where we have made explicit that, besides being a detector dependent quantity, QF
is also a function of the recoil-energy. The number of PE can be extracted from the
relation above by introducing the light (or signal) yield LY, as the number of PE
produced by an electron recoil of one keV:

PE = QF(T )× LY× T . (5.4.57)

The Quenching Factor is actually a way to parametrize the quenching of the signal,
what should be understood as the ratio between the light yields from a nuclear and
an electron recoil of the same energy. Accordingly, it allows to translate from the
true recoil energy to the measured electron-equivalent energy (or PE). Let us now
address the QF of the three COHERENT measurements.

(CsI)1: The first measurement on CsI used a energy-independent QF in the
whole energy range considered for the analysis, between 6 and 30 PE [276].
They adopted such an unphysical QF with large error bars due to a tension
existing at that time between several calibration measurements. However, in
Ref. [346] the Chicago-3 group found the origin of that tension and, when
corrected, a better agreement among the various data sets was obtained. They
concluded that the physics-based model favored by the data for the QF, was a
modification of the semi-empirical approach by Birks [347]:

QF(T ) =
1− e−T/E0

kB dE
dR

(T )
, (5.4.58)

where E0 and kB are two free parameters to be extracted from the experi-
ment and for which the best fit by the Chicago-3 group [346] provides kB =
3.311 × 10−3 g·cm2/MeV and E0 = 12.97 keV. The factor in the denominator
dE
dR

(T ) is the energy loss per unit length of the ions. Following Ref. [307] we
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use the average between Cs and I that can be obtained from SRIM-2013. The
differences in both the SM prediction as well as in some NSI constraints from
COHERENT data, between the energy-independent QF used in the first anal-
ysis by the collaboration and the QF in Eq. (5.4.58) with the Chicago-3 fit,
are shown in Ref. [307]. Finally, the number of PE is given by a light yield of
LY= 13.848 PE/keV.

(CsI)2: For this second measurement [333], the energy distribution of the num-
ber of events is again given in PE, and the collaboration data release provides
for the QF an empirically parametrized degree 3 polynomial

QF(T ) = a+ bT + cT 2 + dT 3 , (5.4.59)

with a = 0.0555, b = 4.31 MeV−1, c = −112 MeV−2 and d = 840 MeV−3.

LAr: In this case the data is provided in the reconstructed electron-equivalent
recoil energy. The data release provides in this case [344]

QF(T ) = a+ bT , (5.4.60)

where a = 0.246 and b = 0.00078 keV−1.

5.4.2 Energy resolution of the detector

Following the discussion on the QF above, once a nuclear-recoil event takes place,
the corresponding (true) recoil energy is converted to the measurable Tee or number
of PE (depending on the analysis: CsI or Ar), via the relation provided by the QF
((5.4.57) or (5.4.56)). Accordingly, the collaboration ascribes such an event to the
corresponding Tee or PE bin. However, since no experimental apparatus is perfect,
due to the resolution of the detector it can happen that, instead of measuring the
real number of PE associated to the underlying nuclear-recoil event, a different value
is observed by the detector. As a consequence, the corresponding energy bin of the
event may be misidentified. These are the aforementioned energy smearing effects.

Therefore, the actual implications of the effect of the resolution of the detector
are mainly twofold: on one hand, it has an impact on the energy distribution of the
events and, on the other, it can affect the number of events at the tails of the bin
distribution, i.e. the first and last bin can have an unreal number of events, thus
affecting the total observed number of events. From this discussion it follows that,
the thinner the energy bin, the more important the energy resolution of the detector
becomes in the characterization of the recoil-energy distribution of the number of
events.

The collaboration corrects for this effect via an energy resolution functionR(Trec, Tee),
which “reconstructs” the electron-equivalent recoil energy, thus accounting for this
effect. For each analysis the collaboration modelize R(Trec, Tee) in the following
ways:

(CsI)1: For this first measurement, in their data release [343] the collaboration
does not mention the associated effects of the energy resolution. Furthermore,
in Ref. [306] it is claimed that such effects are negligible. Then, following
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Ref. [306], we do not consider smearing effects for the data of this first CEνNS
measurement. Accordingly, we do not have to reconstruct Tee and we work —
as it is provided by the collaboration — directly with PE.

(CsI)2: In this case, in the supplemental material [345] they explain that the
smearing is better modeled with a gamma function than a Gaussian model, via

R(PE, Tee) =
(a (1 + b))1+b

Γ(1 + b)
PEbe−a(1+b)PE , (5.4.61)

with the parameters a and b fitted to a = 0.0749 keV/Tee and b = 9.56 keV−1Tee.
Note that, in this case, the energy-resolution function (5.4.61) translates di-
rectly from Tee to the reconstructed number of PE. Following Eq. (5.4.55),
once we have, for example, expressed a and b in terms of the true recoil energy
T via the QF (and thus the energy resolution as R(PE, T )) and integrated over
0 and Tmax (we have explicitly checked that the inclusion of a minimum energy
to produce scintillation in CsI has negligible effects, so we take directly 0),
we obtain the number of events in terms of the actual measured reconstructed
number of PE, for which the data is given.

LAr: The data release [344] now prescribes to use a Gaussian modelization of
the energy resolution

R(Trec, Tee; σee) =
1√

2πσee
e
− (Trec−Tee)2

2σ2
ee , (5.4.62)

with the Gaussian standard deviation given in terms of the electron-equivalent
recoil energy by σee ≡ σ(Tee) = (0.58 keV)

√
Tee/keV. Following, e.g. the same

procedures mentioned above, once we integrate this Gaussian distribution con-
voluted with the number of events, we obtain the latter as a function of Trec.

5.4.3 Eficiency of the detector

In contrast to the energy resolution of the detector, its efficiency characterizes how
probable is that the detector misses an event. The COHERENT collaboration pro-
vides the efficiencies in energy bins, so a (constant) efficiency of, let’s say, ε = 0.9
in an energy bin of T ∈ [15, 20] keV, tells you that the detector misses 1 out of ten
events with a recoil energy comprised between 15 and 20 keV. The efficiencies are
energy-dependent quantities, so that for each bin the efficiency varies. Following
the resulting energy or PE dependences after the energy resolution of the detec-
tor is taken into account as shown above, the efficiencies for each measurement by
COHERENT are provided as follows:

(CsI)1: The data release [343] provides the following efficiency function in terms
of number of photoelectrons

ε(PE) =
a

1 + e−k(PE−PE0)
Θ(PE− 5) , (5.4.63)
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where a = 0.6655, k = 0.4942, PE0 = 10.8507 and Θ(PE) is a modified Heavi-
side step function given by

Θ =


0 PE < 5 ,

0.5 5 ≤ PE < 6 ,

1 PE ≥ 6 .

(5.4.64)

(CsI)2: For the second measurement on CsI the collaboration provides [345]
the following modified efficiency (now in terms of reconstructed PE)

ε(PE) =
a

1 + e−b(PE−c)
+ d , (5.4.65)

whose parameter values are a = 1.32, b = 0.286, c = 10.9 and d = −0.333, and
it is restricted to be evaluated at PE > 0.

LAr: The collaboration provides in their data release [344] for the Ar measure-
ment, a text file with the efficiency values corresponding to the reconstructed
electron-recoil energy bin central values. We implement this efficiency by per-
forming an interpolation in the whole energy range considered in the analysis.

5.4.4 Backgrounds at COHERENT

Once we have implemented all the aforementioned experimental effects, we have in
Eq. (5.4.55) the theoretical prediction for the CEνNS signal measured at COHER-
ENT: the recoil-energy distribution of the observed number of events. However, as
an interaction mediated by the weak force, the corresponding rates are low and,
in order to observe such a signal, the background that populates the signal region
of interest (ROI) should be well characterized. For instance, the actual CEνNS
measurement by COHERENT suffers from three main background sources:

(i) The steady-state backgrounds, being by far the largest kind of background at
COHERENT, corresponds to cosmic rays or their by-products that arrive to
the detector.

(ii) The prompt neutron or beam-related neutron (BRN) background corresponds
to neutrons produced in the mercury target at the SNS, which then travel to
the detector and may mimic the CEνNS signal.

(iii) The neutrino-induced neutron (NIN) background, a characteristic background
of the SNS consisting of neutrons produced by neutrino interactions near the
detector that, as for BRNs, can provide a false CEνNS signal.

Due to the nature of the backgrounds above, these can be further classified into
beam-related or beam-uncorrelated. While the SS is completely beam-uncorrelated,
the other two neutron-related backgrounds arise as a by-product of the beam itself.
Moreover, one of the most attractive features of the beam provided by the SNS is
its pulsed nature. This allows to separate the measured data by COHERENT into
two regions called coincident (after the POT trigger onset, so the beam is producing
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pions and the subsequent neutrino fluxes) and anti-coincident (just before the POT
trigger onset). Since the largest background is by far the beam-uncorrelated steady-
state, the coincidence (C) region is also called signal region and the anti-coincident
(AC) is called background region.

Accordingly, at COHERENT, besides applying several techniques to mitigate the
steady-state background [339], this is fully characterized by the measured AC data
that the collaboration provides, for the three analyses, in their data releases. There,
they give both energy and time distributions8.

With respect to the prompt-neutron background, the (low energy) neutrons ar-
riving at the detector entail a severe problem, since the energy deposition of CEνNS
and the elastic neutron scattering off nucleus happen both in terms of nuclear recoils
and their signal cannot be distinguished. In addition, the specific shielding for BRN
background is not able to reduce it to negligible levels and then, it has to be mod-
elized and included it in the analysis of CEνNS data. The collaboration provides
the energy and time distributions of the BRN events for the three analyses.

Finally, the SNS is currently the most intense (pulsed) neutrino source and as
such, it shows unique source of backgrounds as the production of neutrino-induced
neutrons close to the detector which, as for BRNs, can mimic the CEνNS signal.
NINs were considered negligible in the first analysis on CsI by COHERENT, and
was found to be also the case for Ar (less than 1 event in the data set). However, the
collaboration provides for its second measurement on CsI the energy (PE) and time
distributions of NIN events (but time efficiency should be applied for the latter [345]).

5.4.5 Analysis and results

Once we have implemented all the aforementioned experimental effects, we have from
Eq. (5.4.55) the theoretical prediction for the signal measured at COHERENT: the
recoil-energy distribution of the observed number of events.

However, the collaboration provides as well the arrival-time distribution of neu-
trinos. Accordingly, we can express the probability distribution function (pdf) of
the number of events (5.4.55) as a 2D distribution in energy and time: Nij, where
now i corresponds to the ith energy bin and j to the jth time bin. In order to obtain
the corresponding expression, we should first come back to Eq. (5.3.32). There,
we integrated the time dependence of NS(t) over an infinite time to ensure that all
source particles decay into neutrinos. If we want to obtain the theoretical time dis-
tribution of the events, we should instead integrate over the time intervals defined
by the time bins provided by the collaboration:∫ tj+1

tj

dtNS(t) . (5.4.66)

However, the time efficiency of the detector εt(t) should be considered as well. Ac-
cordingly, the 2D distribution in energy and time of the number of events can be

8Note that, since the provided data is the actual measured AC distribution, we do not have to apply further
experimental corrections as, e.g. efficiencies and so on.
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expressed as

Nij = Ni ×
[∫ tj+1

tj

g(t)εt(t)dt

]
, (5.4.67)

where g(t) characterizes the time dependence of the production and decay of the
neutrino sources (pions and muons), and we have already factorized out the time-
independent NS0 τ̂S (see Eq. (5.3.33)), which is included in Ni defined in Eq. (5.4.55).
The time convolution on the r.h.s. of Eq. (5.4.67) is provided by the collaboration.
For more details on those distributions as well as the experimental effects and back-
grounds discussed above, we refer to the data releases of the collaboration and the
references we have been citing throughout this section.

With the theoretical distribution of signal events Nij, the rest of 2D pdfs of the
backgrounds and the actual experimental distribution of coincidence C data N exp

ij ,
following Ref. [310] we can perform a statistical analysis of the COHERENT data
by means of the Poissonian χ2. For this we use the same time and energy ranges
as the collaboration, (CsI)1: 6 ≤PE< 30 and trec < 6 µs [276]; (CsI)2: PE< 60 and
trec < 6 µs [333]; and Ar: Tee < 120 keV and trec < 4.9 µs [344]. This is still an
ongoing work so we will not delve much into it here, but let us just point out several
features of the analysis and the results.

If we were to consider how NSI affect the total number of CEνNS events mea-
sured at COHERENT, even though this is sensitive to many Wilson coefficients,
one observable can only constrain the particular combination of WCs entering its
computation. However, COHERENT provides as well the energy and time distri-
butions of CEνNS events. We collected the NP effects to the number of events
in five modified weak charges, for which the three different contributions related
to the production mechanism of neutrinos (see Eqs (5.3.49), (5.3.50) and (5.3.51))
had different energy sensitivities parametrized by the f(T ) functions defined in the
previous section. Hence, in principle the energy distribution of the events allows
to break the existing degeneracy on the sensitivity to new physics when consider-
ing a single observable and constrain more directions in the parameter space, more
concretely the 3 combinations provided by{

(Q
νµ
LL)2, (Q

νeν̄µ
LR )2, (Q

νeν̄µ
RL )2

}
≡
{

(Q
νµ
LL)2, (Qνe

LL)2 + (Q
ν̄µ
RR)2, (Qνe

RR)2 + (Q
ν̄µ
LL)2

}
,

(5.4.68)
since f νeLL(T ) = f

ν̄µ
RR(T ) and f νeRR(T ) = f

ν̄µ
LL(T ). Nonetheless, it turns out that the

f(T ) functions are not really much sensitive (i.e. do not vary much) for the energy
range in the ROI of CEνNS and therefore, large correlations among the three Qs are
found. For instance, using only the energy distribution of the second measurement
on CsI we find the preliminary bounds (Qµ

LL)2 /Q2
SM

(Q
νeν̄µ
LR )2/Q2

SM
(Q

νeν̄µ
RL )2/Q2

SM

 =

 3.3± 2.1
−2.5± 5.7
2.5± 3.2

 , ρ =

 1 −0.91 0.88
−0.91 1 −0.99
0.88 −0.99 1

 , (5.4.69)

where we have normalized the results to the SM weak charge Q2
SM. As can be

seen from the correlation matrix ρ, from the energy distribution of CEνNS events
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provided by COHERENT on (CsI)2, we can just slightly disentangle the contribu-
tions from the three charges, i.e. all charges are strongly correlated with correlations
greater than ∼ 0.9. In turn this occurs because similar combinations of the three
Qs enter each energy bin.

Luckily, the time distribution provided by the collaboration on prompt and de-
layed neutrino fluxes can help to break the above correlations. In particular, to help
disentangle between the (Qµ

LL)2 contribution to prompt neutrinos and the other
two combination of charges affecting the delayed neutrinos produced at the SNS.
In order to exemplify this effect, let us consider now the time distribution of (CsI)1

CEνNS events as well as both energy distributions for the CsI measurements. Such
a configuration leads to the following preliminary results (Qµ

LL)2 /Q2
SM

(Q
νeν̄µ
LR )2/Q2

SM
(Q

νeν̄µ
RL )2/Q2

SM

 =

1.60± 0.45
0.7± 2.2
0.8± 1.4

 , ρ =

 1 −0.42 0.39
−0.42 1 −0.99
0.39 −0.99 1

 , (5.4.70)

where we can explicitly see in the ρ matrix, that the correlations between (Qµ
LL)2

and the other two charges (Q
νeν̄µ
LR )2 and (Q

νeν̄µ
RL )2 have been substantially reduced.

The above constraints on the charges Q, subsequently translate into constraints
on the LEFT Wilson coefficients presented in Section 2.6: the different [ε]αβ (2.6.77)
and [ρ]αβ (2.6.78) entering the neutrino production mechanisms and the [g]αβ (2.6.79)
(or [C]αβ (2.6.84)) affecting the CEνNS detection. Regarding the constraints on the
detection BSM parameters, we (preliminarily) recover the banana-shape allowed
regions for the NP part of the [g]αβ parameters, as presented in Refs. [307,309].

As a final remark, let us point out that CEνNS measurements in different nuclei
are highly motivated since, due to the dependence on the number of neutrons N
(and to a much lesser extent on Z) of the different modified weak charges, they allow
in turn to constrain different directions in the parameter space of the LEFT and,
after the appropriate matching, also of the SMEFT.

5.5 Conclusions and steps forward

The COHERENT experiment, beyond measuring for the first time in history the low-
energy neutral-current coherent elastic neutrino-nucleus scattering [276], has also
opened up a new way to look for physics beyond the SM in a neutrino experiment,
with the particularity of being of a much smaller size as compared to its companions.
The feasibility of the CEνNS measurement is important in several branches of high-
energy physics as particle physics and astrophysics, and more concretely also for
searches of dark matter as it entails nowadays an irreducible background for WIMP
searches.

In this chapter we have provided the full EFT description of the COHERENT
experiment. In this experimental setup, neutrinos are produced at the SNS and
propagate to the detector where they interact with its atoms via CEνNS. There-
fore, we should properly characterize within the low-energy EFT the three stages of
the experiment: neutrino production, propagation (oscillation) and detection. We
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achieve this by using the QFT formalism described in Ref. [273], which differs from
the usual quantum mechanical formalism employed in neutrino oscillations.

Within this formalism we described the detection process, computed in a different
way as it is usual in the literature. Since this is a low-energy process the relevant
degrees of freedom are, apart from the low-energy neutrinos, the nucleons conforming
the nucleus with which the former interact coherently. Hence, we considered it was
more consistent to work with a Lagrangian describing the interactions of the relevant
degrees of freedom at the energies at play. With such an approach we computed the
detection piece (5.3.13) to which we later add the relevant form factors that were
shown in the literature to have a non-negligible effect, in spite of the low energies
involved in the process.

Then, we computed the three production pieces of the neutrinos produced at the
SNS and, together with the detection piece above, provided the expected number of
events at COHERENT via Eqs. (5.1.3) and (5.1.1) in Section 5.3.3. There, one of the
main results of this work is presented, namely the difference between our formalism
and a naive calculation of the number of events via the (usual) factorization of the
flux and the cross section. We show that the difference between the two approaches
appears at the quadratic order in the Wilson coefficients if flavor off-diagonal NP
interactions are allowed, when both production and detection are simultaneously
considered. Despite the realization above, the NP contamination of the decay widths
of the source particles (pions and muons) and ĜF appearing at detection, introduces
within the LEFT framework an extra combination of NP production parameters (see
discussion in Section 5.3.3). However, even though as a consequence of this effect
some partial cancellations occur, the COHERENT experiment is still sensitive to
new-physics in production.

Finally, we provide the relevant steps and considerations to translate from our
theoretical expression for the (differential) number of events, to the actual quanti-
ties measured at COHERENT: the energy distributions of the events in terms of
photoelectrons (or electron-equivalent recoil energy) and their time distributions.
We have summarized the relevant backgrounds suffered by a CEνNS measurement
at this facility, and we have sketched some results to expect when the actual work
is completed. For instance, the importance of considering both energy and time
distributions to break blind directions in the parameter space of the LEFT.

A natural continuation of the work described in this chapter that we are planning
to implement as well, is to translate the constraints set on the LEFT WCs into
constraints onto its higher-energy version, the SMEFT. Then, we plan to include
those in the global fit of low-energy observables performed in Ref. [348] to study the
effects of COHERENT data. Even though current experimental data on CEνNS
cannot compete with other precision probes, we expect it may potentially help to
break some blind directions.
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Chapter 6

Quasi-Dirac neutrinos in the linear
seesaw model and its phenomenology

Neutrinos are unique in the Standard Model (see Chapter 1). They are the only
fermion fields not carrying electric charge and thus do not experience electromagnetic
interactions. They are blind as well to the strong force and consequently, only
interact via the weak interactions. This is the reason why, experimentally, they
have been historically more difficult to detect. In the SM, they come in three
flavors, each associated to a generation of their charged partners (see discussion in
Chapter 3): (νe, νµ, ντ ). Since they are electrically neutral, a right-handed Dirac
neutrino transforms as a total singlet under the SM gauge group (1,1,0) and it is
thus not included. Accordingly, the absence of one of the chiralities precludes the
Higgs mechanism in the neutrino sector. Therefore, neutrinos are massless in the
Standard Model.

However, neutrino oscillation experiments have found overwhelming evidence for
the existence of non vanishing — albeit small — neutrino masses [349–351], thus
entailing one of the most compelling evidence of Physics Beyond the Standard Model.
Despite the accuracy of the experiments, fundamental theoretical questions still
remain, for instance the specific mechanism providing their masses or the related
question regarding the Dirac vs. Majorana nature of the neutrinos, among others.
Therefore, the SM has to be extended to address these unknowns. We have seen in
Chapter 2 that there are two ways to extend the SM: one either chooses a particular
BSM model solving those questions, and works with it, or treat the SM as an EFT
to approach those questions from a model-independent perspective. Within the
neutrino scheme, one can do even better and merge both approaches.

Following the second path, it is notorious that the first (and dominant) extension
of the SM contains only one d = 5 local operator, which violates lepton number by
two units and provide mass to the SM (Majorana) neutrinos after spontaneous sym-
metry breaking takes place. As we will see below, the structure of this operator may
be used to work out all possible simplest BSM realizations. This procedure leads to
the celebrated seesaw models [352–355], which has become the most widely accepted
mechanism to generate small neutrino masses. Some of these seesaw mechanisms
involve extra heavy neutral fermions, denoted here as Ni (i = 1, 2, . . . , n, depend-
ing on the model). In most of these scenarios, the heavy neutrinos are Majorana
fermions. However, there are seesaw scenarios where pairs of these Majorana neu-
trinos approach smoothly their mass degeneracy limit, ∆MN → 0. In the exact
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degeneracy limit (∆MN = 0) these neutrinos become Dirac fermions and the lepton
number violating (LNV) processes they induce cancel exactly. Instead, in the ap-
proximate degeneracy case, when ∆MN is small but still finite (comparable to ΓN),
the LNV processes they induce cancel only partially. These almost degenerate Ma-
jorana neutrinos are usually called Quasi-Dirac neutrinos. These could appear at
scales not far below the electroweak scale in some extensions, such as in the inverse
seesaw [356–363] and in the linear seesaw [364–366]. In this chapter based on the
work of Ref. [367], we will work within the framework of the minimal linear seesaw
model, which naturally yields pairs of Quasi-Dirac right-handed neutrinos N and
N ′ in a regime of masses below MW .

While lepton number conserving (LNC) processes are mediated by either Dirac
or Majorana neutrinos, lepton number violating processes are induced by Majorana
neutrinos only. This feature is used in experimental searches to discriminate the
nature of the hypothetical heavy neutrinos. At hadron colliders, a clear signal of
Majorana neutrinos would come from the same-sign (SS ) dileptons produced via
LNV processes pp → W → `±N → `±`±jj. These modes involve two jets and no
missing transverse energy. Similar events with opposite-sign (OS ) lepton pairs could
also be produced through pp→ W → `±N → `∓`±jj [368]; however, these are LNC
processes, and so can be mediated by both Dirac and Majorana neutrinos. Searches
of these ``jj events, for heavy neutrinos with mass above MW , have been done at
ATLAS and CMS [369–371].

For masses below MW , the jets may not be energetic enough to be separated
from the background, so searches of trileptons events `±`±`′∓ν could provide a more
favorable signal [372–377]. However, here the lepton charges cannot tell us about
the Dirac or Majorana nature of the intermediate neutrinos. Several ways to distin-
guish between Dirac or Majorana neutrinos using these pure leptonic modes at the
LHC have been proposed [378–381]. An alternative for distinguishing Dirac from
Majorana neutrinos at the LHC, with masses in the range 5 GeV < MN < 20 GeV,
have also been proposed [382, 383], now using the exclusive semileptonic processes
W → `(N → `π, `2π, `3π), which again have no missing energy. Other ways to
resolve the nature of neutrinos are given in Refs. [384–386].

Going back to the ``jj modes, the ratio of SS to OS events, which we call R``,
will indicate the Majorana/Dirac nature of the intermediate neutrinos that induce
these events [387]. As mentioned above, Majorana neutrinos induce SS and OS in
equal amount, thus R`` = 1 in that case. In contrast, Dirac neutrinos only induce
OS events, thus R`` = 0.

A measurement of R`` different from zero or unity provides then valuable infor-
mation about the Dirac/Majorana character of the heavy neutrinos, and thus about
the mechanism underlying the neutrino mass generation. Indeed, in an inverse see-
saw scenario with Quasi-Dirac neutrinos [362,388], it was pointed out that dilepton
states will exhibit R`` 6= 0, 1, where the precise value 0 < R`` < 1 is controlled by
the heavy neutrino mass splitting and the neutrino decay width. In Ref. [363], it is
also pointed out that values 0 < R`` < 1 are possible as long as there exists a CP
violating phase.

Similar to the inverse seesaw scenario, in the linear seesaw another softly-breaking
lepton-number mass parameter, denoted here asMε, also allows to naturally fit small
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masses for the light neutrinos, without requiring GUT scale masses for the heavy
states. However, in the linear seesaw the mass splitting of the heavy states equalsmν

(the light neutrino mass), unlike the inverse seesaw where the splitting is given by
a softly-breaking lepton number parameter µR. This feature will imply a different
mass range for the Quasi-Dirac regime: in the linear seesaw scenario, which we
study here for a mass range of the heavy neutrinos MN ∈ [10−1, 103] GeV, R`` takes
values different from 0 or 1 at lower MN , including a few GeV. Therefore, sterile
neutrino searches at current and near-future experiments such as SHiP, ANUBIS,
MATUSHLA and DUNE [389–391], set interesting constraints on the parameter
space of the linear seesaw scenario. It is worth to highlight that a measurement
of R`` requires both leptons to be detected and their charge to be identified. Such
low mass experiments can not detect these signals. However, ATLAS and CMS
can probe this scenario by displaced vertex searches, covering neutral lepton masses
roughly within 10-30 GeV [392–395]. Some experimental prospects for testing Quasi-
Dirac neutrinos in the linear seesaw model, coming from displaced vertex searches,
are also briefly discussed in this chapter.

It is important to note that, since values of MN . 2.5 GeV enter our analysis,
an appropriate treatment of non-perturbative QCD has to be considered for the
heavy neutrino decay calculations. In this work we use the formulation of the Res-
onance Chiral Theory [41–43] presented in detail in Chapter 2. Also, a special and
convenient parametrization of seesaw scenarios, described in [396], is used here in
order to fit the light-neutrino data and also to properly relate input parameters with
Quasi-Dirac and experimental constraints.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 6.1 we present the EFT extension
of the SM via the d = 5 Weinberg operator and use it to obtain the simplest seesaw
scenarios. Then, in Section 6.2, we recall the main features of the linear seesaw and
discuss some relations on the neutrino masses appearing in linear seesaw scenarios.
In Section 6.3, we show the R`` definition in the limit where the decay widths of
both Quasi-Dirac neutrinos are of the same order. A detailed description of the
total decay width of the heavy neutrino, including the hadronic decays calculated
in the non-perturbative QCD regime MN . 2.5 GeV, is given in Section 6.4. In
Section 6.5.1, we describe the Yukawa parametrization based on two simple and
convenient ansatzes for the input matrices. The relevant results concerning the
constraints on the parameter space coming from the Quasi-Dirac condition 0 <
R`` < 1 are presented in Section 6.5.2. Restrictions on the MN values, coming from
the low-mass experimental bounds and also from the sensitivity of the displaced
vertex searching at the LHC, are depicted in Section 6.5.3. We close with a short
summary and conclusions in Section 6.6.

6.1 Mass-generating neutrino extensions

Once the Standard Model is assumed to be just the effective low-energy realization
of a more complete higher-energy theory, an infinite tower of operators in increas-
ing dimension should be considered together with the d = 4 SM Lagrangian (see
Eq. (2.5.63)). As explained in Chapter 2, the first terms of this expansion dominate
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at low energies. Besides, it turns out that the very first term, the only d = 5 op-
erator, is capable of inducing neutrino masses. Let us recall this operator, given as
well in Eq. (2.5.64),

Cpr
νν

Λ
Oprνν =

Cpr
νν

Λ

(
ϕ̃†Lp

)T
C
(
ϕ̃†Lr

)
+ h.c. (6.1.1)

After the SSB takes place and the Higgs field, above denoted as ϕ, acquires a vev
ϕ0 = v, the operator in Eq. (6.1.1) gives rise to Majorana masses

mν ∼
Cννv

2

Λ
. (6.1.2)

Note that the neutrino masses are of O(v2/Λ), in contrast to the usual O(v) char-
acteristic of fermion masses provided by the Higgs mechanism.

One of the premises of the EFT formalism, is the existence of a sufficiently large
energy gap between the long- and short-distance theories. The Weinberg operator
Oprνν violates lepton number by two units, i.e. ∆L = 2; however, all experimental
observations point to the conservation of lepton number up to a very good precision.
Accordingly, the parameter Λ should be very large1, since it parametrizes the scale
of the high-energy theory. This means that for Cνν ∼ 1, the ratio v2/Λ � v,
what entails small neutrino masses as it is observed. For instance, one can do the
inverse exercise and, by inserting a neutrino mass mν ∼ 5× 10−2, a Λ ∼ 1015GeV is
recovered. The simple expression of Eq. (6.1.2) thus points to the origin of neutrino
masses residing at the GUT scale. However, the previous discussion is only valid
when the Weinberg operator in Eq. (6.1.1) is realized in the BSM theory via tree
level exchange of the heavy degrees of freedom. Therefore, in full generality, we do
not know the mechanism producing this EFT operator, the flavor structure of Cνν
or the mass scale Λ. There are many SM extensions providing mass to the light
neutrinos via radiative mechanisms, so that the suppression does not come from
a very high-energy scale but from the loops themselves (for a review on radiative
models see Ref. [397]), or by adding extra heavy-neutral leptons, not necessarily
much heavier than the electroweak scale, e.g. the inverse and linear seesaw models.

From a simplicity perspective, the d = 5 Weinberg operator realized in the higher-
energy theory via tree-level exchanges, corresponds to the minimal extension and
thus is one of the most appealing scenarios. Furthermore, it turns out that there
are only three minimal realizations of this effective operator if we assume only tree-
level exchanges. These are the well-known Type-I,-II and -III seesaws. In group
theoretical terms, the Weinberg operator is made out of four doublets under SU(2)L,
two L and two ϕ. This structure is obtained upon the integration of some heavy
degrees of freedom. Therefore, we should study all possible combinations to build
gauge SU(2)L invariant terms out of L, ϕ and the heavy degrees of freedom. Since
L and ϕ are both doublets, the possible combinations are either triplets or singlets
of SU(2)L: 2⊗ 2 ≡ 3⊕ 1. The resulting combinations sum up to four [398]:

(i) L and ϕ are contracted into a singlet. A right-handed singlet (1, 1, 0) fermion
N is then needed to build an invariant term. This is the Type-I seesaw.

1It is also possible that the coupling constants of the high-energy theory embedded into the Wilson coefficient
Cνν are small enough to provide the needed suppression.
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(ii) The contraction occurs between the two lepton doublets and the two Higgs
doublets separately, into a triplet. A triplet scalar (1, 3, 1) multiplet, usually
denoted as ∆, is then needed. This configuration receives the name of Type-II
seesaw.

(iii) L and ϕ are contracted into a triplet. Then, a right-handed fermionic triplet
(1, 3, 0) is introduced to make invariant terms. This constitutes the Type-III
seesaw.

(iv) The last possible configuration comes from the contraction between both the
two lepton fields and separately the two Higgs fields into singlets. A scalar sin-
glet field is then needed to build SU(2)L invariant terms. This last combination
provides terms of the form ν̄CLeL, which cannot generate neutrino masses.

The procedure described above to match the EFT and short-distance physics, is
usually called as “opening up the operator” and can be generalized to include more
than just the tree-level realizations of the Weinberg operator (see Ref. [397] for a
detailed review on this procedure).

6.2 The linear seesaw model

In this section we discuss the main aspects of the linear seesaw mechanism (LSM).
Up to the SM, the minimal version of the LSM contains two different types of neutral
SU(2) singlet fermions (N,S) per generation. In addition to the kinetic sector, the
Lagrangian contains the following terms:

LY = YDLH
CN + YεLH

CS +MRNCS + h.c. , (6.2.3)

where L is the SM left-handed lepton doublet (see Eq. (1.1.5)).
We have omitted flavor indices to simplify the notation. In three generations, YD

and Yε are 3×3 Yukawa matrices, with YD 6= Yε, and MR is a 3×3 complex matrix.
In SM-seesaw extensions one can always perform a change of basis, in this case on N
and S, such that MR becomes diagonal. Here we take MR = diag(MR1 ,MR2 ,MR3).

Considering the basis in Eq. (6.2.3), namely (νcL, N, S), the texture of the neutrino
mass (9× 9) matrix, given in a 3× 3 block notation, reads:

Mν =

 0 mD Mε

mT
D 0 MR

MT
ε MT

R 0

 , (6.2.4)

where mD = vYD/
√

2 and Mε = vYε/
√

2. Bringing this 3 × 3 matrix into a block-
diagonal form — through a diagonalization-like procedure considering Mε � mD <
MR — the non-diagonal mass matrix of the light neutrinos is given by

mν = mDM
−1
R MT

ε +MεM
T−1

R mT
D =

v2

2
(YDM

−1
R Y T

ε + YεM
T−1

R Y T
D ). (6.2.5)

The analogous expressions for the two 3 × 3 mass matrices of the heavy neutrinos
are
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MNa, Nb '
MR

2
+
m2
DM

−1
R

4
∓ mDM

−1
R MT

ε

2
+ h.c. (6.2.6)

From Eq. (6.2.5), the effective ν mass is roughly directly proportional to mD, also
proportional to Mε, and inversely proportional to MR. The smallness of the lepton-
number violating term Mε, together with the linearity on mD, gives this model the
name low-scale linear seesaw, and generates small mν masses for the light neutrinos,
without requiring MR to be extremely large, beyond the reach of any foreseeable
experiment. This is why we can deal with heavy neutrinos states in the region of
masses of the few GeV’s. Note that although Na and Nb are not in general the
heavy-neutrino mass eigenstates, which are really obtained from the diagonalization
of the full 9× 9 matrix in Eq. (6.2.4), due to the large mass gap between the light
and heavy neutrinos one can identify Eq. (6.2.6) as the actual heavy-neutrino mass
matrix in the region of interest of the parameter space of the model.

The Lagrangian, extended with the heavy neutral leptons of Eq. (6.2.3), turns
the SM-flavor neutrinos (i.e. those that couple in the charged lepton currents) into
a mixture of the light and heavy mass eigenstates. For a given flavor ` ,

ν` =
3∑

k=1

U`νkνk +
3∑

k=1

U`NkNk +
3∑

k=1

U`N ′kN
′
k , (6.2.7)

where νk are the three light neutrino mass eigenstates, U`νk is the Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata matrix and N and N ′ stand now for the two heavy-neutrino mass
eigenstates for each generation (with k = 1, 2, 3 denoting the generation). Note that
the PMNS matrix is not unitary anymore: unitarity is only preserved for the more
general 9 × 9 mixing matrix U . However, current data excludes large departures
from unitarity of the PMNS matrix, which entails small mixings among active and
heavy neutrinos, U`N .

An important feature of the LSM is that the mass splitting between the two
heavy neutrinos within each generation is very small:

∆Mi ∼ mνi , (6.2.8)

as it can be easily seen from (6.2.5) and (6.2.6). This is crucial in order to study the
Quasi-Dirac behaviour of pairs of heavy neutrinos in the linear seesaw model, as it
is thoroughly described in the next section.

6.3 Quasi-Dirac Neutrinos

The usual Dirac-Majorana dichotomy regarding the nature of neutrinos is somehow
misleading, since the Dirac case can be considered as a limiting case of a more general
Majorana scenario with twice the neutrino content. Indeed, a single Dirac neutrino
corresponds to a pair of Majorana neutrinos exactly degenerate in mass, so from a
scenario of 2n Majorana neutrinos one reaches a scenario of n Dirac neutrinos if the
Majorana masses become degenerate in pairs. At that point, all sources of lepton
number violation in the model vanish. Now, when this Dirac limit is reached in a
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continuous way — by gradually switching off the LNV mass terms — one crosses
an interesting, albeit narrow regime, usually called Quasi-Dirac.

An observable that is commonly used at the LHC to look for Majorana neutrinos
is the same-sign to opposite-sign dilepton ratio in ``jj events with no missing pT ,
which we have called R``. The production of these events with a pair of leptons of
the same sign, are expected to occur only through lepton number violating processes
mediated by Majorana neutrinos, namely qq → W± → `±αN

(′) → `±α l
±
βW

′∓, where
q and q denote the partons inside the colliding protons, while N (′) denotes the two
heavy-neutrino mass eigenstates 2. On the other hand, opposite-sign pairs of leptons
are produced via lepton number conserving processes mediated by both Dirac and
Majorana neutrinos, as qq → W± → `±αN

(′) → `±α `
∓
βW

′±. The virtual W ′ gauge
boson then turns either into qq̄′ producing the final state ``jj or into `ν producing
a trilepton plus missing energy. For MN & 5 GeV only around the 40% of the total
number of events are into ``jj, which are those used for measuring the SS to OS
dilepton ratio R``.

It is important to highlight the fact that prompt searches of such charged leptonic
signals are background dominated, while the displaced vertex (DV) events are back-
ground free. Therefore, a more favorable measurement of R`` through ``jj signals
involves the detection of “displaced dileptons" plus jets. The region of parameters
sensitive to such DV searches is described in the next sections.

The ratio of SS over OS events between times ta and tb, after heavy-neutrino
production, is given by the ratio of the time-integrated amplitudes squared as [362,
363,399]:

R(ta, tb) =

∫ tb
ta
|g−(t)|2dt∫ tb

ta
|g+(t)|2dt

, (6.3.9)

where g−(t) ∼ −ie−iMte−
Γ
2
t sin(∆M

2
t) and g+(t) ∼ −ie−iMte−

Γ
2
t cos(∆M

2
t) are the

oscillating amplitudes, with M = 1
2
(MN + MN ′) and ∆M = MN −MN ′ , and Γ is

the total decay width of both heavy neutrino states (Γ = ΓN ∼ ΓN ′).
Oscillations between two quantum mechanical states can occur whenever these

states can be distinguished by some quantum number (which is not conserved, hence
the oscillation); however, their mass eigenstates are admixtures of them. In the
present case the mass eigenstates N and N ′ are admixtures of N and S, which can
be assigned opposite lepton number. Then |g−(t)|2 describes the probability of a
lepton number conversion in the time interval ∆t ≡ t− 0, while |g+(t)|2 denotes the
probability that lepton number is not converted in that time interval. Sometimes
this oscillation is described as between neutrino and antineutrino, however this de-
nomination may lead to confusion, since a Majorana neutrino is its own antiparticle;
the essential point is that there are two (or more) neutrinos with different mass and
that there is a non-conserved quantum number that characterizes the states that
oscillate, which are different than the mass states.

The approximations used for the probabilities are only valid in the limit where
the decay widths of both Quasi-Dirac neutrinos are approximately equal, i.e. ∆Γ =

2The `-flavor N` heavy state and its conjugate (N`) produced in the decays W+ → `N`, (W− → `N`) can be
written in terms of the QD mass eigenstates as: N` = (N − iN ′)/

√
2, N` = (N + iN ′)/

√
2.
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Figure 6.1: ΓN(′) vs MN(′) . Left and right panels correspond to the cases where Yε ∼ YD and Yε � YD
respectively. Both are shown within Scenario b for g = 1 (left) and g = 102 (right), see Section 6.5 for

more details.

ΓN − ΓN ′ → 0 [399]. In terms of the Yukawa couplings of our model, ΓN ∼ ΓN ′
as long as Yε � YD. In an attempt to scrutinize this aspect, we show in Fig. 6.1
the ΓN(′) decay widths versus MN(′) for the case where Yε = YD (left panel) and
Yε = 10−4YD (right panel). It is clearly appreciated that the larger the hierarchy
among the Yukawas, the more accurate is the relation ΓN ∼ ΓN ′ and then, the
better the approximations of the probabilities g±(t) used here. In the next sections,
we highlight the impact of the hierarchy of the Yukawa couplings in our numerical
results.

For our analysis, we consider the ratio R`` ≡ R(0,∞), which can be expressed
as:

R`` =
∆M2

2Γ2 + ∆M2
. (6.3.10)

Note that R`` → 1 if Γ � ∆M , while R`` → 0 if ∆M � Γ. These two scenarios
correspond to the limiting Majorana and Dirac cases, respectively. In models with
Quasi-Dirac neutrinos, the ratio R`` can take any value between 0 and 1; as we ap-
proach R`` → 0, the LNV effects are more and more suppressed. From Eq. (6.3.10),
the QD condition R`` 6= 0, 1 is ensured as long as Γ(N) ∼ ∆M . Using the estimate
for the mass splitting from Eq. (6.2.8), it follows that

Γ(N) ∼ mν . (6.3.11)

Therefore, the window of R`` values compatible with QD neutrinos is determined,
in the linear seesaw model, by the light-neutrino masses and the heavy-neutrino
decay width. In the next sections, we present first the decay modes of the heavy
neutrinos, focusing on the hadronization of the final-state quark currents within the
non-perturbative QCD regime below E ∼ 2.5 GeV, and second, we explore in detail
the parameter space provided by the above conditions and its phenomenological
implications.
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6.4 Heavy-neutrino decay rates

In order to characterize the Quasi-Dirac regime in the linear seesaw model, one
needs to compute the total decay width of the heavy neutrino, Γ, that appears in
Eq. (6.3.10). The mixture of the SM-flavor neutrinos in Eq. (6.2.7) provides the
interactions of the –otherwise sterile– heavy neutrinos with the SM fields, i.e.

Lint =
g

2
√

2
W †
µN̄

C
∑
α

U∗αγ
µ(1− γ5)`−α +

g

4 cos θW
ZµN̄C

∑
α

U∗αγ
µ(1− γ5)να + h.c. .

(6.4.12)
Hence, all the decays of the heavy neutrinos proceed via charged and neutral-

current interactions. We will follow the usual considerations and assume that the
three families of the heavy neutrinos are not degenerate in mass, so that each leaves
a different footprint in the experiment. We will assume only one pair of heavy neu-
trinos to be relatively light, while the other two pairs to be much heavier, namely
M

N
(′)
1
� M

N
(′)
2

. M
N

(′)
3
. Thus, we will focus on the lightest heavy neutrino pair,

which for some mass range can be within the expected sensitivities of several exper-
iments, compute their decay width and set constraints on the parameter space.

We are interested in the regime where ΓN1 ∼ ΓN ′1 , so we just need to calculate one
of these decay widths for the R`` ratio of Eq. (6.3.10). The width necessarily depends
on the HNL mass, since larger masses open more decay modes. We will separate
these modes into four categories based on the nature of the final states [400–403]:

Leptonic decays Semileptonic decays Decays into gauge bosons Decay into the Higgs boson
• N → `−`′+ν`′ • N → `−ud̄ • N → `−W+

L •N → ν`H
• N → ν``

′ −`′+ • N → ν`qq̄ • N → `−W+
T

• N → ν`νν •N → ν`ZL
•N → ν`ZT

Here, L and T denote the longitudinal and transverse polarizations of the gauge
bosons. The u and d stand for the up and down-type quarks respectively, while q
includes all the quark types that are kinematically accessible in the decays3. The
first three columns come from the interaction Lagrangian of Eq. (6.4.12), either
from charged-current or neutral-current interactions, whereas the Higgs decay is
directly driven by the Yukawa Lagrangian in Eq. (6.2.3). Note that for Majorana
neutrinos, one should also consider the charge conjugate mode of the charged-current
interacting processes, thus summing twice to the total widths.

The treatment of the decay modes of the heavy neutrino into quarks entails an
inherent difficulty due to the non-perturbativity of QCD for MN1 . 2.5 GeV. While
perturbation theory works properly for larger masses of the heavy neutrino and,
consequently, the usual computation of partial decays into quarks is appropriate to
consider in the inclusive decays, in the non-perturbative regime below E ∼ 2.5 GeV
we are forced to consider the hadronization of the final quark currents into exclusive
hadrons, which are the relevant degrees of freedom at those energies. For this
purpose, a model-independent scheme is provided by Chiral Perturbation Theory.

3The contributions from the different channels into top quarks are not considered here, since they are negligible
as compared to the decay into bosons.
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This allows us to handle the hadronization procedure of quark currents into mesons.
However, this framework alone is not enough to describe the whole non-perturbative
energy regime, since it gives reliable results only for E � 1 GeV. The intermediate
region is populated by hadron resonances, and therefore, a complementary scenario
that encompasses these resonances as well as all the features of χPT, is given by the
Resonance Chiral Theory. Both frameworks are explained in detail in Chapter 2.

Accordingly, we will consider the hadronization of the quark bilinears into one
pseudoscalar (P ), two pseudoscalars (PP ) or a vectorial resonance (V ) — consid-
ering all possible intermediate states provided by RχT — with only light-quark
content, i.e. u, d and s. The list of final states, as resulting either from a neutral- or
charged-current interaction, are shown in Table 6.1. A last remark before presenting
the results is in order: due to the fast decay of hadron resonances, these are not
proper asymptotic states, as it is required in quantum field theory, and consequently,
the decay width of the heavy neutrino into a vectorial resonance as an external state
is not well defined. In order to compute these decays we use the method employed
in Appendix G in the context of tau decays (see as well Refs. [74, 161, 404]), based
on the decay of these resonances into two pseudoscalars (see the parentheses in the
third column of Table 6.1), i.e.

B(N → `(ν)V ) =
∑
P1P2

B(N → `(ν)P1P2)
∣∣∣
V
. (6.4.13)

This treatment applies to the resonances that decay mainly into two pseudoscalars
and whose decay width is large as compared to their mass. The ω(782) is not of this
kind: it is a narrow resonance, and is thus treated as a well-behaved external state.

For the hadronization of the neutral quark currents, we take the results directly
from Eq. (3.3.6). However, in that work the hadronization of the charged quark
currents was not performed, hence we provide it here. Since the HNL decays into
quarks via SM-like interactions (see Eq. (6.4.12)), we are left with the hadronization
of the following charged quark bilinears:

[ qi γµ γ5 qj → P ] ' −i 2F Ω
(1)
A−C(ij) pµ ,

[ qi γµ qj → P1 P2 ] '
[

2 Ω
(2)
V−C(ij) +

√
2
FV GV

F 2

∑
V

s

M2
V − s

Ω
(1)
V−C(ij) Ω

(3)
V−C

]
( p1 − p2 )µ

+

[
√

2
FV GV

F 2
(m2

2 −m2
1)
∑
V

Ω
(1)
V−C(ij) Ω

(3)
V−C

M2
V − s

]
( p1 + p2 )µ .

(6.4.14)

Here, the Ω coefficients are just numerical factors, which depend on the process
considered; these are given in Appendix E.2. The information from QCD lies within
the F, FV and GV factors. Note finally that, due to the larger uncertainties coming
from other sources in this work, possible improvements in the hadronization resulting
from the use of dispersive methods are not relevant and then, are not considered
here.
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PP P V

Neutral-current
interactions
(N → ν hadron(s))

π+π− π0

η
ρ0 (π+π−)

K0K
0

K0 φ (K0K
0

+K+K−)

η′
K+K− K

0
ω

Charged-current
interactions
(N → `± hadron(s))

π−π0 K
0
π−

π− ρ− (π−π0)

K0K− K−η

K− K∗− (K−π0 +K
0
π−)

K−π0 K−η′

π0π+ π+K0

π+ ρ+ (π0π+)

K+K
0

ηK+

K+ K∗+ (π0K+ + π+K0)
π0K+ η′K+

Table 6.1: Final states considered in this work for the hadronic decays of the heavy neutrino in the
regimeMN1 . 2.5 GeV. For the vectorial resonances, as explained in the main text, we show (when needed)

the dominant decay channels used to calculate their widths.

6.5 Analysis and results

Current knowledge of the neutrino sector allows to probe models that address the
origin of neutrino masses and related features of this sector. This is generically
achieved by translating the information provided by the current neutrino experi-
mental data into constraints on the parameters of the model under study. In this
work we intend to cover in the most general way the parameter space of the linear
seesaw, focusing on the regions where current and near-future experiments aim to
explore.

6.5.1 Master parametrization

For the purpose stated above, we take the master parametrization described in
Refs. [396, 405], which allows to fit any Majorana neutrino mass model and auto-
matically reproduce current experimental data.
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The departure point is the fact that any Majorana neutrino mass model leads for
the light neutrino masses, to the general expression

mν = f ·
(
Y T

1 MY2 + Y T
2 M

TY1

)
, (6.5.15)

where mν is in general the complex symmetric light-neutrino mass matrix (to be
compared with Eq. (6.2.5) for the linear seesaw model). For the case of three gen-
erations of light neutrinos, mν is a 3× 3 matrix. We can bring it to a diagonal form
via

m̂ν = diag(m1,m2,m3) = UT
`νmνU`ν , (6.5.16)

where U`ν is the 3× 3 neutrino PMNS mixing matrix. As explained in Section 6.2,
in extended scenarios as the linear seesaw, this matrix is not unitary anymore but
the whole (9 × 9 in the case at hand) mixing matrix of the model preserves the
unitarity.

The Eq. (6.5.15) is usually called the master formula and, considered as an input
from experimental data, we can use it to fit the parameters of the model via a general
parametrizaton of the Yukawas, the so–called master parametrization. For the case
of the linear seesaw, the Yukawa couplings of Eq. (6.2.5) are parametrized as:

Y T
D =

(
MR

v

)1/2

WT

(
m̂ν

v

)1/2

U †`ν ,

Y T
ε =

(
MR

v

)1/2

W ∗B

(
m̂ν

v

)1/2

U †`ν ,

(6.5.17)

where v is the Higgs vacuum expectation value, B = (T T )−1(I − K), with I the
identity matrix, and

m̂ν = diag(mν1 ,
√

∆m2
sol +m2

ν1
,
√

∆m2
atm +m2

ν1
) .

The master parametrization calculates the two Yukawa matrices as functions of the
input parameters mν1 , U`ν andMR and three arbitrary matricesW , T and K, which
are unitary, upper triangular and antisymmetric, respectively. The role of these
matrices can be viewed as follows: W encloses all possible rotations in the Yukawa
parameter space, while T and K contain the scaling of the different components of
the Yukawa couplings. For our analysis we consider two special cases:

Scenario a: we set W = U`ν , T = f × (v/m̂ν)
1/2 and K = 0, in such a way

that one of the Yukawa matrices becomes diagonal. Here f is just a scale
factor parametrizing the magnitude of the Yukawas. However, we conveniently
redefine f = α10−1/f ′ with α = (246)−1/2. All results in the next subsections
are given in terms of f ′. Notice that f ′ is such that Yε and YD are proportional
and inversely proportional to f ′, respectively.

Scenario b: we take a specially simple choiceW = I, T = g×I andK = 0, such
that YD = g2Yε. Note that this parametrization leaves YDY T

ε constant and, in
consequence, the neutrino mass unchanged for any value of g. For g = 1, both
Yukawa matrices become equal YD = Yε and the traditional seesaw scenario is
recovered.
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Both ansatzes are particularly interesting, because they provide a parameter space
that, for some specific values of f ′ and g, is not only allowed by the current exper-
imental bounds, but it is also inside the measurable region of future experiments.
A different choice in the parametrization structure either explores the same region
or falls into non-testable or excluded regions. For all the calculations, we set the
best fit point (b.f.p.) values of U`ν , ∆msol, ∆matm and mixing angles, from neutrino
oscillation experiments [351,406].

6.5.2 Same-sign to opposite-sign dilepton ratio in the LSM

From Eq. (6.3.10), we can appreciate that there are two limiting cases corresponding
to R`` = 1, 0. If ∆M ∼ mν � Γ, the decays proceed as in the usual Majorana case
and probabilities for SS and OS dilepton events are the same, i.e. R`` = 1. If
∆M ∼ mν � Γ, the pure Dirac case is approached and then R`` = 0. The Quasi-
Dirac regime 0 < R`` < 1 occurs when ∆M ∼ Γ. Since ∆M ∼ mν and Γ(MN) grows
quite fast withMN , for smaller values of mν1 , smaller values ofMN are needed. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6.2, which shows R`` versusMN1 for different values of mν1 . For
this calculation, we have chosen Scenario a, with a fixed value of f ′ = 100. As
expected, for each specific mν1 , there is a relatively narrow window of MN1 values
such that 0 < R`` < 1. For example, if mν1 = 10−5 eV, then values of 10 GeV
. MN1 . 20 GeV are needed in order to obtain a R`` value within the QD regime.
Unlike the inverse seesaw model [362], where values of R`` < 1 are still obtained
for larger values of MN1 , here the current upper bound for the light neutrino mass
mν1 . 0.1 eV and a f ′ = 100 sets R`` = 0 for values of MN1 & 100 GeV. This is why
our analysis focuses on the regime of small MN1 values.
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Figure 6.2: R`` vs MN1 for different values of mν1 .

Another interesting plot is Fig. 6.3, which shows the regions in the mν1–MN1

plane that belong to the QD regime (i.e. 0 < R`` < 1) in the linear seesaw model.
This is done within Scenario a for some specific values of f ′. The different colors
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magenta, brown, red and blue correspond to values of f ′ = 1, 10, 102, and 103,
respectively (recall that Yε grows with f ′). In this Figure, for each f ′ there are three
lines corresponding to values of R`` = 0.9, 0.5 and 0.1, from left to right. Therefore,
for a specific mν1 , each colored band roughly provides a range of MN1 values for
which 0 < R`` < 1. Note though that this QD regime is a continuum: the upper-
left corner represents the Majorana case, while the lower-right corner approaches
the Dirac limit. This QD–MN1 window of values moves to the left as mν1 becomes
smaller. For example, for f ′ = 10 and mν1 = 10−3 eV, the heavy neutrinos become
Quasi-Dirac for values of 10 GeV . MN1 . 20 GeV, while if mν1 = 10−6 eV, then
the QD behaviour occurs for 2 GeV . MN1 . 4 GeV. These specific ranges can be
additionally constrained from the current and expected experimental bounds on the
mixing UN1e. Fig 6.3 allows us to directly translate those constraints into the QD
regime, as we study in the next section.
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Figure 6.3: mν1–MN1 lines corresponding to a specific value of R`` and f ′. For each color, the three
lines correspond to values of R`` = 0.9, 0.5 and 0.1 from left to right.

6.5.3 Heavy to light neutrino mixing UN`

Here, we analyze the |UN1`|2–MN1 region and identify the zones in the parameter
space where some current experiments could have sensitivity; the prospects of future
experiments are also considered. The numerical analysis is based on the systematic
diagonalization of the 9× 9 mass matrix of the neutral states Mν (see Eq. (6.2.4))

Mν = UM̂νU
T , (6.5.18)

with U containing the PMNS mixing matrix and the heavy-light neutrino mixing
elements UN1` as well. For the U calculation, we parametrize the Yukawa couplings
as in Eq. (6.5.17). Therefore, after fixing the neutrino oscillation parameters to the
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best fit point, we obtain numerical expressions of the mixings UN1` as a function
of MN1 and f ′ or g, depending on the specific scenario. As we sketched in Sec-
tion 6.4, for the sake of simplicity we considered a large decoupling on the masses
of the second and third generation of the heavy neutrinos with respect to M

N
(′)
1
,

i.e. M
N

(′)
1
� M

N
(′)
2
,M

N
(′)
3
.4 However, for completeness, at the end of this section

we briefly comment on the phenomenologically different inverted-hierarchical case,
where the mass of the third-generation heavy neutrino pair is lighter than the other
two pairs.

Figure 6.4 shows |UN1e|2 versus the heavy neutrino massMN1 , for different values
of f ′ and g: solid and dashed gray straight lines correspond to scenarios a and b
respectively. In Scenario a all light neutrino massesmνi enter all Yε entries, while YD
is independent of the light neutrino masses. Obviously, because mν3 � mν2 � mν1 ,
the mixings UN1` will not depend on mν1 . Otherwise, in Scenario b, each MRi is
responsible for each mνi , therefore an explicit dependence on mν1 is expected. For
our calculations on Scenario b, we set mν1 = 10−3 eV. The current constraints and
some future projections on the mixing are shown by the shaded region and the
colored dashed lines. We can appreciate that for small (large) values of f ′ (g),
the mixing UN1e becomes strongly constrained by the experimental bounds in a
wide range of MN1 values. This means that, if there is some appreciable hierarchy
between the Yukawa couplings YD and Yε (see the description of both scenarios
above), the predicted mixing falls into the range testable by present and near-future
experiments. For some values of g . 20 the model remains unconstrained by the
low-energy experimental bounds. A value of g = 1, where YD = Yε, corresponds
to the traditional seesaw mechanism [353, 354, 407] where the heavy-light neutrino
mixing is given by UN1e '

√
mν1/MN1 . It is interesting to note that the traditional

seesaw represented by the red line (for which we set mν1 = 10−3) is not sensitive
to any experimental bound, while our model could be strongly constrained in a
large part of the parameter space. The projected sensitivities for ANUBIS (purple
dashed line), MATHUSLA (cyan dashed line), SHiP (green dashed line), DUNE
(orange dashed line), FASER2 (blue dashed line), FCC-ee (brown dashed line) and
AL3X (pink dashed line) are taken from Refs. [390,391,408,409], while the already
excluded values (grey shaded region) are taken from Ref. [389, 409]. There is in
addition a region in the |UN1e|2–MN1 plane where a displaced vertex search could
have sensitivity: the region limited by the darker red dashed line represents a 95
% CL reach at

√
s = 13 TeV of a multitrack displaced vertex strategy described in

Ref. [392]. As depicted in this figure, for values of f ′ around 10 . f ′ . 102 and a
specific window of MN1 values, a discovery of a displaced vertex signal in the model
would be possible at the high-luminosity (L = 3000fb−1) LHC. A detailed study of
displaced vertex signals for QD neutrinos in the linear seesaw model goes beyond the
scope of this work, but it could be worth pursuing. Note finally that both scenarios
a and b present a symmetry axis of UN1e, in powers of the parametrization factor,
for f ′ ∼ 104.5 and g = 100, respectively.

The characterization of the QD regime through the R`` observable implies a
possibility for the experiments to measure the charge of the two final leptons (see

4 Due MN1
∼MN′

1
, the results and figures involving MN1

apply also for MN′
1
.
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Figure 6.4: Active-sterile neutrino mixing |UN1e|2 versus the neutrino mass MN1 , for different values
of the parameters f ′ and g. Dashed lines correspond to the projected sensitivities of future experiments,
while the gray shaded area indicates the regions already excluded from current searches as depicted in
Ref. [409]. The dashed dark red line limits the zone of the sensitivity of DV searches. The solid red line

represents the vanilla seesaw model.

Section 6.3). Nevertheless, some of the aforementioned low-energy scale experiments,
except the ones concerning to LHC-displaced vertex searches, will not be able to
differentiate the charge and then will be blind to this observable. However, the
bounds on the mixing themselves can place already stringent constraints into the
Quasi-Dirac regime, which can be found by studying the interplay between Fig. 6.3
and 6.4. According to Fig. 6.3, in Scenario a each value of mν1 leads to a specific
MN1 range where 0 < R`` < 1. At the same time, each MN1–QD range gets extra
constraints by the experimental bounds shown in Fig. 6.4. For instance, with f ′ = 10
and mν1 = 10−3 eV, the corresponding QD masses 10 GeV . MN1 . 20 GeV (see
Fig. 6.3) fall into the region where displaced vertex searches could have sensitivity,
whereas for a value of mν1 = 10−6 eV, some region of the QD masses could be
excluded by some of the low mass experiments. On the other hand, for f ′ = 103,
the FCC-ee will be probing masses between 20 GeV . MN1 . 60 GeV, so it will
be sensitive to QD neutrinos for 10−7 eV . mν1 . 10−4 eV, but it is not until
one reaches very low values of mν1 that any foreseen low-energy experiment could
be sensitive to QD neutrinos. These observations allow us to conclude that, for a
specific value of f ′, the QD regime gets stronger constraints as the light neutrino
mass becomes smaller. For Scenario b, since in this case the mixing depends on
both the heavy and the light neutrino masses (and then also on the decay width),
instead of the fixed-value R`` lines depicted in Fig. 6.3, we find straight vertical lines
[from Eq. (6.3.10)]. This means that for a given g and MN1 , all values of mν1 give
an approximately equal R``, i.e. R`` is independent of the lightest neutrino mass.
Therefore, there is more freedom when translating the bounds on the mixing to the
Quasi-Dirac regimes, and in consequence the model becomes less constrained.
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The inverted hierarchical case, with the third-generation heavy neutrino being
the lightest of its kind, i.e. M

N
(′)
3
� M

N
(′)
1
,M

N
(′)
2
, exhibits some different features,

which we comment here briefly. First, it mixes predominantly into the τ neutrino,
then we should compare UN3τ against the previous UN1e. For Scenario a, no rele-
vant difference is observed, but Scenario b is more interesting: now UN3τ is mν1–
independent, but mν3–dependent. Similar to the g = 1 traditional seesaw scenario,
where UN3τ ∼

√
mν3/MN3 , all dashed gray curves in Fig. 6.4 move upwards with

respect to the previous case. All this leads for R`` to a similar QD behaviour as
presented in Fig. 6.3, thus allowing for stronger constraints on the QD regime.

Let us now briefly mention the effects of current lepton-flavor violating (LFV)
bounds in our model. We want to add that we have calculated the branching ratio of
the µ→ eγ process in both scenarios. Taking into account that our model does not
have extra charged scalars, the only contribution to this LFV process comes from
the loop mediated by the W boson (see Fig. 3.4). We have found that Br(µ→ eγ)
can provide additional relevant constraints only for extreme values of the f ′ and
g, which lie on the already excluded area by the experimental searches depicted in
Fig. 6.4.

Finally, regarding neutrinoless double beta decay (0νββ) searches, following Ref.
[409] one can see that the corresponding bounds get worse as the mass splitting
between the pair of heavy neutrinos becomes smaller — as it is expected since 0νββ
is a LNV process that vanishes away for ∆M = 0, i.e. in the Dirac case. In the linear
seesaw model (∆Mi = mνi) we deal with values of ∆r ≡ ∆M1/MN1 ∈ [10−11, 10−19],
which are farther above the worst upper-bound ∆r = 10−6 depicted in Figs. 9 and
10 of Ref. [409]. Therefore, we conclude that the constraints coming from 0νββ are
not competitive in the QD region of interest for our work.

6.6 Conclusions

We studied the Quasi-Dirac nature of the heavy neutrinos in the most minimal
version of the linear seesaw. This model contains two extra heavy neutrinos, each
replicated in three generations. The mass splitting of the heavy neutrino pair in
each generation is shown to be of the order of the light-neutrino masses, as shown in
Eq. (6.2.8). An interesting way to study the nature of these additional neutrinos is
through the ratio R``, which relates the number of same-sign to opposite-sign dilep-
ton final states (in ``jj events at hadron colliders) when a heavy neutrino is involved,
and may take any value from 0 (Dirac) to 1 (Majorana), with the intermediate re-
gion displaying the QD behaviour. We showed that in the LSM this observable is
controlled by both the masses of the light neutrinos and the decay widths of their
heavy partners (see Eq. (6.3.10)). Therefore, focusing on the first generation and
decoupling it from the other two, we computed its decay width, paying special at-
tention to the quark modes within the non-perturbative regime of E . 2.5 GeV. In
order to properly hadronize these quark currents, we employed chiral perturbation
theory and its higher energy extension the resonance chiral theory, which allowed
us to include all features of QCD and systematically calculate all the variety of final
hadronic channels.
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We performed a numerical analysis based on the systematic diagonalization of
the full mass matrix of the neutral states (see Eq. (6.2.4)). Due to the richness
of the model, we implemented the master parametrization, that allowed us to scan
the parameter space of the model, while automatically fit the current data of the
neutrino sector in the most general way. Within this general framework, we chose
two simplified realizations of the Yukawas (scenarios a and b) that, nonetheless,
embraced the most interesting region of the model.

Unlike other seesaw models with QD regimes, in the linear seesaw the pair of
heavy neutrinos exhibits a Quasi-Dirac behavior for relatively low masses.

For each scenario we found the regions of heavy neutrino masses which exhibit
the QD regime, i.e. 0 < R`` < 1, and which at the same time are consistent with
the current bounds for the light neutrino mass:

Scenario a showed a dependence on mν1 , such that lower light-neutrino masses
entailed lower masses for the QD heavy neutrinos as well, in the range of a few GeV’s;
these QD regions in Scenario b on the other hand, happen to be mν1-independent.

A phenomenological analysis using experimental data on current and near-future
experiments was also carried out to constraint — within both scenarios — the
heavy-light neutrino mixing UN1e as a function of the heavy-neutrino mass MN1

(see Fig. 6.4). We found that low-energy experiments such as SHiP, MATUSHLA,
ANUBIS, DUNE, FASER2 and AL3X together with displaced vertex searches and
prospects for the FCC-ee, will explore a large part of the parameter space for both
scenarios, either discovering or placing stringent bounds on the parameter space of
the LSM, which is still far from reach for the ordinary seesaw. Therefore, we con-
cluded that current and near-future experiments are actually probing hierarchical
Yukawas, with the equal-Yukawa case remaining unbounded.

Despite the stated difficulty in measuring directly R``, we could translate the
previous mixing constraints into bounds on the Quasi-Dirac nature of the heavy
neutrinos through this observable, what was achieved by comparing Figs. 6.3 and 6.4.
By doing so, we found that the QD regime is more strongly constrained in Scenario
a than in Scenario b. In the former, the lower the light-neutrino mass, the lower
the mass range yielding R 6= 0, 1 and then, the more constrained the QD regime
turns out to be. Accordingly, this would lead to a Dirac behavior for these heavy
neutrinos. Instead, Scenario b was shown to be less constrained: the QDmass regime
was shifted to larger masses and the mν1 dependence of the mixing allowed to take
it away of the exclusion area. The inverted hierarchical case was also considered and
some of its main features were briefly discussed.

Finally, the most up-to-date stringent bounds on the neutrinoless double beta de-
cay process as well as the lepton-flavor violating process µ→ eγ were also addressed.
We concluded that the current experimental upper limits on these processes do not
yield competitive constraints as compared to the ones shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Chapter 7

Resum

Des de l’inici de les ciències formals, arrel de la revolució científica viscuda als segles
XVI i XVII i que va establir les bases de la ciència moderna, la història de la
física s’ha desenvolupat en paral·lel a la de les matemàtiques. Sorprenentment, cada
nou fenomen físic que era descobert resultava poder ser descrit correctament amb al-
guna ferramenta matemàtica (la qual, de normal, no havia sigut desenvolupada amb
eixa finalitat). Per tant, les matemàtiques es van convertir ràpidament en el llen-
guatge de la física. Un dels exemples paradigmàtics d’aquesta simbiosi entre física
i matemàtiques són les lleis de la mecànica de Newton, que descriuen la cinemàtica
i dinàmica dels objectes macroscòpics, i la seua reformulació més potent en termes
de la mecànica lagrangiana (o hamiltoniana), que hui en dia encara és emprada
diariament en moltes branques de la ciència, entre elles la física de partícules.

L’àmbit de física de partícules sobre el que versa aquesta tesi, s’allunya molt del
món macroscòpic descrit per Newton o Lagrange i els seus coetanis “ clàssics” i per
tant, les ferramentes matemàtiques necessàries per descriu-re-la s’han d’adaptar.
Més concretament, en física de partícules estudiem els fenòmens físics en situacions
extremes: a distàncies molt petites i a velocitats o energies molt grans. Els fenòmens
poc intuitius que apareixen en estos règims van ser objecte d’estudi al llarg del segle
passat. Dos teories es van desenvolupar de forma separada: la Mecànica Quàntica
(que explicava com tractar amb el món a escala molt xicoteta, el món quàntic) i
la Relativitat Especial, que adreçava els efectes que sorgien a energies i velocitats
molt elevades. La posterior combinació dels dos marcs de treball va donar lloc a la
teoria quàntica de camps (QFT per les seus sigles en anglés). Aquesta proporciona
la millor comprensió que té la humanitat actualment del funcionament de la natura
a nivell més elemental. La teoria quàntica de camps descriu les partícules com a
excitacions (quàntiques) sobre l’estat fonamental (anomenat buit) d’un objecte que
impregna tot l’espai-temps Minkowskià de 4 dimensions: un camp quàntic.

En física de partícules, el formalisme de QFT proporciona els fonaments per
adreçar el seu objecte d’estudi: les partícules elementals que composen l’univers i
les seues interaccions. En aquesta línia, la segona meitat del segle passat va resultar
una época daurada que va culminar amb el desenvolupament del Model Estàndard
(SM) de la física de partícules. El corresponent formalisme teòric (explicat en la
Metodologia en la secció 7.2.1) on les simetries juguen un paper principal, amb
el contingut de partícules observat experimentalment i les seues interaccions, ha
resultat ser la teoria més precisa mai creada per l’ésser humà. Ha pogut descriure
resultats com el moment magnètic anomal de l’electró amb una precisió mai vista
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abans. I encara que és continuament posat a prova a nombrosos experiments de
partícules al llarg del món, com per exemple al LHC, les seues prediccions per als
resultats d’eixos experiments continuen coincidint amb l’observació.

Tot i el gran èxit del Model Estàndard, encara hi ha qüestions obertes tant
de tipus observacional com teòric. Entre les primeres, hi ha diversos fenòmens
observats que no tenen explicació dins del marc del SM. Per exemple, la massa
dels neutrins (absent en el SM) observada a través de les oscil·lacions dels seus
estats propis de sabor en processos febles; la falta d’una gran fracció de la massa
total de l’univers, que el paradigma dominant actual tendeix a explicar a través
de l’anomenada matèria fosca; o el domini de la matèria sobre l’antimatèria en
l’univers, per al qual el SM només pot explicar-ne una xicoteta part, entre altres.
Les qüestions teòriques, encara que no necessàriament comporten incoherències dins
del propi marc de treball, no tenen una comprensió fonamental en el SM. L’exemple
habitual és el problema de la naturalitat, relacionat amb un aparent ajust fi que s’ha
de fer en alguns paràmetres. A part de la naturalitat, altra qüestió que no explica
el SM és la seua estructura de sabor: per què tres copies de cada família, per què la
jerarquia que s’observa dels Yukawes (les seues masses) i del patró de mescles entre
estats propis de sabor i no qualsevols altres? A estes qüestions se les coneix pel
nom del problema o puzle del sabor del SM. A més, hi ha altres indicis teòrics que
apunten a una física més rica a altes escales energètiques, com la possible unificació
de les interaccions del SM en una sola. En menor mesura, un altre exemple ve
donat pel requisit de renormalizabilitat del SM. Aquesta restricció porta a l’aparició
de simetries globals accidentals com la conservació global del número de leptons i
barions. La inclusió de termes no renormalitzables en una teoria més general pot
trencar naturalment aquesta simetria. Tot i que les dades experimentals (fins a la
precissió actual) confirmen el marc del SM també en aquest assumpte, l’existència
de simetries accidentals no té una explicació més profunda.

7.1 Objectius

En aquesta tesi hem tractat d’abordar parcialment alguns dels problemes mencionats
abans i d’estudiar de forma més genèrica possibles contribucions de física més enllà
del Model Estàndard (BSM).

Al capítol 3, basat en el treball publicat en la Ref. [74], estudiem la possible vio-
lació del sabor leptònic dels leptons carregats (CLFV), més en concret centrant-nos
en la tercera família, i.e. violació del sabor del leptó tau. Mentre que aquest fenomen
és possible en el sector dels quarks, l’absència d’un neutrí dretà en el SM empedeix la
violació del sabor leptònic en general. No obstant, el fet que els neutrins tinguen real-
ment massa (com indiquen les oscil·lacions de neutrins) apunta a una dinàmica més
complexa en el sector dels leptons. Si la violació del sabor tauònic està estrictament
lligada al mecanisme més simple de generacció de massa dels neutrins, aleshores els
efectes predits de CLFV són tan petits que no es podrien mesurar amb les tècniques
de hui en dia. No obstant, això mostra la importància d’estudiar aquests processos:
si es mesura algun procés amb CLFV, seria un senyal directe de nova física. De fet,
moltes extensions del SM prediuen contribucions mesurables de CLFV. Aquest efecte
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s’ha estudiat molt en la literatura en relació a les dos primeres famílies, l’electró i el
muó. En canvi, les complicacions experimentals associades amb tractar amb el tau
han fet que no se li parara molta atenció: costa produir-los en molta quantitat i a
més decauen molt ràpid. Tot i això, processos de CLFV que involucren al τ han sigut
estudiats tant en LEP com en les anomenades factories de Bs com Belle i BaBar.
A més, en la pròxima década les futures generacions d’experiments com Belle II,
l’experiment NA64 al CERN, el col·lisionador electró-ió (EIC) o TeraZ al FCC-ee
milloraran les restriccions en estos processos. Per consegüent, al capítol 3 fem una
anàlisi genèrica per constrenyir possibles contribucions de nova física a processos de
CLFV. Aquestes contribucions les parametritzem mitjançant la teoria efectiva del
Model Estàndard (SMEFT), la qual ens permet considerar tots el possibles efectes
provinents de nova física a altes energies d’una forma gènerica, i.e. sense dependre
d’un model en particular. En concret, estudiem els decaïments hadronics del tau i la
possible conversió de tau a muó o electró en presència d’un nucli. El primer procés el
caracteritzem mitjançant la Teoria Quiral de Pertorbacions (χPT) i la Teoria Quiral
de Resonàncies (RχT), les dues explicades a la Metodologia. Per al segon, utilitzem
les funcions de distribucions dels partons en el nucli. Per dur a terme l’anàlisi em-
prem els resultats actuals dels experiments Belle [103] i BaBar [102] i dels resultats
esperats de Belle II [410] en decaïments del tau en hadrons, i dels resultats esperats
de l’experiment NA64 [138] en conversió en nucli del tau en altre sabor leptònic.
D’aquesta forma, constrenyim l’espai de paràmetres de la SMEFT.

Dins de la rica paleta d’escenaris amb física més enllà del Model Estàndard, una
classe molt ben motivada de teories prediu l’existència de leptoquarks (LQs): bosons
carregats elèctricament (amb espí S = 0, 1) que a més, tenen càrrega de color i es
transformen en triplets sota SU(3)C i poden convertir quarks en leptons i viceversa.
Aquestes partícules emergeixen naturalment en les teories de Gran Unificació, on
els leptons s’acomoden als mateixos múltiples que els quarks: van aparèixer per
primera vegada en el model de Pati-Salam [179, 180], i han continuat apareixent
en nombroses teories de nova física. Al mateix temps, l’existència persistent de
diverses anomalies (discrepàncies entre les prediccions teòriques dels observables del
SM i els seus valors experimentals) apunta a possibles efectes de nova física, i els
leptoquarks es presenten com a candidats rellevants, sent capaços d’abordar una
o més d’aquestes desviacions, depenent del model escollit. Les discrepàncies que
han cridat més l’atenció en la literatura recent són RD(∗) [105–112], RK [113–120]
i la més recent RK0

S
i RK∗+ [121], les anomenades anomalies B [122], i per altra

banda, el moment magnètic anomal (g − 2) del muó [123,124]. A banda d’aquestes
anomalies, els leptoquarks també han sigut considerats com a possibles solucions
d’altres problemes del SM com els que hem comentat abans: s’ha estudiat la seua
possible implicació en la generació de massa dels neutrins i també s’han considerat
com a candidats de matèria fosca, entre altres. Inclús la seua existència podria
donar pistes sobre el problema del sabor del SM, per què n’hi ha tres generacions
de partícules elementals al SM. Aquestes partícules tan interessants, a més, donen
contribucions d’ordre dominant als processos de violació de sabor leptònic estudiats
en el capítol 3. Per tant, al capítol 4 basat en el treball de Ref. [251], considerem
el model més genèric de leptoquarks. Aquest inclou un total de 10 leptoquarks,
5 escalars i 5 vectorials, els quals s’acoblen als fermions del SM, als bosons gauge
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(dels quals ens interessen el γ i Z, ja que els processos estudiats de CLFV es donen a
través de corrents neutres) i al Higgs. Aquest model ha de ser integrat (com s’explica
en la metodologia) per a fer la identificació entre els paràmetres dels leptoquarks:
acoblaments i masses, i els coeficients de la SMEFT que hem constrenyit al capítol 3.
Finalment, traslladem les restriccions obtingudes a aquest capítol, en restriccions
sobre la massa dels leptoquarks i els acoblaments d’estos a la matèria.

Al capítol 5 ens centrem de nou en posar restriccions als paràmetres de les teories
efectives de camps, en aquest cas la teoria efectiva de camps de baixes energies
(LEFT). D’aquesta manera, busquem restringir de la forma més general possible,
les contribucions de nova física als processos que observem experimentalment. El
procés en concret estudiat a aquest capítol involucra, a més, oscil·lacions de neutrins.
La caracterització d’aquestes oscil·lacions es fa de normal en la literatura emprant
el formalisme de Mecànica Quàntica, però, com es va demostrar al cas on n’hi
ha interaccions amb corrents carregades [273], aquest formalisme pot fallar. Per
tant, nosaltres utilitzem el formalisme desenvolupat en la Ref. [273] sobre la teoria
quàntica de camps, per caracteritzar aquestes oscil·lacions de neutrins en presència,
a més, d’interaccions de nova física que proporciona la LEFT. Al capítol 5, donem
una descripció total de l’experiment COHERENT en aquest formalisme. L’objectiu
de l’experiment va ser demostrar l’existència d’un procés descrit teòricament a l’any
1974, la dispersió elàstica i coherent de neutrins incidint sobre nuclis (CEνNS),
però que encara no s’havia mesurat experimentalment. Finalment, a l’any 2017
l’experiment COHERENT va mesurar per primera vegada aquest procés que, dins
d’un error no menyspreable, estava d’acord amb la predicció feta pel SM [276].
Aquesta mesura, i les següents fetes pel mateix experiment en diferents nuclis, a
banda de demostrar l’existència d’aquest procés purament quàntic, ens serveix per a
constrenyir els paràmetres de nova física introduïts per la LEFT, que podrien afectar
a CEνNS. La corresponent caracterització de l’experiment COHERENT en el nostre
formalisme d’oscil·lacions de neutrins dins del marc de QFT i la posterior extracció
de restriccions sobre els paràmetres de la LEFT en base als resultats experimentals,
constituixen l’objectiu del capítol 5.

Finalment, al capítol 6 basat en el treball de la Ref. [367], ens interessem per un
mecanisme específic de generació de masses de neutrins: el model lineal de balancí.
Aquest model introdueix a sobre de l’espectre de partícules del SM dos tipus de
neutrins pesats amb tres families cadascú, és a dir, 6 neutrins nous, amb uns acobla-
ments amb els leptons del SM característics del model. El resultat és que, una
volta és diagonalitza la matriu de massa dels neutrins, els neutrins actius del SM
reben una massa molt xicoteta (com s’espera). No obstant, a diferència dels models
típics de balancí, això no ocorre a costa del neutrins pesats que acaben tenint una
massa sobre els 1015 GeV (impossible de mesurar al nostre període de vida), sinó
que degut a la textura de masses característica d’aquest model, els neutrins pesats
que hem afegit poden viure al voltant dels GeV (detectables en les noves generacions
d’experiments). En general, els neutrins extra afegits són neutrins de Majorana i,
per tant, violen el número leptònic. No obstant, en el límit d’igual massa, els dos
neutrins es troben degenerats i (cada família) conjuntament formen un neutrí de
Dirac, i.e. aquest es pot vore com un par de neutrins de Majorana degenerats en
massa. És interessant estudiar el cas intermig, on ambdós neutrins s’apropen a la
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degeneració i presenten una fenomenologia particular que es pot observar als experi-
ments. El par de neutrins Majorana que es troben quasi-degenerats reben usualment
el nom de neutrins Quasi-Dirac (QD). En el model lineal de balancí aquest règim
depén de diversos paràmetres del model. En aquest capítol 6, caracteritzem els
neutrins Quasi-Dirac del model lineal de balancí en termes dels seus paràmetres i
fem una anàlisi fenomenològic per constrenyir tant els neutrins Quasi-Dirac com els
mateixos paràmetres.

7.2 Metodologia

La metodologia de la tesi es recull principalment als capítols 1 i 2 i la resta es va
introduïnt segons es necessita en cada capítol. En aquesta secció, fem un resum dels
models teòrics, les tècniques i ferramentes que utilitzem al llarg de la tesi.

7.2.1 Model Estàndard

El Model Estàndard descrit al capítol 1 és una teoria quàntica de camps renor-
malitzable que descriu tres de les quatre interaccions que observem a la natura:
la interacció electromagnètica, la dèbil i la forta (la inclusió en aquest marc de la
gravetat és encara un problema obert objecte de molta investigació). En aquesta
teoria, les interaccions fonamentals sorgeixen d’imposar unes determinades simetries
locals (també anomenades gauge) sobre el Lagrangià que descriu les lleis bàsiques
dels camps. En concret, el Lagrangià del SM és invariant baix la simetria local

G ≡ SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , (7.2.1)

on SU(3)C correspon a la simetria de la interacció forta [4, 5] i SU(2)L×U(1)Y a
la de la interacció electrofeble, la unificació de l’electromagnetisme amb la interac-
ció feble [8–10] (altre èxit del SM). Cada interacció té una càrrega associada, e.g.
l’electromagnètica té la càrrega elèctrica o la interacció forta la càrrega de color,
per això la teoria que descriu les interaccions amb càrrega de color rep el nom de
Cromodinàmica Quàntica (QCD).

Com es pot contemplar a la discussió de dalt, en la descripció més encertada que
tenim hui en dia del món subatòmic, les simetries juguen un paper central. De fet,
els camps quàntics associats a les partícules elementals corresponen a representa-
cions irreduïbles del grup de simetria Lorentz. En aquest marc teòric, les partícules
elementals es dividixen en dos grups en base al seu espí: fermions (espí semi-enter)
i bosons (espí-enter). Per una banda, els fermions conformen la matèria ordinària
i es divideixen de nou en dos grups: quarks i leptons. Els primers són les úniques
partícules que senteixen les tres interaccions fonamentals, mentre que els leptons
no tenen càrrega de color i no pateixen la interacció forta. Finalment, tant quarks
com leptons es divideixen en dos subgrups: quarks tipus u o tipus d i leptons car-
regats (elèctricament) o leptons neutres. Estos quatre tipus de fermions són, doncs,
les partícules de matèria més elementals que coneixem. De fet, el leptó carregat,
també anomenat electró, junt amb les combinacions adequades de quarks u i d que
donen lloc als protons i neutrons, conformen tota la matèria que veiem al nostre dia
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a dia. No obstant, el SM inclou tres còpies més massives de cadascuna d’aquestes
partícules. Estes reben el nom de famílies o generacions i es poden representar com:

1ra :

[
νe u
e− d′

]
, 2a :

[
νµ c
µ− s′

]
, 3ra :

[
ντ t
τ− b′

]
. (7.2.2)

Aleshores, en total el SM conté 12 fermions, 4 per cada família. I cadascú d’aquests
fermions té un sabor que el distingueix de la resta, e.g. el sabor de l’electró és el
sabor electrónic, el del muó sabor muónic o el del quark u sabor u.

Per altra banda, en el SM els bosons amb espí 1 (bosons vectorials) adquireixen el
paper de mediadors de les interaccions. Per això, també reben el nom de bosons de
gauge. Així, el fotó sense massa seria el mediador de la interacció electromagnètica,
els bosons massius W± i Z de la interacció feble i els huit bosons sense massa
però amb càrrega de color anomenats gluons, serien els responsables de la interacció
forta. De la discussió de dalt s’ha d’entendre doncs, que estos bosons de gauge ixen
d’imposar la invariància sota la simetria gauge SU(3)C×SU(2)L×U(1)Y del SM.

Finalment, la simetria gauge que permet explicar les interaccions fonamentals,
prohibeix, al mateix temps, que els fermions i els bosonsW± i Z adquireixen massa.
En altres paraules, els mecanismes que donen massa a estes partícules violen la
simetria gauge. Per tant, es necessita algun mecanisme pel qual aquesta simetria es
viole, i puga donar massa a les partícules, però que al mateix temps deixe les lleis
que descriuen les partícules i les seues interaccions, i.e. el Lagrangià, invariant. La
solució està al fenomen conegut com ruptura espontània de simetria (SSB) i que té
com a resultat observable l’existència del bosó de Higgs [12–14]. En concret, en el
SM el patró de ruptura de simetria és el següent:

SU(2)L × U(1)Y
SSB−→ U(1)QED , (7.2.3)

on el grup de simetria de la interacció electrofeble es trenca, i només el grup que de-
scriu l’electromagnetisme (el qual ve descrit per l’electrodinàmica quàntica o QED)
segueix sent una bona simetria. Per altra banda, el patró de SSB manté la simetria
de color invariant.

La ruptura espontània de simetria es dona quan les lleis que descriuen els estats
físics, les seues lleis de moviment, no comparteixen les mateixes simetries que els
propis estats físics. En el cas que ens pertoca, el Lagrangià del Model Estàndard
és invariant baix G (vore Eq. (7.2.1)), però el buit de la teoria sobre el que es
construeixen els estats, sols és invariant sota el grup reduït H ≡ SU(3)C×U(1)QED.
Aixo s’aconsegueix en el SM incloent un potencial escalar amb un camp escalar que
descriu quatre graus de llibertat i s’acobla tant als bosons W± i Z com als fermions.
Aquest potencial també és invariant sota el grup de simetria del SM i, com a tal, el
camp escalar té infinites configuracions per a les que el potencial té un mínim, i.e. la
teoria presenta infinits estats degenerats de buit. El procés de SSB es dona quan el
camp “decideix” un d’estos estats, i no qualsevol altre, com el buit físic i adquireix
un valor esperat al buit (vev). És aquesta elecció entre les infinites possibilitats
de buit, la que trenca la simetria i fa que, degut a l’acoblament del camp escalar
als bosons W± i Z i als fermions, els done massa (excepte als neutrins). Tres dels
quatre graus de llibertat que descriu el camp escalar són “menjats” pels bosonsW± i
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Z donant-los massa. El quart grau de llibertat és el bosó de Higgs que va ser trobat
finalment a l’any 2012 a l’accelerador de partícules més gran del món, l’LHC [17,18].

Al sector dels fermions, l’acoblament amb el camp escalar es coneix com interacció
de Yukawa. El fet que els quarks en el SM puguen tindre dos quiralitats diferents,
dretans (R) o esquerrans (L), relacionades amb tindre espí +1/2 o espí −1/2, fa que
els estats de massa de la teoria (amb una massa ben definida) no siguen els mateixos
als estas de sabor (amb un sabor ben definit). Això dona lloc a una dinàmica de
sabor molt complexa i variada, com es veu en la jungla d’hadrons (combinacions de
quarks) observada als experiments. Respecte als leptons, mentre que els carregats
també existeixen amb les dos quiralitats en el SM, els neutrins només apareixen
amb quiralitat L (i els antineutrins amb R). Aquest fet fa que, primer els neutrins
no reben massa per mitjà d’aquest mecanisme i segon, que la dinàmica de sabor al
sector leptònic del SM siga molt més pobra.

7.2.2 Teories efectives de camps

En vista de les incògnites mostrades a la introducció que envolten el Model Es-
tàndard, i degut també a la visió més profunda guanyada sobre el formalisme de
teoria quàntica de camps, en els últims anys s’ha arribat a un consens sobre la
interpretació del SM com una realització a baixes energies d’una teoria completa
d’altes energies, habitualment coneguda com la seua completitud ultravioleta (UV).
A més, les búsquedes directes de nous graus de llibertat i la nova dinàmica associ-
ada a aquests, com la supersimetria, no han trobat res fins a l’actualitat. Això ha
dut a la comunitat a centrar-se més en les búsquedes indirectes: estudiar els efectes
(quàntics) que la dinàmica de nova física pot tindre en els observables (ja estiguen
permesos o prohibits) del SM. En aquest sentit, una forma sistemàtica que no de-
pén de les prediccions de cap model particular, i que permet adaptar els resultats
a qualsevol completitud UV, ve donada per les teories efectives de camps (EFT).
Al capítol 2 presentem els fonaments teòrics de les EFTs i expliquem aquelles que
utilitzem al llarg de la tesi. Les EFTs en general es construixen sobre el contingut
de partícules i simetries conegudes a baixes energies, les quals comporten els efectes
més importants dels observables mesurats als experiments, i incorporen de forma
consistent els possibles efectes de física desconeguda a altes energies. En general,
qualsevol teoria efectiva es pot expressar de la següent forma

LEFT =
∞∑
d=2

(∑
i

C
(d)
i

Λd−4
O(d)
i

)
, (7.2.4)

on els C(d)
i són paràmetres adimensionals que reben el nom de coeficients de Wilson

(WC). Per a cada valor de l’índex que marca la dimensió d, hi ha un subconjunt
finit d’operadors construïts en base al contingut de camps de la teoria de baixa
energia, els quals venen donats pels O(d)

i de l’Eq. (7.2.4). A nivell dimensional,
s’ha de compensar les dimensions dels operadors introduïnt un terme de massa Λ.
Aquest terme correspon a l’escala d’energia característica de la nova física i ha de
ser necessàriament major tant a l’escala dels camps i simetries sobre els que es
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construeix la teoria efectiva com a l’energia E característica del procés que estem
estudiant, per a que la EFT siga consistent.

Com es pot extraure de l’Eq. (7.2.4), el càlcul d’observables físics en una teoria
efectiva involucra calcular infinits terms. No obstant, les contribucions dels oper-
adors de dimensió major que d = 4 estan suprimides per factors O

(
(E/Λ)(d−4)

)
, on

E és l’energia característica de l’observable que estem estudiant. Per tant, a l’hora
de calcular dins de la EFT les contribucions d’aquests operadors a un determinat
procés, no fa falta realment utilitzar tota la torre infinita d’operadors en l’Eq. (7.2.4).
Sinó que, degut a que necessàriament E � Λ, els terms amb dimensió cada volta
més major contribuixen menys i menys i podem truncar aquesta suma infinita fins
a un determinat valor n del paràmetre d, de tal fora que assumim un error en el
càlcul de O

(
(E/Λ)(n−4)

)
.

La construcció d’una EFT sobre els operadors renormalitzables (en el sentit vell
de la paraula) amb d = 4 d’una teoria a baixes energies mitjançant l’expansió
infinita sobre el terme de massa Λ a l’Eq. (7.2.4), rep el nom d’apropament de
baix a dalt. Aquest és el que utilitzem al capítol 3, per a estudiar els processos de
CLFV amb taus i constrenyir els WCs de la teoria efectiva del Model Estàndard
que podrien intervindre a aquests processos. En canvi, si volem obtindre la teoria
efectiva corresponent a una determinada completitud ultravioleta, amb uns camps
molt massius i altres més lleugers, deuriem integrar els camps massius del generador
funcional de la teoria. D’esta forma obtindríem la identificació dels paràmetres que
acompanyen als camps massius (els seus acoblaments als camps lleugers i les seues
masses) amb els coeficients de Wilson de l’Eq. (7.2.4). Aquest mètode és conegut
com de dalt a baix i és el que emprem al capítol 4, per aplicar les restriccions
obtingudes al capítol 3 sobre el model més genèric de leptoquarks: primer integrem
els leptoquarks, obtenim la teoria efectiva corresponent amb la identificació dels
paràmetres dels leptoquarks i els WCs i traslladem les constriccions sobre els últims
a restriccions sobre els primers.

Teoria Quiral de Pertorbacions i Teoria Quiral de Resonàncies

Per a l’anàlisi de processos que violen sabor leptònic dut a terme al capítol 3, hem de
calcular els decaïments del τ en hadrons. El càlcul consisteix d’una part pertorba-
tiva, donada per la teoria efectiva del Model Estàndard, i d’una part no pertorbativa
relacionada amb QCD. Aquesta última entra en joc degut a que, a l’energia carac-
terística del decaïment del τ en quarks (E ∼ mτ ), la constant d’acoblament de les
interaccions fortes és molt gran i els quarks no es troben lliures, sinó confinats en
hadrons, i.e. hadronitzen. En aquests règims, QCD és no pertorbativa i els mètodes
usuals de càlcul amb diagrames de Feynman, i.e. els mètodes pertorbatius, no do-
nen els resultats correctes. A estes energies, els quarks no són els graus de llibertat
rellevants de la teoria, sinó que ho són els hadrons. Hi ha varies formes de calcular
el decaïment del tau a hadrons, al capítol 3 nosaltres utilitzem la teoria dual (o
efectiva) de QCD a baixes energies: La Teoria Quiral de Pertorbacions [31, 32], i la
seua versió estesa que inclou també les resonàncies hadròniques que poblen la regió
energètica d’interés: La Teoria Quiral de Resonàncies [41–43].
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La Teoria Quiral de Pertorbacions és la teoria efectiva de QCD on, en compte
de trebllar amb quarks, treballem amb els graus de llibertat rellevants a les energies
on QCD no és pertorbativa E . 2.5 GeV, els hadrons. L’argument principal per
construir aquesta teoria efectiva és que existeix un salt energètic entre els estats
més lleugers observats experimentalment i la resta de l’espectre hadrònic. χPT
descriu, doncs, les interaccions dels estats més lleugers de l’espectre. Per entendre
χPT hem d’escomençar pel Lagrangià de QCD amb quarks sense massa. Aquest,
a banda de la simetria de color SU(3)C (que no juga un paper en esta discussió) és
invariant sota la simetria global en l’espai de sabor G ≡ SU(n)L × SU(n)R, la qual
transforma de forma independent els quarks amb quiralitat L i R. En la natura
trobem tres quarks lleugers (u, d, s) per als quals s’espera que aquesta simetria
aplique correctament, i d’igual forma a l’espectre hadrònic que sorgeix d’aquests tres
quarks. No obstant, quan observem aquest als experiments, en compte de trobar
els dos multiplets d’hadrons (~π, ~KS=1, ~KS=−1, η8)L+R i (~π, ~KS=1, ~KS=−1, η8)L−R que
esperaríem del grup de simetria G, trobem, tan sols, un multiplet amb números
quàntics axials: L − R. Aquest fet, junt a l’observació de la “gran” diferència en
massa entre els estats hadrònics lleugers i la resta de l’espectre, mostren que hi ha
una ruptura de simetria amb el següent patró

G ≡ SU(3)L × SU(3)R −→ H ≡ SU(3)L+R , (7.2.5)

en analogia a la SSB del camp del Higgs en el SM. En aquest cas, la ruptura ve
de la no invariància del buit de QCD baix la simetria quiral G. Pel teorema de
Nambu-Goldstone [15, 16], el patró de ruptura de simetria de l’Eq. (7.2.5) significa
l’existència de 8 bosons de Goldstone sense massa. aquests són identificats amb els
estats hadrònics lleugers. El fet que en la realitat tinguen una massa (encara que
xicoteta) ve donat per la ruptura (feble) explícita de la simetria quiral H, per les
masses dels quarks lleugers.

En base al patró de ruptura de simetria (7.2.5) i de la conservació de la paritat
en les interaccions fortes, és desenvolupa el Lagrangià de χPT amb una realització
dels camps hadrònics no lineal. A més, com a tota teoria efectiva, aquest Lagrangià
presenta una expansió infinita sobre un terme que, a cada ordre de l’expansió es
fa més xicotet: el moment de les partícules involucrades (xicotet per construcció)
i les masses de les partícules (lleugeres com hem vist). En la línia de χPT, es
pot desenvolupar una teoria amb tints efectius que incloga, a més dels bosons de
Goldstone, les resonàncies hadròniques més lleugeres. Aquest marc teòric es coneix
com RχT i es basa en la simetria quiral de QCD i el límit d’infinit nombre de colors
NC → ∞. En ambdós marcs teòrics, les interaccions d’aquests camps (bosons de
Goldstone i resonàncies hadròniques) amb la resta del Model Estàndard s’inclouen
afegint corrents externs als Lagrangians corresponents que venen purament de QCD.
Una volta es té el Lagrangià sencer, l’hadronització dels corrents de quarks ve donada
per la identificació dels funcionals generadors de les dos teories (QCD + corrents
externs i χPT o RχT + corrents externs). Aquest és el mètode emprat al capítol 3
per hadronitzar (amb RχT) els corrents de quarks procedents del decaïment del tau.
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La SMEFT i la LEFT

La teoria efectiva del Model Estàndard és la que s’obté partint dels camps del SM
i incorporant les simetries d’aquest als possibles operadors efectius. El Lagrangià
corresponent ve donat per

LSMEFT = L(4)
SM +

1

Λ

∑
i

C
(5)
i O(5)

i +
1

Λ2

∑
i

C
(6)
i O(6)

i +O
(

1

Λ3

)
. (7.2.6)

La base d’operadors de d = 5 conté només l’operador de Weinberg que, quan es
dona la ruptura espontània de simetria, genera massa als neutrins. Les conseqüencies
d’aquest operador en els diferents models de balancí que generen massa als neutrins
del SM s’expliquen al capítol 6. Per als operadors de d = 6 nosaltres emprem la
base de la Ref. [56]. Aquesta conté un total de 59 operadors independents (si el
número bariònic es conserva, o 64 si no). Al capítol 2 presentem aquesta base i
descrivim unes bones pràctiques a l’hora de treballar amb la SMEFT (i qualsevol
teoria efectiva). Una de les peces clau per a l’analis del capítol 5 és l’elecció de
l’esquema de dades d’entrada i les seues conseqüencies en qualsevol anàlisi amb
teories efectives. Resumidament, la importància que té aquesta elecció radica en el
fet que dins d’un marc de EFTs els paràmetres que mesurem als experiments no són
els del SM, sinó que estan contaminats de paràmetres de nova física. Aleshores, quan
calculem un observable físic amb els paràmetres del SM i de la nova física, al utilitzar
el valor mesurat per l’experiment dels primers, hem de corregir la contaminació de
nova física que puguen tindre. Al capítol 5, aquest procediment de correcció dona
lloc a una cancel·lació quasi total de la dependència dels paràmetres de nova física
en els observables d’estudi.

Finalment, la teoria efectiva que emprem al capítol 5 no és la SMEFT, sinó
la seua versió de baixa energia, la WEFT o LEFT [64]. En aquesta EFT, les
partícules pesades del SM han sigut integrades i els graus de llibertat que que-
den són (e, µ, να, u, d, g, γ), amb α = e, µ, τ . Per l’energia característica del fenomen
estudiat al capítol 5: CEνNS, al capítol 2 obtenim la descripció de la LEFT en
termes de nucleons (els graus de llibertat rellevants en CEνNS) i a més, càlculem el
seu límit no relativista en una cascada de teories efectives.

7.2.3 Model lineal de balancí i la parametrització màster

Al capítol 6, estudiem un model de generació de massa dels neutrins conegut com:
model lineal de balancí [364–366]. Aquest introdueix dos tipus de neutrins extra N
i S (amb tres generacions cadascú), de forma que, en la base (νCL , N, S), la textura
de la matriu de masses (9× 9) del model ve donada per

Mν =

 0 mD Mε

mT
D 0 MR

MT
ε MT

R 0

 . (7.2.7)

Al diagonalitzar la matriu de dalt com a una matriu 3 × 3, la massa dels neutrins
lleugers ve donada per

mν = mDM
−1
R MT

ε +MεM
T−1

R mT
D , (7.2.8)
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on es pot vore que la petitesa de la massa dels nuetrins lleugers del SM vindria
donada, per una banda, per la grandària de la massa dels neutrins pesats intro-
duïts (MR) i, per l’altra, per un valor petit del paràmetre de violació de número
leptònicMε. D’aquesta forma, els neutrins pesats podrien tindre una massa no molt
allunyada de la sensibilitat experimental actual.

Amb l’objectiu d’estudiar l’espai de paràmetres del model lineal de balancí de la
forma més general possible, al capítol 6 presentem la parametrització màster dels
acoblaments de Yukawa dels models de neutrins [396,405]. Aquesta permet ajustar
qualsevol model de masses de neutrins de Majorana de forma que reproduisca les
dades experimentals actuals. La parametrització màster ens permet relacionar de la
forma més genèrica possible els acoblaments de Yukawa del model lineal de balancí
amb la resta de paràmetres del model, les dades experimentals com les masses dels
neutrins lleugers i la matriu PMNS i altres paràmetres lliures, els quals s’ajusten
amb les dades experimentals.

7.3 Resultats i conclusions

Aquesta secció es dedica a mostrar els resultats i les conclusions a les que arribem
en les diverses anàlisis que duem a terme al llarg de la tesi.

7.3.1 Violació del sabor leptònic del τ

En l’anàlisi de CLFV amb leptons tau que fem al capítol 3 estudiem un total de
32 observables: 14 decaïments del tau a hadrons i un muó, 14 més a hadrons i un
electró, 2 conversions de tau a muó en nuclis de Fe(56,26) i Pb(208,82) i 2 més de
tau a electró en els mateixos nuclis. A més, considerem dos escenaris, un en que la
nova física, parametritzada per la SMEFT, conserva el sabor en el sector dels quarks
(no-FCNC) i altre on la nova física s’acobla d’igual forma a tots els sabors de quarks
i per tant no conserva el seu sabor en les interaccions. El segon escenari és el més
general i, per tant, presentem els resultats per aquest.

Un dels primers resultats és que l’anàlisi està dominat per les restriccions que
estableixen els límits de Belle (i els esperats de Belle II) sobre els decaïments del
tau a hadrons i un leptó. En comparació, els límits que venen de la sensibilitat
esperada de l’experiment NA64 al CERN a conversió en nucli de `-τ no serien encara
competitius. Les restriccions obtingudes sobre la nova física que podria contribuir
a aquests processos, parametritzada pels paràmetres de la teoria efectiva del Model
Estàndard, i.e. pel ratio C/Λ2, es mostren en la Fig. 7.1.

Un dels altres resultats principals a extraure d’aquest treball és la importància
de fer anàlisis marginalitzades, considerant tots els coeficients de Wilson al mateix
temps, sobre les individuals, on a soles considerem un WC cada volta. La rellevància
del primer és la inclusió de les possibles correlacions entre els WCs que poden tindre
un impacte no menyspreable en els resultats finals (com resulta ser el cas en aquesta
anàlisi). En el cas on es considera tan sols un coeficient de Wilson cada volta,
aquestes correlacions es perden, el que resulta en restriccions més fortes que les que
realment es poden extraure de les dades experimentals. Una comparació entre les
dos tipus d’anàlisis es dona en la Fig. 7.2.
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Figure 7.1: Restriccions sobre ΛCLFV respecte als valors dels WCs, basades en els límits actuals de Belle
(tons en blau) i en els límits esperats de Belle II (tons en roig) i donades al 99.8% nivell de confiança.
Els WCs amb quatre fermions es representen en conjunt com a C4ψ. Per a un conjunt donat de límits
(distinguits per tons blaus i rojos), els tons més clars corresponen als WCs llistats en la fila de dalt de la
llegenda (sense contar el comú als WCs amb 4 fermions C4ψ), i els tons més obscurs corresponen als WCs

de la fila de baix.

Finalment, al capítol 3 també mostrem les fortes restriccions sobre l’escala d’energia
de nova física, que el límit actual (i esperat) de Belle (Belle II) sobre el procés τ → µγ
pot possar. En concret, el límit és sobre el paràmetre Λ associat a l’operador de
dipol

ΛCγ≈1 &

{
720TeV [Belle] ,

1100TeV [Belle II] . (7.3.9)

Com es pot observar, l’estudi de processos de CLFV amb leptons tau és de
gran rellevància, ja que poden constrenyir fortament l’espai de paràmetres de la
teoria efectiva del Model Estàndard. En l’actualitat, Belle II ja està prenent dades
i s’espera que millore els límits en, almenys, un ordre de magnitud. Finalment,
hem estudiat la interrelació entre els decaïments hadrònics del tau i la conversió en
nucli `-τ i, encara que el segon procés encara no pot competir en sensibilitat amb el
primer, trobem que en cas d’una millora d’un par d’ordres de magnitud, la conversió
en nucli podria trencar les correlacions obtingudes dels límits de Belle i Belle II sobre
els paràmetres de la SMEFT. Per tant, en cas de mesurar algun d’estos processos
prohibits al SM, la conversió en nucli podria ajudar a discernir l’origen real de la
nova física involucrada.
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de nivell de confiança.

7.3.2 Leptoquarks

Al capítol 4 hem estudiat les contribucions del marc més genèric de leptoquarks
als processos de CLFV amb leptons tau analitzats al capítol 3. Per a fer-ho es
consideren els acoblaments dels leptoquarks a la matèria fermiònica del SM, als
bosons gauge (γ i Z) i al Higgs. Trobem que les contribucions rellevants a estos
observables ocorren a través dels acoblaments al contingut de matèria del SM i al
photó i que, conseqüentment, els acoblaments al Z i al Higgs es poden menysprear
de forma segura.

Per altra banda, degut a la gran quantitat de paràmetres lliures i al poc nombre de
restriccions que tenim, separem l’anàlisi en dos escenaris: un on considerem tots els
leptoquarks escalars al mateix temps i altre amb tots els leptoquarks vectorials. En
ambós casos els leptoquarks són integrats i s’identifiquen els paràmetres del model
amb els coeficients de Wilson, constrenyits anteriorment mitjançant els processos de
CLFV amb taus.

Centrant-nos en el cas escalar (i considerant tots els leptoquars escalars al mateix
temps en l’anàlisi) trobem les restriccions mostrades a la Taula 7.1. En aquesta taula
es pot vore que el leptoquark que rep la restricció més forta és el S3. No obstant, la
majoria de leptoquarks escalars reben restriccions del mateix ordre, excepte per dos
parells d’acoblaments de Yukawa que només són sensibles als límits de conversió en
nucli de `-τ i, per tant, reben restriccions més febles. L’anàlisi dels leptoquarks vec-
torials va donar resultats lleugerament més restrictius que els mostrats a la taula 7.1.
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τ decays Upper bounds on
|yy′|
M2

S
[10−3 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MS [TeV]

Yukawa pair Belle Belle II Belle Belle II

|yLL3 yLL3 τ | 12 1.9 9.1 23

|yRL2 yRL2 τ | 47 5.0 4.6 14

|yLR2 yLR2 τ | 17 2.6 7.8 20

|yRL2 yLR2 τ | 28 3.7 6.0 16

|ỹRL2 ỹRL2 τ |, |ỹRR1 ỹRR1 τ | 20 3.0 7.1 18

|yLL1 yLL1 τ | 64 7.7 3.9 11

|yRR1 yRR1 τ | 34 4.1 5.4 16

|yLL1 yRR1 τ | 28 3.7 6.0 16

`–τ conversion Upper bounds on
|yy′|
M2

S
[100 TeV−2] Lower bounds on MS [TeV]

Yukawa pair e–τ µ–τ e–τ µ–τ

|yRL2 τ y
LR
2 | 350 2.3 0.054 0.66

|yLL1 τ yRR1 | 250 1.8 0.063 0.75

Table 7.1: Límits obtinguts dels resultats presentats al capítol 3 per a l’escenari amb leptoquarks escalars.
En la part esquerra de la taula presentem límits superiors en la relació |yy′|/M2

S ; aquests números també
corresponen a (amb la potència apropriada de 10) límits superiors en els parells de Yukawes |yy′|, assumint
MS = 1TeV. A la dreta, hi ha límits inferiors en l’escala d’energia provada dels leptoquarks escalars que
medien els fenòmens de CLFV (ΛCLFV = MS), considerant |yy′| ≈ 1. Es mostren els límits més forts, la
majoria dels quals sorgeixen de l’ànàlisi dels decaïments del tau (resultats de Belle i Belle II), amb les dos
últimes files dedicades als Yukawes que només contribuixen a la conversió en nucli `–τ sent l’excepció. Els

valors es donen al 99.8 nivell de confiança.

Finalment, l’operador dipolar que a l’anàlisi del capítol 3 va rebre la restricció
més forta, una volta es calcula la contribució dels leptoquarks a l’ordre predominant
(que degut a l’acoblament dels leptoquarks al fotó ocorre a ordre de bucle), permet
millorar, a nivell comparable amb les altres, les restriccions sobre els dos parells de
Yukawes que, d’altra forma, reben restriccions molt fluixes del límits de conversió
en nucli de taus.

7.3.3 Dispersió coherent i elàstica de neutrins en nuclis

En aquest treball, tot i que l’anàlisi s’està acabant encara i els resultats són prelim-
inars, podem destacar diversos aspectes importants.

Per una banda, la importància de caracteritzar bé dins del formalisme de teoria
quàntica de camps les oscil·lacions de neutrins. Hem vist que a l’experiment CO-
HERENT (o qualsevol experiment on les neutrins es produisquen mitjançant interac-
cions de corrent carregada i es detecten via corrents neutres), en el càlcul del número
d’esdeveniments observats, emprant el nostre formalisme es dona una barretja entre
els coeficients (no diagonals en sabor) de nova física en producció i detecció (a segon
ordre en aquests) que conté elementes no presents quan s’utilitza un enfocament del
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mateix càlcul basat en la factorització (usual) de (flux de neutrins)×(secció eficaç).
Aquest resultat es veu de forma explícita quan comparem les dos equacions per al
resultat del número d’esdeveniments esperats en COHERENT. Per exemple, per als
neutrins provinents del decaïment del pió obtenim en el nostre formalisme:

dNνµ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNGF

4πL2

(
1− MNT

2(Eπ
ν )2
− T

Eπ
ν

)∑
β,β′

[P ]µβ
[
Q†Q

]
ββ′

[
P†
]
β′µ

,

(7.3.10)
on hem recollit els paràmetres de nova física dins de les peces de producció (P) i
detecció (Q). Aquest resultat s’ha de comparar amb el cas de la factorització:

dNνµ

dT
= nPOTrν/p

NTMNGF

4πL2
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1− MNT
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ν

)∑
β,β′

[P ]µβ
[
Q†Q

]
ββ′

[
P†
]
β′µ

δββ′ ,

(7.3.11)
on explícitament es veu que el terme amb la delta fa que no apareixen termes en la
suma sobre β i β′ que, en canvi, en l’Eq. (7.3.10) si estan.

Per altra banda, és important també l’exemple que posa l’experiment COHER-
ENT sobre la importància de l’elecció de l’esquema de dades d’entrada, que hem
comentat en la secció 7.2.2. En aquest cas, la contaminació de la nova física en
els paràmetres observats del SM fa que, al corregir-la, es perda (pràcticament) la
sensibilitat de l’experiment sobre els paràmetres de producció.

Finalment, destacar la importància d’incloure en l’anàlisi estadístic les distribu-
cions energètiques i temporals del número d’esdeveniments observat en COHER-
ENT. Sense aquestes distribucions, tan sols seríem sensibles a una combinació gen-
eral dels paràmetres de nova física que entren en el càlcul. Gràcies a la combinació de
les dos distribucions podem constrenyir diverses direccions en l’espai de paràmetres,
les quals agrupem al capítol 5 com a càrregues febles modificades, en comparació a
l’única càrrega feble present al Model Estàndard.

7.3.4 Model lineal de balancí i neutrins Quasi-Dirac

Al capítol 6 expliquem que el règim Quasi-Dirac dels neutrins pesats introduïts en el
model lineal de balancí, es pot parametritzar mitjançant la relació entre el número
d’esdeveniments ``jj, on ` es refereix a un leptó i j a un jet hadrònic (provinent de
quarks), amb mateix signe i signe oposat i sense pT no mesurat. A aquest observable
se’l sol designar com R``. En el model lineal de balancí trobem que aquesta quantitat
depén de la diferència de masses entre els dos neutrins pesats ∆M i la seua amplada
de decaïment Γ (que és pràcticament la mateixa per als dos neutrins degut a la
xicoteta diferència entre les seues masses) de la forma:

R`` =
∆M2

2Γ2 + ∆M2
. (7.3.12)

Per una banda, en aquest model se satisfà la relació ∆Mi ∼ mνi , on mνi és la
massa del neutrí lleuger i. Per l’altra, l’amplada de decaïment depén tant de la
massa del neutrí pesat MN1 , com de les mescles entre els neutrins pesats i lleugers
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UNi`, on ` aquí marca el sabor del neutrí lleuger. Aquestes últimes venen don-
ades tant per la massa dels neutrins lleugers com per l’ajust que implementem
amb la parametrització màster explicada en la secció 7.2.3 dalt. En l’anàlisi es-
tudiem dos escenaris ben motivats dins d’aquesta parametrització màster, els quals
abasten tot l’espai rellevant de paràmetres. Cadascú introdueix un paràmetre ex-
tra: f ′ i g. Així, les mescles de dalt depenen també d’una d’estes dos quantitats.
Per tant, l’observable R`` que controla el caràcter QD del neutrins pesats depén
de tres paràmetres: MN1 , la massa dels neutrins lleugers mνi (que es poden re-
duir, mitjançant els valors mesurats de les difèrencies de les masses al quadrat, a
la dependència de tan sols la massa del neutrí més lleuger mν1) i f ′ o g, depenent
de l’escenari estudiat. En base a aquesta discussió, fem un escaneig en l’espai de
paràmetres per a diversos valors de R`` i trobem les regions Quasi-Dirac (per a
R`` ∈ [0.1, 0.9] ) mostrades a la Fig. 7.3. No obstant, s’ha de tindre en compte que
la regió QD és un continu.
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línies corresponen a valors de R`` = 0.9, 0.5 i 0.1 d’esquerra a dreta.

Al mateix capítol duem a terme una anàlisi fenomenològica en base als millors
límits actuals i a les sensibilitats projectades d’experiments com ANUBIS, MATH-
USLA, SHip, DUNE, FASER2, FCC-ee o AL3, per constrenyir el pla rellevant
|UN1`|2–MN1 (búsquedes de processos de violació de sabor leptònic com µ → eγ
o de violació de número leptònic com neutrinoless double beta decay, es mostren
com a no competitius en comparació). Els resultats de l’anàlisi es mostren en la
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Fig. 7.4. Finalment, discutim com, estudiant la interrelació de les Figs. 7.3 i 7.4, els
límits experimentals poden constrenyir també la regió Quasi-Dirac.
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Figure 7.4: Barretja entre neutrins actius i estèrils |UN1e|2 versus la massa del neutrí pesat MN1 , per
a diferents valors dels paràmetres f ′ i g. Les línies de ratlles corresponen a les sensibilitats projectades
d’experiments futurs, mentre que l’àrea sombrejada de gris indica la regió exclosa per les búsquedes actuals

com es mostra en la Ref. [409]. La línia roja sòlida representa el model vanilla de balancí.
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Appendix A

Nonets of resonances

Resonances are introduced by

R =
8∑
i=0

λi√
2
ϕi (A.0.1)

where the ϕi are taken from the phenomenologically observed resonances [48] and
λi are the Gell-Mann matrices with λ0 =

√
2
nf
Inf×nf , where Inf×nf is the nf × nf

identity matrix.

A.1 Scalar (JPC = 0++)

There is still an ongoing discussion about the identification of the lowest-lying nonet
of scalar resonances that survive in the large-NC limit. We follow the work of Ref. [49]
and choose the massive nonet SH = {f0(1370), K∗0(1430), a0(1450), f0(1500)}:

S =
8∑
i=0

λi√
2
ϕi =

 1√
2
a0

0 + 1√
6
f 8

0 + 1√
3
f 0

0 a+
0 K∗+0

a−0 − 1√
2
a0

0 + 1√
6
f 8

0 + 1√
3
f 0

0 K∗00

K∗−0 K̄∗00 − 2√
6
f 8

0 + 1√
3
f 0

0

 .

(A.1.2)
We consider no mixing between the light octet f 8

0 = f0(1370) and the heavy
singlet f 0

0 = f0(1500) .

A.2 Pseudoscalar (JPC = 0−+)

The identification of the pseudoscalar nonet of resonances is as follows:

P =
8∑
i=0

λi√
2
ϕi =

 1√
2
π0
p + 1√

6
η8
p + 1√

3
η0
p π+

p K+
p

π−p − 1√
2
π0
p + 1√

6
η8
p + 1√

3
η0
p K0

p

K−p K̄0
p − 2√

6
η8
p + 1√

3
η0
p

 .

(A.2.3)
We consider no mixing between the light octet η8

p = η(1295) and the heavy singlet
η0
p = η(1405) .
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A.3 Vectorial (JPC = 1−−)

We use the antisymmetric tensor description of massive spin-1 fields [41]

Vµν =
8∑
i=0

λi√
2
ϕiµν =

 1√
2
ρ0 + 1√

6
ρ8 + 1√

3
ρ1 ρ+ K∗+

ρ− − 1√
2
ρ0 + 1√

6
ρ8 + 1√

3
ρ1 K∗0

K∗− K̄∗0 − 2√
6
ρ8 + 1√

3
ρ1


µν

,

(A.3.4)
with the following mixing:(

ρ8
µν

ρ1
µν

)
=

(
cos θV sin θV
− sin θV cos θV

)(
φµν
ωµν

)
, (A.3.5)

where φµν = φ(1020) and ωµν = ω(782). We consider ideal mixing: θV ∼ 35
o −→

cos θV =
√

2/3 , sin θV =
√

1/3 .

A.4 Axial (JPC = 1++)

We use again the antisymmetric tensor description of massive spin-1 fields [41]

Aµν =
8∑
i=0

λi√
2
ϕiµν =

 1√
2
a0

1 + 1√
6
f 8

1 + 1√
3
f 0

1 a+
1 K+

1

a−1 − 1√
2
a0

1 + 1√
6
f 8

1 + 1√
3
f 0

1 K0
1

K−1 K̄0
1 − 2√

6
f 8

1 + 1√
3
f 0

1


µν

.

(A.4.6)
We consider no mixing between the light octet f 8

1 = f1(1285) and the heavy
singlet f 0

1 = f1(1420) .

A.5 Tensorial (JPC = 2++)

Spin-2 particles can only be described by symmetric tensor fields [46], the corre-
sponding resonance nonet identification is:

Tµν =
8∑
i=0

λi√
2
ϕiµν =

 1√
2
a0

2 + 1√
6
f 8

2 + 1√
3
f 0

2 a+
2 K∗+2

a−2 − 1√
2
a0

2 + 1√
6
f 8

2 + 1√
3
f 0

2 K∗02

K∗−2 K̄∗02 − 2√
6
f 8

2 + 1√
3
f 0

2


µν

.

(A.5.7)
We consider no mixing between the light octet f 8

2 = f2(1270) and the heavy
singlet f 0

2 = f2(1430) .
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Appendix B

Numerical inputs

In this appendix, we collect the numerical inputs for our calculations: due to the
hadronic incertitudes, we explain our choices for the related parameters; for the rest
we take the PDG values [48].

For the masses of the hadrons, we take the values listed in Tab. B.1: for the pseu-
doscalar mesons, we take the isospin-averaged values. For the vectorial resonances,
we take masses from Ref. [48]. For the rest of the resonances, we then consider a
single mass for the whole multiplet chosen as the mass of the associated isotriplet.

mπ mK mη mη′ MS MP MT

0.138 0.496 0.548 0.958 1.450 1.3 1.320

Table B.1: Masses (given in GeV) for the pseudoscalars and resonances.

Our knowledge of the hadron couplings in the RχT Lagrangian is rather sketchy.
This is due to our poor insight about the final-state interactions, so relevant in strong
processes. We use the values from Tab. B.2 together with the relations (2.4.56). It
remains to comment on the γ coupling in the spin-2 resonance Lagrangian (2.4.50):
there is no information on this coupling. However, we notice that its numerical
relevance is rather suppressed since it accompanies the masses of the pseudoscalar
mesons. Therefore, its specific value is not relevant in the numerical computations.
For definiteness, we take γ = β.

F [GeV] [48] FV [GeV] [411] cd [GeV] [412] gT [GeV] [46,412] TV (GeV2)

0.092 0.206 0.030 0.028 0.115

Table B.2: Couplings involving hadron resonances. Their justification is based on the quoted references.
For the value of TV see the discussion at the end of Section 2.4.4.

We consider now the mixing angle between the octet (η8) and singlet (η0) strong-
interaction eigenstates of the pseudoscalar meson multiplet giving the η and η′ phys-
ical states. We define this angle via the following relation:(

η
η′

)
=

(
cos θP − sin θP
sin θP cos θP

) (
η8

η0

)
, (B.0.1)
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and take θP = −20◦ arising in the large-NC analyses [413, 414]. Finally, we define
the analogous mixing angle for the vector resonances as(

φ(1020)
ω(782)

)
=

(
cos θV − sin θV
sin θV cos θV

)(
V8

V0

)
. (B.0.2)

We consider ideal mixing θV = 35◦.
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Appendix C

Amplitudes generated by d = 6
operators

The d = 6 operators [58] of the SMEFT Lagrangian that are noninvariant under
U(1)e × U(1)µ × U(1)τ rotations of the lepton fields while keeping the diagonal
U(1)L symmetry (conserving the overall lepton number) generate CLFV processes.
Within this setting, operators listed in Table 3.1 generate tree level and also some
particular 1-loop amplitudes to those processes. The latter have been considered by
other authors and we also include them in our study. All the relevant amplitudes
are collected in this appendix.

C.1 The tree-level amplitudes for τ− → `− qq and `−q →
τ−q, with ` = e, µ

The amplitudes for these processes with light quarks in the final state, namely
q = u, d, s, can be divided into four structures:

Mtree = Mloc +MZ +Mγ +MH . (C.1.1)

Mloc corresponds to the contributions of four-fermion local operators (like those
shown in Figs. 3.5(a) or 3.7(a)) and consists of the following matrix elements stem-
ming from the respective operators (here we show the matrix elements for the
`2q → `1q process; for different configurations, see the end of this section):

M(1)
LQ =

C
(1)
LQ

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPLu`2 ][(ūuγ
µPLuu) + (ūdxγ

µPLudx)] ,

M(3)
LQ =

C
(3)
LQ

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPLu`2 ][−(ūuγ
µPLuu) + (ūdxγ

µPLudx)] ,

Meu =
Ceu

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPRu`2 ][ūuγ
µPRuu] ,

Med =
Ced

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPRu`2 ][ūdxγ
µPRudx ] ,

MLu =
CLu

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPLu`2 ][ūuγ
µPRuu] ,
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MLd =
CLd

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPLu`2 ][ūdxγ
µPRudx ] , (C.1.2)

MQe =
CQe

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γµPRu`2 ][(ūuγ
µPLuu) + (ūdxγ

µPLudx)] ,

MLedQ =
CLedQ
Λ2
CLFV

{
[ū`1PRu`2 ][ūdxPLudx ] + [ū`1PLu`2 ][ūdxPRudx ]

}
,

M(1)
LeQu = −

C
(1)
LeQu

Λ2
CLFV

{
[ū`1PRu`2 ][ūuPRuu] + [ū`1PLu`2 ][ūuPLuu]

}
,

M(3)
LeQu = −

C
(3)
LeQu

Λ2
CLFV

{
[ū`1σµνPRu`2 ][ūuσ

µνPRuu] + [ū`1σµνPLu`2 ][ūuσ
µνPLuu]

}
.

MZ and Mγ encode the contributions mediated by Z and γ bosons, respectively,
i.e. the processes τ → ` {Z, γ}, followed by {Z, γ} → qq (Figs. 3.5(b) and 3.7(b)):

Mϕe =
CϕeM

2
Z

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γ
µPRu`2 ]

(−gµν + qµqν/M
2
Z)

q2 −M2
Z

×
{

[ūuγ
ν(vu − auγ5)uu] + [ūdxγ

ν(vd − adγ5)udx ]
}
,

M(1)
ϕL =

C
(1)
ϕLM

2
Z

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γ
µPLu`2 ]

(−gµν + qµqν/M
2
Z)

q2 −M2
Z

×
{

[ūuγ
ν(vu − auγ5)uu] + [ūdxγ

ν(vd − adγ5)udx ]
}
,

M(3)
ϕL =

C
(3)
ϕLM

2
Z

Λ2
CLFV

[ū`1γ
µPLu`2 ]

(−gµν + qµqν/M
2
Z)

q2 −M2
Z

×
{

[ūuγ
ν(vu − auγ5)uu] + [ūdxγ

ν(vd − adγ5)udx ]
}
,

M(Z)
eB =

i CeBsWMZ√
2Λ2

CLFV

[ū`1σ
µνu`2 ]

Ωµνα

q2 −M2
Z

×
{

[ūuγ
α(vu − auγ5)uu] + [ūdxγ

α(vd − adγ5)udx ]
}
,

M(Z)
eW =

i CeW cWMZ√
2Λ2

CLFV

[ū`1σ
µνu`2 ]

Ωµνα

q2 −M2
Z

×
{

[ūuγ
α(vu − auγ5)uu] + [ūdxγ

α(vd − adγ5)udx ]
}
,

M(γ)
eB = − i CeB

Λ2
CLFV

√
2sWc

2
WMZQq[ū`1σ

µνu`2 ]
Ωµνα

q2

{
[ūuγ

αuu] + [ūdxγ
αudx ]

}
,

M(γ)
eW =

i CeW
Λ2
CLFV

√
2s2

WcWMZQq[ū`1σ
µνu`2 ]

Ωµνα

q2

{
[ūuγ

αuu] + [ūdxγ
αudx ]

}
. (C.1.3)

Note that we have separated the contribution of the operators OeB and OeW
into those governed by the photon and the Z boson. In Eqs. (C.1.2) and (C.1.3),
cW = cos θW and sW = sin θW are the trigonometric functions of the weak mixing
angle and the index x at the d spinors refers to the first or second family, i.e.
dx ∈ {d, s}: note that in Mloc we assume that there are no FCNCs in the quark
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bilinears. Further, we also used PL,R = 1
2
(1∓ γ5),

Ωµνα = qµ gνα − qν gµα , (C.1.4)

and the SM weak couplings are

vu =
1

2
− 4

3
s2
W , vd = −1

2
+

2

3
s2
W ,

au =
1

2
, ad = −1

2
. (C.1.5)

Finally,MH corresponds to the intermediate-Higgs contribution: τ → `H, H → qq
(Figs. 3.5(c) and 3.7(c)). This is driven by Oeϕ and by the Higgs–quark–quark
coupling in Leff that we have obtained in Eq. (D.1.6). As we are considering mu =
md = 0 and ms 6= 0, we only have contribution to τ → `s̄s given by

MH =
Ceϕ

Λ2
CLFV

7v

6
√

2

1

(q2 −M2
H)

[ū`1u`2 ]msūsus , (C.1.6)

with v = (
√

2GF )−1/2, which correspond to diagrams (c) in Figs. 3.5 and 3.7. Our
results in Eqs. (C.1.2), (C.1.3) and (C.1.6) are relevant for both τ → `qq and
`q → τq, changing the u to v spinors appropriately and applying the following
choices:

• For τ(k)→ `(k′)q(p′)q(p), `1 = ` and `2 = τ , with q = k − k′ = p+ p′.

• For `(k)q(p)→ τ(k′)q(p′), `1 = τ and `2 = `, with q = k − k′ = p′ − p .

C.2 The one-loop amplitude for τ− → `−gg, with ` = e, µ

We consider the gluon-involved contribution to the τ− → `−P̄P process (P stands
for a pseudoscalar meson) upon hadronization of the two gluons from the τ− → `−gg
amplitude that, as pointed out in Ref. [154], can be represented via the dominant
Higgs-exchange contribution shown in Fig. 3.6. The associated matrix element is
generated by operator Oeϕ from Table 3.1, together with the part of Eq. (D.1.6)
related to the energy–momentum tensor that arises, essentially, from the gluon final
state through the trace anomaly of QCD, as explained in Section D.1. The matrix
element for the hadronization into a PP pair of pseudoscalar mesons reads

Mτgg =
Ceϕ

Λ2
CLFV

v

3
√

2

1

(q2 −M2
H)

[ū` uτ ] θP (q2) , (C.2.7)

where θP (q2) ≡ 〈P (p′)P (p) | θµµ | 0 〉 and q = p+ p′.

C.3 The one-loop amplitude for `−g → τ−g, with ` = e, µ

We include two one-loop diagrams contributing to the `–τ conversion process; see
Fig. 3.8. The Higgs contribution was already considered in Ref. [142], where it was
claimed to represent the dominant Higgs amplitude to this process; in addition, we
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consider the Z contribution. The peculiarities of the loop part of those diagrams are
discussed in detail in Appendix D. The matrix element for the Higgs contribution
to the `g(p)→ τg(p′) amplitude is

MHl =
Ceϕ

Λ2
CLFV

3 v√
2

[ūτu`]
gHgg

q2 −M2
H

[
q2gµν − 2p′µpν

]
εµa(p) ε∗νa (p′) , (C.3.8)

where

gHgg =
∑
Q=c,b,t

αS

2 π

m2
q

q2

[
1− q2

2

(
1− 4m2

q

q2

)
C0(q2,m2

q)

]
. (C.3.9)

Above, the sum runs over the heavy quarks only (namely Q = c, b, t), q = p′−p and
C0(q2,m2

q) is given by Eq. (D.2.8). Notice that in Eq. (C.3.8) there is a sum over
the color (a) in the gluon polarizations. The matrix element for the Z contribution
is

MZl =

(
Cϕe

Λ2
CLFV

[uτγσPR u`] +

(
C

(1)
ϕL

Λ2
CLFV

+
C

(3)
ϕL

Λ2
CLFV

)
[uτγσPL u`]

)
× αS

π

qσ

q2
εαβµν q

α (p+ p′)β εµa(p) ε∗νa (p′)
∑
q

I3
w,qm

2
q C0(q2,m2

q) ,

(C.3.10)

where the sum now runs over all quark flavors and I3
w,q = ±1

2
is the quark weak

isospin (eigenvalue of the σ3/2 generator) same for each quark family. For complete-
ness, we use the ε0123 = −1 convention for the Levi-Civita tensor, even though the
phase of the last equation has no physical effect on the resulting cross section.
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Appendix D

Triangle diagrams

The computation of diagrams involving gluons in Figs. 3.6 and 3.8 imply several
features that we intend to explain in this appendix, and are due to the trace anomaly
of QCD [415–418] and the Landau–Yang theorem [419,420].

D.1 SVV Green function

TheHgg vertex at one loop contributes both to theH → gg decay in Fig. 3.6 and the
gH → g dynamical vertex in diagram (a) of Fig. 3.8. In the latter case, it is a part
of the computation of the µ–τ conversion in nuclei, and the gluon hadronization at
E � mτ will then be carried out through the nucleon PDFs. We are interested here
in the hadronization mechanism that involves ‘gg → hadrons’ in the contribution to
tau decays in Fig. 3.6, in particular, into a pseudoscalar pair.

The Higgs interaction with quarks is given, after spontaneous breaking of the
electroweak symmetry, by the Standard Model Lagrangian

L = −
∑
q

mq

v
h ψ̄qψq , (D.1.1)

where v = (
√

2GF )−1/2 ≈ 246GeV and the sum extends on light q` = u, d, s and
heavy quarks Q = c, b, t. With the quark-gluon vertices of the QCD Lagrangian, we
can now compute the diagram in Fig. D.1 for an off-shell Higgs field with q2 . m2

τ by
including only the (dominant) heavy quarks Q in the loop. For large quark masses
mQ � mτ we have a low-energy local effective Lagrangian independent of the heavy
quark mass [155]:

Leff =
αS nQ
12π v

hGa
µνG

µν a −
∑

q=u,d,s

mq

v
h ψ̄qψq , (D.1.2)

where nQ is the number of heavy quarks in the loop and Ga
µν is the strength field

tensor of the QCD gluon. In order to get the matrix element of the gluon operator
in Leff for a two-pseudoscalar-mesons final state, we use the relation of that operator
with the trace of the energy–momentum tensor of QCD. The latter has an anomaly
and reads [415–418]

θµµ =
β(αS)

4αS
Ga
µνG

µν a +
∑
q

mq (1 + γmq) ψ̄qψq , (D.1.3)
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H

Q

g g

Figure D.1: Triangle diagram contributing to H → gg. Q indicates a heavy quark, Q = c, b, t. For the
final contribution one needs to add an analogous (cross) contribution with the gluons interchanged (or,

equivalently, reversed quark momenta in the loop).

where q = u, d, c, s, b, t. Above,

γmq(µ) = µ
dlnmq

dµ
, β(αS) = −

(
9− 2

3
nQ

)
α2
S

2π
+O(α3

S) . (D.1.4)

Note that θµµ is a scale-independent composite operator [421].
The gluon part of the effective action in Eq. (D.1.2) arises from the contribution of

the heavy quarks Q in the loop shown in Fig. D.1, using for the Higgs–quark–quark
vertex the interaction term from Eq. (D.1.1). Hence, neglecting the higher-order γm
terms in θµµ, we can integrate out the heavy quarks obtaining

θµµ =
β(αS)

4αS
Ga
µνG

µν a − αS

12π
nQG

a
µνG

µν a +
∑

q=u,d,s

mqψqψq , (D.1.5)

and the nQ dependence cancels. Finally, we can rewrite our effective action as

Leff = − h

9 v

(
2 θµµ + 7

∑
q=u,d,s

mqψqψq

)
. (D.1.6)

D.2 AVV Green function

In order to compute the diagram (b) in Fig. 3.8 contributing to the µ–τ conversion
in nuclei, we need to consider the subdiagram in Fig. D.2. Because the V − A
structure of the Z–quark–quark vertex, it contributes both to the V V V and AV V
Green functions. The Landau–Yang theorem [419,420] states that a massive vector
(J = 1) cannot decay into two on-shell identical massless vectors; hence, we cannot
have Z → γγ or Z → gg (as the gluons have identical color in this process). For any
off-shell vector, the theorem does not apply. In our case we notice that the V V V
contribution vanishes identically and independently of the on- or off-shellness of the
Z boson: surely, a consequence of Furry’s theorem. For the AV V component, we
observe that the two-gluon system catches the scalar part (J = 0) of the off-shell
Z boson, i.e. its longitudinal component ZL that, accordingly, does not give a pole.
Hence, the only non-vanishing contribution is given by ZL → gg.
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ZL

q

g g

Figure D.2: Triangle diagram contributing to ZL → gg. Here, q is a generic quark, q = u, d, c, s, t, b.
The final contribution comes from adding to this diagram the analogous one with the quark momenta in

the loop reversed.

We recall that the AV V Green function carries the axial (Adler–Bell–Jackiw)
anomaly [94, 422, 423]. Using the diagram in Fig. D.2 to compute Tαµν(p, p′) ≡
iM
(
gµ(p)Zα(q)→ gν(p

′)
)
for on-shell gluons we obtain

Tαµν =
αS

2π

e

sin 2θW

qα
q2
εµνκλ q

κ (p+ p′)λ
∑
q

I3
w,q [1 + 2m2

qC0(q2,m2
q)], (D.2.7)

where the sum extends to all quarks, I3
w,q is the weak isospin of a quark of flavor q

and C0(q2,m2
q) is the Passarino–Veltman scalar triangle function [424]

C0(q2,m2
q) ≡ C0(0, 0, q2,m2

q,m
2
q,m

2
q) =

1

2q2
ln2

[√
1− τ − 1√
1− τ + 1

+ iε

]
, (D.2.8)

with τ ≡ 4m2
q/q

2. The first term in [1 + 2m2
qC0(q2,m2

q)] in Eq. (D.2.7) is the
contribution of the axial anomaly. Note, however, that as this term is multiplied by
the I3

w,q = ±1
2
factor, the anomalous term cancels when adding the two members of

each family of quarks, which results in the anomalous-free amplitude, as is desirable.
In addition, and as commented above, Tαµν ∝ qα, where qα is the 4-momentum of
the Z boson. Accordingly, when contracted with the gauge-boson propagator, the
pole in the latter cancels, as corresponds to the fact that the longitudinal component
(scalar part) of a spin-1 boson is the only one contributing here.
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Appendix E

Ω coefficients from the hadronization
of quark currents

In this appendix, we collect the values for the Ω coefficients arising in the hadroniza-
tion of quark currents in Chapters 3 and 6.

E.1 Ω coefficients for neutral quark bilinears

In this section, we collect the values for the Ω coefficients used in Eq. (3.3.6) for
every final- and intermediate-state contribution. Note that the quark-type symbols
used in the table header as ud, stand for the field content of the quark bilinear under
hadronization, while the symbols representing mesons — either Goldstone bosons or
resonances — stand for the actual physical states. We define sin θP ≡ sP , cos θP ≡
cP , sin θV ≡ sV , cos θV ≡ cV , with sin 2θP ≡ s2P and so on, and mπ/K ≡ mπ/mK .
Furthermore, θP has been defined in Eq. (B.0.1) and θV in Eq. (B.0.2).

Ω
(1)
P (ij)

P uu dd ss ds sd

π0 1
2 - 12 0 0 0

K0 0 0 0 1√
2

0

K
0

0 0 0 0 1√
2

η cP−
√
2sP

2
√
3

cP−
√
2sP

2
√
3

− 2
√
3cP+

√
6sP

6 0 0

η′ sP+
√
2cP

2
√
3

sP+
√
2cP

2
√
3

√
6cP−2

√
3sP

6 0 0

Table E.1: Factor Ω
(1)
P (ij).
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Ω
(2)
P (ij)

P uu dd ss ds sd

π0 −4m2
π/K 4m2

π/K 0 0 0

K0 0 0 0 −4
√

2 0

K
0

0 0 0 0 −4
√

2

η − 4m2
π/K(cP−

√
2sP )√

3
− 4m2

π/K(cP−
√
2sP )√

3

4(2−m2
π/K)(2cP+

√
2sP )√

3
0 0

η′ − 4m2
π/K(sP+cP

√
2)√

3
− 4m2

π/K(sP+cP
√
2)√

3

4(2−m2
π/K)(2sP−

√
2cP )√

3
0 0

Table E.2: Factor Ω
(2)
P (ij).

Ω
(1)
A (ij)

P uu dd ss ds sd

π0 1
2 - 12 0 0 0

K0 0 0 0 1√
2

0

K
0

0 0 0 0 1√
2

η 1
6

(√
3cP −

√
6sP

)
1
6

(√
3cP −

√
6sP

)
−
√
2cP+sP√

6
0 0

η′ sP+
√
2cP

2
√
3

sP+
√
2cP

2
√
3

cP−
√
2sP√
6

0 0

Table E.3: Factor Ω
(1)
A (ij).

Ω
(1)
V (ij) Ω

(1)
T (ij)

V uu dd ss ds sd uu dd ss ds sd

ρ0 − 1
2

1
2 0 0 0 1√

2
0 0 0 0

φ
√
6sV −

√
3cV

6

√
6sV −

√
3cV

6

√
2cV +sV√

6
0 0 cV −

√
2sV√
6

0 0 0 0

ω − sV +
√
2cV

2
√
3

− sV +
√
2cV

2
√
3

√
2sV −cV√

6
0 0

√
2cV +sV√

6
0 0 0 0

K0 ∗ 0 0 0 − 1√
2

0 0 0 0 0 0

K
0 ∗

0 0 0 0 − 1√
2

0 0 0 0 0

Table E.4: Factors Ω
(1)
V (ij) and Ω

(1)
T (ij).
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Ω
(1)
S (ij)

P1P2 uu dd ss ds sd

π0π0 1
4

1
4 0 0 0

π+π− 1
2

1
2 0 0 0

K0K
0

0 1
2

1
2 0 0

K+K− 1
2 0 1

2 0 0

ηη −c2P−2
√
2s2P+3

24
−c2P−2

√
2s2P+3

24
c2P+2

√
2s2P+3

12 0 0

π0K0 0 0 0 − 1
2
√
2

0

π0K
0

0 0 0 0 − 1
2
√
2

π+K− 0 0 0 0 1
2

K+π− 0 0 0 1
2 0

π0η
√
3cP−

√
6sP

6

√
6sP−

√
3cP

6 0 0 0

π0η′ sP+
√
2cP

2
√
3

− sP+
√
2cP

2
√
3

0 0 0

K0η 0 0 0 − 4sP+
√
2cP

4
√
3

0

K0η′ 0 0 0 2
√
2cP−sP
2
√
6

0

K
0
η 0 0 0 0 − 4sP+

√
2cP

4
√
3

K
0
η′ 0 0 0 0 2

√
2cP−sP
2
√
6

ηη′ 2
√
2c2P−s2P

12
2
√
2c2P−s2P

12
s2P−2

√
2c2P

6 0 0

Table E.5: Factors Ω
(1)
S (ij).
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Ω
(2

)
S

(i
j)

P
1
P
2

u
u

d
d

ss
d
s

sd

π
0
π
0

−
4
m

2 π
/
K

−
4m

2 π
/
K

0
0

0

π
+
π
−

−
8
m

2 π
/
K

−
8m

2 π
/
K

0
0

0

K
0
K

0
0

−
8

−
8

0
0

K
+
K
−

−
8

0
−

8
0

0

η
η

m
2 π
/
K
(4
√
2
s
2
P
+
2
c
2
P
−
6
)

3

m
2 π
/
K
(4
√
2
s
2
P
+
2
c
2
P
−
6
)

3

(4
m

2 π
/
K
−
8
)(
2
√
2
s
2
P
+
c
2
P
+
3
)

3
0

0

π
0
K

0
0

0
0

2√
2
(1

+
m

2 π
/
K

)
0

π
0
K

0
0

0
0

0
2
√

2
(1

+
m

2 π
/
K

)

π
+
K
−

0
0

0
0

−
4
(1

+
m

2 π
/
K

)

K
+
π
−

0
0

0
−

4
(1

+
m

2 π
/
K

)
0

π
0
η

8
m

2 π
/
K
(√

2
s
P
−
c
P
)

√
3

-8
m

2 π
/
K
(√

2
s
P
−
c
P
)

√
3

0
0

0

π
0
η
′

−
8
m

2 π
/
K
(s
P
+
√
2
c
P
)

√
3

8
m

2 π
/
K
(s
P
+
√
2
c
P
)

√
3

0
0

0

K
0
η

0
0

0
2
(√

2
c
P
(5
−
3
m

2 π
/
K
)+

8
s
P
)

√
3

0

K
0
η
′

0
0

0
2
(√

2
s
P
(5
−
3
m

2 π
/
K
)−

8
c
P
)

√
3

0

K
0
η

0
0

0
0

2
(8
s
P
+
√
2
c
P
(5
−
3
m

2 π
/
K
))

√
3

K
0
η
′

0
0

0
0

2
(√

2
s
P
(5
−
3
m

2 π
/
K
)−

8
c
P
)

√
3

η
η
′

4
m

2 π
/
K
(s

2
P
−
2
√
2
c
2
P
)

3

4
m

2 π
/
K
(s

2
P
−
2
√
2
c
2
P
)

3

(8
m

2 π
/
K
−
1
6
)(
s
2
P
−
2
√
2
c
2
P
)

3
0

0

T
a
bl

e
E
.6

:
Fa

ct
or
s

Ω
(2

)
S

(i
j)
.
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Ω
(3)
S (ij)

P uu dd ss ds sd

a00 −
√

2
√

2 0 0 0

f80 −
√

2
3 −

√
2
3 2

√
2
3 0 0

f00 − 2√
3

− 2√
3
− 2√

3
0 0

K0 ∗
0 0 0 0 −2 0

K
0 ∗
0 0 0 0 0 −2

Table E.7: Factor Ω
(3)
S (ij).

Ω
(4)
S , Ω

(3)
T /2, Ω

(4)
T

P1P2 a00

∣∣∣ a02 f80

∣∣∣ f82 f00

∣∣∣f02 K0 ∗
0

∣∣∣K0 ∗
2 K

0 ∗
0

∣∣∣K0 ∗
2

π0π0 0
√

2
3

2√
3

0 0

π+π− 0 2
√

2
3

4√
3

0 0

K0K
0 −

√
2 −

√
2
3

4√
3

0 0

K+K−
√

2 −
√

2
3

4√
3

0 0

ηη 0 − cP (4sP+
√
2cP )√

3
2√
3

0 0

π0K0 0 0 0 −
√

2 0

π0K
0

0 0 0 0 −
√

2

π+K− 0 0 0 0 2

K+π− 0 0 0 2 0

π0η 2(
√
2cP−2sP )√

3
0 0 0 0

π0η′ 2(2cP+
√
2sP )√

3
0 0 0 0

K0η 0 0 0 − 4sP+
√
2cP√

3
0

K0η′ 0 0 0 4cP−
√
2sP√

3
0

K
0
η 0 0 0 0 − 4sP+

√
2cP√

3

K
0
η′ 0 0 0 0 4cP−

√
2sP√

3

ηη′ 0 4c2P−
√
2s2P√

3
0 0 0

Table E.8: Factors Ω
(4)
S , Ω

(3)
T and Ω

(4)
T .
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Ω
(5

)
S

,
Ω

(5
)

T

P
1
P
2

a
0 0

∣ ∣ ∣a
0 2

f
8 0

∣ ∣ ∣
f
8 2

f
0 0

∣ ∣ ∣
f
0 2

K
0
∗

0

∣ ∣ ∣K
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∗

2
K
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∗

0
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π
0
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0

0
√ 2 3
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K
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2 π
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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−
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−
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2
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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√
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Ω
(2)
T (ij)

T uu dd ss ds sd

a02 −
√

2
√

2 0 0 0

f82 −
√

2
3 −

√
2
3 2

√
2
3 0 0

f02 − 2√
3

− 2√
3
− 2√

3
0 0

K0 ∗
2 0 0 0 −2 0

K
0 ∗
2 0 0 0 0 −2

Table E.10: Factor Ω
(2)
T (ij).

Ω
(2)
V (ij) Ω

(6)
T (ij)

P1P2 uu dd ss ds sd uu dd ss ds sd

π+π− 1
2 − 1

2 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

K0K
0

0 1
2 − 1

2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

K+K− 1
2 0 − 1

2 0 0 2 0 0 0 0

π0K0 0 0 0 1
2
√
2

0 0 0 0 0 0

π0K
0

0 0 0 0 − 1
2
√
2

0 0 0 0 0

π+K− 0 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 0 0

K+π− 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

K0η 0 0 0 −
√

3
2
cP
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

K0η′ 0 0 0 −
√

3
2
sP
2 0 0 0 0 0 0

K
0
η 0 0 0 0

√
3
2
cP
2 0 0 0 0 0

K
0
η′ 0 0 0 0

√
3
2
sP
2 0 0 0 0 0

Table E.11: Factors Ω
(2)
V (ij) and Ω

(6)
T (ij).
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Ω
(3)
V

P1P2 ρ0 φ ω K0 ∗ K
0 ∗

π+π− −
√

2 0 0 0 0

K0K
0 1√

2
−
√

3
2 cV −

√
3
2 sV 0 0

K+K− − 1√
2
−
√

3
2 cV −

√
3
2 sV 0 0

π0K0 0 0 0 − 1√
2

0

π0K
0

0 0 0 0 1√
2

π+K− 0 0 0 0 −1

K+π− 0 0 0 −1 0

K0η 0 0 0
√

3
2 cP 0

K0η′ 0 0 0
√

3
2 sP 0

K
0
η 0 0 0 0 −

√
3
2 cP

K
0
η′ 0 0 0 0 −

√
3
2 sP

Table E.12: Factors Ω
(3)
V .

E.2 Ω coefficients for charged quark bilinears

In Tables E.13 and E.14 we present the values of the Ω coefficients found in Eq. (6.4.14),
for the different final and intermediate-state contributions. Same definitions as above
apply.

Ω
(1)
A−C(ij), −Ω

(1)
V−C(ij)

P
∣∣∣ V ud du us su

π+
∣∣∣ ρ+ 1√

2
0 0 0

π−
∣∣∣ ρ− 0 1√

2
0 0

K+
∣∣∣K∗+ 0 0 1√

2
0

K−
∣∣∣K∗− 0 0 0 1√

2

Table E.13: Factors Ω
(1)
A−C(ij) and Ω

(1)
V−C(ij) .
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−2Ω
(2)
V−C(ij), Ω

(3)
V−C

P1P2 ud
∣∣∣ρ+ du

∣∣∣ρ− us
∣∣∣K∗+ su

∣∣∣K∗−
π0π+

√
2 0 0 0

π−π0 0
√

2 0 0

K+K
0

1 0 0 0

K0K− 0 1 0 0

π0K+ 0 0 1√
2

0

K−π0 0 0 0 1√
2

π+K0 0 0 1 0

K
0
π− 0 0 0 1

ηK+ 0 0
√

3
2cP 0

K−η 0 0 0
√

3
2cP

η′K+ 0 0
√

3
2sP 0

K−η′ 0 0 0
√

3
2sP

Table E.14: Factors Ω
(2)
V−C(ij) and Ω

(3)
V−C .
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Appendix F

Kinematics of `-τ conversion in nuclei

`–τ conversion in nuclei is a two-body to two-body process described at tree level
within the SMEFT framework by the perturbative diagrams in Section 3.4.1. Hence,
the squared unpolarized amplitudes as well as the phase space can be described by
just two invariant variables. In our case, we choose ξ and Q2 (see Section 3.4.2).
The perturbative cross sections are then given (in terms of these invariant variables)
by Eq. (3.4.17), where the phase-space factor is written in terms of the Källén’s
triangle function λ.

The total cross section of the process is given by Eq. (3.4.18), where the integra-
tion limits for ξ and Q2 are as follows: As usual, we consider that the parton cannot
(or it is very unlikely to) have a momentum larger than the nucleus in which it is
confined, which leads to

ξmax = 1 . (F.0.1)

Considering massive quarks and leptons modifies the typically assumed vanishing
lower limit of ξ to

ξmin =

√
E2
` −m2

` + (mτ +mj)2 − E`
M

. (F.0.2)

For the variable Q2, we have

Q2
± =

ξME`(m
2
` −m2

τ + ξ2M2) + 2E2
` ξ

2M2 −m2
j(E`ξM +m2

`)− ξ2M2m2
τ ± ξM

√
XY

Mξ(2E` +Mξ) +m2
`

,

(F.0.3)
where

X = E2
` −m2

` , (F.0.4)

and

Y = m4
j + [m2

` −m2
τ + ξM(2E` + ξM)]2− 2m2

j [m
2
` +m2

τ + ξM(2E` + ξM)] . (F.0.5)

However, since the parton distribution functions provided by the nCTEQ15 group
are expected not to be reliable below Q = 1.3 GeV, we take the square of this value
as the lower limit of our integral (3.4.18). This leads to a small underestimation
of the total cross section and thus more conservative resulting constraints on the
Wilson coefficients.
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Appendix G

τ decay width

In this appendix, we collect expressions for the branching ratios of the decays of the
tau lepton into pseudoscalars:

B(τ → `P ) =
λ1/2(m2

τ ,m
2
` ,m

2
P )

16πm3
τ Γπ

1

2

∑
i,f

|M(P )|2 , (G.0.1)

B(τ → `P1P2) =
1

256π3m3
τ Γτ

∫ smax

smin

ds

∫ tmax

tmin

dt
1

2

∑
i,f

|M(P1, P2)|2 , (G.0.2)

with

tmax
min =

1

4 s

[
(m2

τ −m2
` +m2

P1
−m2

P2
)2 −

(
λ1/2(s,m2

P1
,m2

P2
) ∓ λ1/2(m2

τ , s,m
2
`)
)2
]
,

smin = (mP1 +mP2)2 ,

smax = (mτ −m`)
2 ,

(G.0.3)

where λ(a, b, c) is the Källén’s triangle function.
The calculation of observables involving hadron resonances as external states is

not properly defined within quantum field theory because hadron resonances decay
strongly and are not proper asymptotic states, as is required in that framework.
Hence, in order to describe the τ → `V decays, we need to provide an appropriate
definition. We intend to study the processes with V = ρ0(770), ω(782), φ(1020),
K∗0(892), K̄∗0(892). All but the ω(782) decay strongly into two pseudoscalars. For
these cases we can use the definition that has already been employed in Refs. [161]
and [404]:

B(τ → `V ) =
∑
P1P2

B(τ → `P1P2)
∣∣∣
V
. (G.0.4)

In the above equation, the branching ratios for the P1P2 decays from Eq. (G.0.2)
have the same t limits as shown in Eq. (G.0.3), but the s limits are now restricted
to

smin = M2
V −

1

2
MV ΓV , smax = M2

V +
1

2
MV ΓV . (G.0.5)

In Eq. (G.0.4), P1P2, from a chiral point of view, are indistinguishable from the
V resonance, i.e. the pair of pseudoscalar mesons have the same J and I quantum
numbers. Accordingly, they are the dominant strong-decay channel of the resonance
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V . This definition is based on the fact that, experimentally, no V resonance is
observed, only its decay products (pairs P1P2). The correspondence is {ρ, φ,K∗} ↔{
ππ,KK,Kπ

}
, where a sum of contributions is understood: for instance, for the φ

resonance we have to sum over the K+K− and K0K
0 decay modes.

The ω(782) decays dominantly into three pions. Hence, the procedure above does
not work for this decay. As the ratio between its width and mass is around 1 %,
we will consider the ω(782) as an asymptotic state and proceed as in the case of
one pseudoscalar. An analogous check with the φ(1020) case shows that, within this
approach, we should get the right order of magnitude for the τ → `ω decay width.
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Appendix H

Correlation matrices of the
marginalized numerical analysis

In this section, we present the main correlation matrices of our numerical analysis
using HEPfit. For the hadronic τ decays, the correlation matrix of all the Wilson
coefficients obtained from the numerical analysis considering only the Belle limits
and including (excluding) FCNCs is shown in Fig. H.1 (H.2). We regard it interesting
to compare these two matrices, as is described in detail in Section 3.5.2.
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Figure H.1: Correlations among all the Wilson coefficients from the numerical analysis considering Belle
limits and including FCNCs.

The correlation matrix obtained from the numerical analysis considering only the
limits of `–τ conversion in nuclei and including FCNCs is presented in Fig. H.3.
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Figure H.2: Correlations among all the Wilson coefficients from the numerical analysis considering Belle
limits and excluding FCNCs.
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Figure H.3: Correlations among all the Wilson coefficients from the numerical analysis considering `–τ
limits and including FCNCs.
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Appendix I

Identification of the SMEFT
operator basis

In this appendix, for completeness, we list the identities and relations used to identify
the d = 6 four-fermion operators of the basis in Ref. [56] from those resulting
from the integration of the leptoquark fields. Then, we provide the corresponding
identification in Table I.1.

Regarding the scalar Fierz identities, we have in our case for anticommuting fields

(āRbL)(c̄LdR) = (āPLb)(c̄PRd) = −1

2
(āRγµdR)(c̄Lγ

µbL) , (I.0.1)

(āRbL)(c̄RdL) = (āPLb)(c̄PLd) = −1

2

[
(āRdL)(c̄RbL) +

1

4
(āRσµνdL)(c̄Rσ

µνbL)

]
,

(I.0.2)

with σµν ≡ i
2
[γµ, γν ] and projectors PR,L = 1

2
(1 ± γ5). The vector Fierz identities

then read

(āLγµbL)(c̄Lγ
µdL) = (āγµPLb)(c̄γ

µPLd) = (āLγµdL)(c̄Lγ
µbL) , (I.0.3)

(āLγµbL)(c̄Rγ
µdR) = (āγµPLb)(c̄γ

µPRd) = −2(āLdR)(c̄RbL) . (I.0.4)

The fields in the charge-conjugation basis are defined as ψC ≡ Cψ
T

= CγT0 ψ
∗

(and consequently ψC = −ψTC−1), with C being the charge-conjugation operator
(in standard representation, C = iγ2γ0).

For the left-handed (ψL = PLψ) and right-handed (ψR = PRψ) components of
Dirac fields, using C−1γ5C = +γT5 , we then have1

ψL = PLψ , ψR = PRψ , ψL = ψPR , ψR = ψPL , (I.0.5)

ψC
L = PRψ

C , ψC
R = PLψ

C , ψC
L = ψCPL , ψC

R = ψCPR . (I.0.6)

Using C−1γµC = −γTµ , for anticommutating ψ1 and ψ2 (and thus including an
additional minus sign) we arrive at

ψC
1 ψ

C
2 = +ψ2ψ1 , (I.0.7)

ψC
1 γµψ

C
2 = −ψ2γµψ1 , (I.0.8)

1We write ψCL,R ≡ (ψL,R)C.
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ψC
1 σµνψ

C
2 = −ψ2σµνψ1 . (I.0.9)

With any representation in which C† = C−1, we have employed
(
ψC

1 Γψ2

)†
=

ψ2 ΓψC
1 , with Γ ∈ {1, γµ, σµν}.

For the SU(2) indices we make use of the following manipulations:

3∑
k=1

(ε·τk)ab(ε·τk)†cd =
∑

k=0,1,3

τk,abτk,cd = 2δadδbc−τ2,abτ2,cd = 2δadδbc+εabεcd , (I.0.10)

where ε = iτ2, and we have used the completeness relation
∑3

k=0 τk,abτk,cd = 2δadδbc.
Combining εabεcd = δacδbd−δadδbc and

∑3
k=1 τk,cbτk,da = 2δcaδbd−δcbδda, it is apparent

that

εabεcd =
1

2

[(
3∑

k=1

τk,cbτk,da

)
− δadδbc

]
, (I.0.11)

so we find
3∑

k=1

(ε · τk)ab(ε · τk)†cd = δacδbd + δadδbc =
3

2
δadδbc +

1

2

3∑
k=1

τk,cbτk,da . (I.0.12)

Eqs. (I.0.11) and (I.0.12) get handy when rewriting the expressions in terms of the
operators from the SMEFT basis [56] we work with.

Finally, the matching between the d = 6 four-fermion operators and the lepto-
quark Yukawa couplings are provided in Table I.1.
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Appendix J

Single Yukawas of vector leptoquarks

The integration of leptoquarks and the following matching to the SMEFT lead to
relations between the Wilson coefficients of this EFT and products of Yukawa lep-
toquark couplings. However, due to the rich variety of contributions of the Yukawas
to the WCs, and the current and expected bounds on the latter from CLFV-τ pro-
cesses, one can do better than just constraining pairs of Yukawas. Under a choice
of a few free Yukawas, the rest can be related to these and the WCs. The most
general leptoquark–matter interacting model provides, for vector leptoquarks, four-
teen Yukawa couplings. These are reduced, upon LQ integration, to eight different
WCs which receive a total of nine bounds from the charged-lepton-flavor-violating τ
processes considered in this work. Therefore, by choosing x̃RL2 and x̃RR1 on one hand
and xLL3 , xLL1 and xLR2 on the other to be free, we find the trivial relations

x̃RL2 τ =
CLu
x̃RL2

, x̃RR1 τ = −Ceu
x̃RR1

, (J.0.1)

xLL3 τ =
C

(3)
LQ − C

(1)
LQ

2xLL3

, xLL1 τ = −
C

(1)
LQ + 3C

(3)
LQ

2xLL1

, xLR2 τ =
CQe
xLR2

, (J.0.2)

and two different solutions for

xRL2± =
2CedC

(1)
LQ − C`–τ

LedQC
τh
LedQ + 6CedC

(3)
LQ − 4CLdCQe ∓

√
A

4C`–τ
LedQCQe

xLR2 ,

xRL2 τ ± =
2CedC

(1)
LQ − C`–τ

LedQC
τh
LedQ + 6CedC

(3)
LQ − 4CLdCQe ±

√
A

4Cτh
LedQ

1

xLR2

,

xRR1± = −
2CedC

(1)
LQ + C`–τ

LedQC
τh
LedQ + 6CedC

(3)
LQ − 4CLdCQe ±

√
A

2Cτh
LedQ(C

(1)
LQ + 3C

(3)
LQ)

xLL1 ,

xRR1 τ ± =
2CedC

(1)
LQ + C`–τ

LedQC
τh
LedQ + 6CedC

(3)
LQ − 4CLdCQe ∓

√
A

4C`–τ
LedQ

1

xLL1

,

(J.0.3)

where either all the positive or negative solutions are to be chosen, with

A =
[
C`–τ
LedQC

τh
LedQ−2Ced(C

(1)
LQ+3C

(3)
LQ)+4CLdCQe

]2−16CLdC
`–τ
LedQC

τh
LedQCQe . (J.0.4)

Note that (usually stronger) limits on the five free variables x̃RL2 , x̃RR1 , xLL3 , xLL1 and
xLR2 can be found elsewhere, since they involve just the e and µ leptons. These can
then be used, under the assumptions taken in this work, to constrain the rest of the
Yukawas.
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Appendix K

Translating the bounds

In this appendix, we show straightforwardly how, numerically, the WC bounds are
translated into limits on Yukawa pairs according to Eqs. (4.3.31) and (4.3.35). The
Wilson coefficients were given in the previous work as normal (Gaussian) probability
distributions with mean µ and variance σ2, i.e. C = N (µ, σ2). The non-vanishing
correlations among these were collected in the covariance matrix Wij.

In general, given a set of functions of the WCs for which we do not know their
probability distribution functions, namely (zz′)k = Fk(~C), with ~C = (CQ1 , CQ2 , . . . )
containing all WCs considered in this work and where the symbolic notation zz′

can stand both for scalar (y) and vector (x) Yukawa pairs, one can approximate the
expectation value of Fk and its covariance matrix through

E
[
Fk(~C)

]
' Fk(~µ) , (K.0.1)

and

Ukm ≡ cov
[
FkFm

]
'

n∑
i,j=1

[
∂Fk
∂CQi

∂Fm
∂CQj

]
~C=~µ

Wij . (K.0.2)

Above, the derivatives should be evaluated at the mean values of the WCs collected
within the vector ~µ, which is, in our case, just a zero-valued vector ~µ = ~0 .

For the simple case of Eqs. (4.3.31) and (4.3.35), the resulting combinations of
the WCs contributing to the Yukawa pairs zz′ =

∑
Q aQCQ lead again to a Gaussian

pdf for the latter, and Eqs. (K.0.1) and Eqs. (K.0.2) give

zz′ = N
(∑

Q

aQµQ,
∑
Q

a2
Qσ

2
Q

)
(K.0.3)

for non-correlated WC, and

zz′ = N
(∑

Q

aQµQ,
∑
Q

a2
Qσ

2
Q + 2

∑
Q1<Q2

aQ1σQ1ρQ1Q2aQ2σQ2

)
(K.0.4)

for the correlated ones, with ρQ1Q2 being the WC correlation matrix.
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